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PREFACE

The United States Air Force Summer Faculty Resarch Program (USAF-SFRP) is designed

to introduce university, college, and technical institute faculty members to Air Force zesearch.

This is accomplished by the faculty members being selected on a nationally advertised

competitive basis for a ten-week assignment during the summer intersession period to perform

£ research at Air Force laboratories/centers. Each assignment is in a subject area and at an Air

Force facility mutually agreed upon by the faculty members and the Air Force. In addition to

compensation, travel and cost of living allowances are also paid. The USAF-SFRP is sponsored

by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, United States Air

Force, and is conducted by Universal Energy Systems, Inc.

The specific objectives of the 1990 USAF-SFRP are:

(1) To provide a productive means for U.S. faculty members to participate in research
at Air Force Laboratories/Centers;

(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among the faculty and their
professional peers in the Air Force;

(3) To further the research objectives of the United States Air Force;

(4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of the faculty especially as
these relate to Air Force technical interests.

During the summer of 1990, 165-faculty members participated. These researchers were

assigned to 23 USAF laboratories/centers across the country. This four volume document is a

compilation of the final reports written by the assigned faculty members about their summer

research efforts.
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LISt OF 1990 PARTICIPANTS

NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Thomas.Abraham Degree: MS
Instructor Specialty: Mathematics
Saint Paul's College Assikned: Avionics Laboratory
Dept. of Science and Math
Lawrenceville, VA 23868
(804) 848-3111

Charles Alajajian Dere PhD
Assistant Professor Specialy: Electrical Engineering
West Virginia University Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
PO Box 6101
Morgantown, WV 26506
(304) 293-6371

Theodore Aufdemberge R PhD
Professor jogialty: Physical Chemistry
Concordia College Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
4090 Geddes Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(313) 985-7349

Richard Backs D PhD
Assistant Professor Specially: Psychology
Wrigh State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
Dept. of Psychology
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2656

William Banister Dewee: PhD
Professor S ecialtv: Organic Chemistry
Lowell, University of Assigned" Engineering & Services Center
Dept. of Chemistry
Lowell, MA 01854
(508) 934-3682
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.NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Margaret Batschelet Degree: PhD
Assistant ,Professor Specialty: English
Texas-San Antonio, Univ. of Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Division of English Training Systems
San Antonio, TX 78285
(513) 691-5357

Frank Battles D PhD
Professor Soecialty: Physics
Massachusetts Maritime Acad. Assiened: Geophysics Laboratory
Basic Science Dept.
Buzzards Bay, MA 02532
(508) 759-5761

John Bay Dezree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Electrical Engineering
Virginia Polytech Institute Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Electrical Eng.
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 231-5114

Reuben Benumof Unaree: PhD
Professor S..ajt: Physics
Staten Island, College of Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
130 Stuyvesant Pl.
Staten Island, NY 10301
(718) 390-7973

Phillip Bishop Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Exercise Physiology
Alabama, University of Assined: School of Aerospace Medicine
PO Box 870312
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-8370
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Robert Blystone De2ree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Zoology
Trinity University Assigned: School of Aerospace, Medicine
715 Stadium Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78212
(512) 736-7243

Michael Breen D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Alfred University Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Myers Hall
Alfred, NY 14802
(607) 871-2258

Bruno Breitmeyer Degree: PhD
Professor S21cialtv: Experimental Psychology
Houston, University of Assied: School of Aerospace Medicine
Dept. of Psychology
Houston, TX 77204
(713) 749-6108

Mark Brusseau Derree: PhD
Assistant Professor Secialtv: Environmental Chemistry
Arizona, University of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
429 Shantz Bldg. #38
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-3244

David Buckalew Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Szcialty: Biology
Xavier University Assigned: Occupational & Environmental
7325 Palmetto St. Health Laboratory
New Orleans, LA 70125
(504) 483-7527
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Theodore Burkey Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Memphis State University Asi ned: Frank . Seiler Research Lab.
Chemistry Dept.
Memphis, TN 38152
(901) 678-2634

4

Larry Byrd Iereg: PhD
Assistant Professor Specially: Mechanical Engineering
Arkansas State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
PO Box 1740
State University, AR 72467
(501) 972-2088

Charles Camp De&re: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Civil Engineering
Memphis State University Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Civil Engineering Dept.
Memphis, TN 38152
(901) 678-3169

William Campbell D PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Talladega College Assined: Weapons Laboratory
Math Dept.
Talladega, AL 35160
(205) 362-0206

Arnold Carden Dearee: PhD
Professor Specialty: Metallurgy

r Alabama, University of Assigned: Armament Laboratory
PO Box 870278
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-1619
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Richard Carlin Degee: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Alabama, University of Assianed: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Dept. of Chemistry
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
(205) 348-8443

Gene Carlisle PhD
Professor Specialty: Inorganic Chemistry
Weit-Texas State University Assilned: Weapons Laboratory
Dept. of Chemistry & Physics
Canyon, TX 79016
(806) 656-2281

Chia-Bo Chang Deee: PhD
Associate Professor § Meteorology
Texas Tech. Univ. AjMgid Geophysics Laboratory
PO Box 4320
Lubbock, TX 79409
(806) 742-3143

Wayne Charlie Deme: PhD
Associate Professor SpeciAltV: Civil Engineering
Colorado State University Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Fort Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-5048

Chih-Fan Chen g PhD
Professor Specialty: Engineering
Boston University Assigned: Electronic Systems Division
755 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-2566
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NAME/ ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

P1,nyuen Chen Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialtv: Statistics
Syracuse University Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Dept. of Mathematics Manpower and Personnel
Syracuse, NY 13244
,'(315) 443-1573

Muhammad Choudhry Doaree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
West Virginia University Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
PO Box 6101
Morgantown, WV 26506

£ (304) 293-6375

Donald Chung Dezree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Materials Science
San Jose State University Assigned:, Materials Laboratory
Dept. of Materials Eng.
San Jose, CA 95192
(408) 924-3873

Mingking Chyu Dege: PhD
Assistant Professor S.ecIllty: Mechanical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Dep- of Mechanical Eng.
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

t (412) 268-3658

R. H. Cofer Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Florida Instit. of Tech. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
150 W. University Blvd.
Melbourne, FL 32901
(407) 768-8000
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

William Cofer Deeree.' PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Civil Engineering
Washington State University Assigned: Weapons Laboratory
Dept. of Civil & Environ. Eng.
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-3232

John Connolly D PhD
Professor Specialtv: Chemistry
Missouri-Kansas City, Univ. of Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Dept. of Chemistry
Kansas City, MO 64110
(816) 276-2286

Gary Craig D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Electrical Engineering
Syracuse University Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Link Hall
Syracuse, NY 13244
(315) 443-4389

Donald Dareing Dme: PhD
Professor Svecialty: Mechanical Engineering
Florida, University of Assioned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
237 MEB
Gainesville, FL 32611
(904) 392-0827

Vito DelVecchio e PhD
Professor S vecialtLj Biochemistry
Scranton, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Dept. of Biology
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-6117
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Paul Dellenback Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Southern Methodist Univ. Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Civil & Mech. Engineering Dept.
Dallas, TX 75275
(214) 692-4172

Eustace Dereniak Decree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Optics

1 Arizona, University of Assined: Armament'Laboratory
McKale Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85721

L (602) 621-1019

Janet Dizinno D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
St. Mary's University Assigned: Wilford Hall Medical Center
One Camino Santa Maria
San Antonio, TX 78284
(512) 436-3314

Daniel Dolata Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Arizona, University of Assigned: Frank J. Seller Research Lab.
Dept. of Chemistry
Tucson, AZ 85721
(602) 621-6337

Joseph Dreisbach Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Scranton, University of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Chemistry Dept.
Scranton, PA 18510
(717) 961-7519
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NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Dennis Flentge Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Cedarville College Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314
(513) 766-2211

Charles Fosha Dome: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Colorado, Univ. of Assigned: Armament Laboratory
1867 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(719) 548-0602

Lionel Friedman Dree: PhD
Professor Soecialty: Physics
Worcester Polytechnic Instit. Assioned: Rome Air Development Center
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5303

Daniel Fuller Degree: PhD
Department Head Specialty: Chemistry
Nicholls State University Assined: Astronautics Laboratory
Highway 1
Thibodaux, LA 70310
(504) 448-4504

Ephrahim Garcia Dezree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
New York-Buffalo, State Univ. of Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
1012 Furnas Hall
Buffalo, NY 14260
(716) 636-3058

xi



NAME/ ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Daniel Garland Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Univ. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
Humanities/Social Sci. Operations Training Division
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
(904) 239-6641

Thomas Gearhart Degree: PhD
Asscciate Professor Specialtv: Mathematics
Captial University Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Science Hall E. Main St.
Columbus, OH 43209
(614) 236-6800

John George Degne: PhD
Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Wyoming, University of Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Box 3036
Laramie, WY 82071
(307) 766-2383

Frederick Gibson Degree: MS
Instructor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Morehouse College Assigned: Armament Laboratory
830 Westview Dr. SW
Atlanta, GA 30312
(404) 681-2800

Ashok Goel Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Michigan Tech. University Assigned: Electronic Technology Laboratory
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
Houghton, MI 49931
(906) 487-2868

xii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Harold Goldstein Degree: MS
Associate Professor Specialty: Transportation Engineering
District of Columbia, Univ. of Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
4200 Connecticut Ave. N.W. Training Systems
Washington, DC 20008
(202) 282-7349

Reinhard Graetzer Dege: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Penn -State University Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
104 Davey Lab.
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 863-0705

Paul Griffin Dearee: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Georgia Tech. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
School of ISYE
Atlanta, GA 30332
(404) 894-2431

William Grissom Deee: MS
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Morehouse College Assigned: Arnold Engineering Development
830 Westview Dr. Center
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

David Grossie Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Wright State University Assigned: Materials Laboratory
Dept. of Chemistry
Dayton, OH 45435
(513) 873-2210

xiii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Pushpa Gupta Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Mathematics
Maine, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
321 Neville
Orono, ME 04469
(207) 581-3914

Ramesh Gupta Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Mathematical Statistics
Maine, University of Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
Dept. of Mathematics
Orono, ME 04469
(207) 581-3913

Martin Hagan Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Oklahoma State, University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
School of Elec. & Comp. Sci.
Stillwater, OK 74078
(405) 744-7340

Lawrence Hall Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
South Florida, Univ. of Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
Dept. of Computer Sci.
Tampa, FL 33620
(813) 974-4195

Kevin Hallinan Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Dayton, Univ. of Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Mech. & Acro. Engineering
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-2875

xiv



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Marvin Hamstad Degree: PhD
Professor Specialtv: Solid Mechanics
Denver, Univ. of Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Engineering
Denver, CO 80208
(303) 871-3191

Frances Harackiewicz Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Sigcialtv: Electrical Engineering
Southern Illinois Univ. Assianed: Rome Air Development Center
Technology Bldg. A
Carbondale, IL 62901
(618) 453-7031

Paul Hedman Degee: PhD
Professor Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Brigham Young University Assigned: Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Chemical Engineering Dept.
Provo, UT 84602
(801) 378-6238

Verlin Hinsz Degre: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Psychology
North Dakota State Univ. Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
115 Minard Hall Logistics & Human Factors
Fargo, ND 58105
(701) 237-7082

Chin Hsu Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Washington State Univ. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Elec. and Comp. Eng.
Pullman, WA 99164
(509) 335-2342

xv



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Ming-Shu Hsu Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Portland, Univ. of Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
5000 N. Willamette Blvd.
Portland, OR 97203
(503) 283-7436

Delayne Hudspeth Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Education
Texas-Austin, Univ. of Assigned: Human Resources Laboratory
College of Education Manpower & Personnel Div.
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-5211

Manuel Huerta Degre: PhD
Professor Specialty: Physics
Miami, Univ. of Assigned: Armament Laboratory
PO Box 248046
Coral Gables, FL 33124
(305) 284-2323

David Hui Dere: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
New Orleans, Univ. of Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Dept. of Mech. Engineering
New Orleans, LA 70148
(504) 286-6192

George Jumper Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Worcester Poly. Instit. Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5368

xvi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Prasad Kadaba Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Physics
K entucky, Uli,. of Assigned: Materials -Laboratory
Rm. 453 Andei-son Hall
LI 9xgton, 'KY 40506
(606), 257-2943

Ngozi KXanalu Dere: PhD
Icturer Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Califorr-a Poly. Univ. Assigned: Frank T. Seiler Research Lab.
Mechancial Engineering Dept.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805) 756-1336

Giilray Kandel Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Experimental Psychology
Rensselaer Poly. Instit. Assined- Human Resour.es Laboratory
8th St. Operations Training Division
Troy, NY 12180
(518) 276-8269

Mohammad Karim Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Sgecialty: Elwtrical Engineering
Dayton, University of Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
300 College Park
Dayton, OH 45469
(513) 229-3611

Siavash Kassemi Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Aerospace Engineering
Colorado, University of Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
1867 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(719) 593-3326

xvii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Yulian Kin Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Purdue Calumet Assigned: Eight Dynamics Laboratory
Engineering' Dept.
Hammond, IN 46323
(219) 989-2684

Kevin Kirby Dea :. PhD
Assistant Professor pecialty: Computer Science
Wright State University Assianed: Avionics Laboratory
3171 Research Blvd.
Kettering, OH 45420
(513) 259-1373

David Kirkner Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Solid Mechanics
Notre Dame, Univ. of Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Dept. of Civil Engineering
Notre Dame, IN 46556
(219) 239-6518

Ashok Krishnamurthy Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Ohio State University Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
2015 Neil Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
(614) 292-5604

Paul Kromann Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Svecialty: Chemistry
Fort Valley State College Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Campus Box 4821
Fort Valley, GA 31030
(912) 825-6245

xviii



NAME/ ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Jeffrey Kuhn Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Michigan State University Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
309 Physics-Astronomy Bldg.
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 353-2986

Kyung Kwon Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Tuskege University Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Chemistry Dept.
Tuskegee, AL 36088
(205) 727-8089

Joseph Lambert Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Chemistry
Northwestern University Assigned: Materials Laboratory
2145 Sheridan Rd.
Evanston, IL 60208
(708) 491-5437

Gary Leatherman Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Materials Science
Worcester Polytechnic Instit. Assigned: Materials Laboratory
100 Institute Rd.
Worcester, MA 01609
(508) 831-5229

Byung-Lip Lee Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Materials Science
Pennsylvania State University Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
227 Hammond Bldg.
University Park, PA 16802
(814) 865-7829

xix



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Tzesan Le Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Applied Mathematics
Western Illinois Univ. Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
900 W. Adams St.
Macomb, IL 61455
(309) 298-1485

Won-Kyoo Lee Deme: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Chemical Engineering
Ohio State University Assigned: Materials Laboratory
140 W. 19th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43211
(614) 292-6605

Paul Lemke Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Molecular Biology
Auburn University Assiened: School of Aerospace Medicine
131 Funchess Hall
Auburn University, AL 36849
(205) 844-1662

Sigmund Lephart Deeree: PhD
Lecturer Specialty: Biomechanics
Melbourne Univ. Australia Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
Parkville 3052
Victoria Australia,
(03) 344-5158

Shannon Lieb Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Butler University Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
4600 Sunset Ave.
Indianapolis, IN 46208
(317) 283-9410

xx



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Hao Ling Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Texas-Austin, Univ. of Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
Dept. of Elec. & Comp. Eng.
Austin, TX 78712
(512) 471-1710

C. Randal Lishawa Dege: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Physical Chemistry
Utica College Assigned: Geophysics Laboratory
Burrstone Rd.
Utica, NY 13502
(315) 792-3139

Vernon Matzen Decree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialtv: Structural Mechanics
North Carolina State Univ. Assigned: Flight Dynamics Laboratory
Box 7908
Raleigh, NC 27695
(919) 737-2331

Michael McFarland Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Biological Engineering
Utah State Univ. Assigned: Engineering & Services Center
Utah Water Research Lab.
Logan, UT 84322
(801) 750-3196

Perry McNeill Degree: PhD
Professor SZ ia~tv. Education
North Texas, Univ. of As, i-,_ed. Engineering & Services Center
PO Box 13198
Denton, TX 76203
(817) 565-2846

xxi



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Miguel Medina Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Water Resources
Duke University Assigned:, Occupational & Environmental
Dept. of Civil Engineering Health Laboratory
Durham, NC 27706
(919) 660-5195

Richard Miers Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Indiana Univ. - Purdue Univ. Assigned: Avionics Laboratory
2101 Coliseum Blvd. E.
Fort Wayne, IN 46805
(219) 481-6154

William Moor Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Industrial Engineering
Arizona State Univ. Assigned: Human Resources Laoratory
College of Engineering Operations Training Division
Tempe, AZ 85287
(602) 965-4022

Carlyle Moore Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Physics
Morehouse College Assigned: Arnold Engineering Development
830 Westview Dr. Center
Atlanta, GA 30314
(404) 681-2800

Kevin Moore D PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Idaho State Univ. Assigned: Armament Laboratory
Box 8060
Pocatello, ID 83209
(208) 236-4188

xxii



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Rex Moyer Degree: PhD
Professor Specialty: Microbiology
Trinity University Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
715 Stadium Dr.
San Antonio, TX 78212
(512) 736-7242

Arnold Nelson Deree: MS
Assistant Professor Specialty: Physical Education
Louisiana State Univ. Assigned: School of Aerospace Medicine
112 Long Field House
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(504) 388-3114

Kirk Nordyke Deome: MS
Instructor Specialty: Zoology
Xavier University Assigned: Occupational & Environmental
Dept. of Biology Health Laboratory
New Orleans, LA 70125
(504) 483-7527

Olin Norton Dearee: PhD
Researcher Specialty: Mechanical Engineering
Mississippi State Univ. Assigned: Arnold Engineering Development
PO Drawer MM Center
Mississippi State, MS 39762
(601) 325-2105

Muhammad Numan Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialtv: Physics
Indiana Univ. of Pennsylvania Assigned: Electronic Technology Laboratory
45 Weyandt Hall
Indiana, PA 15705
(412) 357-2318

xxiii



NAME/ ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Amit Patra Degree: PhD
Associate Professor Svecialty: Mechanical Engineering
Puerto Rico, Univ. of Assigned: Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
PO Box 5000
Mayaguez, PR 00709
(809) 832-4040

Shietung Peng Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Computer Science
Maryland-Baltimore, Univ. of Assigned: Rome Air Development Center
5401 Wilkens Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21228
(301) 455-3540

Richard Peters Deg PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Vanderbilt University Assigned: Arnold Engineering Development
Box 6091 Station B Center
Nashville, TN 37235
(615) 322-7924

Bernard Piersma Dege: PhD
Professor Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Houghton College Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
Dept. of Chemistry
Houghton, NY 14744
(716) 567-9301

Thomas Pollock D PhD
Associate Professor Specialty: Materials Science
Texas A&M University Assigned: Astronautics Laboratory
Dept. of Aerospace Engineering
College Station, TX 77843
(409) 845-1686

xxiv



NAME / ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY ASSIGNED

Thomas Posbergh Degree: PhD
Assistant Professor Specialty: Electrical Engineering
Minnesota, Univ. of Assigned: Frank J. Seiler Research Lab.
107 Akerman Hall
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 625-2871
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Technical
Report
Number Title Professor

Volume I
Armament Laboratory

1 Simple Models for Predicting Runway Dr. Charles Camp
Failure Due to Blast Loading

2 Physical Aspects of the Penetration of Dr. Arnold Carden
Reinforced Concrete Slabs

3 Solid-State Imager Replacement for a Dr. Eustace Dereniak
High-Speed Film Camera

4 Evaluation of Weapon Target Allocation Dr. Charles Fosha
Algorithms

5 Methods Which Accelerate Convergence in Dr. John George
Iterative CFD Solvers

6 Designing a Binary Phase Only Filter Via Mr. Frederick Gibson
the Genetic Algorithm

7 Two-Dimensional Simulation of Railgun Dr. Manuel Huerta
Plasma Armatures

8 Neural Networks for Guidance, Navigation, Dr. Kevin Moore
and Control of Exoatmospheric Interceptors
*** Not Publishable at this Time ***

9 Gunner Performance in the BSTING Dr. William Siuru
Fire Control System

10 Robust Eigenstructure Assignment with Dr. Kenneth Sobel
Application to Missile Control

11 Multiple Point Detonation Modeling Dr. Steven Trogdon

xli



Volume I
Arnold Engineering Development Center

12 Development of a Combustion Model for Mr. William Grissom
Liquid Film Cooled Rocket Engines

13 Feasibility of Measuring Pulsed X-Ray Dr. Carlyle Moore
Spectra Using Photoactivation of
Nuclear Isomers

14 Combustion of Carbon Particles in the Plume Dr. Olin Norton
of a Flare

15 Noise Reduction in Rocket Test Videos using Dr. Richard Peters
Mathematical Morphology

16 On the Hazard of Combustion Chamber Dr. John Russell
Oscillations in a Large Freejet Test Cell

17 Laser-Induced Fluorescence of Nitric Oxide Dr. Chun Su

18 An Algorithm for Defining the Shape of a Dr. Kevin Whitaker
Plume Exhausting from a Rectangular Nozzle

Astronautics Laboratory

19 Strain Enhancing Binder Blends for Use Dr. Daniel Fuller
in Rocket Propellants

20 A Development of Molecular Modeling Dr. Shannon Lieb
Techniques to Study Intermolecular Forces
Found Between Solid Rocket Oxidizers
and Their Binding Agents

21 Design and Analysis of Reaction Wheel Dr. Thomas Pollock
Actuators for ASTREX

22 Component Design for the Multi-Body Dr. Roger Thompson

Dynamics Experiment

23 Control Design of ASTREX Test Article Dr. Hung Vu

24 Identification and Control of Flexible Dr. Trevor Williams
Spacecraft
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25 Investigating the Loading Rate Effect on Dr. Hsien-Yang Yeh
the Crack Growth Behavior in a Composite
Solid Propellant

Electronics Systems Division

26 Walsh Function Analysis of Impulse Radar Dr. Chih-Fan Chen

Engineering and Services Center

27 High Oxygen/Carbon Ratio Fuel Candidates for Dr. William Bannister
Clean Air Fire Fighting Facility Project

28 Rate-Limited Mass Transfer and Solute Dr. Mark Brusseau
Transport

29 Centrifuge Modeling of Explosive Induced Dr. Wayne Charlie
Stress Waves in Unsaturated Sand

30 Pathways of 4-Nitrophenol Degradation Dr. Joseph Dreisbach

31 Permanent Deformations in Airfield Pavement Dr. David Kirkner
Systems with Thick Granular Layers

32 The High-Speed Separation and Identification Dr. Paul Kromann
of Jet Fuel

33 Utilization of Ion Exchange Resins for Dr. Kyung Kwon
the Purification of Plating Baths

34 Methanotrophic Cometabolism of Dr. Michael McFarland
Trichloroethylene (TCE) in a Two Stage
Bioreactor System

35 Submicron Antennas for Solar Energy Dr. Perry McNeil
Conversion

36 Dynamic Analysis of Impulse Loading on Mr. John Scharf
Laminated Composite Plates Using
Normal-Mode Techniques

37 A Specimen Preparation Technique for Dr. George Veyera
Microstructral Analysis of Unsaturated Soil
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Volume II
Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory

38 Thermal Decomposition of NTO and Dr. Theodore Burkey
NTO/TNT Mixtures

39 Transition Metal Carbonyl Complexes in Dr. Richard Carlin
Ambient-Temperature Molten Salts and
Alkali Metal Reductions at Tungsten and
Mercury Film Electrodes in Buffered Neutral
Aluminum Chloride: 1-Methyl-3-Ethylimidazolium
Chloride Molten Salts

40 Expert Guide: Using Artificial Intelligence Dr. Daniel Dolata
Techniques to Help Chemists Utilize Numerical
Programs

41 Control of a Complex Flexible Structure Dr. Ephrahim Garcia
Utilizing Space-Realizable Linear Reaction
Mass Actuators

42 Particle Image Displacement Velocimetry Dr. Ngozi Kamalu
(PIDV) Measurements in Dynamic Stall
Phenomena

43 A Preliminary Analysis of Symbolic Dr. Siavash Kassemi
Computational Technique for Prediction of
Unsteady Aerodynamic Flows

44 Investigation of Lithium in Buffered Dr. Bernard Piersma
MEIC-AIC13 Melts

45 Control Formulations for the Active and Dr. Thomas Posbergh
Passive Damping of Flexible Structures

Geophysics Laboratory

46 Background Research on Global Warming Dr. Theodore Aufdemberge

47 Correlations Between Levels for Stellar Dr. Frank Battles
Scintillometer Derived Profiles of C;

48 Total Dose Effect on the Soft Error Rate Dr. Reuben Benumof
of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Memory Cells
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Volume II

49 PBL Short-Wave Disturbances over the Dr. Chia-Bo Chang
Desert Southwest

50 Simulation of REFS Missile Flight Dr. George Jumper

51 Evaluating the Diagnostic Potential of Dr. Jeffrey Kuhn
High Spatial and Spectral Near Infrared
Observations of the Solar Photosphere

52 A New Ion-Molecule Chemiluminescence Dr. C. Randal Lishawa
Experiment

53 Relationship Between Brightness Dr. Gandikota Rao
Temperatures and Typhoon Intensification

54 Electric Fields in the Middle-and-Low Dr. Craig Rasmussen
Latitude Ionosphere and Plasmasphere

55 Resonance Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization Dr. Glenn Stark
of Molecular Nitrogen/Electronic Quenching
of the N2 A State by CO

56 Optical Propagation in Non-Uniform Media Dr. John Wills

Rome Air Development Center

57 Implementation of ACT Adaptive Filters Dr. Charles Alajajian

58 Exploiting Parallel Architectures within Dr. Gary Craig
a Distributed Computational Environment

59 Optical Simulations of Guided-Wave Dr. Lionel Friedman
Structures

60 Magnetically Controllable Microstrip Dr. Frances Harckiewicz
Path Analysis

61 Scattering by Conductor-Backed Dielectric Dr.Hao Ling
Gaps

r 62 An Efficient Parallel Algorithm and Its Dr. Shietung Peng

Implementation for Real-Time Adaptive
Space-Time Processing
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Volume II

63 Processing and Characterization of Pb-doped Dr. Daniel Ryder
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O Superconducting Thin Films
by the MOD Method

64 Architectural Support for AI and Knowledge Dr. Behrooz Shirazi
Base Systems

65 Markov Models for Simulating Error Patterns Dr. Wayne Smith
on Data Communications Links

66 Use of Audio Feedback to Confirm Verbal Mr. Ronald VanEtten
Commands for Computer Workstations

67 Theoretical Models of Fast Photoconducting Dr. Martin Wilner
Avalanche Switches

68 A Gabor Transform Based Recognition System Dr. James Wolper

Weapons Laboratory

69 Palindrome Pre-Scheduling Dr. William Campbell

70 Second-Harmonic Generation in Corona-Poled Dr. Gene Carlisle
Polymer Films

71 Application of the Microplane Concrete Dr. William Cofer
Model to an Explicit Dynamic Finite
Element Program

72 From Counterpropagation to Vector Dr. Johanna Schruben
Quantization: Neural Networks for Pattern
Recognition

73 Analysis of Data on Compact Toroid Dr. Peter Walsh
Formation in Hydrogen

74 AOA Determination using Associative Neural Dr. Wayne Zimmerman
Networks
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Volume III
(Wright Research Development Center)
Aero Propulsion Laboratory

75 Evaluation of MOS-Conolled Thyristor (MCT) Dr. Muhammad Choudhry
at 270 Volt DC for Resistive and Inductive
Loads

76 Development of a Three-Dimensional Finite- Dr. Mingking Chyu
Difference Code for Modeling Flow and
Heat Transfer in Rotating Disk Systems

77 Thin Film Behavior of Powder Lubricants Dr. Donald Dareing
Mixed with Ethylene Glycol

78 Laser Velocimetry Measurements in Shock Dr. Paul Dellenback
Tubes

79 Thermal Analysis of Potential Solid Dr. Dennis Flentge
Lubricant Candidates

80 Effect of Evaporation on the Driving Dr. Kevin Hallinan
Capillary Pressure in Capillary Pumped
Aerospace Thermal Management Systems

81 Investigation of the Combustion Dr. Paul Hedman
Characteristics of a Confined Coannular
Jet with a Sudden Expansion

82 Aircraft HVDC Power System - Stability Dr. K. Sankara Rao
Analysis

83 Design of a Dynamic Temperature Measurement Dr. Larry Roe
System for Reacting Flows

84 Hydrogen Permeation in Metals at Low Dr. Kaveh Tagavi
Temperatures

85 Measurements of Droplet Velocity and Size Dr. Richard Tankin
Distributions for a Pressure/Air Blast
Atomizer

Avionics Laboratory

86 Pattern Recognition: Machine vs. Man Mr. Thomas Abraham
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Volume III

87 Some Results in Pattern-Based Machine Dr. Michael Breen
Lem'ning

88 Probabilistic IR Evidence Accumulation Dr. R. H. Cofer

89 Investigations of a Lower Bound on the Dr. Thomas Gearhart
Error in Learned Functions

90 Machine Learning Applied to High Range Dr. Lawrence Hall
Resolution Radar Returns

91 Model for Characterizing a Directional Dr. Mohammad Karim
Coupler Based Optical Heterodyne
Detection System

92 Context Dynamics in Neural Sequential Dr. Kevin Kirby
Learning

93 Fiber Laser Preamplifier for Laser Radar Dr. Richard Miers
Detectors

94 Reusable Ada Software - Evaluating the Dr. Brian Shelburne
Common Ada Missile Packages (CAMP-3)

Electronic Technology Laboratory

95 Computer Simulation of NMOS Integrated Dr. Ashok Goel
Circuit Chip Performance Indicators

96 Application of Photoreflectance to Novel Dr. Muhammad Numan
Materials

97 Electronic Structure and Deep Impurity Levels Dr. Devld Talwar
in GaAs Related Compound Semiconductors and
Superlattices

Flight Dynamics Laboratory

98 Sensor Integration Issues in Robotic Rapid Dr. John Bay
Aircraft Turnaround

99 Influence of Static and Dynamic Aeroelastic Dr. Franklin Eastep
Constraints on the Optimal Structural
Design of Flight Vehicles
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100 Location of Crack Tips by Acoustic Emission Dr. Marvin Hamnstad
for Application to Smart Structures

101 H. Design Based on Loop Transfer Dr. Chin Hsu
Recovery and Loop Shaping

102 A Feasibility Study on Interfacing Astros Dr. Ming-Shu Hsu
with Navgraph

103 Theoretical Modeling of the Perforation of Dr. David Hui
Laminated Plates by Rigid Projectiles

104 Accelerate Fatigue Test Procedure for the Dr. Yulian Kin
Structural Polycarbonate Component of the
F-16 Canopy Composite Material

105 Study of Fracture Behavior of Cord-Rubber Dr. Byung-Lip Lee
Composites far Lab Prediction of Structural
Durability c, Aircraft Tires

106 Ballistic Damage of Aircraft Structures: Dr. Vernon Matzen
Detection of Damage Using Vibration Analysis
*** Submitted as Technical Memorandum *

107 Delamination oif Laminated Composites Dr. William Wolfe

108 Experimental Identification of Intemally Dr. Lawrence Zavodney
Resonant Nonlinear Systems Possessing
Quadratic Nonlinearity

Materials Laboratory

109 The In-situ Laser Deposition of High T, Dr. Donald Chung
Superconducting Thin Film

110 AMI Calculations on Rigid Rod Polymer Dr. John Connolly
Model Compounds

ill Potentials of Mushy-State Forming of Dr. Sherif ElWakil
Composite Materials

112 Structural Analysis of Polymer Precursors Dr. David Grossie
with Potential Nonlinear Optical Properties

xlix
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113 Eddy Current Testing in Nondestructive Dr. Prasad Kadaba
Evaluation

114 Preparation and Characterization of Dr. Joseph Lambert
Polypeptide Thin Films

115 Chemical Induced Grain Boundary Migration Dr. Gary Leatherman
in A120 3

116 On the Use of QPA (Qualitative Process Dr. Won-Kyoo Lee
Automation) for Batch Reactor Control

117 Ultrasonic Techniques for Automated Dr. Michael Resch
Detection of Fatigue Microcrack
Initiation and Opening Behavior

118 NMR and IR Investigations of Conformational Dr. Martin Schwartz
Dynamics and Surface Interactions of
Perfluoropolyalkylethers

119 Modeling of Casting Solidification Dr. Hai-Lung Tsai



Volume IV
Human Systems Division Laboratories
Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory

120 Cardio-Respiratory Measures of Workload Dr. Richard Backs
During Continuous Manual Performance

121 Heat Transfer Through Multiple Layers Dr. Larry Byrd
of Fabric

122 Pilot Task Functional Analysis and Mr. John Duncan
Decomposition Using Structured Analysis
and IDEF Modeling Methods for the Pilot's
Associate Pilot-Vehicle Interface

123 Effects of Time Delays in Networked Dr. Martin Hagan
Simulators

124 Speaker Normalization and Vowel Recognition Dr. Ashok Kdshnamunhy
using Neural Networks

125 Sensitivity Analysis of the PB-PK Model: Dr. Tze San Lee
Methylene Chloride

126 Error Analysis of the AAMRL Inertia Dr. Sigmund Lephart
Testing System
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Evaluation of MDS-Controlled Thyristor (WT) at 270 Volt DC

for Resistive and Inductive Loads

by

muhamiad A. Choudhry

ABSTPACT

The voltage and current characteristics of MDS-Ccotrolled Thyristors of

50 to 150 A rating are obtained at 270 volt dc over a wide range of

switching frequencies. Total turn-off time of CT increases with load

current and switching frequency and is less than 2 u sec in most cases. The

forward voltage drop across BrT varies from 1 volt to 2 volts for a load

current variation of 15 to 90 A. Large voltage transients are observed

during switching of inductive loads. The use of snubber circuit across MCT

reduces voltage transients and powr loss inside the device. However, large

currents are observed during turn-on of bCT at high frequency with inductive

load.
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I. INRDCION:

Unlike Gate-Turn- Off Thyristor which can be turned on by applying a

small positive pulse to the gate but requires about one fifth of normal

current to turn off, M?)S-Controlled Thyristor can be turned on and off with

a very small amount of current pulse applied between gate and anode. The

Electrical Technology Section of Aerospace Power Division at Wright-

Patterson AFB is interested in application of WD in 'More-Electric

Aircraft" due to its light-weigit, low forward voltage drop and large

current carrying capability.

My research interests have been in the areas of control and analysis of

ac/dc power system, offect of nonlinear load on ac/dc power system stability

and use of power electronics to enhance safety and increase productivity in

underground coal mines. My work on the use of GTO to suppress arc in mine

dc haulage systems and analysis of ac/dc power system contributed to my

assigrmawt to Electrical Technology/Aerospace Power Division.
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II. CBJECTIVES OF TE RESEAHO{ EFFCF4:

Power electronic devices can be used for control and efficient

utilization of electrical energy. However, these devices may be damaged by

the electrical transients due to switching of the device or the load. MDS-

Controlled Thyristor (ICT) can be turned on and off with a very small amount

of current pulse applied between anode and gate. This device has low

forward voltage drop, high current capability and low weight/power ratio.

My assigmnnt as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research

Program (SFMP) was to evaluate voltage and current characteristics of DT at

different switching frxes with different types of loads at 270 V DC.

This information will be utilized in the "'ore-Electric Aircraft" initiative

which will improve thrust to weight ratio, reliability and safety of the

aircraft.

III.

a. MOS-Controlled Thyristor has high current density, high dI/dt capability

and very sall turn-on and turn-off time (1). This device is expected to

displace SCRs and GTO in the future. Future aircrafts are expected to use

wre electric power at 270 V DC to improve reliability and safety. Figure 1

shows the single line diagram of the circuit used for evaluating the

voltage/current characteristics of bUT at 270 VDC. Three-phase ac output of

auto-transformer is rectified and a capacitor bank is connected at the

rectifier to reduce the ripple in the dc voltage. A large resistor is

connected parallel to the capacitor bank to discharge the capacitors when
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Gate
Drive
Unit

Three-phase Three-phase Rectifier MCT
supply autotransformer
440 V1.1

Figure 1. Single-line diagram of experiment to evaluate
voltage/current characteristics of MCT at 270 v DC.
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switch SW is opened. A filtering capacitor is connected at the DCT to

reduce the voltage variation of the anode voltage during turn-on and turn-

off of ICT. A free-mbeeling diod is connected across the load to reduce

switching transient voltage across MVT. Resistive load was modceled by glow

bar and water-cooled resistors.

b. Figure 2 shows the variation of on-state forward voltage drop in CT

with anode current. The on-state forward voltage drop decreases with higher

junction temperature of ICT. Figure 3 shows the voltage waveform across IMT

at a switching frequency of 10 K Hz for a resitive load at 270 VDC. Figure

4 shows the expanded voltage waveform during turn-on and turn-off of WT.

Tbe voltage across MVr decreases from 90% to 10% of dc irpt voltage in 222.3

u sec.

Figure 5 shows the anode current and gate current waveform at a

switching frequency of 10 K Hz for a resistive load at 270 VDC. A gate

current of less than 2A is required to turn-on and turn-off 38.2A through

the anode of MCT. Figure 6 shows the expanded anode current wavefom during

turn-on and turn-off of WVT. The current increases exponentially during

turn-on due to a small inductance present in the load circuit. The total

turn-off time (decreasing of anode current to 10% of its value before

turn-off after the gate voltage rises through zero) is 1.92 u sec. Table 1

gives the total turn-off tine of NET as a function of anode current and

switching frequency. The turn-off tire increases with load current and

switching frequency.
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Figure 2. Variation of forward voltage drop with anode current.
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Figure 3. Voltage waveform across MCT at a switching 
frequency of

10 KHz for a resistive load at 270 v DC.
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Figure 4. Voltage waveform during turn-on and turn-off of MCT for
a resistive load at 270 v DC.
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Table 1. Total turn-off time of MCT as a function of anode current
and switching frequency.

Switching Frequency- 400 Hz Switching Frequency- 10KHz

Anode Current Total turn-off time Anode Current Total turn-
off time

(A) sec) (A) (sec)

10.97 1.32 10.74 1.36
20.34 1.39 17.83 1.51
36.47 1.44 42.86 1.98
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Figure 7 shows the voltage, gate and anode current waveforms of WCT for

an nductive load at a switching frequency of 10 K Hz at 270 VDC. A large

transient current flows through WT during turn-on which causes voltage

oscillations across CT. After the initial current, the current increases

exponentially at a tine constant determined by the inductance and resistance

of the load circuit.

Figure 8 shows the voltage waveform across MT without the filtering

capacitor at the M=T at a switching frequency of 400 Hz. The irpt voltage

is 100 VDC. A transient voltage of 263.6 V appears across WT. Figure 9

shows the voltage waveform across bT with a snubber circuit at a switching

frequency of 400 Hz. The input voltage is 270 VDC. A transient voltage of

381.8 V appears across the cvice. The use of snubber circuit reduces the

voltage transient across WMT and reduces the switching power loss inside

WT.

IV. CMZDATICNS:

The MDS-Controlled Thyristor is able to turn-off large currents in less

than 2 u sec at 270 VDC. However, large voltage oscillations appears during

turn-on with inductive load at higher switching frequencies. This research

shows that the nature of the load has significant effect on the performance

of W2T. Further research will be done to evaluate voltage/current

characteristics of ICT in series with a dynamic load. Computer sinulation

will be developed to optimize the design of snubber circuit of MCT and to

determine the cause of high surge current during turn-on at high switching

frequency.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE-DIFF RENCE CODE
FOR MODELING FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER IN ROTATING DISK SYSTEMS

M. K. Chyu W. S. Chang
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering AFWAI,/POOS-3
Carnegie Mellon University Wright Research Development Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 WPAFB, OH 45433

ABIf.T.AC

A pressure-based, three-dimensional, finite-difference (finite-volume) code for
modeling the fluid flow and heat transfer in a ( 'bine disk system has been developed. The

computer program developed, however, is capLile of solving the governing equations for
convection transport in elliptic nature. The computational procedure employs a colocated
grid system extended for generalized non-orthogonal coordinates thus can handle irregular

geometries. The velocity-pressure coupling uses a modified version of the pressure implicit

split operator (PISO) originally proposed by Issa in 1985. The PISO algorithm not only
gives time-accuracy results but also provides the computation with a much faster

converging speed as compared to the SIMPLE based counterparts. Ongoing research using
this computational program is to investigate the effects of radial and axial clearance on the
heat transfer in a turbine rotor-stator system. Near-future study plan will focus on counter-

rotating disk systems which appear to be the viable configurations used for future turbine

engines.
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NOMENCLATURE

gij geometric coefficients

J Jacobian

p pressure

Pr Prandtl number

S source term

T temperature
ui velocity at duct inlet or velocity components (u,v,w)]

in cartesian coordinate (x,y,z)
Ui contravariant variables (U,V,W)

x,y,z cartesian coordinates

X,Y,Z (x,y,z) normalized by D, see Fig. 2
9 viscosity

p density

4,11, general non-orthogonal coordinate system

Subscript
P,E,W,WW variable values at node P, E...at the discretized domain

Superscript

n at current time step

n+1 at next time step

at intermediate time step
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The study of the heat transfer characteristics of rotating disk systems is a subject of

importance in the design of various types of rotating equipment, particularly for the
aeropropulsion and turbomachinery. In the continual quest for improved performance and

efficiency, modern gas turbine designers strive to develop systems and/or materials that
will permit increasing turbine operating temperatures. Consequently, much effort has been

expended to enhance understanding of the hydrodynamic and heat transfer phenomena of
various types of rotating disk systems.

Heat transfer from a disk rotating in a quiescent environment has been examined in
numerous experimental and theoretical studies. Results of such investigations (Millsaps
and Pohlhausen (1952), Cobb and Saunders (1956), Sparrow and Gregg (1960), and Ong
(1988)) have provided extensive insight into the hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics

of free disks. While these results may be of limited applicability in turbine design, they
often serve as a baseline for gauging the effectiveness of various forced cooling techniques

and for judging the heat transfer characteristics of rotor-stator systems, which are more
appropriate idealized turbine disk models.

Unlike the free disk in which heat transfer is only affectea by rotational speed, heat
transfer in rotor-stator systems is influenced by the operating conditions as well as system
geometry. In a rotor-stator system with no radial shroud, commonly referred to as an open
rotor-stator, Kreith et. al. (1959, 1963) and Metzger (1970) demonstrated that the presence
of the stator influences heat transfer from the disk at axial gap spacings less than 10 percent

of the disk diameter. These studies also examined the effects that forced coolant flow

introduced at the hub of the system had on the average heat transfer rate. As an extension
of these studies, more recent evaluations by Metzger et al. (1979, 1989) and Popiel and
Boguslawski (1986a& 1986b) have examined the effects of varying the location and rate of

forced coolant flow. In these studies the effects coolant jet impingement have on rotor local
heat transfer ciefficients were investigated.

Another important geometrical effect in actual turbines is the presence of a radial
clearance seal. While the primary intent of forced disk cooling systems is to enhance heat
transfer from the rotating turbine disk, this flow is also intended to prevent the ingress of
hot combustion gases. Phadke and Owen (1983) investigated the hydrodynamic effects of

different seal designs to assess their ability to prevent ingress, but few studies have
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explicitly examined the effect that a radial clearance shroud has on heat transfer rates.
Metzger et. al. (1989) performed local heat transfer measurements across a disk face using
a radially shrouded rotor-stator system, but the purpose of these studies was to investigate
the influence that the radial location and rate of coolant flow have on the local heat transfer
rates.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The primary objective for this summer research is to establish a numerical code for
modeling convection transport phenomena in turbine disk systems. The computational
procedure developed should, at least, have the capability of addressing the important issues

and research concerns involved in the rotating disk problems. Moreover, it is targeted to
become one of the most powerful and modem computer programs for general elliptic
problems in the area of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and heat transfer. Many

special features and algorithms of recent advent in the CFD community are also included in
the procedure. With an extensive review and numerical testing, the final ramification is a
pressure-based, finite-difference code capable of solving the incompressible, three-
dimensional, full Navier-Stokes equations in non-orthogonal coordinates. One special
feature of this finite-difference (finite-volume) procedure is the capability of dealing with
irregular geometries, which is used to be monopolized by the finite-element methods. In
addition, it adopts a non-staggered grid arrangement, thus the velocity components and
other dependent variables are colocated at the same grid. The velocity-pressure coupling is
resolved by the pressure implicit split operator (PISO) (Issa, 1985) with an extension for
generalized non-orthogonal coordinates. Discretization of the governing equations uses the
central-differencing scheme for the diffusion terms and the second-order upwind scheme
for the convection terms. The solution of the discretized equations is obtained from a
conjugate gradient method (Kershaw, 1978), instead of the conventional tri-diagonal matrix

algorithm (TDMA) incorporated with a line-by-line iteration. The remaining part of this
report describes the framework of the code.

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMUALTION:

For laminar flow of Newtonian fluid with constant properties, the governing

equations for the unsteady flow and heat transfer in cartesian tensor form are

Continuity
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ui 0 (1)
axi

Momentum

apUi + (puiuj) LP + a( la u ]+  (2)

Energy

apT + a a aT+ -(PUMT = - (3)
at axj axj axj

To treat arbitrary boundaries, these governing equations are transformed to a general form
based on a non-orthogonal coordinate system (4, il, ). There arm three different ways to
represent velocity field in a non-orthogonal grid system; i.e., (1) cartesian velocity
components (Rhie and Chou, 1983; Han, 1988), (2) contravariant velocity components

(Maliska and Raithby, 1984) and (3) resolute or velocity projections along the coordinate
directions (Karki and Patankar, 1989). The present transformation uses the cartesian
velocity components, which has the advantage of excluding the so-called "curve.tare" terms

(Rhie and Chou, 1983). Using the standard transformation formulae (Anderson et al.,
1984), the continuity equation becomes

au av aw-+ - + - 0 (4)

and the remaining governing equations for the dependent variable in the general

coordinate system can be expressed in a compact form as follows:

a(W) + -- (pUo) + a--(pV) + -(pW,)

+g2 (5)
r+ g2 + g322 + g23)(5
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+--" '31 + g 2 + g 3) + JSi

where U, V, and W are the contravariant variables that represent convective flux;

U = g1U + g12v + g13w

V = g21u + g22v + g23w or Ui = gijuj (6)

W = g31u + g32v + g33w)

and 17 and SO are the associated diffusivity and source terms for the variable

(=u,v,w,T). The detailed expressions of the source terms and the cross derivative terms

due to grid non-orthogonality have been given by Han (1988). The geometric coefficient

gij and the Jacobian J are defined as

Y[Z - Y;Z1  X~zq - Xnzz XlY; - x;Y1

gij yz - ; x gz X V y4 - xZy; and

y4z1 - ynz4 XqZ4 - x~zn  x yin - xyJ

J = xqqy + xWzr + xTyqZ qn x -,Y1T - xX-nZ 4  (7)

These geometric coefficients are evaluated using central differencing schemes in the

transformed domain.

IV. DISCRETIZATION:

Discretization of the governing, differential equations uses the finite-volume

approach. Differencing in the temporal domain employs the Implicit Euler scheme. All the

dependent and independent variables are stored at the same grid location and variables at the

finite control-volume boundaries are interpolated between adjacent grid points. In the

spatial domain, the diffusion terms and convective terms are approximated by the central

differencing and a second-order upwind scheme, respectively. The present upwind scheme

determines the prevailing value of a dependent variable at the finite-volume interfaces by

referring to the sign of the contravariant fluxes. For example, if the contravariant flux U at

point p is positive, the finite-volume face value ow (west to P) is calculated by linear
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extrapolation from the corresponding variable at the two closest upstream neighboring
points (ww means further west to the west). This leads the discretization of the term

( Apop - AvCw - Awwww

= Axw (2Axww - Axw) Uw + AxE (Axww - Axw)Ue

where 2Axw (Axww - Axw)

Aww = Axw,Uw
2(Axww - Axw)

and AP =Aw+ Aw

V. VELOCITY-PRESSURE COUPLING:

A typical computational procedure for compressible flow employs density as a
primary variable and extracts pressure from an equation of state. This density-based

method is difficult for incompressible or low-Mach number flows, since weak pressure-
density coupling prevails under these situations. Computation for incompressible flow is
generally performed using pressure-based method which is characterized by the use of
pressure as one of the primary dependent variables. However, the absence of both
unsteady term in the continuity equation and an explicit equation specifically for pressure
imposes that the pressure can only influence the velocity field through the momentum

conservation with the continuity as a compatibility condition. Hence provision of an
algorithm for the velocity-pressure coupling is essential. One well-known algorithm
employs semi-implicit iterative coupling procedure; e.g., SIMPLE (Patankar, 1981) and its
variants (Van Doormaal and Raithby, 1985). In the present study, a more efficient non-
iterative method based on the operator-splitting technique (PISO) (Issa, 1985) is extended
to non-orthogonal grid coordinates. The discretized governing equations are solved in a

time-marching fashion until a steady state solution is reached. In each time step, a two-
stage correction procedure follows an initial predictor stage, and all three stages combined

yields a time-accuracy result. The sequence of the scheme is as follows:

a) Predictor Step:
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Using the pressure field at time step tn, the discretized equation for uj is

_t{ (pui)* - (pui)r } = H(u!) - gji Vj pn + Si
At (8)

where H( ) represents the finite difference discretization operator. With

H(u!) = H'(u!) + Ap u!, the first step becomes

- Ap u; = H'(u!) - gjiAjp n + Si + P (9)
At At

The coefficients Ap's involve contributions due to the convective fluxes as well as diffusive

fluxes in the 4, 1", directions.

b) First Corrector Step

The mass fluxes calculated from equation (9) unnecessarily satisfy continuity, the
first corrector step is established by splitting the operator
H(u!*) = Ap u* + H'(u!), thus

P - Ap)u" = H(u!) - gjiVjp + Si +
At At(10)

Subtracting equation (9) from (10) and imposing the continuity equation (Vj Uj** = 0), the

pressure correction equation is resulted by taking divergence of the incremental momentum

correction equation:

Vj [(k - Ap g jVj(p* pn= = VjUj* (11)

Note that the first corrector step is similar to the SIMPLE algorithm. In fact, if the loops

are iteratively terminated here, it is identical to the SIMPLE method with the time-step-
involving term as an under-relaxation factor. To account for the effects of convection and

diffusion and to satisfy the momentum conservation, a second corrector step follows.
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c) Second Corrector Step

Further splitting the operator; i.e.,

H(u!) = Ap u'** + 11W I,

the momentum equation becomes

( - Ap) u = H "u) - gji Vj ", Si + At (12)

Subtracting equation (10) from (12) gives the incremental momentum equation. Then, by
invoking the continuity again, the pressure increment equation becomes:

Vj A )gjziVj(p it
= Vji [pt - A 4 gji H'(ui - uj)j - Vj(gji ui) (13)

The splitting errors after two corrector stages are less than the truncation error associated
with the Euler implicit approximation in the temporal domain. The prevailing values

obtained here are taken to be the values at the next time-step, tn+ l.

It is known that the non-staggered grid system can produce the undesirable checker-
board phenomena in the pressure field, due to the decoupling effect between velocities and
pressures. As suggested by Rhie and Chou (1983), an exphi it fourth order pressure
damping terms may be added to the right hand side of equation (11) to ensure an attainment
of oscillatory-free pressure field. This approach can be further modified to include the
transient term for time-marching formulations. However, the steady-state solution obtained
in this way is found to be strongly influenced by the size of time step chosen, which is

undesirable (Parameswaran and Sun, 1989). In this study, the inclusion of the transient
term in the formulation is done by the operator interpolation technique first proposed by
Peric (1988). For example, the Uj's evaluated at the cell interface i+ 1/2 becomes:

U;I4i-= ik[(LP- Ap)' (H'(ui+l) + Si+l+ I+ i)

2 2 At At
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+ (P... - Ap)H'(ui) + Si + u- ) + gji(pn+l - py) (14)
At ~At 1(4

The resulting mass fluxes are then substituted into the right hand side of pressure correction

equation (11) and (13).

The system of finite difference approximation equations formed by equations (8),

(11) and (13) produces a seven-banded matrix. For both pressure correction equations, the
matrix is symmetric and positive-definite. To enhance the matrix solver efficiency, the

conjugate gradient (CG) method of Kershaw (1978) is employed for reducing the residuals

of these two equations to 10-3 .

In actual computation, it generally solves the non-dimensionalized governing

equations. Dependent variables are scaled to the characteristic lengths, velocities and

corresponding references. A preliminary result for a study concerning the radial and axial

clearance effects on the heat transfer in a rotor-stator system shows that the present code

performs far superior than the SIMPLE related counterparts, by a factor of 10 - 100 in

converging speed. Most of the pressure-based codes in the public domain or commercially

available are based on SIMPLE algorithm or its derivatives.

VI. RECOMMENDATION:

Besides the ongoing research for the rotor-stator system, this code is capable of

performing similar modeling for other disk configurations. Because its feature of

formulating governing equation in generalized non-orthogonal coordinates, the effects of

geometric details; e.g. uneven thickness and surface curvature, can be studied with a grid

generation. These issues have never been explored in the past. Another important

configuration is the system involving counter-rotating disks, that is possibly to be used in

the future high-performance turbine engines. Many existing theories and findings for the

conventional rotor-stator system are inapplicable for the counter-rotating disks; both

numerical modeling and experimental work for code validation are strongly desirable.
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THIN FILM BEHAVIOR OF POWDER LUBRICANTS

MIXED WITH ETHYLENE GLYCOL

by

Don W. Dareing

ABSTRACT

The rheological properties of two powder lubricants mixed separately with ethylene

glycol were determined experimentally. The two powder lubricants were graphite

and molybdenum disulfide. Bingham plastic, power law and hyperbolic rheological

models were compared with the experimentally determined shear stress-shear rate

rheological data. All three models compare favorably with experimental data at

high shear rates. The power law and hyperbolic rheological models are realistic

candidates at low shear rates. The three rheological models were Incorporated into

fluid flow equations ard solved for the case of pressure Induced flow between

parallel surfaces. Predicted flow rates of these non Newtonian slurries were

checked against laboratory data which was obtained through a test rig designed

and built during the study.
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INTRODUCTION

Tribology and lubrication of machine elements are an Important consideration In

the design and operation of machinery. Equipment literally "wears out" from lack

of proper lubrication. I have been Interested in this area of technology since

conducting research on the lubrication of gear teeth for my Ph.D. (1962) at the

University of Illinois. I have written several papers on lubrication films and have

conducted research at Cambridge University on the subject of squeeze film

damping as a visiting researcher. Two summer assignments with Pratt & Whitney

dealt with structural stiffness of rolling contact bearings and traction coefficients

of transfer films In contact with soft metal coatings. Also, I teach a graduate level

course in lubrication of bearings at the University of Florida.

The Summer Faculty Research Program has given me the opportunity to become

directly Involved In tribological research that Is of Interest to the Air Force.

Through the suggestion of Mr Ron Dayton, I chose to work on powder lubricant

slurries. This area of research Is unique in that the slurries are non Newtonian.

The summer effort focused on measuring the rheological behavior of powder

slurries, evaluating different rheological math models, and developing fluid flow

equations for pressure Induced flow between parallel surfaces. The long term

application of the research is the Integrated high Performance Turbl - Engine

Technology (IHPTET) program.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The objective of the research was to determine the thin film velocity and flow

characteristics of two powder lubricants mixed separately with ethylene glycol.

This goal Is an Initial step toward formulating equations of lubrication which

Include the effects of these non Newtonian slurries. Steps taken during the

summer research program were:

A. Establish the rheological properties of two lubricant slurries through

testing.

B. Evaluate mathematical rheological models against measured data.

C. Develop fluid flow equations for predicting velocity profiles and

flow rates for non Newtonian slurries.

D. Check predicted flow rates against measured flow rates using test

equipment designed and built during the summer program.
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH CONDUCTED

UNDER SUMMER FACULTY RESEARCH PROGRAM (1990)

A. Rheology Data

Shear stress versus shear rate relationships for the powder lubricant slurries was

determined experimentally by using a Haake Rotovisco RV100 viscometer. This

Instrument has the capabillty of measuring the shear stress-shear rate relationship

continuously from zero rate to a maximum shear rate of about 1000 sec-1

depending upon the particular sensor system used.

The viscosity of ethylene glycol was determined early In the study and the

measured value checked with the book value of 23.0 cp at 60°F (Reference 1).

Rheology data for ethylene glycol was determined for four temperature levels.

These data provided a baseline reference for judging the effects of powder

lubricant additives on rheology. The effects of adding molybdenum disulfide

(MoS 2) to ethylene glycol are shown In the test data Figure 1. The data

corresponds to a slurry mixture of one part (weight) of MoS2 to one part (weight)

of ethylene glycol. This mixture ratio (1:1) was arbitrary. These data show how

shear stress changes with temperature. Note that the relationship between shear

stress and shear strain Is no longer linear.
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RHEOLOGY DATA
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The effects on rheology of adding graphite to ethylene glycol are shown in the test

data given in Figure 2. The data corresponds to a slurry mixture of one part

(weight) of graphite to eight parts (weight) of ethylene glycol. This mixture ratio

(1:8) was also arbitrary, however, higher ratios were very thick and difficult to test.

The main characteristic of this slurry is the high degree of nonlinearity of the

curves at low shear rates. These slurries are thixotropic as they shear thin at high

shear rates.

B. Rheology Mathematical Models

Three different mathematical models were considered for approximating the

experimental rheology data. Each of these models are discussed below.

1. Bingham Model: This model (References 2,3) is mathematically the

simplest of the three because It is a straight line intersecting the shear stress axis

at;r 0 called the yield point.

x= + Ko, (1)

This model describes a substance that has no shear rate until a certain shear

stress level has been reached. This model deviates considerably from the

measured data at low shear rate.s as the mea, ured data shows no yield point.

However, the model is accurate at high shear rates where many lubricating films

operate.
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2. Power Law Model: This model (Reference 2) Is so named because the

shear rate variable is raised to an "n th" power as defined in Equation 2. The

model Is useful for describing shear stress-shear rate relationships for non

Newtonian fluids that have no yield point. This is the case here. The model Is

amenable to fluid flow formulations.

= K n (2)

The power law model may be most useful in predicting laminar flow through

capillary tubes. This model also covers the full range ot shear rates.

3. Hyperbolic Model: This model can be formulated to match the

experimental data from zero shear rate to very high shear rates. However, its

mathematical expression is more complex and thus velocity profile and flow rate

predictions are more difficult to obtain.

T= (Ko\gf2Ko 0o r (3)

This function approaches the Bingham line at high shear rates and matches

reasonably well with the experimental data at low and near zero shear rates. The

constants on the mathematical expression are the same as the ones used in the

Bingham model expression.
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C. Fluid Flow Equations

The fluid flow equations were developed for pressure Induced flow between parallel

surfaces. The purpose here Is to gain insight into the behavior of these non

Newtonian lubricant slurries in thin films. Velocity Induced flow formulation and

Reynolmi equation follow directly from these equations.

The velocity profiles for the molybdenum disulfide and graphite slurries (Figures

3 and 4) show the effects of te nonlinearity of the shear stress-shear rate curves

(Figures 1 and 2). The conditions for these curves are also

h = 0.0005 Inches

dp/dx = 20 psi/inch

Temp = 200C

The velocity profile curves In this case are more blunt near the center of the film.

This effect would be amplified by larger values of ro. The zone of plug flow for the

Bingham model Is

YO 0 dT (4)

dx

The extent of the plug flow zone Is Identified by the point "a" in the figure. The

hyperbolic model profile more nearly approximates the true velocity profile because
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VELOCITY PROFILES
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this model more nearly fits the shear stress-shear rate test data at low shear rates

(0 to 1000 sec-1).

Flow rate calculations were made using the above rheological models. An example

set of calculations are shown in Figure 5.

The ethylene glycol case was determined from classical Newtonian equations of

flow (Reference 4). For the two powder slurries, all three rheologIcal models

predict essentially the same flow rates. This Is due to the fact that shear rates

within the films are far In excess of the 1000 sec 1 and In the operating region

where all three models converge.

Flow Rate Predictions

FilM Thickness is 0.002 inches
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D. LABORATORY TESTING

A laboratory test rig was designed and built to check fluid flow predictions based

on the rheological data and equations of flow given earlier. The rig was designed

to generate pressure Induced flow through parallel surfaces.

Parallel surfaces were approximated by an annular space having a circumference

of two (2) Inches. The length of the Inner cylinder was one inch so that pressure

gradient could be ascertained directly from pressure measurements which were

determined from a load cell.

Flow across the parallel surfaces were established by advancing a piston by means

of a power screw driven by a 1/2 horsepower motor thru a four to one timing belt

pulley pair. This arrangement provided a positive displacement pump having the

capability for low volume delivery at high pressures. After a test fluid Is forced

through the parallel surfaces, the piston Is reset and the cylinder rechaqrged for

another test run. A tachometer gave volume flow while a load cell mounted in

tandem with the piston rod gave fluid pressure.

The test rig allowed flow rate versus pressure data to be collected for small

samples of the powder lubricant slurries.

Data from these experiments are also given In Figure 5. In general there was

reasonably good agreement between theory predictions of flow and the test data.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The summer research established velocity and flow rates for pressure Induced flow

through parallel surfaces for two powder lubricant slurries. This was a useful first

step, because pressure Induced flow Is an Important component of flow in

lubrication films. The extension of this research should combine the results of

pressure Induced flow with velocity Induced flow to formulate equations of

lubrication. Recommended future work is outlined below:

A. Develop Reynolds equation of lubrication for rheological models which

closely match the experimental data obtained under the SFRP (1990).

B. Evaluate techniques for solving Reynolds equation for Non Newtonian fluids

Including methods

1. found during extensive literature survey.
2. developed during the research

C. Solve Reynolds equation for:

1. Hydrostatic type bearing.
2. Squeeze film type bearing.
3. Slider bearing (no side leakage).

D. Design and build test equipment to measure performance of the above three

types of bearings.
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E. Compare theory predictions of film performance against laboratory test data.

Laboratory data should be obtained under different operating conditions for

the three different types of lubrication film.

Longer term work should focus on the behavior of powder lubricant slurries

In the elastohydrodynamIc lubrication of rolling contact bearings.
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Laser Velocimet Measurements in Shock Tubes

by

Paul A. Dellenback

ABSTRACT

The overall objective of this research was to measure turbulence intensities in

shock tubes with non-intrusive optical instrumentation. Laser velocimetry measurements

applied to shock tube driven flows present several new problem areas that require

attention. Among these are the implementation of appropriate circuitry for triggering and

controlling high speed data acquisition, and the development of a suitable seeding

material for these flows. Control circuitry was readily developed and demonstrated, but

equipment limitations severely impeded success in resolution of particle seeding issues.
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I. Introduction

The Air Force and those companies that build its propulsion engines are

continuously involved in concentrated efforts to improve gas turbine engine performance.

For the last decade, much of their attention has focused on higher turbine operating

temperatures. Enhanced engine performance requires, among other things, a detailed

understanding of both the convective heat transfer and the flow fields associated with the

high temperature turbine components. The relationship between free stream turbulence

intensity and local convective heat transfer rates has especially been of interest in recent

years.

The overall research effort ongoing in this country to understand the interaction

between convective heat transfer and free stream turbulence levels has many different

facets. One component of that program is an in-house effort at WPAFB to directly

measure both quantities in shock tubes designed to accommodate full scale rotating

turbines. The motivation for using shock tubes is to reduce testing expenses to

manageable levels, but at the same time, several new complications are introduced

beyond those normally encountered in steady flow wind tunnel test facilities.

Identification of, examination of, and resolution of these complications has been ongoing

at WPAFB, and the purpose of this SFRP effort was to both contribute to this

development effort and to initiate actual measurements of turbulence intensity in a full

scale shock tube facility at Calspan Corp. in Buffalo, NY.

The author's possesses a solid background in the field of optical measurements as

applied to turbulent flows, while at the same time, the author's principle research interests

are in experimental convective heat transfer. Thus, there was an ideal match between the

author's qualifications and the problem needs associated with the problem discussed

above. Major Geoffrey Jumper, USAF, recognized this match and hosted the author's

studies at WPAFB to assist in the shock tube velocimetry investigations.
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II. Objectives of the Research Effort

The overall research objectives as outlined by Major Geoffrey Jumper included;

a) becoming familiar with use of POTC lab's laser two-focus (L2F) velocimetry
system,

b) developing, in conjunction with technical support from Mr. John Schmoll,
suitable triggering circuitry for use in a shock tube,

c) forwarding the work of Rivir, Elrod, and Dunn 1 by examining flow seeding
alternatives suitable for the high temperature (1000 deg F) environments
that were anticipated in Calspan's full scale shock tube,

d) travelling to Buffalo, NY for a two-three week period for the purpose of
performing a series of measurements in Calspan Corp.'s full scale turbine
test rig (a large scale shock tube),

e) returning to WPAFB for final data manipulation and writing up of findings

and results.

The above series of events were viewed, even from the outset, as an ambitious

program for a ten week time frame by both Major Jumper and the author. Unfortunately,

equipment limitations severely compromised the overall success of achieving the

objectives stated above.

III. Experiences with the L2F System

The only aspect of the laser two-focus (L2F) velocimeter familiar to the author at

the outset of the project was the basic operating principle whereby two parallel laser

beams separated by a known distance are used to monitor the time-of-flight associated

with micron-sized particles passing through one beam and then the other. The particle

velocity is then computed by dividing the beam spacing by the time-of-flight. The

inherent advantages associated with L2F techniques include the ability to measure very

near walls and generally superior signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) compared with more

conventional laser Doppler anemometry. However, the L2F measurement is very

directionally sensitive so that only particles traveling through a very narrow band of

angles will intercept both beams. The L2F technique thus has historically been limited
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primarily to flows that have a single dominant flow direction and to those having fairly

low levels of turbulence. The L2F is limited to these applications in order to assure that a

single particle crosses both beams, as opposed to the ambiguous case where one particle

passes through the first beam and a second particle passes through the second beam. This

latter series of events becomes more probable for multi-dimensional or highly turbulent

flows.

Familiarization with the basic Polytec L2F velocimeter occurred during the first

week of the program. The shock tube facility to be used in support of the above-stated

seeding and firing circuit development was located in the Air Force Institute of

Technology (AFIT), and due to its primary role of teaching support, was unavailable

during the initial three weeks of the project. Hence, initial investigations into L2F

operations were conducted in a small (1 cm diameter) free jet seeded with droplets of

propolene glycol.

Two problems were encountered during early L2F usage. The particular

instrument used here contained two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), with each monitoring

the waist region (i.e. smallest diameter region) of a single beam. Thus, outputs from the

two beams can be, and in fact must be, simultaneously monitored for alignment purposes

as well as for correctly adjusting the controls of the dedicated L2F signal processor. Dr.

R. Rivir, the last user of the L2F instrument, reported before the project began that one of

the two PMTs was misaligned so that it was not obtaining any signal from the beam it

was intended to monitor. However, with some good fortune, both PMTs were initially in

alignment so that scattering signals were in fact being received. Unfortunately though,

one of the two signals was oddly distorted so that rather than appearing gaussian as

expected, it appeared somewhat like a cresting wave. This shape clearly would

negatively impact the overall accuracy of the L2F measurements (albeit to a small

degree) since the pulse shaper and discriminator in the signal processing electronics

would be "confused" by the peculiar slope of the signal, thus producing a systematic
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timing error. By swapping the two PMT's and their associated support circuitry in

various ways, it was determined that the source of the misshapen signal was the receiving

optics alignment. By disassembling the receiving optics and realignment, the problem

was eventually resolved.

A second obstacle to immediate success was more readily managed. The rather

complicated software supplied by Polytec is intended to be used in steady flows in which

the plane containing the two laser beams can be leisurely rotated through 90 degrees to

allow determination of the predominant flow direction. Unfortunately, the software will

only work in this mode. Clearly then, the software is not satisfactory for transferring data

from the dedicated L2F electronics and processing for the shock tube measurements

because no such rotation of beam orientation is possible in the 10-40 msec time window

for data acquisition. A scheme to "fool" the software by supplying arbitrary and

artificially generated angular data was conceived and tested to assure that it produced no

adverse effects on accurate data reduction. This scheme was determined as sound and

subsequently used to reduce one-dimensional shock tube data. It perhaps should be noted

that a data reduction program had previously been written by a former student for use

with the L2F system, but critical inspection of this routine by Mr. Schmoll and the author

established that there were at least eight conceptual and algorithmic errors in the code so

that its use was abandoned as unfeasible without a substantial effort towards revision.

It should also be noted that neither data reduction program discussed above

appears to incorporate a correction scheme for the velocity bias problem associated with

finite-sized probe volumes, even though by the mid-1980s this effect has been

established as a non-trivial contributor to errors in calculation of mean velocity and

turbulence intensity 2 .

The beam diameters at the waists and the beam spacing were measured as per the

Polytec instruction manual by projecting the measurement volume through a graduated

microscopic slide and a microscope objective lens. In this way, the beam spacing was
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determined to be 350 microns and the beam diameter was determined to be about 12

microns.

The L2F does not lend itself to an easy determination of data rate since pairs of

signals received by the PMTs must be correlated with many other pairs to determine the

likelihood that a single particle has produced both scattering events. Thus, a data

acquisition rate can only be determined at the end of a timed period by counting the

number of properly correlated events. However, it is a straightforward matter to count

the particle crossings seen by each PMT, and the Polytec L2F instrument provides such

an on-line readout of "event rates". The event rates will always be larger than the data

rate. The data rates are of critical interest in the present study since it is desired to

perform a statistical analysis on the data (i.e. to determine the RMS fluctuation of

velocity, that when normalized is referred to as "turbulence intensity"). Furthermore, the

error associated with the sample size is inversely proportional to the square root of the

number of samples, so it is desirable to obtain several thousan i such data points per

location. It is somewhat tricky to exactly reproduce the conditions in a shock tube from

shot to shot, so that it is further desirable to obtain several thousand data points in any

one 20 to 40 msec shot. Assuming a minimum number of samples is 4000, then in a 20

msec shot (which is actually a bit long for the AFIT shock tube), one must have a data

rate of at least 200,000 Hz, and event rates that are larger still. Thus, mention of event

rates will occur in the discussion which follows, and in fact the search for very high data

rates was the motivation for examining the effects of system gain and seed density that

are discussed in the following paragraph.

The impact of seed density was investigated in the free jet. In a series of tests it

was determined that although signal noise is a strong function of PMT voltage (which is

like an amplifier gain in the system), the accuracy of computed mean velocity and

turbulence intensities (TIs) does rot appear to be negatively impacted by even very high

gains that result in noisy signals. A similar systematic investigation of various seed
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densities (employing propolene glycol) in the free jet likewise showed little impact on the

computed velocity statistics.

The event rates in the PMT gain and seed density studies discussed above were

between about 1000 and 25,000 Hz on each channel of the L2F optics. While low by the

criteria stated above, velocities in the free jet were about one order of magnitude lower

than behind the M=l.3 shocks that were typically generated in the AFIT chock tube

facility. Because theoretical data rate is proportional to jet velocity, or how fast seed

droplets are swept through the measurement space, the observed event rate of 25,000 Hz

in the free jet study suggests that event rates of 250,000 Hz might be possible in the AFIT

shock tube if the flow can be seeded to a similar density. It should be noted that in the

free jet studies, an event rate of 25,000 Hz was produced at the expense of very noisy

signals and it was surprising to the author that the ensuing mean and RMS velocities

agreed so well with cleaner, less noisy signals obtained at lower seed densities and lower

system gains.

Eventually, the AFIT shock tube facility became available and was reconfigured

to provide a test region one inch square. The tube was essentially set up as it was when

Rivir, et Al. 1 made L2F measurements during the 1983/84 time frame.

The tube was first operated in a continuous flow mode to allow for determination

of beam angle. With a mean velocity of 120 m/s (the largest available from the air

supply), the impact of L2F angular bias on accuracy of mean and RMS velocities was

investigated. The plane containing the beams was tilted about the mean flow direction a

total of plus and minus 6 degrees, in increments of two degrees (see Figure 1). When the

plane of the beams was not aligred with the flow direction, the indicated mean velocity

was too low by about 4% per degree of beam-plane rotation. The sense and magnitude of

this bias error in mean velocity are dependant on the seed density, but the magnitude of

the 4% figure is interesting as it pertains to what seemed to be fairly typical measurement

conditions. The TI tended to increase with beam angle error at about 6% per degree of
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beam-plane rotation over the range examined here (for TIs computed based on the actual

mean velocity of 120 m/s). The TI results are qualitatively as expected, and demonstrate

the potential for biasing of data due to the directionally sensitive L2F measurement

space.

With this operational experience, our attention turned to making measurements

during 10 msec windows behind shock waves. The window duration of 10 msec was

chosen after inspecting transient, representative shock pressure histories produced by a

pressure transducer located just upstream of the optical window access and in the one

inch square cross section. This period is only half that used previously by Rivir, et. Al.,

but it was felt that our choice would provide the more accurate measure of true

turbulence intensity as the pressure (and presumably the flow velocity) is clearly

decreasing for all time after passage of the shock. It has been assumed that the data rates

obtained in our measurements could be roughly doubled if the window for accumulating

data were increased to 20 msec. The strength of the shocks for all runs was about 1.3, as

determined from calculations for an ideal shock tube based on the material in Gaydon3.

Towards the end of a series of roughly 60 experience-generating tube shots, a

careful set of ten shots were contrasted. For these cases, computed mean velocities were

consistently in the 245 tr/s regime (plus or minus about 5 ms). However, TI were less

consistent , tLey were observed to vary between 3.3% and 8.4%, depending on the many

operator-settable parameters employed. The inconsistency of the TI measurements and

our inability to determine which subtle influences were altering these values from run to

run were very disturbing. Furthermore, the number of satisfactorily correlated data that

were obtained in any 10 msec window were typically 100 to 200 velocity measurements.

This, based on the preceding discussion, was also very disappointing since the sample

size was generally too small for a satisfactory statistical analysis.

It was felt that development efforts should proceed with a seed media that was

more like that we hoped to implement in the full scale Calspan tests that would require a
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seed material with higher temperature capability than the propolene glycol. Solid particle

seeds were investigated because they tend to be convenient to use (e.g. as opposed to

titanium tetrachloride), but there may ultimately be some concern as to their abrasiveness

in the Calspan tunnel. A small swirling-flow seeder was installed in place of the six-jet

atomizer. Micro-balloons particles were used initially due their well-behaved nature and

ready availability (that is, micro-balloons shows a minimal tendency to clump relative to

many other common solid particle seed materials and they were given to us by a UD

employee). During set-up of the solid-particle seeder with continuous flow through the

shock tube, it was clear that a problem had developed.

Use of the solid seed generally required higher PMT voltages due to the smaller

size of the new seed. As we attempted operation at the required PMT voltages, fairly

regular 0.5 volt "events" spaced at approximately 5 micro-second intervals were in

obvious profusion on one channel of the L2F. This noise was not related to seeding, as

ascertained by turning off the seeder. Eventually, the source of the noise was determined

to be the PMT itself. This caused the L2F work to come to a halt since the nature of the

noise was such that it looked like scattered light from particles passing with a frequency

of 250 kHz was being accumulated by the PMT. The L2F electronics was all too happy

to process these signals. A replacement PMT was ordered, but the quoted delivery period

(4 to 6 weeks) was so extensive that alternative approaches to the problem at hand were

clearly in need of consideration, given the short 10 week period available to complete the

work.

IV. Experiences With the LDA

A laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) was available for use in these experiments.

The author's background in LDA measLrements and the technique's general superiority

over the L2F method for making measurements of TI led to optimism that it could be
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usefully employed on the present problem. It was also anticipated that the replacement

PMT for the L2F might arrive towards the end of the investigator's 10 week tenure so that

simultaneous, side-by-side L2F and LDA measurements might be conducted for purposes

of comparison and confidence building in the L2F's TI measurement capability. It was

recognized that the LDA's inherently lower SNRs might negatively impact the

instrument's performance in this environment where backscatter light collection is

required.

A plan was formulated whereby it would be attempted to install the LDA into the

AFIT lab and make velocity measurements. Two logistic problems associated with

actually using the LDA presented themselves. First, there was not a proven data

acquisition system and interface available to work with the IBM XT computer that was

available to support these experiments. Secondly, simultaneous measurements with both

the L2F and LDA seemed to require a physically complex arrangement for support and

mounting of the two systems. The second problem was to be managed by incorporating a

fiber optic probe with the LDA, thus allowing remote placement of the laser and optics.

The penalty to be paid was that the fiber optic probe was of a rather old design such that

only very low light transmission could be obtained.

The problem associated with hardware interfaces, software interface drivers, and

data acquisition and processing software was capably tackled by Mr. Schmoll, who had

previously generated a substantial amount of code for exactly these purposes.

Modifications to Mr. Schmoll's routine required about one week, but this step was

important to determining the viability of LDA use in this investigation since there was

concern about the maximum data through-put capability of the LDA processor and

computer interface. Through-put rate is not a concern in the L2F instrument where data

points are accumulated in real time by a multi-channel analyzer and then later dumped to

the computer for processing at the user's leisure. Eventually, Mr. Schmoll's program

development was sufficiently advanced that we could measure the through-put rate.
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However, the software was never completed due to Mr Schmoll's efforts being required

on other projects, and thus no capability of storing data and statistically processing data

was available. The data through-put rate of the TSI interface was determined to be

marginally adequate, but no single quantitative value was determined since the rate

proved to be a function of the validated data rate determined by the counter. Generally

though, the through-put rate was approximately 80% of the validated data rate for low

data rates, and as little as 30% for the highest data rates examined. We guessed that in

optimal conditions, a thousand or so data points could be accumulated in our 10 msec

window, and if this were in fact the case, it would represent a substantial improvement

over our prior experience with the L2F system.

Based on the through-put measurements, the decision to move and try the LDA

was made. A delay of almost two weeks ensued as power for the LDA's laser was

installed in the AFIT lab. Note that the L2F's laser and the LDA's laser had substantially

different power requirements (single phase vs. three phase, respectively), thus requiring

the new electrical service.

The LDA was installed and aligned. Alignment proved very tedious with that

portion of the system which "piped" the laser beams into the optical fibers. With a beam

collimator, two mirrors, a beamsplitter, Bragg cell, and fiber-optic link installed in the

optical train, the best optical transmission efficiencies for the entire system were about

5%, thus providing a maximum of 45 mW of optical energy at the probe volume

(employing the 1 watt, 488 nm line from the argon laser). When contrasted with the 200

mW available at the probe volume from the L2F system and the smaller laser beam foci

associated with the latter, it is clear that the L2F system had a substantial advantage in

potential SNR that could be achieved (a rough computation suggests that the SNR under

conditions of these tests might be as much as 1900 times higher with the L2F). The LDA

probe volume could not be successfully imaged back through the fiber-optic probe, even

under ideal fixed-scattering source conditions. In tracking down this apparent alignment
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problem, the fiber at the PMT head was either discovered to be severed, or was severed

as a consequence of our investigations. The fiber was not repairable at that time due to a

lack of tools and experience in such matters. Thus the probe volume was imaged via a

standard optical housing and PMT mounting assembly. Light collection at the front end

of the receiving optics was improvised with a lens having focal length of about 100 mm

and aperture of 40 mm.

The make-shift LDA proved successful in operation with propolene-glycol

seeded, low velocity flows. However, success with the LDA configuration used here in

shock tube measurements was minimal.

One persistent problem precluded success with high velocity steady flow

measurements. Shot noise from the PMT could be observed on an oscilloscope as a

single, classic, spike. The PMT signals were processed in a dedic -d LDA counter that

was typical in that its front end contained an amplifier and bandpass filters. The

amplifier apparently introduces substantial overshoot into the incoming signal so that the

PMT shot noise was modified. After passing through the filtering and amplification

stages of the counter, observation of the shot noise signal on an oscilloscope showed that

it contained a number of distinct cycles. This signal contained an even greater number of

cycles if the PMT output were first passed to the frequency downmixing circuitry of the

Bragg cell power supply and then to the counter, as is the usual practice. Thus, the shot

noise was being modified by the processing electronics to appear exactly like a Doppler

burst! Not surprisingly, the timing circuits in the counter were incapable of detecting a

difference between the artificially generated shot noise "bursts" and true velocity samples

(note that the shot noise problem occurred even when the PMT aperture was masked off

from all light sources). Apparent data rates due just to the shot noise contribution were

measured at 330,000 Hz when measuring the time for 8 cycles per burst. Increasing the

number of cycles per burst to 16 only halved this data rate - that is, the modification to

the original shot noise signal contained at least 16 cycles. Counting 32 cycles per burst
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was similarly a problem, but judged not feasible due to the calculated number of fringes

(50) in the probe volume. Filtering of these signals was also of no use since the apparent

frequencies were about 20 MHz, which fell in the range expected for steady flow

measurements. For measurements behind shock waves, the combination of expected

velocities (determined as about 250 m/s from L2F measurements), fringe spacing (4.89

microns), and possible frequency shifts suggested that the shot noise generated signals

could be filtered out by passing those signals with frequency content greater than 50

MHz, and this could indeed be accomplished with the filter circuitry of the counter.

The final conclusions pertaining to the shot noise problem should be noted by

those who intend to do LDA work at higher velocities and therefore higher frequencies:

The TSI counter processor takes a noise signal that a user has every expectation will be

ignored, and modifies it to appear as a plausible Doppler burst, which the counter is then

happy to process. Obviously, there will be a severe biasing of data if this problem is

unaccounted for. It would be interesting to see how the counter reacts to a clean pulse

generated by a pulse generator. As an editorial note, it is remarkable what junk one may

be sold for a $20,000 outlay (i.e the price of a TSI counter).

The shot noise problem fooled this author for some time. When discovered and

filtered out for the shot tube tests, the LDA system used here proved o be inadequate for

the job. An event counter was set up to record the number of samples during a 10 msec

window behind the shock wave, but results from seemingly identical runs were so

inconsistent that no conclusions could be reached. For several shots, several hundred

data points were apparently generated, while for most runs, no bursts with frequencies

above 50 MHz were recorded. Captured PMT signals on an oscilloscope suggested that

the electronics was worKing correctly, as there were no discernable bursts in the

background noise. Because they could not be repeated, those runs for which several

hundred data samples were accumulated are very suspicious.
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In conclusion, it appears that SNRs were simply too low for detection and

processing by the counter. Note that even a ten-fold increase m probe volume intensity

that could be expected from eliminating the fiber-optic link (or by employing a state-of-

the-art fiber optic system) might not be sufficient to give satisfactory results. This

observation can be put in perspective by noting that the SNRs estimated from

oscilloscope observations of the L2F signals were often less than 10, and even after LDA

system improvements, the LDA probe volume intensities (and by inference, the SNRs)

would still be 190 times lower than for the L2F.

Low SNRs in these experiments were further aggravated by the necessity to use

off-axis backscatter light collection. An attempt to use forward-scatter light collection

was made, but the requirement to remove and clean the shock tube windows after about

every 4 shots, coupled with the short focal lengths associated with the optics available to

the author, rendered this effectively impossible. Specifically, the forward-scatter optics

had to be realigned after every window cleaning. Realignment required a window-

dirtying flow with scattering source, so that the number of shots until the next cleaning

and realignment was reduced to about one or two. Any future effort to use an LDA for

verifying L2F accuracy should employ forward scatter optics with sufficiently long focal

lengths so that realignment is not required after each window removal and cleaning. The

forward scatter optics in combination with removal of the fiber-optic link should provide

SNRs on the same order as those available from the L2F velocimeter (i.e., SNRs could be

expected to be at least 1000 times higher than available with the optical arrangement

employed here). Alignment of receiving optics also proved to be tedious due to the

make-shift receiving lens arrangement, scattered light from the rear test section wall (or

window in the case of forward scatter), and to an unusually bright background glow of

laser light in the test region.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

It is clear that performing measurements in shock tube driven flows adds

complication over and above that encountered in steady flows. With respect to the

original objectives of the investigation, it can be noted that Mr. Schmoll built a timing

and gating circuit that worked satisfactorily throughout the latter eight weeks of the

study. However, the effort this summer became so bogged down in various other areas

that the issue of a suitable seed material is yet unresolved.

A problem not addressed during the brief periods of testing with a solid particle

seed material, but one by no means trivial, was the abrasiveness associated with the

particle's high speed impact with surfaces. Although the particles are small (on the order

of 0.5 to 1 micron), they are on the same order as the size of polishing grit employed to

fabricate thin-film heat flux gauges on the turbines tested at Calspan. Hence, it is not

clear that solid particle seeding, even if optimal for the optical measurements, would be

acceptable to use in the Calspan tunnel or other tunnels due to possible abrasive action on

other instrumentation.

This author's concerns associated with the accuracy of L2F techniques for

measurement of TI are also unresolved. It is this author's opinion that any effort made

specifically for the purpose of measuring TI, and in which the principle instrument used

is an L2F, will be viewed as suspicious by the experimental turbulence and heat transfer

communities. Thus, I would urge a renewed effort to collaborate the L2F's ability to

accurately measure TI in this difficult flow measurement problem through side-by-side

comparison with either LDA or hot-wire measurements. As shock tubes become more

common for use in what were traditionally steady flow investigations (e.g. WPAFB's new

ATARR facility), it will be important to establish early on the reliability of one's

measurement technique.
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Any future efforts to verify L2F operation with an LDA should employ forward

scatter measurements to insure SNRs on the same order as those available with the L2F

instrument. (It is recognized that forward-scatter optics can not be used in many actual

measurements, as for example at Calspan, but it could be useful for accuracy verification

in the AFIT shock tube.)

One difficulty that may arise in attempting to contrast simultaneous hot-wire and

optical measurement methods is that hot-wires may not be sturdy enough to withstand

bombardment by the seed particles. There is also the possibility of using the hot-wire

simultaneously in a liquid droplet-seeded flow, but there will be a problem with liquid

accumulation on the probe and possible "bombardment breakage" of the wire (?). There

is some local experience 4 with using hot-wire techniques to measure turbulence

intensities in shock tube driven flows that could be helpful to future efforts.
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Thermal Analysis of Potential Solid Lubricant Candidates
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ABSTRACT

A series of tungsten, molybdenum, phosphorus, and zirconium

compounds were studied using thermogravimetric analysis, differential

thermal analysis, and mass spectrometry. Interaction of these materials

with silicon carbide and silicon nitride were also examined. Some

evidence was found for the catalytic effect of lead cations on the

conversion of the carbide and nitride to silicon dioxide. Oxythiomolyb-

dates and oxythiotungstates released sulfur dioxide when heated and

promoted the conversion of silicon carbide and silicon nitride to silicon

dioxide.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lubrication laboratory in the Propulsion Laboratory of the

Wright Research and Development Center at Wright Patterson AFB has been

investigating a series of compounds which could be used as high tempera-

ture lubricants. During the past six years I have studied the degradation

of polyphenyl ethers (a class of liquid lubricants) and performed some

preliminary studies on antimony sulfides (a class of solid lubricants).

My graduate studies were in the area of surface catalysis. This

background prepared me well for the research conducted this summer.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH

The United States Air Force has a research goal of substantially

increasing the output of its turbine engines during the next 15 years.

This increase in output will be accompanied by an increase in operating

temperature which will place an increased demand on the performance of the

lubricant being used. Several solids are under cons'deration as potential

lubricant candidates or as precursors of acceptable candidates. Since

molybdenum compounds have shown good lubricating capabilities at lower

temperatures several molybdenum compounds and their analogues are being

considered for the higher temperature use. In this research a series of

molybdates, oxythiomolybdates, tungstates, oxythiotungstates, phosphates,

and zirconates were studies using thermogravimetric analysis, differential

thermal analysis, and mass spectrometry.

Our p:imary goals were to (1) determine the thermal and oxidative

behavior of the molybdates, oxythiomolybdates, aid analogous compounds,

and (2) determine the nature of the chemical and physical reactions that

occur between the surfaces of the these materials and silicon carbide or

silicon nitride.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL

The thermal analysis data were collected using the DuPont Thermal

Analyst 2100 System with the 951 Thermogravimetric Analyzer and the 910

Differential Scanning Calorimeter. Gas phase products generated during

the thermogravimetric analysis were analyzed using the VG Quadrupoles

Micromass PC.

Lead tungstate, lead molybdate, lead phosphate, cadmium tungstate,

cadmium molybdate, zinc molybdate, and zinc zirconate were synthesized by

Comprehensive Research Chemical Corporation. Cesium oxytrithiomolybdate

was synthesized by Pennwalt Chemical Corporation. The remaining materials

were synthesized for the lubrication laboratory under an Air Force

contract.

Mixtures of silicon nitride (Si3N4) or silicon carbide (SiC) with the

substances studied were prepared in a 1:1 mass ratio of substance to

nitride or carbide.

IV. RESULTS

The compounds studied can be grouped into two categories--compounds

containing no sulfur and oxytniomolybdates or oxythiotungstates.

A. SULFUR-FREE COMPOUNDS

Table I contains the thermal and mass spectral data for the sulfur

free compounds. Cadmium tungstate, magnesium tungstate and lead tungstate

show little mass loss when heated. Only the lead tungstate shows a mass

gain when SiC or Si3N4 were added to the pure material. These mass gains

are accompanied by the liberation of heat and generation of carbon dioxide

(C02) or nitrogen monoxide (NO).
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Table I Tungstates and Analogous Compounds--Ther-
mal and Mass Spectral Data

TGA MS Percent Conversion
mass % Gases to SiO2
change* Formed

1) CdWO4  <1 None --

w/SiC +3 Co2  12
w/Si3N4  1.5 NO 11

2) MgWO4  <1 None --

w/SiC +3 CO2  12
w/Si3NI +1.5 NO 11

3) PbWO4  <1 None --

w/SiC +15 CO2  60
w/Si3N4  +12.5 NO 90

4) Pb3(P04 )2  -7.5 None --

w/SiC +25 Co2  100
w/Si3N4 +12.5 NO 90

5) ZnZO 4  <1% None --

w/SiC +2 CO2  8
w/Si3N4  +0.5 NO 4

6) LiO.MoO 3  +3 None --

w/SiC +22 CO2  90
w/Si3N4  +12 NO 90

*The mass changes that occur with SiC and Si3N4 represent
the actual increase in mass percent during the oxidation
of the carbide or nitride.

The mass gain in each of these situations is the result of the

oxidation of silicon carbide or silicon nitride to silicon dioxide. Since

significant conversion of the carbide and nitride occurs only with the

lead tungstate, lead cations may catalyze the conversion.

Mixtures of lead phosphate and the carbide or the nitride also

produce large conversions to the oxide. Lead cations may play an

important catalytic role in these reactions as well.
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B. OXYTHIOMOLYBDATES AND OXYTHIOTUNGSTATES

Table II summarizes the thermal and mass spectral data for the

oxythiomolybdatas and oxythiotungstates studied. The mass loss for each

of the compounds is consistent with the amount needed to remove all of the

sulfur from the anions in all of the suibstances except antimony oxytrithi-

otungstate. In that substance more than 75% of the sulfur is removed so

at least some of the product could be antimony tungstate. Each of the

compounds showed significant interaction with the silicon carbide and the

silicon nitride as evidenced by the oxidation of the ceramics to silicon

dioxide.

Table II Oxythiomolybdates and Oxythiotungstates--
Thermal and Mass Spectral Data

TGA MS

Mass
Percent Gases Percent Conversion
Change* Formed to SiO 2

Cs 2MoOS 3  -13 SO2  --

w/SiC +14 CO2  56
w/Si3N4  +5 NO 36

Cs2WOS3  -8 SO2  --

w/SiC 17 CO2  70
w/Si 3N4  8 NO 60

Sb 2(WOS 3) 3  -11 SO2  --

w/SiC 6 CO2  24
w/Si3N4  2.5 NO 17

Zn2 MoOS 3  -40 SO2  --

w/SiC 14 CO2  56
w/Si3N4  11.5 NO 85

Zn2MoO2S2  -22 SO2  --
w/SiC 8 CO2  32
w/Si 3N4  5 NO 36

*The changes that occur with the SiC and Si3N4 represent
increases associated with the oxidation of the carbide
and nitride and occur after the oxythiomolybdates and
oxythiotungstates have lost mass.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Analytical studies should be conducted to determine the composition

of the reaction products generated when the oxythiomolybdates and

oxythiotungstates are heated.

Scanning electron microscopy should be used to determine the

crystalline nature of the products.

Infrared spectroscopy should be used assist in the identification of

the reaction products.

Salts containing lead, cesium, zinc, cadmium, antimony, or magnesium

cations could be used in conjunction with the substances examined in this

study to determine whether any of them functions as a catalyst for the

conversion of silicon carbide and silicon nitride to silicon dioxide.
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EFFECT OF EVAPORATION ON THE DRIVING CAPILLARY PRESSURE IN

CAPILLARY PUMPED AEROSPACE THERMAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

by

Kevin P. Hallinan
David Welter
ABSTRACT

Research has been conducted to determine the effect of evaporation on the driving

capillary potential in capillary titped heat transport devices used in acrospac, thtermial

management. These devices primarily include heat pipes and capillary pumped loops.

Current design criterion for such devices rely upon what has been termed a maximum

capillary potential to evaluate the maximuni heat transport limitations. Preliminary ana-

lytical results, based upon an idealized model of pores within a heat pipe evaporator wick

indicate that in high powered heat pipes and capillary pumped loops where evaporator heat

fluxes are approaching than 100 W/cm' that dynamic forces owing to evaporation from the

liquid-vapor interfaces within the heat pipe evaporator wick can noticeably increase the

driving capillary potential relative to static conditions (if boiling is not occurring). For

apparent contact angles of less than 10' and assumed isotlherinal interfacial conditions,

normal viscous forces were shown to affect the capillary pressure for capillary numbers

greater than 10- r. This conclusion is particularly true if the working liquid in these de-

vices nearly perfectly wets the wick structure ill the vicility ol the liquid-vapor iinterlcwes.

As a verification of the analytical efforts, an experintental facility has been constructed

to actually measure the influence of evaporation oil the capillary plressure existing at a

curved, liquid-vapor interface.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a simple heat pipe.

1 Introduction

Heat pipes and capillary pumped loops are perhaps the most significant heat transport

device invented to date. Their applications in all facets of society are potentially vast. In

the aerospace field, their most attractive use has been related to ,he cooling of sat-ellites

where their extremely high heat transport capability is sufficient to handle evaporator heat

fluxes of up to 100 kW/cm2 offers space and weight savings relative to other types of heat

exchange devices. An excellent review of the application of heat pipes in the aerospace field

is offered by Chang and llager[l]. Another important advantage of licat pipes is that they

do not require any external power sources. They operate l)assively relyinig upon capillarity

to transport the liquid from the condenser to the evaporator through the wick. The vapor

returns to the condenser by a pressure gradient arising from a typically small temiiperature

difference between the evaporator and condenser sections of heat pipes. Figure 1 helps

to illustrate the simplicity inherent in thg6"peration of heat pipes in their most elemental

configuration.

Despite the apparent simplicity of the heat pipe operation a number of very funda-
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mental issues associated with the thermal/fluid behavior within these devices is relatively

unknown. Further, the phenomenon of capillarity, which is the principle mechanism inher-

ent in the heat pipe operation is not well understood. Other problematic issues requiring

further research include: porous media flows; solid-liquid-vapor interaction at the inter-

faces; and nucleate boiling.

The lack of a proper fundamental understanding of the operation, of heat pipes and

capillary-pumped devices is demonstrated by the apparent inability of current models and

design criterion to predict the maximum heat transport capabilities of such devices, even in

steady-state conditions. Gottschlich has given evidence that predicted performance of heat

pipe operation in steady-state is oftcn undcr- and over-prcdicted by orders of magnitude

[2]. Obviously, the models predicting transient performance are even worse.
A review of the design literature for heat pipes (Dunn anld Reay [3], Chi [4], and the

B and K Handbook (5]) all utilized a troubling concept: the maximum capillary pressure.

The maximum capillary pressure is used to evaluate when a heat pipe will fail (i.e., the

evaporator wick dries out and the temperature of the pipe increases significantly). For a

given heat input to the evaporator in steady conditions a certain liquid flow rate within

the wick and vapor flow rate within the vapor core will be expected. The heat pipe is said

to fail when the liquid and vapor pressure drops associated with the flow becomes greater

than the maximum capillary pressure. Mathenmatically this is represented as:

(Pc:ap),naa >- Vpt + Vp,, + Vp9  (1)

Above, V7p, represents the gravitational head that imust be morcoine. In microgravity

conditions this term is usually negligible. The problem with this convention is that three

major assumptions are associated with the typical deterinihation of the maximul cal)illary

pressure. First, it assumes that static conditions exist at the liquid-vapor interfaces within

the evaporator and condenser wicks. Second, it assumes that a flooded condition is present

within the condenser. Third, it assumes that the liquid perfectly wets the wick within

the evaporator. The first and third assumptions ate not generally valid. The second

assumption has yet to be verified. Thus, the basic )remise of the maximum capillary

pressure is questionable. Nevertheless, the collection of these assumptions leads to the

following expression for the capillary lpressure:

2(2)
(P ,,),,,,, = -(2)
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where o- represents the surface tension of the interface and r is the mean pore size within

the evaporator.

Given the uncertainty in the maximum capillary pressure, the present research aims

to at least answer the appropriateness of the first assumption utilized in its development.

Namely, is it valid to neglect the viscous and inertial forces acting upon a curved liquid-

vapor interface in the determination of the pressure drop across the interface (i.e., the

capillary pressure)?

2 Objectives of the Research Effort

The goal of this study is to determine how the capillary pressure, (pV - PI), at a curved

interface is effected by viscous forces resulting from the motion of the fluid due to evapora-

tion. In particular the investigation will concentrate on determining improved measures to

predict the driving capillary forces in such devices both when fihn evaporation or boiling

are occuring within the porous wick. Specifically, the research objectives were:

e Show that when film evaporation is occuring within the evaporator in capillary

pumped thermal transport devices that inertial, viscous, and surface tension forces

acting on the liquid-vapor interfaces can affect the pressure difference between the

liquid and the vapor at tie interface and, thus, the driving capillary pressure. The

conditions characterizing the importance of these forces in actual heat pipe or cap-

illary pumped loop operation were to be (leterlined.

9 Show theoretically that heat pipe operation can be dramatically improved by in-

suring that a nucleate boiling regime is stably mailntained within the evaf)orator. A

feasible mechanism is proposed which can explain why the maxinumii opearating con-

ditions of heat pipe devices are affected by the start-up heating protocol. Generally,

higher power transmission is obtained when the heating is increased gradually. This

gradual start-up should allow for stable non-boiling operation and a higher degree

of superheat within the evaporator. Eventually, wlien boiling does occur, sinaller

bubbles will be stably generated, delivering a higher cal)illary pressure (pressure dif-

ference between the liquid surrounding the bubbles and the vapor in the bubbles).

In gravitational fields buoyant forces are rcsl)oIsible for removal of the )ulbbles from

the wick. In microgravity applications surface tension gra~dients acting along the
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bubbles are postulated to be responsible for the bubble migration through the wick

to the vapor core. An investigation of this mechanism will be addressed.

The objectives of the summer research were too ambitious. The work performed during

the summer primarily addresed the first goal, related to determing the dependence of the

capillary pressure on fluid dynamics. The second task described above will be the subject

of an additional AFOSR proposal.

3 Analytical Solution of the Dynamic Capillary Pres-
sure

This phase of the research concentrated upon the development of a strictly analytical

solution to demonstrate analytically how the capillary pressure changes at curved liquid-

vapor interfaces when film evaporation is occurring. The probability that dynamic forces

can be important at an interface stems from the generally accepted equation representing

the balance of forces at a curved interface normal to the interface. In non-dimensional

terms, this interfacial normal stress balance is given by (See Prosperetti [61)

P, - P + Ca * 6 . (r, - ArJ) - it = K, (3)

where Ca is the capillary number (defined below), T is the dimensionless shear stress

tensor, A is the ratio of the vapor to liquid kinematic viscosity, 6f is the vector normal

to the interface pointing to the vapor side, P is the diIiIensionless pressure, and K" is the

dimensionless interfacial curvature. In the typical definition of the maximum capillary

pressure the viscous terms above are neglected. This can only be true if the capillary

number is small.

Regular perturbation theory is employed to determine dynamic contributions. With

this technique velocities, stream functions, and pressures (within the liquid and the vapor)

are all expanded in terms of the capillary number, Ca, defined as

Ca -(4)

Above p refers to the kinematic viscosity and U refers to the average velocity normal to

the interface. The subscript I refers to the liquid. The significance of the capillary number

is that it has been shown to adequately ieprcsent the ratio of viscous to surface tenision
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forces acting upon an interface thus it represents a reasonable parameter with which the

velocities and pressures can be expanded. For example:

P,,1 = (P,,,)o + Ca(P,,)1 + ...

I= (6,")o + Ca(i4,) +

Actual values of the capillary numbers present near evaporating interfaces in real heat pipes

range from 10-8 in water heat pipes to as high as 10- in lithium heat pipes. Apparently

in all cases the capillary number is small. However, such values do not necessarily imply

that viscous forces are unimportant relative to surface tension forces. For example in free

convection, buoyant forces are only important relative to viscous forces when the Grashof

number, defined as a ratio of buoyant to viscous forces, is on the order of 10'. Thus, the

capillary number does not have to be on the order of I to represent a balance of viscous

to surface tension forces.

The physical model of the evaporating interface focuses on just one pore within the

evaporator wick, and particularly the contact line region. A wedge type model of this

region, as shown in Figure 2 is utilized similar to that employed by Huh and Mason [71 and

Cox (8] in describing the unrelated problem of an advancing (non-evaporating) liquid-vapor

interface within a capillary tube. The liquid-vapor interface is assumed to be isothermal

(a realistic assumption considering the typically small pore sizes on the order of 10' in,

making it likely that the liquid and pore structure temperature will locally be uniform). As

a consequence, the evaporation rates are uniform over a majority of the interface. Only near

the wall where Derjaguin[9 and Wayner[10) have shown that solid-liquid intermolecular

forces for wetting fluids locally reduce the liquid pressure near the contact line and thus

choke off the evaporation rate. Thus, at the wall the evaporation rate is zero. However,

the lengths, s, at which these long-range intermolecular forces are important is only on

the order of 50 nm (Potash and Wayner [11]) and thus this region is small relative to the

entirety of the pore. It is argued by Kafka and Dussan [121, that an imprecise treatment of

this near contact line region affects only slightly the flow and pressure fields outside of this

region. Thus, the model employed utilized a uniform evaporation rate over most of the

interface. At a distance s from the app-afent contact line the evaporation rate is assumed

to experience a linear decline from the uniform rate to zero at t l apparelt contact linc.

(Note that there is a wealth of literature relevant to the exact definition of the 'apparent'

contact line.)
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Figure 2: Wedge model used for the analysis.

Steady-state conditions are considered. Plane-polar coordinates are used, implying that

the circumferential curvature of the pores is small. Low Reynolds and capillary number

flows typical of heat pipes are considered. A review of a significant number of papers

describing heat pipe performance has revealed that capillary numbers up to about 10-5

are observed in liquid metal heat pipes and up to 10-7 in iow teinperattre heat pipes. Pore

Reynolds numbers of below 10-5 are universally observed. Because of these extremely

low pore Reynolds numbers associated with the evaporator liquid flow the lbricatioI

approximation is used to describe the flow near the contact line within a representative

pore in the evaporator wick.

With these assumptions the momentum equation in each phase is written as

- Vpi,1 +,i,,V 2Ut. = 0 (5)

The momentum equation is made dimensionless by scaling the lengths with R, the pore

radius, and the velocities with U, the average liquid velocity at the iterface, anid dividing

by the surface tension, a. In dimensionless form the liquid and vapor riomenituin equations
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are: (neglecting body forces which could easily be accounted for).

CaV*'z - V'Pr = 0 (6)

ACaV 2'Il - V"P, = 0 (7)

(8)

The asterisk implies dimensionless quantities, A represents the ratio P,,/Pt, and Ca is the

capillary number. The velocity and pressure fields are expanded in terms of the capillary

number for small values of the capillary number. The asterisk is dropped but all quantities

are to be considered dimensionless.

U = uO+Caa1 +"" (9)

P = Po+CaP +. (10)

Notice that in the dimensionless form of the momentum equation the viscous terms are

multiplied by the capillary number. Thus, at O(Ca +° ) the only term present is the pressure

term (and the body force term). As expected if there is no flow the pressure field is governed

by hydrostatic conditions. Since our interest is in determining the first-order corrcction to

the capillary pressure, we need only compute the zeroth order velocity fields.

Near the contact line the velocity fields within the liquil and vapor phases are subject

to the following boundary conditions:

9 At wall:

- no-slip and impermeability (11)

* At interface:

- contznuity of evaporative flux (12)

- continuity of liquid and vapor tangential velocities (13)

- continuity of tangential shear stress (14)

(15)

Additionally the conservation of nornal nonienituni at the inteiface yields ani expression

relating the liquid and vapor piressures at the iuterface.
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The two-dimensionality of the problem allows for the representation of the velocity

fields in terms of stream functions.

W 1 I&P U Oll(Zr = r 0- and (WOt) = (16)

The stream-functions can be likewise expanded in terms of the capillary number so that

the zeroth order velocities are related to the zeroth order stream functions as shown:

(a1,0)r = r0 and (i0o)= (17)
r 0€ Or

Taking the curl of the liquid and vapor momentum equation and representing the velocities

in terms of the stream functions for both phases, yields at zcroth order the biharinonic

equation:
V4Pt, = 0 (18)

The no-slip boundary conditions for U-10 and i4V0 at the wall gives:

=0P 10 = 0 Oil qS=0, (19)

o =0 ol € r. (20)

(21)

The evaporative flux boundary condition, represenlted according to Figure 2, is giveni by:

-0 
= a,--7 = - .+ H(,'-)(1-) (22)

Or -Or If
where H is the Heaviside function. Continuity of tang(:ial velocity requires that:

alplo "&'0.-"0 =  0 at q = 0o (23)

The tangential shear stress continuity at the interface is represented by:

A '' aq'+ I a1 -I 0q1 9 10+1a (24)
r 2 q0 2  Or2  r r r

The balance of the normal stresses on the interface is given dimensionally by:

pv - p + i. hO - r =)' iOK (25)

The curvature is defined by K = dOlds, where 0 is the angle of tangency to the interface

and s is the arc length. In the wedge approximllation fo," the lIeIiSCus, s -4 r, and thus,

C0
A' (26)
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The normal stress equation then call be represented non-dimensionally by:
[ 1O2WI'  1 o~v  12'I" 1 '~ 1 0  (27

P +2CaA( - 7 0P +  r + r 4-)-(- -+ 2 0- (27)

Since the angle of tangency, 0 = Oo + CaOI(r) +., is assumed planar at O(Ca+°), only at

O(Ca+l) is any curvature considered and is a result of the viscous forces. Notice again that

at zeroth order only the pressure and surface tension are of consequence. Thus, neglecting

body forces, at zeroth order, away from the thin film region the pressure drop across the

interface is controlled by curvature. At first order the normal stress equation is given by:

P -h 2A(- I 0 1%PVO 10'o Ia1O 0o 10plo ] 00, (8

P1- P11 + 2 A(-- +-- )-( - -- -- )i - (28)
r 0obOr r2 ao r 00r r2 0) j t"r

A solution to the biharmonic equation for both phases satisfying the boundary equa-

tions at zeroth order is given by:

I, o = r [(At,O + B,)cosO + (C,,O¢ + Dl,vo)sinJ (29)

+r2 [(E,o 0 + F,vo)cosO + (GI, 0 + HO)sin¢J (30)

(31)

The constants Aj,vo through Hi,v0 are obtained from the inposition of the boundary con-

ditions in both the liquid and the vapor.

With the stream functions determined the velocity fields were computed. The pressure

fields were then determined from the momentum equations up to a constant.. A solution

for the liquid and vapor pressure fields of the form shown was used.

=h1, , (4€)
P+'V, =  (+n(r)it,v, (¢) + '., (32)

r

The functions hi,v, and il,, , were found to be:

h = 2A,cos(¢) + 2Cvosin¢ (33)

i, = Ei,'(-COSO - Osine) - , llsnq

+ G1 ,a(Ocos - sine) + It,. 0 cosd (34)

The prime interest in the study lies in the calculation of the pressure junip across the

interface (P, - P). Thus, it is only necessary to solve for the diffeience in the constants,

Kv - Ki, which call be defined to be aiiot her constant, :,.. Thei cousta t A1 ,, caii be
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Figure 3: Control volume straddling contact line used for force balance.

determined by performing a simple force balance on a control volume straddling the contact

line. The balance of forces in the flow direction yields in dimensional terms the following

expression.

uItHjd + I P=d - I' 0-,dd - PV 1!0=0dx

+ iA I iquHdx + a-- dx- IL pjutv 1 y=Hdx - LPvUVvVIY,_Hdx

- PJy=Hdy - jo pvUI,=Ldy = 0 (35)

The inertial terms on faces A, C, and D for small Reynolds number flows are all

negligible relative to the pressure terms and the viscous terms acting at the wall and on

face C. The following simplified equation results.
_L 0 o - fiA _-od. ,/IL (=9 ' 1J=,,,L.
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+ _ PIIXLdY - P P._g = 0 (36)

Expanding the velocities and pressures in terms of the capillary number as before (ut,, =

Cau,,, +" ", etc.) and substituting into the force balance equation yields expressions of the

force balance at different orders in the capillary number. At order zero, static conditions

(assumed known) exist. Dropping the bar depicting dimensionless parameters the zeroth

order term is:

]o PI,o1(=:LCY -] P0,=-LdY = 0 (37)

At first order the following equation results:

0tO 0L CXi ut 0L (9
IL a .=odx A O(y = O)dx+ ly=Hdx + A "", , = Hdx

pH pH
+ ] P,,1(x = L)dy -f Pvlx=-Ldy = 0 (38)

Thus, the first order correction to the capillary pressure depends ag.in on the zeroth order

correction for the velocity field which is known. Additionally the zeroth order corrections

for the vapor and liquid pressures are known up to the constants KI and Kv. The constant

KI, is chosen so that the equality is satisfied. This comes from the fact that the integral

given by:

j Pvx=-L - PIIx=Ldy (39)

cap be written in terms of a known part plus an unknown contribution due to the constants.

Simply, this is as shown.

jil [Known part of (P, - P)J dy + jo h'K,,dy (40)

Thus I,, is determined by requiring Equation 38 to be satisfied.

In summary the velocity, and pressure fields are computed at zeroth and first order

in capillary number from the Navier- Stokes equations, subject to standard boundary

conditions. The lubrication or low Reynolds number approximation of the Navier-Stokes

equations is employed. Exact solutions for the velocity and pressure fields were obtained.

Results

A sampling of the results from this study are included in this report. Figure 4 shows

the streamlines (dimensionless) for a case where the dynamic contact angle is 10 degrees

and the kinematic viscosity ratio is 0.01. The liquid region is to the light of the iuterface
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Figure 4: Representative flow streamlines near contact line at a dynamic contact angle of
10 degrees.

line. The vapor region is to the left. It is interesting to observe the curvature of the liquid

streamlines toward the solid wall as the interface is approached, owing to the requirement of

a uniform evaporation rate. This trend is expected. Upstream of the interface a parabolic

velocity profile might be expected due to the representation of the pore as a wall, and

because of the shear stresses at the wall. Due to the uniformity of the evaporation rate,

the liquid velociuy profile must undergo a transition from parabolic to near uniform, and

thus, liquid must flow toward the wall. At the interface the liquid transitions to vapor.

Continuity of tangential velocity between the liquid and vapor and the requirement of a

continuous normal evaporative flux at the interface necessitates that the vapor upon leaving

the interface must initially flow toward the wall. Downstream, however, the presence of

the wall decelerates the flow causing the vapor streamlines to diverge from the wall.

What is more interesting is how these streamline trends affect the capillary pressure.

Consider that in static conditions there is no flow. The pressure drop (from vapor to liquid)

is determined from a static pressure balance yielding the expression for the maximum

capillary pressure described earlier. Now, in order to have a uniform evaporation rate the
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liquid has to move toward the interface. Thus the liquid pressure at the interface has to

be reduced. Additionally, in order for the vapor to move away from the interface, the

vapor pressure at the interface must increase above its static value. Thus, the difFerence

between the vapor and liquid pressure across the interface must increase. This trend is

shown in Figure 5 where the first order correction in the dimensionless capillary number,

(P,,v)1 , is presented as a function of the distance from the apparent contact line. A

viscosity ratio of 0.01 is common to all four curves, representing data for 2, 5, 10, and 20

degree apparent contact angles. Two trends are observed. First, in all cases the capillary

pressure increase at first order declines with increasing distance from the contact line.

More importantly, the capillary pressure correction increases rapidly as tile contact angle

decreases. For a 2 degree contact angle, values for (Pcap), ranged from 2x10 7 at R = 0.01

to a near constant value of over 10' at large R. These numbers are significant relative

to the zeroth order or static dimensionless capillary pressure which is on the order of

1. Capillary numbers in heat pipes of up to 10-5 have been observed. Since the total

capillary pressure existing at an interface is the contribution of the static plus the first

order: Pcap = (Pap)o + Ca(Pap )z, then if (P,,p), is in the range reported for the smaller

contact angles, it can be concluded that the fluid dynamics of an evaporating interface

can in fact increase the capillary pressure existing at the interface. Thus, in high-powered

heat pipes, it is argued that dynamic effects might be incorporated into tihe definition of

the maximum capillary pressure. However, it is recognized that tile exact correlation of

the model used in this study to real heat pipes is sketchy. The results merely show that

for apparent contact angles less than 10' that dyiainic ell'cts call be signiilicant when the

capillary number is on the order of 10'. The experiments described below will help draw

a better correlation.

4 Facility to measure the capillary pressure

A facility has been constructed and assembled to afford the opportunity to actually measure

the capillary pressure exsiting across a curved liquid-vapor interface. A schematic of the

facility is shown in Figure 6. A vertical capillary tube is mounted within am evacuated

pressure vessel. A C02 laser beam, directed upon the interface, is to be used to affect

evaporation. The power of the C02 beam is variable. A large reservoir is to supply liquid

to the capillary tube. Another capillary tube will be used to conmect the reservoir ald the
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Figure 5: First order correction to the dimensionless capillary pressure dependence upon
the distance from the interface.

evaporator, across which, the change in pressure will be measured. A cathetometer is to be

used to measure the difference in levels between the reservoir and the meniscus within the

capillary tube. The vapor pressure above the reservoir and within the evaporator are to

be measured. Thus, in stable evaporation, the pressure jump across the meniscus can be

compared to the pressure losses between the reservoir and the evaporator. The capillary

pressure can then be inferred from the measurements. The pressure drop associated with

the flow will be determined from the knowledge of the flow rate and the assumption of

fully-developed conditions within the interface. Mathematically, this is written as:

Pap = Pc - Pr + AP horizontal tube + AP vertical tube + PegA h . (41)

In this equation Pap is the capillary pressure existing across the evaporating interface, P, is

the vapor pressure within the chamber housing the vertical capillary tube, P, is the vapor

pressure above the reservoir supplying liquid to the capillary tube, Ap horizontal tube

and AP vertical tube are the flow pressure drops, and pigAh is the head difference between

the reservoir and the meniscus.

These experiments will be performied for a vaiiety of exapoiation rates, including,
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situations where boiling is occuring. A microscope will be used to observe tle evaporating

meniscus to additionally observe- how the shape of the interface changes with increasing

evaporation rates. It is noted that these experiments are similar to those performed by

Wayner [101. However, a significant difference exists. Wayner did not measure the dynamic

capillary pressure indirectly as is proposed here. Instead, lie photographed the meniscus

at varying evaporation rates. From these photographs he inferred the dynamic curvature,

Iivap. The dynamic capillary pressure was then related to this dynamic curvature using

Laplace's equation (which is valid only for static conditions). This reduction of the data

was incorrect, as shown by Equation (3). The normal viscous stresses ultimately are

responsible for the change in the capillary pressure.

The facility is now complete and ready for testing. The nini-grant is a necessity to
allow for the opportunity to complete the experiments.

5 Recommendations

The work described in this report represents only the beginning of a total research effort

deemed necessary to gain a clear understanding of the driving capillaiv potential in heat

pipes. A methodical approach is suggested beginning with simple idealized problems and

gradually approaching physical geometries more realistic of actual heat pipe wicks. First,

support is essential for the completion of the experinients with the existing facility, looking

at evaporation from a single capillary tube. Next, the vertical capillary tube should be

replaced by a larger diameter tube. Real wick materials will be inse, ted into the tube. The

('02 beam will be expanded to fall nearly uniformly over the top of the porous material.

Thie dynamic capillary pressure will once again be inferred from the measurements. These

results would definitely constitute a significant contribution to heat pipe designers, in that

for real heat pipes, for evaporation rates typical of heat pipe, the dynainic elfects on the

capillary pressure wiil be knowni.

Of course, additional work is also needed to investigate the condensing problem at

a curved interface to assess whether the flooded assumption tN pically used in heat pipe

condensers is valid. A similar project can be performed to deteimine the influence of

condensation of the capillary pressure existing across the liqluid-\apor interfaces within

the heat pipe condenser wick.

A number of additional studies aie necessary to fully uidei stand the phenomenon of
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capillarity within heat pipe wicks. These and other questions must be answered. How

is the driving capillary pressure effected by the occurrence of nucleate boiling within the

evaporator wick? If bubbles are generated within the evaporator wick, is it possible for

these bubbles to migrate from the wick? What is the transient behavior of the driving cap-

illary pressure during start-up conditions? These questions must eventually be addressed

to overcome the problems currently inherent in the use of heat pipes and capillary pumped

loops.
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ABSTRAT

This report contains a brief summary of the work done to investigate the

operation al characteristics of a burner that was designed to "specifically reproduce

recirculatlon patterns and LBO processes that occur in a real gas turbine combustor." Measurements of

lean blowout limit were conducted. The lean blowout limit was found to closely correspond to the lean

flamability limit found in a well stirred reactor. LDA measurements of the gas velocity were made to

determine the pattern of the complex flows in the combustor, and to identify regions of recirculation flame

flow patterns. Measurements were made using spontaneous OH uv emission to characterize the fuel

equivalence ratios where the flame was attached to the bluff step just outside the air jet and where a fully

lifted flame occurred. At very fuel rich fuel equivalence ratios, the flame was attached to a greater or lesser
degree. As the fuel equivalence ratio approached about 1.06, there was a point of demarcation where the

flame became full lifted. Two-dimensional images of the flame and flow structure were taken with laser

sheet lighting and a CCD camera. These images have shown the complex nature of the shear layers

between the outer recirculation zone, the air jet, and the fuel jet. The eddies in these shear layers are of

about the same scale as the annular space between the edge of the air jet and the fuel tube.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

This report presents a brief summary of results of an investigation to determine the flow and flame

characteristics of a burner with a confined, coannular jet with a sudden expansion (Pratt and Whitney Task

100 Combustor).which has been developed to study the phenomenon of lean blowout (LBO) in modern

annular aircraft gas turbine combustors. The combustor has been carefully designed (Sturgess, et al.

1990) to "specifically reproduce recirculation patterns and LBO processes that occur in a real gas turbine

combustor."

The combustor consists of coaxial jets with a 29 mm diameter central fuel jet surrounded by a 40

mm diameter annular air jet. The jets are located In the center of a 150 mm diameter duct. A sudden

expansion, rearward facing bluff body, with a step height of 55 mm, Is located at the exit plane of the

coaxial jets. The combustor test section Incorporates flat quartz windows to accommodate laser and other

optical access, but uses a metal shell with metal corner fillets to reduce the vorticity concentration and

eliminate its effect of the bulk flowfleld In the combustor. This box-section combustor with corner fillets

allows reasonable optical access, while providing a cross section that approximates a two-dimensional

axisymmetric cross section. The bluff body provides a recirculation region that can stabilize the flame.

When operated In a very fuel rich mode, the flame Is very stable and is attached to the bluff body

near the outer edge of the air tube. As the fuel equivalence ratio is reduced, the flame becomes less

stable, and eventually reaches a point where it lifts from the base region, and becomes stabilized on the

outer recirculatlon zone. Thus, there are two distinct operating modes for the burner, a fully attached

flame, and a lifted flame. As the fuel equivalence ratio is further reduced, the flame becomes very

unstable, and eventually completely blows out of the burner. This lean blowout limit has been found to

correspond to a fuel equivalence ratio of about 0.49, very close to the lean flammability limit of the propane

fuel and air (ca 0 = 0.50, Lewis and von Elbe, 1987). Other studies (Sturgess, et al. 1990; Longwell, et

al., 1953) suggest that the combustor is behaving like a well stirred reactor when it Is near its lean blowout

limit.

The objective of the project was to determine the combustion and flow characteristics of the

burner over a range of operating conditions. Specifically, the study was to examine the mechanisms that

contribute to the transition between a flame attached to the bluff body of the sudden expansion, and a

lifted flame. These characteristics relate to a flame blowout modeling study being conducted by other

investigators from Pratt and Whitney (Sturgess, et al. 1990). A secondary purpose of this study has been

to collect data that could be used in validating a computer code that predicts the flame phenomena and

blowout limits (Sturgess, et al. 1990).

The study has developed a better understanding of the overall behavior of the combustor, has

investigated those phenomena that contribute to the transition from a flame that is well attached to a lifted
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flame that is being stabilized on the outside recirculation zone, and has examined how the variation in fuel

equivalence ratio affects the operation of the burner and the lean blowout.

II. APPROACH:

The approach used in this study was to investigate the flow and flame structure within the burner

over a wide range of fuel equivalence ratios. The characterization Involved measurement of the fuel

equivalence ratio at lean blowout, LDA measurements of the gas velocity throughout the combustor with

and without combustion, laser sheet flow visualization of the combustion flows using TICI4 seed and uv

laser sheet lighting to stimulate OH LIF emission, and spontaneous OH emission measurements in the uv

to determine quantitative measurements of the fuel equivalence ratio where the flame transitions from an

attached flame to a lifted flame.

Lean Blowout Limit Measurements. The lean blowout limit (i.e. the fuel equivalence ratio where

the burner extinguishes) was determined by setting the air flow In the combustor, and then by slowly

reducing the fuel flow rate (gaseous propane) until the reactor would extinguish. The fuel flow at blowout

was somewhat dependent on the time temperature history of the combustor. The reactor would sustain a

flame to somewhat lower fuel equivalence ratios after the reactor had reached thermal equilibrium.

Consequently, the data reported were taken after sufficient time to allow thermal equilibrium to be

reached. Undoubtedly, this thermal effect has lead to some of the data scatter and uncertainty in the data.

The Pratt and Whitney Task 100 Combustor has been designed to accommodate several different

exhaust extensions and exit restrictions. In the configuration tested In this study, the 10 inch exhaust

extension was used with and without a 45% exit restriction.

Lean blowout experimental results were measured over a range of operating conditions and

reactor configurations. Results for two combustors (SRL Building 450 combustor, and UDRI Building 490

combustor) with measurements taken at the two different facilities were compared Both combustors were

tested with the 10 inch exhaust extension, but other hardware variations included tests with or without the

45% exhaust restriction, and tests with different arrangements of metal wall plates or quartz windows

installed. Example results are presented in Figure 1. These results show the effect of the 45% exhaust

restriction on the fuel equivalence at blowout. Quadratic least squares fits of the data are shown. There is

a slight decrease (3.4% at 1500 slpm air to 5.5% at 4000 slpm air, an average effect over all air flow rates of

about 3 9%) in the fuel equivalence ratio at blowout when the combustor is operated with the 45%

exhaust restriction While the trend seems to be quite consistent over the range of air flowrates tested,

the differences are generally within the experimental band of uncertainty, and the conclusion that there is

a significant effect of the 45% exhaust restriction must be used with caution.
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Figure 1 - Effect of Exit Restriction (45% Orifice)
on Lean Blowout Limit

Demarcation of Lifted Flame Regionby Spontaneous OH uv Emission Measurements.

Photographs of the flame clearly illustrate the different attached and detached flame operational regimes

of the burner. However, visual observation and conventional photographic techniques were unable to

quantify the precise fuel equivalence ratio where the flame transitioned from an attached flame to a

detached. flame. Measurements of OH emission from the flame in the region of the attachment point were

made to determine change in flame structure as a function of fuel equivalence ratio. These

measurements have clearly identified the two operational regions of the flame, and have quantified the

point of demarcation between the regimes of attached and detached flames. FFT analysis of the OH

emission data have also provided an indication of the frequencies of the fluctuations in the flame

associated with the attachment phenomena. LDA measurements of gas velocity in the flame at fuel

equivalence ratios corresponding to a fully detached flame, to the point of demarcation between the

detached flame and the attached flame, and to a well attached flame have been made, and used to
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quantify the characteristics of the major recirculation zones, and the mixing shear layers. The influence of

fuel equivalence ratio on the flame structure has been determined.

The bumer operates In either a mode where the flame is attached to the bluff body just outside of

the air annular jet, or In a lifted flame mode. Visual observations of the flame as fuel equivalence ratio was

changed Indicated that there was a point of demarcation In between these two regions where the flame

was always lifted. At fuel equivalence ratios in excess of this value, the flame seemed to be lifted part of

the time, and attached part of the time. Example results from these emission experiments are shown in

Figure 2, In an effort to quantify the exact fuel equivalence ratio where this occurred, an optical system

was set up that would look at a region of the flame near the attachment point,

10 . .. Z I I
W Mean Intensity
0 Mean Intensity, Reproduced Data

- Standard Deviation
0 Standard Deviation, Reproduced Data

.. . .. . . . .C
< -

.. .. . .. .. .

.01
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fuel Equivalence Ratio, Phi

Figure 2 - Flame Attachment Data, 1000 slpm (70 F) Air flow,
45% Orifice on Exit (Calibrated Phi)

and measure the spontan3ous OH emission in the near uv at about 308 nm. The optical system was a line

of sight system that had a very narrow view angle, that was focussed through the flame attachment region,
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but nevertheless, integrated the emission signal completely across the duct. Figure 2 illustrates clearly,

that there are two distinct regions of operation, and that there is a definite point of demarcation between

these regions. Similar measurements at other air flow rates have shown that this point of demarcation

occurs at a fuel equivalence ratio of about 1.06 independent of the air flow rate.

LDA Velocity Measurements. A laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) was used to make extensive

measurements of gas velocity in the burner. Measurements were made in cold flow simulations of the

flame, and In flames at two fuel equivalence ratios () = 1.05 and 4) = 1.56).

The air flowrate used was 1000 slpm (70 F), and the fuel (propane) flowrates used were 41 slpm (0

C) and 63 slpm (0 C). The cold flow simulations of the flame also used 1000 slpm (70 F), but used either

air, nitrogen, or C02 In the fuel tube. The cold flow measurements were primarily completed to resolve

operational difficulties In the burner, and In the LDA system.

Higher flowrates were desired In the burner, but heatload limitations of the exhaust hood

prevented the continuous operation needed for LDA measurements to about 70 slpm (0 C) of propane.

Consequently, a set air flowrate of 1000 slpm (70 F) was established for the experimgnts, and fuel flow

rates were selected at the point of d,;marcation between a lifted flame [fuel flowrate of 41 slpm (0 C)

propane, = 1.05] and a well attached flame [fuel flowrate of 63 slpm (0 C) propane, 4= 1.56]. Other fuel

flow rates were used for some of the imaging measurements, notably fuel flowrate = 30 slpm (0 C) (4 =

0.78) and 52 slpm (0 C ( = 1.31) which correspond to a well lifted flame, and a moderately attached flame

respectively. It would be desirous to have complete sets of data at all four fuel equivalence ratios

considered, but the amour of data that could be taken during the short time of the study was limited to

the measurements at 0) = 1.05 and 0 = 1.56.

LDA measurements were taken in two different zones In the reactor. Due to the limitations in

optical access, and the orientation of the laser beams for the two component LDA, axial and radial velocity

components could be obtained from about -31 mm to +31 mm in the radial X direction. In the other

coordinate direction, axial and tangential velocity data could be obtained from about -70 mm to +70 mm in

the Y coordinate radial direction. Normally, radial velocity profiles were only taken on one side of the duct,

from the centerline out. Complete profiles were usually taker. 11or the data near xhr iet exit to determine

the boundary condition to the reactor, and to determine tn symmetry of the inlet flow conditions. Radial
velocity profiles in either quadrant were take from abo-'. 6 mm ax i location (closest position poe-ible to

the bluff body sudden step) to 300 mm axial location. Most of the ;i;teresting flame structure existed

between these two axial locations. The axial and radial velocity c;omponents are the much preferred

components to evaluate the flows in the axisymmetic f!owfietd.
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The velocity measurements permit the flow structure in the burner to be quantified. One example

set of data is shown in Figure 3. This figure presents data from the near field of the burner (Z = 6 mm) out

to a 200 mm axial location. In the near field of the burner, the high velocity associated with the flow

through the air annulus is clearly evident. A more complete profile taken at 1 mm steps in the other

coordinate direction shows that the velocity across the air duct is relatively flat at about 34 m/s. from about

14.5 mm to 20 mm radius. The course grid of this data set shows only the general details of this region.

The velocity profiles In the fuel tube clearly show that there Is a recirculatlon bubble In the fuel tube that

extends from about 10 to about 32 mm. The exact size of this recirculatlon zone depends on the fuel flow
35 .... . . . ... ...... . r. ....

- -- Location
30 .... -.. Axial.: .. ... ...3 .. .. (Z, mm)

25 i ! 200mm

------ 175mm

20 .. .
....... ..... ..... 0..... ...I I i I - 150mm

0 ! 100mm

Dut a s R 75mm

3Z' i- 50mm

FAM - 40mm

1004 pm Pe Pi 130mm.5 ... !..... .. ...
! ! i ! i !! :- 20mm

-1 0 ... ...!o
-75-70-65-60-55-50-45-40-35-30-25-20-15-10 -5 --00a

Duct Radius (R, ram)

Figure 3 - LDA Axial Velocity Measurements in the
Pratt and Whitney Task 100 Combustor
1000 slpm Air, 41 slpm Propane, Phi = 1.05

rate The change in velocity profiles with increased axial distance is clearly evident in Figure 3. It can be

seen that the flow in the channel is flattening, and is expected to approach a typical turbulent flow profile

by the reactor exit Preliminary analysis of the velocity data obtained shows that there is a very complex

recirculation zone associated with the bluff body sudden step.
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Laser Sheet Lighting Imaging Measurements. Two different schemes were used to examine the

flow and combustion details of the flame, TiCI4 seeding and LIF emission of OH. In each scheme, a sheet

of planar laser light was used to capture an instantaneous (10 ns) two dimensional image of the flame and

flow structure. In each case, the plane of the laser light bisected the test section of the reactor, passing

through the centerline of the reactor. The laser light came through the window on the X coordinate. The

image of the illuminated field was taken by a CCD camera located on the Y coordinate. Two different CCD

cameras were used, a 1024x1024 array unintensified camera for the more intense TICI4 seeded

experiments, and a 384x576 Intensified CCD camera for the less Intense Images of the OH LIF. The CCD

cameras were able to capture the full width of the optical window. The camera used with the TIC14 seeded

experiments was able to capture a vertical Image in the quartz window about 145 mm In height. The

camera used in the OH LIF Imaging was able to capture an image about 79 mm in height. In order to get a

more complete record of the OH Images, the burner was located a four different axial locations, 0 mm, 75

mm, 150 mm, and 225 mm.

In the first technique, a sheet of frequency doubled Nd/Yag laser light (532nm) was focused

through the test chamber. Mie scattering of this laser light from particles of T102 was used to obtain

instantaneous images of the flame and flow patterns. An example of one of these Images Is shown In

Figure 4. The Images were recorded on a 1024x1024 array CCD camera. The TIO2 seed was btalned

8.... ...... ..

V ., 11. . .k
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from the near instantaneous reaction of TiCl4 vapor and moisture to form the TiO2 particles, and HCI

vapor. The TiCI4 vapor was seeded with either the dry air flow or the propane fuel. Moisture was added

with the opposite flowing stream to provide ample H20 for the chemical reaction. Moisture generated in

the combustion process also participated in the chemical reaction. This figure shows the results of

seeding the TIC14 vapor Into the air stream, and adding moisture to the fuel tube. The flow structure

associated with the flow through the fuel tube are evident. The eddies In the shear layer between the fuel

jet and the annular air jet are quite evident. The turbulent structure downstream is also clearly evident.

In the second imaging technique, the laser light from a tunable dye laser was used to form a sheet

of laser light. The frequency used was about 283 nm. This frequency was used to pump a fluorescence

transition of OH which resulted in a LIF signal at about 308 nm. Two dimensional images of the flame zone

shown by the OH LIF were obtained with a 384x576 intensified CCD camera. These Images have been

used to examine the location and shape of the flame zones in the burner. An example of one of these

images In shown in Figure 5. This Image is located in the near region of the fuel and air jets, and clearly

shows the combustion zones associated with the flame. The convoluted shape of the flame front clearly

shows the complex structure of the flame and the associated eddies.

..... .. ... .
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (CONCLUSIONS):

Lean Blowout Limit Measurements. The following preliminary conclusions have been drawn from

the results of the lean blowout limit measurements.

1. In general, the fuel equivalence ratio at lean blowout is independent of air flowrate. Some of

the data, particularly the UDRI data suggest a slight decline in with increasing air flowrate, while other sets

of data, particularly the SRL data shows a slight Increase in with increasing air flowrate. The noted slight

Increase or decrease are well within the data scatter and measurement uncertainty, and are probably not

meaningful.

2. The fuel flow meters are only readable to 1 slpm of propane at the SRL facility, and 1 slpm of air

(times 0.36 to convert to propane) at the UDRI facility. This translates to about 1 part in 20 to about 1 part

In 80 over the range of propane flow rates being used, or about 5% at 1000 slpm air flowrate down to

about 1.3% at 4000 slpm air flowrate. Trying to determine low percentage trends within these error bands

is risky.

3. There Is a slight effect observed in the performance of the burner with and without the 45%

exhaust restriction Installed. The 45% exhaust restriction lowers the fuel equivalence ratio at lean bumout

by an average of about 3.9% over the range of conditions tested. The effect seems consistent, even

though It is of the same order as the scatter and experimental uncertainty in the data.

4. There was no significant effect observed on the effect of quartz windows or metal plates

installed in the reactor. Limited data taken on the SRL facility showed a small effect, but a more exhaustive

set of data taken on the UDRI facility over a much wider range of test conditions showed the the effect was

insignificant.

5. There was a slight difference in the performance of the SRL and UDRI burners, that could not

be explained. In general, the fuel equivalence ratio at lean blowout for the SRL burner was always higher

than that observed for the UDRI burner. The differences were slight, generally on the same order as the

data scatter and measurement uncertainty, but consistently in the same direction on both the SRL and

UDRI test facilities. There was no conclusive explanation for the observed differences.

Demarcation of Lifted Flame Regionby Soontaneous OH uv Emission Measurements.

The following preliminary conclusions have been drawn from the results of the measurements of

spontaneous uv emission at about 308 nm.
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1. The OH uv emission measurements showed a strong change in relative signal intensity as the

fuel equivalence ratio was changed from a very fuel rich case where the flame was clearly attached, to a

very fuel lean case where the flame was very clearly lifted.

2. There existed a marked inflection in the intensity of the OH emission curve that appeared to

separate the regions of the flame where the flame was attached and lifted. This point of demarcation

appeared to mark the location where the flame was fully lifted.

3. The point of demarcation was very insensitive to air flow rate. The value corresponded to a fuel

equivalence ratio of about 1.06 to 1.08 over the entire range of air flows tested.

4. The point of demarcation was used to set the fuel equivalence ratios used for other

experiments. Notably, fuel equivalence ratios of about 0.7, 1.06, 1.3, and 1.6 were established to denote

a well lifted flame, the point of demarcation, an attached flame, and a well attached flame respectively.

LDA Velocity Measurements. The following preliminary conclusions have been drawn from the

results of the LDA velocity measurements.

1. A small recirculation zone exists In the primary fuel tube. This recirculation zone preferentially

attaches to one side of the fuel tube, which cause a regular asymmetry in the velocity profiles in the near

field region. This asymmetry was also seen in cold flow experiments where C02 was used to simulate the

fuel flowrate. When air or nitrogen was used In the fuel tube, or when the air in the annular air jet was not

flowing, the velocity profiles in the fuel tube were very symmetric.

2. Limited analysis of the velocity in the step region of the combustor has shown the flow to be

very complex. There is a suggestion from the data that there may be multiple vortices in the comer formed

by the side wall and the bluff body.

3. At times, it was difficult to make LDA measurements in the facility because of the unreliability of

the signal processors, and the difficulties in uniformly seeding the flow with the A1203 seed particles.

4. Velocity measurements at higher air and fuel flow rates, although highly desirable to fully

understand the operation of the burner, were not possible because of the heat load limitations of the

exhaust hood.

Laser Sheet Lighting Imaging Measurements: The following preliminary conclusions have been

drawn from the results of the laser sheet images taken.

1 The two dimensional images show a complex structure of the shear between the air jet and the

fuel jet and between the air jet and the outer recirculation zone.
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2. The eddy scale in the shear flows appears to be about the same scale as the annular gap

between the fuel tube, and the air tube.

3. The OH images in particular have shown that the flame is rather fragmented. There does not

seem to be a continuous flame sheet. There do appear to be short regions of flame sheet, but in general

they seem detached from other segments of the flame.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Lean Blowout Limit Measurements. The following recommendations might be considered, if

additional, more precise lean blowout data are required.

1. The flow meters, particularly the fuel flow meter needs to be replaced with a meter of greater

precision. The meter needs to be very carefully calibrated, and should be able to be read to a precision of

0.1 slpm.

2. The fuel flow capacity In the SRL test facility needs to be Increased. At present the propane

flow rate is limited to 108 slpm if a single flow meter/controller is used. If two meters/controllers are used in

parallel, the flow rate can be Increased up to about 124 slpm propane.

3. The hood in the SRL test facility needs to have a greater capacity.

LD2A Velocity Measurements. The following recommendations might be considered, if additional,

more precise lean blowout data are required.

1. Replace the exhaust hood with one of higher thermal capacity (A new hood Is currently in the

process of being fabricated, and will be installed shortly.)

2. Increase the flow rate potential of the propane fuel system so that measurements can be made

at higher flowrate conditions.

3. Modify the LDA processors to improve their reliability.

4. Incorporate new particle seeders of improved reliability and control.

5. Conduct additional experiments at other fuel equivalence ratios and air flowrates.

Laser Sheet Lighting Imaging Measurements: The f-ilowing recommendations might be

considered when additional laser sheet lighted images are taken in the burner.
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1. There is considerable evidence to suggest that the burner flow and flame characteristics have a

considerable three-dimensional character. Consequently, it is suggested that some off axis images be

taken. Illuminating the test section diagonally through the corner windows (i.e. at 45 degrees), with the

CCD camera remaining on the orthogonal coordinate may allow images to be obtained in or at least near to

the comer metal supports.

Suggestions for Follow-on Research. There is considerable work yet needed to fully understand

the operation of this burner. There is a suggestion that the burner has many three-dimensional features

the need to be quantified. Thus, additional off axis two-dimensional imaging measurements, and off axis

LDA velocity measurements are needed. LDA velocity on the diagonal through the corner windows

could also give insight to the flows the exist behind the metal corners. Measurements of gas temperature

using a CARS system are also needed.

The measurements during this period were limited to 1000 slpm air, and about 70 slpm of propane

because of the heat limitations of the exhaust hood. A hood of larger capacity needs to be Installed, so

that higher flowrates can be accommodated. A new exhaust hood has been fabricated, and will be

installed by the end of summer.

Application for a Mini Research Initiation Grant. An application for a mini research grant will be

prepared as a result of the summer fellow research program. The proposed project would include the

Installation at the Brigham Young University of a burner identical to the one tested in this summer project at

the Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright Patterson AFB during this summer fellowship project. The burner

would have been modified to Incorporate a swirling burner supplied by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Co, East

Hartford, Connecticut. This proposed study would allow testing of swirl components in a single near

axisymmetric burner. The Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright Patterson AFB has a companion programs,

the Task 100 burner program, and the Task 200 burner program. The Task 100 burner was the burner

investigated during this summer program. The Task 200 burner incorporates four swirling burners in a

linear array, and is designed to burn liquid fuels. The proposed project would use the Task 100

combustor, and a single Task 200 swirling injector. The proposed BYU project would fill a need to

investigate the swirling burner in a single burner configuration. In addition, to basic combustion

measurements, the proposed program at BYU would begin to investigate the formation of NOx pollutants

at the higher fuel equivalence ratios associated with higher performance gas turbines. The proposed mini

grant would involve the installation and checkout of the burner components that would be supplied by

The Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright Patterson AFB
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AIRCRAFT POWER SYSTEMS - STABILITY

by

K. Sankara Rao

Alan Olheiser

ABSTRACT

Analysis and modeling of aircraft 270V dc electrical power systems are the main topic

of the research project. HVDC at 270 volts has many advantages over the currently

used three phase electrical power systems in an aircraft. There are some problems,

particularly instability in the presence of a constant power load, which are addressed

in this research. Computer models have been developed for the various components

of the HVDC system and constant power load. The analysis using EMTP is included

in this report.
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I INTRODUCTION:

Aircraft Electrical Power Systems, at present use three phase AC systems and research

and development into the possible use of 270V dc as an alternative is underway.

Electrical Laboratory of Aero Power Propulsion Laboratory at Wright Patterson Air

Force Base is very much concerned with computer modeling of HVDC systems. One

of the main problems foreseen is instability when constant power loads are applied to

the HVDC distribution system.

My research interests are in electrical power systems and modeling of electrical power

systems. I have used the Electromagnetic Transients Program (JhMTP) for modeling

electrical power system components such as, alternators, transmission lines, rectifiers,

inverters etc. and believe that EMTP is an excellent package for analyzing Aircraft

Power Systems. My past experience in modeling three phase 400 Hz distribution

systems in aircraft was a factor in my being assigned for this research.

2 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Electrical load on an aircraft power system usually consists of a combination of light-

ing and motor loads. In addition there is a considerable amount of dc load in an

aircraft for flight critical computers etc. The main power supply in an aircraft at

present is a three phase supply at 400 Hz. This frequency must remain constant
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in the presence of variable speed turbines which supply mechanical power to the

electrical generators. There are two methods generally used for obtaining constant

frequency

1. Constant Speed Constant Frequency Systems (CSCF): A Constant Speed Drive

(CSD) is used to keep the generator running at a constant speed even while the

input to the constant speed drive varies considerably. The advantage is that

the electrical output from the alternator is at a constant frequency with very

little harmonic content. The main disadvantage of this system is tiw very high

maintenance required of the CSD.

2. Variable Speed Constant Frequency Systems (VSCF): In this system a variable

speed alternator supplies a variable freque-"y three phase power. This output

is rectified and inverted to produce constant frequency three phase power. The

main advantage of this system is low maintenance cost. The major disadvantage

is the presence of harmonics in the output due to the inverter operation.

As can be seen above, the three phase ac distribution system has some drawbacks

and research and development is under way for using a 270V dc supply as the main

electrical power supply. In this system, the inverter portion of the VSCF system can

be eliminated and all of the dc loads can be directly applied to it. The low voltage

dc loads at 28V can be supplied by using dc-dc converters. As far as motor loads are

concerned, inverter fed brushless dc motors, inverter fed induction motors or inverter
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fed switch reluctance motors can be used.

My assignment, as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program

(SFRP), was to model a 270V dc power system on a computer and study the sta-

bility of the system. The Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP), which was

developed in the early seventies for Bonneville Power Administration (BPA), is an

excellent tool for analyzing transient behavior of a power system. This package, used

in the present research, is constantly being revised and modified. It has been found

that constant power loads cause instability in HVDC systems and use of a large ca-

pacitor and harmonic filters eliminate the instability and reduce the ripple current

drawn from the power system.

A more detailed analysis of the HVDC system when motor loads are present should

be undertaken. Since EMTP can be used to model various types of motors, it is

possible to analyze the system under motor loads using EMTP A proposal for an

AFOSR Mini Grant for continuing this work at North Dakota State University is

being submitted.

3 EMTP

The Electromagnetic Transients Program was developed in the early seventies by

Dr. W. Scott Meyer of Bonneville Power Administration. This program is being

constantly updated and has numerous users all over the world. The program is very
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extensive and has all the features necessary for the analysis of Aircraft Power Systems.

Some of the highlights of the program are as follows:

* The various kinds of elements that can be represented are:

1. RLC branches

2. Distributed lines

3. Switches including diodes, thyristors, power transistors and time controlled

switches.

4. Sources

(a) Voltage sources, both ac and dc

(b) Current sources both ac and dc

(c) Voltage and Current sources controlled by any other variable

(d) Alternators with their full representation

(e) DC generators and motors with their full representation

(f) Induction motors with their full representation

(g) Analytical sources

5. Control System Blocks. These blocks can be linear or non linear. They

can be represented by transfer function blocks for linear components. The

inputs and outputs of the control system blocks can be interfaced with the

voltages and currents of the electrical network.
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* The output results are conveniently obtained in graphical form on a. CRT or

on any type of plotter or printer. In addition, there is a tabular output which

provides highlights of all the necessary results.

4 CONSTANT POWER LOAD ON AN IDEAL HVDC SYSTEM

As a starting point for this research, an ideal 270V dc source is chosen as the power

system. The series impedance with the ideal source is chosen as a small inductance

in series with a parallel combination of an inductance and a resistance. The series

inductance represents the subtransient reactance of the alternator in the actual HVDC

generating system. The parallel combination of resistance and inductance represent

the time constant and the open loop error. The rectifier filter is represented by a

series RC circuit across the load. The constant power load is represented by a voltage

controlled nonlinear current source such that the product of the current and the

voltage equals the power. The constant power load is a cyclic load occurring 100

times a second with a duty cycle of 0.5. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. Some of the main points of the results

a:e the following.

1. There is considerable ringing in the voltage across the load.

2. The current drawn from the source has a very high ripple content with a fun-
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damental frequency of 100 Hz.

An analysis of the circuit shows that the system is unstable for constant power loads.

The system can be stabilized by including a large capacitor across the constant power

load. The size of the capacitor depends on the magnitude of the load, the value of the

inductance in series with the source and the resistance in the circuit. The simulation

results, with a 3000 microfarad capacitor in parallel with the load, are given in Fig. 3.

The ringing in the voltage is now absent but the ripple content of the source current

is still high.

The ripple current can be reduced by inserting series LC circuits with resonant fre-

quencies equal to 100 Hz and its odd harmonics, in parallel with the load. Fig. 4

shows the effect of inserting these harmonic filters.

5 SIMULATION OF A RECTIFIER WITH A CONSTANT POWER LOAD

The second phase of the research consisted of simulating an ideal three phase source

rectified and feeding a constant power load cycling 100 times per second. The circuit

diagram for this system is shown in Fig. 5 and the results are shown in Fig. 6. The

following conclusions can be drawn from the results.

1. The constant power load causes instability and this instability can be eliminated

by inserting a large capacitor in parallel with the load. The ripple content in
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the load voltage is still high. The current drawn has a. high ripple content of

100 Hz and its harmonics.

2. Introduction of harmonic filters as suggested in the earlier section reduces the

ripple content of the voltage and the current drawn from the supply.

In the next phase of the simulation, the three phase voltage source magnitude is

controlled so as to have the voltage across the load to be 270 volts. The overall

control system is of type one.

The results are shown in Fig. 7 and show that the instability can be eliminated by

inserting a large capacitor.

6 BRUSHLESS DC GENERATOR WITH A CONSTANT POWER LOAD

In the next phase of the research, the stability of a brushless DC generator in the

presence of constant power load is studied. As in the earlier cases, the overall system

is unstable under a constant power load. The instability is due to the fact that the

constant power load appears as a negative resistance and the overall impedance as

seen by the generator has a negative real part. Introduction of a large capacitor in

parallel with the load makes the overall impedance to be stable and the overall system

is stable. The value of the capacitor needed to make the system stable depends on

the level of constant power that is applied as the load. The circuit diagram of the
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system is shown in Fig. 11 and the results are shown in Fig. 8 and 9.

7 CONSTANT POWER LOAD

In all phases of the earlier research it was assumed that the load has a characteristic of

demanding constant powt irrespective of the voltage across it. This load is simulated

as a current source whose magnitude is such that the product of the source current

and the voltage across it is the negative of the power demand.

In actual practice, the constant load, as it is assumed is a power conditioner whose

output voltage is maintained constant irrespective of the input voltage. When this

power conditioner is connected to a resistive load, which is constant the output power

is constant. In this phase of the research a buck switching type of regulator is simu-

lated and used to replace the current sources. The overall system stability is studied.

The circuit diagram of the regulator is shown in Fig. 10 and the results are shown in

Fig. 11.

An examination of the results shows that a. j constant power load, which is derived

from a switching regulator does not pose any problems at all when the input voltage

is derived from ideal sources. The output voltage of the regulator remains constant

while the input voltage is varied within wide limits. The settling time of the transient

response, when the load resistance is changed, is of the order of a tenth of a millisec-

ond. This makes the circuit fully capable of operating a pulse load at 100 cycles per
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second.

8 RECOMMENDATIONS

The Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP) is a very useful tool for analyzing

aircraft power systems and will be used by this researcher in all simulation work.

This simulation will be compared with the simulations using other software where

possible.

The preliminary study shows that a constant power load, when viewed as a resistor

with a hyperbolic v-i characteristic, poses a stability problem for dc systems. However,

when the constant power load is considered as a constant resistive load on a power

conditioner, the dc system seems to behave normally. Further simulation and analysis

should be done to confirm these studies.

A proposal for mini-grant is being submitted to the AFOSR. The work proposed

includes simulation and analysis of an HVDC system with various load configurations

such as motor loads, actuator loads etc. The motor loads considered will be dc motors

and induction motors connected through inverters using MCTs.
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DESIGN OF A DYNAMIC TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

FOR REACTING FLOWS

by

Larry A. Roe

ABSTRACT

A system for the acquisition of spatially and temporally resolved

temperature data in combustion systems was designed. This approach uti-

lizes a dual-junction thermocouple probe for determination of instanta-

neous convective characteristics of the junction, necessary for compen-

sation of the inherently low transient response. A data acquisition

system for coincident recording of velocity with a laser Doppler velo-

cimeter was configured; incorporating the probe, amplifiers, filters,

analog-to-digital converters, and software. An extensive literature

review was conducted, the system designed, requisite hardware specified

and purchasing initiated. Recommendations for an experimental evalua-

tion of the concept were presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The acquisition of spatially and temporally resolved temperature

data in combustion systems is of vital importance for stability charac-

terization and control, the informed interpretation of velocity data,

and the evaluation of turbulence correlations and compressibility

effects. An application of primary interest is the concurrent acquisi-

tion of temperature with velocity data acquired via laser Doppler velo-

cimeter (LDV). The LDV provides a sampling of the fluid velocity by

measuring the Doppler shift of laser light scattered from particles in

the flow. Concurrent measurement of temperature at the same spatial

location as the velocity sample is necessary to properly assess the

influence of reaction and compressibility on turbulence, mean veloci-

ties, and the validity of the LDV measurements themselves.

Data rates must also be sufficient to track fluctuations in the

flowfield, whether they be traditional turbulence, large-scale struc-

tures, or instabilities. This requires a method capable of providing

thermal data at about 2 kHz for the anticipated application to research

ramjet combustors. Non-intrusive temperature measuring techniques do

not, at present, offer the combination of spatial and temporal resolu-

tion and high data rates necessary for correlation with LDV data. A

probe measurement is therefore necessary, with thermocouples offering

the best experience base from which to draw. While thermocouples have

been ini use for many years, their scientific application to reacting

flows is still in the developmental stage.

Probe techniques pose survivability and system disturbance problems.

Minimal disruption of the mechanical, thermal, and chemical character of

the flow leads to the selection of small devices, which generally have

reduced survivability relative to more robust designs. The required
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compromise leads to the selection of the smallest probe which can sur-

vive the environment for a practical data-collection time. Even the

smallest physical probe can significantly perturb the flowfield, espe-

cially in recirculating and swirling flows, so the parameters measured

are not the same as would exist in the absence of the probe. If, how-

ever, the purpose of the investig.ation is to evaluate compressibility

effects, stress terms, LDV averaging techniques, or general temperature-

velocity correlations, properly configured thermocouples can provide

reliable information if analyzed properly.

Thermocouple voltages give very accurate information about the tem-

perature of the junction. The relationship between junction temperature

and instantaneous gas temperature requires some evaluation. The primary

considerations are conduction effects between the wire and the probe

support, radiation exchange, catalysis of chemical reactions on the

probe surface, and the transient response of the probe to changing con-

ditions in the flowfield. Moffat (1962) provides a good introduction to

some of these problems and offers some considerations for dealing with

them.

Briefly, radiation and conduction corrections can often be

neglected, catalysis is minimized by ceramic coatings, and response can

be extended analytically or electronically. Since the physical size and

thermal capacity of even the smallest survivable thermocouple probe pre-

vent it from responding directly to fluctuations with frequencies above

approximately 200 Hz, response compensation is necessary. This tran-

sient, real-time, response compensation is absolutely essential for

time-resolved results and requires the most consideration on our part.

For the case of minimal radiation and conduction effects, the response

of the junction will be such that:
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Tc = Tj + a(dTj/dt)()

where Tc is the corrected temperature, Tj is the junction zempera-

ture, and a is usually referred to as tho time constant. The time con-

stant is the ratio of junction thermal capacity to convective heat flux.

Since this is related to the local instantaneous thermal properties of

the reacting gas mixture, the information required to calculate the time

constant directly is not available. The evaluation of the time con-

stant, and the implementation of this first-order response compensation,

are topics considered by many researchers.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The goal for the summer program was identify a technique for the

acquisition of spatially and temporally resolved temperature data in a

reacting flow, to identify procedures for the application of this tech-

nique, and to specify hardware wnd software requirements. The ultimate

goal of the research is to integrate these techniques with an existing

laser Doppler velocimeter and to acquire time-resolved, correlated velo-

city and temperature data in a swirling, reacting flowfield in a dump

combustor. Hardware lead-time restraints were expected to prevent the

implementation of this program during the summer term, so the short-term

emphasis was on system design.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

An extensive review of thermocouple techniques was conducted during

the term of the Summer Faculty Research Program; this review has been

significantly edited to fit the space constraints of this document, The

primary items of interest are: flowfield type, size of junction or wire,

coating, radiation and conduction corrections, temporal resolution, and
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response compensation. Virtially all the referenced experimental

studies used wires of Pt and/or Pt-Rh.

Fristrom and Westenberg (19G5) provide detailed instructions on the

fabrication of small thermocouples and generating silica coatings for

the elimination of catalysis effects. The coating technique involves

passing the junction through a flame containing silicon dioxide gener-

ated from the combustion of a compound such as dimethyl siloxane. Kent

(1970) reported that silica is not appropriate for temperatures above

about I100C, as free silicon diffuses into the junction, altering the

properties of the thermocouple. An yttria-beryllia coating was sug-

gested as an alternate, tested, and found to give good results.

Yule et al. (1978) offer a good discussion of transient compensation

concepts, and provide a correction for non-cylindrical junctions. (Heat

transfer to a cylinder has often been assumed in predicting thermal

response.) The time constants for the actual junctions were determined

by observing the response to a step-change in temperature by measuring

the decay in measured temperature after a heating current was switched

off. It was stated that this technique will not work unless the thermo-

couple wires to the junction are much smaller than the probe lead wires.

Wire size and junction size were 25 and 70 microns, respectively; a typ-

ical time constant was 30 msec. Some reasonable agreement was achieved

between predicted average time constants based on Nusselt number rela-

tions and measured data. In a propane-air diffusion flame, average time

constants were determined at different locations in the flowfield by

pulsed overheating (again, a response to a known step change in tempera-

ture) and used to correct the observed temperatures. These thermo-

couples were apparently not coated. Independent confirmation of the

observed temperatures was not provided. A two-wire technique, with one
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wire constantly heated to provide heat transfer data for response cor-

rection, was suggested as a future development.

Lockwood and Odidi (1973) measured mean temperatures in a turbulent

diffusion methane flame with a 40 micron thermocouple. No corrections

for radiation or conduction were made and the thermocouple was not

coated. An average time constant for each location in the flame was

determined by an AC excitation method, a typical value was 10 msec.

This time constant was then applied to an on-line compensation circuit

to obtain a corrected voltage. The use of an average, rather than

instantaneous time constant was estimated to generate errors of up to 10

percent in the mean temperature and 20 percent in the instantaneous tem-

perature.

Lockwood and Moneib (1980) measured the temperature in a nonreact-

ing, electrically heated free jet with a 12.7 micron thermocouple com-

pensated for transient response. (They also concluded that the results

of the previous work wtre not as good as originally claimed.) An on-

line, digital compensatio~n network was developed; the appropriate time

constant was still an average value determined by a pulsed overheat

method. The time constant was on the order of 15 msec; noise limited

the max frequency response to 5 kHz. Prodigious quantities of results

were plotted, including mean profiles, PDF's, flatness, and skewness,

and were described as "physically realistic."

Heitor et al. (1985) measured temperature simultaneously with LDV

data in premixed, disc-stabilized, natural gas flames. The maximum

error due to radiation was estimated to be 10OK; a specific correction

was not made. The thermocouple output was digitized and stored, with

the compensation being done off-line by determining the gradient dTj/dt

from the stored data. An average time constant was not used, rather, an
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instantaneous time constant was determined based on the measured velo-

city, physical characteristics of the junction, and a heat transfer

relation for fine wires. This was a good idea, but didn't work very well

in the reacting flows, as the gas properties are not uniquely determined

by the temperature because of large -ariations in chemistry. Plots of

temperature PDF's near the edge of the flame showed extreme overcompen-

sation by this method, so the "instantaneous" time constants were all

multiplied by 0.65 (trial-and-error value) to normalize the PDF's to

ambient temperature. The junctions were left uncoated to keep the time

constants as low as possible. Significant build-up of the titanium

dioxide seeding particles on the thermocouple surface caused the

response to degrade rapidly with run time, with LDV data rates of

100/sec being high enough to render the compensation technique essen-

tially useless. The wire diameters were again 15, 40, or 80 microns.

Yoshida and Tsuji (1978) evaloiated the temperature and velocity dis-

tributions in a premixed propane flame, but not simultaneously. The

thermocouple was 50 micron diameter and uncoated. Transient compensa-

tion was accomplished in a conventional manner (initially) by determin-

ing the time constant from an overheat-response method, then incorporat-

ing this value in a 5 kHz, RC compensation circuit. This gave maximum

instantaneous temperatures higher than adiabatic flame temperature, and

minimum temperatures lower than ambient. To correct this discrepancy, a

series of different time constants was used in the compensation circuit

until a value was found which normalized the output between the ambient

and adiabatic flame temperatures. This value (40 msec) was then used

throughout the flowfield. Some "mismatching" was expected by the

authors from this procedure. Temperature fluctuations of 400C, at

frequencies above 1 kHz, were found.
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Katsuki et al. (1987) developed a linearization technique for time-

response compensation, and evaluated the procedure by rapidly vibrating

the thermocouple junction across the flame front of a laminar diffusion

flame. Both coated and uncoated wires were used. The technique uti-

lized for compensation essentially determines a film temperature for the

wire and evaluates the instantaneous time constant based on that temper-

ature. Variations in chemistry are apparently not accounted for. Dif-

ferences in measured values between coated and uncoated junctions were

ascribed to radiative effects in laminar diffusion flames and catalysis

in turbulent premixed flames. Results from the new technique were com-

pared to results using a standard, average time constant compensation

technique. Neither procedure was found to give especially impressive

measurements; the authors concluded that simultaneous velocity data were

necessary to properly account for the variations in time constant. It

was also concluded that coating did not adversely affect the deter.mina-

tion of real-time data; although the time constant was increased due to

the larger diameter, compensation produced the same temperature PDF's as

for the compansated, uncoated, thermocouple.

Lenz and Gunther (1980) used an uncoated, 50 micron, frequency com-

pensated thermocouple to determine time-resolved temperature in a free-

jet diffusion flame. Compensation was accomplished by determining the

average time constant at each position in the flow by an overheat-

response method, then using the resulting value in an on-line electrical

compensation network. Conduction, radiation, and catalytic effects were

not corrected. Response to 8 kHz was obtained, limited by noise. Sev-

eral apparent discrepancies in the temperature data were explained by

physical arguments.
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Brum et al. (1983) used a 25 micron, uncoated, compensated thermo-

couple to acquire temperature data simultaneously with LDV data in a

swirling, reacting flow. The compensation was similar to that of Lock-

wood and Moneib, using an in-situ overheat method to determine an aver-

age time constant, and on-line electronic compensation of the signal.

The authors indicated that this average time-constant approach was not

optimum, and attributed some apparent discrepancies in the data to the

instrumentation. It was determined that a variation of 10 percent in

the time constant could lead to errors as high as 50 percent in local

heat flux. An alternative technique, utilizing the instantaneous velo-

city to modify the time constant, was suggested. (This approach was

later used by Heitor et al., with minimal success.) Probe perturbation

effects were also studied, with large variations in velocity discovered

when the probe was inserted, due to beth local and large-scale effects.

This is to be expected in elliptic flows.

Farrow et al. (1982) compared CARS data to results obtained from

uncompensated thermocouples in a laminar methane diffusion flame. The

thermocouples were 50 micron diameter and silica coated. Conduction and

radiation losses were accounted for off-liae by using the symmetry of

the flame to generate a known environment. The CARS and thermocouple

temperatures were obtained simultaneously, with a "slight" distance

between the measurement regions. Temporally resolved records were not

presented; the two techniques provided good agreement on average temper-

ature in some regions.

Chandran et al. (1984) measured temperature with a coated, 25 micron

thermocouple, coincident with LDV data, in a premixed turbulent flame.

An average time constant was determined by a cross-spectral analysis

technique, using the response from two closely spaced thermocouples to
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determine the time constants for both. It was claimed that the use of

an average time constant does not introduce significant error in the

temperature results. Probe interference was minimized by adjusting the

probe configuration until the locally velocity closely matched the velo-

city measured when no probe was in the flow.

In a theoretical investigation, Chandran et al. (1985) used a two-

time-constant model for a premixed flame with an assumed bimodal temper-

ature PDF. A linear response was assumed for each of the two parts of

the flow and time constants calculated using assumed flow properties.

For an assumed square wave input, the response of the system was modeled

and the calculated mean temperature was found. Using only a single time

constant generated errors on the order of 10 percent.

Experimental evaluation of these results in a premixed methane-air

flame was conducted with yttria-beryllia coated thermocouples of 25 and

75 micron wire, operated simultaneously. The junction separation was 1

mm. A cross-spectral analysis technique was used to determine the aver-

age time constant for each junction, assuming the same environment for

both. An RC circuit was tuned to this mean value to accomplish on-line

compensation. Comparison to coincident Rayleigh scattering results

(with about 1 kHz resolution) showed reasonably good agreement for tem-

porally-resolved temperature, and errors on the order of 20 percent for

the RMS fluctuation and 10 percent for the mean temperature. These

errors were predicted by the response model.

Elmore et al. (1986) conducted a specific program for dynamic tem-

perature measurement using a dual-junction method with off-line compen-

sation. The dual junctions were used to determine the response charac-

teristics of the smaller thermocouple, which was then corrected. Cor-
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rection was not done on a point-by-point basis, but rather in the

frequency domain.

Essentially, the technique determined the convective heat transfer

coefficient as a function of instantaneous frequency, corrected the

measured temperature for convective response in the frequency domain via

extensive use of FFT's, then inverse-transformed (when appropriate) to

get temporal waveforms. Frequency response was limited to about 250 Hz.

The development program was not intended to provide temperatures in

reacting regions, so the assumption of air as the working fluid was jus-

tified. In this case, the compensation may very well be a function of

frequency only. Changes in local chemistry, and catalytic effects, were

not addressed. For reacting flows, this technique would probably suffer

from the same problems observed by Heitor et al. A finite-difference

conduction correction was applied to all data. A Fortran program to

provide for compensation and conduction corrections was developed. The

design and fabrication details for the probe, and initial testing, were

described in an earlier report (Elmore et al., 1983).

Ozem and Gouldin (1989) used an uncoated, 25 micron thermocouple to

determine temperature statistics in a turbulent, premixed, methane-air

flame. Radiation and conduction were neglected, and response compensa-

tion was conducted off-line. The thermocouple output was amplified,

low-pass filtered at 20 kHz, and digitized at 40kHz for transfer to a

MicroVax II. An average time constant was used, calculated from a Nus-

selt number relation rather than an experimentally determined response.

The bulk of the evidence indicates that time-response compensation

is necessary, at least in turbulent flows, if accurate, temporally

resolved temperature data are to be obtained. The use of an average

time constant does not appear to be sufficient, and using velocity alone
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as an instantaneous "corrector" to the time constant does not provide

much improvement as the response is a function of temperature, velocity,

and chemical composition. A two-wire technique is definitely indicated,

but frequency domain compensation loses the temporal information

required for coincidence with LDV data and still does not account for

chemistry. An instantaneous, real-time correction, based on the differ-

ential response between two thermocouples of different sizes, is the

most promising approach.

IV. CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

It will be assumed that conduction along the thermocouple wires is

insignificant relative to convection between the junction and the flow-

field; this has been shown to be valid for wire l/d ratios greater than

about 50 (Elmore et al., 1983). Transient radiation will also not be

accounted for; the thermocouple response will be;

Tc = Tj + a(dTj/dt). (1)

The time constant is related to the thermal capacity of the junction

and the convective heat flux;

a = (ejCjdj 2 )/(4 k Nu), (2)

where ej is the density of the junction wire, Cj is the specific

heat of the junction wire, dj is the junction diameter, k is the gas

conductivity, and Nu is the Nusselt number. For small wires, the Nus-

selt number will have the form

Nu = CReC:PrC., (3)

where Re is the Reynolds number based on wire diameter, and Pr is

the gas Prandtl number. The relations for Nu, Re, and Pr can be substi-

tuted into the relation for the time constant a to yield

a = (( jCjdj 2 - C2)/4) (gC!/(VC1C-CPrC2Clk)). (4)
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The first grouping of terms is a function of the junction construction

only, while the second group is related to the instantaneous gas

properties, such that

a = C4 G (5)

and

Tc Tj + C4 G dTj/dt. (6)

For two junctions with differing values of C4 exposed to the same

environment, the instantaneous temperatures Tjz and Tj, will be differ-

ent, out the gas parameter G and actual temperature Tc will be the same.

With known values for the junction properties 2j, Cj, and dj, the values

of C4 are known, and the only remaining unknown is G, which can be

determined;

G = (Tjr - Tjf)/((C 4dTj/dt)z - (C4 dTj/dt),) (7)

With the gas parameter known, the time constant for either junction

can then be quantified, allowing a solution for the instantaneous gas

temperature.

It should be noted that this is a dynamic calibration, dependent on

the different responses of the two junctions to the same transient

input. The only required information on the heat transfer characteris-

tics is the Reynolds number exponent, C2. This value will be about 0.5

(Moffat, 1962), but there is a sensitivity to this assumption. An over-

heat technique in a nonreacting flow can provide an empirical value for

the exponent.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

Temperature Measurement System

It is recommended that an experimental verification of this concept

be conducted. An initial program will not require coincident velocity
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measurement, but the data acquisition system should provide for this

capability. The recommended system design point is 1 kHz LDV rate,

3000F gas temperature.

The probe should consist of two junctions, of 25 and 50 micron

Pt/Pt-13%Rh wire (Type R). The separation of the two junctions should

be approximately 0.5 mm, providing spatial resolution comparable to that

of the LDV system. Lead lengths of 2.5 mm will be sufficient to mini-

mize conduction effects. The junction wires are to be welded to larger

diameter wires of the same composition, contained in a protective

sheath. An yttria-beryllia coating should be applied after junction

welding, using the technique described by Kent (1970).

The thermocouple outputs should be amplified and low-pass filtered.

Appropriate amplifier/filter systems are available and quotes have been

obtained. An amplification factor of 100 is needed for 2.0 volts output

at design temperature; the recommended filter cuts are 10 Hz, 500 Hz, 1

kHz, 5 kHz, and 10 kHz.

The amplified output should then be digitized for analysis purposes.

A minimum of three input channels are necessary, two for the amplified

and filtered thermocouple signals, and a third for recording of velocity

fron the LDV system. Coordination of the temperature records with data

from the LDV computer is thus possible. A initial data acquisition rate

of 20 kHz is recommended. Approximately 10 to 100 temperatures should be

recorded for each velocity, so that the gradient dE/dt can be accurately

calculated for response compensation.

Compensation can be done off-line, using the known physical charac-

teristics of the wires and the assumption that the two junctions are

exposed to the same environment. While no papers using such a technique

have been reviewed, the abstract of a Japanese-language paper (Yamazaki
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et al., 1983) appears to describe a similar concept. (A copy of this

paper has been obtained, and translation by USAF agencies has been

requested.) Since the assumption of identical junction environments is

required, a spectral analysis of the thermocouple voltages, including

coherence and phase information, should be conducted as an indicator of

the maximum reliable frequency response of the system.

Combustors

To properly characterize the capabilities of this novel measurement

technique, tests should be conducted with multiple combustor geometries.

Initial testing should be in a burner providing a laminar premixed flame

and a concentric flow of inert gas. A variable frequency, electro-

mechanical actuator system may be used to rapidly alternate the probe

between the hot reaction zone and the cold outer flow. This will gener-

ate a known-frequency transient in the thermocouple output. The chemi-

cal composition and temperature of the outer flow can be changed to ver-

ify the convective heat transfer calculations in this region and provide

added confidence in the analysis technique. Traversing frequency can be

varied to identify both the uncompensated and compensated response lim-

its c.f the probe.

Another test sequence should utilize a turbulent premixed flame,

stabilized on a laboratory combustor. The probe would be stationary,

relying on the turbulent fluctuations of the flame front for the tran-

sient component of the temperature signal. Evaluation of the thermo-

couple response can be based on observed response from the first test

series and analysis of mean calculated temperatures and temperature dis-

tribution functions.
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A third test series should then be conducted in a high velocity,

ducted burner. Tests in this combustor will provide information on

probe response and survivability in practical propulsion research sys-

tems.

After full characterization of this approach to real-time thermal

data acquisition, it is recommended that a direct comparison with avail-

able non-intrusive diagnostic methods be conducted. For dynamic

measurements, this would require a very clean flame and Rayleigh scat-

tering apparatus; CARS data could be compared at low data rates.
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Hydrogen Permeation in Metals at Low Temperatures

by

Kaveh A. Tagavi

ABSTRACT

Hydrogen permeation through metals at cryogenic to low temperatures is
considered in this report. Unlike permeation in high temperatures, there are very few
data on low temperature permeation. Supercritical hydrogen has been suggested as a
prime candidate for cooling of vacuum tubes aboard spacecraft. The knowledge about
hydrogen permeation at low temperatures, therefore, is essential in establishing
feasibility of this idea. In this project, a comprehensive literature search is conducted in
order to document the state of the art research efforts on hydrogen permeation in metals
at low temperatures. The phenomenon of permeation is investigated and the relevant
parameters affecting it are identified. An apparatus based on vacuum method is
constructed, fabricated, and calibrated. Gathering of actual permeation data are planned
for future activities. As a part of this effort usage of exotic material such as gold,
diamond, or zinc plated metals; graphite copper compounds; and beryllium oxide will be
investigated.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
Using hydrogen as a coolant in space applications seems both logical and

economical. It's engineering feasibility, however, is not obvious and has to be
investigated. It is proposed that liquid hydrogen be on board as fuels, which makes it
attractive as a coolant. A hydrogen coolant has two major advantages: first, it does not
add substantially to the overall mass of the spacecraft (since it already exists on board as
fuel) and second, it does not have to be recirculated and cooled since upon absorbing the

thermal load it will be burned as fuel.
The Power Technology Branch of the Aerospace Power Division at Wright

Research and Development Center has been involved in assessing the feasibility of
hydrogen as a coolant for several years. An example of a device that needs to be cooled
is vacuum tubes. However, one of the major concerns regarding cooling of vacuum tubes
by hydrogen is hydrogen mobility through metals. As hydrogen comes into contact with
metal surfaces it starts permeating through them. If enough hydrogen is permeated
across the tube wall and enters into the tube, the ultra high vacuum that exists in the tube
will be compromised. Therefore, it is essential that the magnitude of hydrogen
permeation be estimated. Data on hydrogen permeation are readily available for
common metals at mostly moderate to high temperatures (500-1300 K). But at lower
temperatures of supercritical hydrogen (cryogenic to room temperatures, 35-300 K),
little or no data exist.

My formal education and research interests have been in the general area of heat
and mass transfer. My particular background and interest in space applications and
microgravity-related research contributed to my assignment at the Power Technology
Branch.

Il. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:
Presently, there are no extensive data on hydrogen permeation through metals at

cryogenic to low temperatures: It is the objective of the efforts initiated at the Power
Technology Branch (WRDC/POOS-3) to establish a data-base on hydrogen permeation
at low temperatures and evaluate the feasibility of using supercritical hydrogen as

coolant for removing heat from microwave vacuum tubes. The specific objectives are:
" Perform a literature search and establish the knowledge-base available on the

theories and mechanisms of hydrogen permeation.
" To construct, install, and calibrate a set-up which would measure hydrogen

permeation at cryogenic to low temperatures.
, To establish a base-line permeation data and compare it with the existing data.
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" To examine whether hydrogen permeation levels at cryogenic to low temperatures
are significant enough to interfere with the normal operation of vacuum tubes.

" To investigate whether exotic materials such as gold, zinc, or diamond plated
metals; graphite cooper; and beryllium oxide will inhibit or slow down hydrogen
permeation.

" To recommended directions for future research and development efforts in this
subject.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY:
Hydrogen permeation at high temperatures has been the subject of extensive

research in the past due to its applications in such areas as nuclear reactors (fission and
fusion), metal processing, and electrochemical processes. But only recently research on
low temperature hydrogen permeation has been emphasized due to its applications in
superconductivity and cooling in space. It has been suggested by Chow (1988) that the
already available hydrogen on board as a fuel be used to overcome the thermal load on
spacecrafts. This idea has many potential advantages along with some disadvantages.
The most serious disadvantage is hydrogen permeation.

One of the devices that is proposed to be cooled by supercritical hydrogen is a
microwave tube kept at very high vacuum. While being cooled by hydrogen, some
hydrogen molecules may permeate inside the tube and corrupt the vacuum inside. This
will cause malfunctioning of the microwave tube. It is hoped that at low temperatures,
the rate of hydrogen permeation is low enough that a reasonable vacuum can be
maintained during the operation time of such tubes (Pais, 1990).

Hydrogen is very mobile in metals. In fact, its mobility is several orders of
magnitude larger than other interstitials such as oxygen and nitrogen. In addition to
moderate to high temperatures, hydrogen diffusion can also be observed at low
temperatures due to quantum effects at the molecular level (Schaumann et al., 1968;

Wipf and Alefeld, 1974; Rowe et al., 1971).

IV. MECHANISMS OF PERMEATION:
To understand permeation one needs to understand solubility in, diffusion through,

and chemical reaction with the metal in question. Once the metal wall is exposed to
hydrogen, an equilibrium condition between the metal surface and the adjacent
hydrogen is achieved.

Depending on the type of the metal, five types of reactions between hydrogen and
the metal may occur.
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1. Metal groups IA and IIA. Hydrogen forms hydrides. Examples of these metals are:

Na and Ca.
2. Metal groups IVB, VB, and VIB. Hydrogen forms covalent hydrides. Examples of

these metals are: C, Si, S, Se, and As.
3. Hydrogen forms true solutions in some metals. Examples of these metals are: Cu,

Ag, Cr, Mo, W, Fe, Co, Ni, Al, and Pt.
4. Metal groups LIA, IVA, and VA. Hydrogen forms pseudo hydrides. Examples of

these metals are: Ce, La, Ti, Zr, Th, V, Cb, and Ta.

5. Hydrogen is not absorbed by Au, Zn, Cd, In, or TI.
The relationship between the adjacent hydrogen partial pressure and the

concentration of hydrogen just inside the metal surface is governed by the well-known

Henry's law (Johnson, 1988). The higher the hydrogen partial pressure, the higher the
concentration of hydrogen in the solid. Once, a concentration gradient is established,

hydrogen is diffused in the direction of decreasing concentration according to Fick's law.

Based on!Hery's law, one expects to observe a linear relationship between the
partial pressure of the adjacent hydrogen and the permeation rate Winkelmann was the
first to suspect that the rate of permeation of hydrogen through platinum is not

proportional to pressure (as was originally expected) but rather is proportional to square
root of pressure. His explanation was that the hydrogen molecule first dissociates into

atoms and then diffuses into and through the platinum plate. This theory was later
confirmed by the careful experiments of Richardson et al. (1904) and Richardson (1904).

Besides pressure, hydrogen permeation depends on many other parameters such
as:

" Temperature

" Surface condition
" Stress
" Atomic structure and kinetics

" Chemical reaction between hydrogen and material
In the following sections parameters that affect hydrogen permeation in metals are

described.

V. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION:
Assume a thin metal membrane is exposed to hydrogen. The temperature and

pressure at each side in general is assumed to be different. As was mentioned before,

the hydrogen molecule enters a chemical reaction (dissociation) in the presence of the
metal and breaks into two hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen atoms subsequently dissolve
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in the metal. According to Henry's Law the concentration of hydrogen just inside the
metal surface will be

CaH ()
where C is the concentration and PH is the pressure of the hydrogen atom gas. But due
to the kinetics of the chemical reaction (dissociation)

PHa PH 2 1/2 (2)
and therefore

C(P,T) = S(T) PH 2 1/2 (3)
where PH2 is the pressure of hydrogen molecule gas and S is the solubility. The above
equation is also known as Sieverts' law. The parameter S(T) is the constant of
proportionality (indicative of solubility) which is solely a function of temperature and is
independent of pressure and concentration. It is reported by Smithells and Ransley

(1935) that S depends on temperature as
S(T) oc T1/2 exp(-EsIRT) (4)

-where T is the temperature, E is the energy of solution, and R is the gas constant. Es is

positive for endothermic reactions such as H2 in copper and negative for exothermic
reactions such as H2 in vanadium or niobium. The square term in equation (4) is usually
ignored. It is argued that the temperature dependence of the square term is weaker than
that of the exponential term for moderate and high temperatures. (This might not be as
accurate for low to cryogenic temperatures.) The S expression may now be rewritten as:

S(T) = So exp(-Es/RT) (5)
where So is the solubility pre-exponential. Combining these two equations yields:

C(P,T) = So exp(-Es/RT)P1/2 (6)
Hydrogen diffusion (permeation) caused by concentration gradient for a steady state
situation may be written as

J, = DvC (7)
where J, is the steady state flux and D is the diffusion coefficient. Assuming pressure P
(which results in concentration C) on one side and vacuum (which results in zero
concentration) on the other side

J. = DC/L (8)
where L is the length along the diffusion path. Substituting for C

J. = (D/L) So exp(-E_/RT) p1/2 (9)
It should be mentioned here that the flux is not proportional to the square root of the
pressure difference rather the difference of the square root of pressure. Permeability is

defined as
J. = D(T) (P1/2/L) (10)
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That is
(D(T) = DS (11)

where qt is called permeability. The dependence of diffusion coefficient on temperature
is written in terms of the energy of migration

D = Do exp(-Em/RT) (12)
Accordingly

O(T) = 0o exp(-Et/RT) (13)
where Do and (Do are diffusion coefficient and permeability pre-exponentials, and Em
and Ep are energies of permeation and migration. The energy of permeation Ep may be
expressed as

Ep = Es + Em (14)
and

(DO = DoSo (15)
It is important to note that 0 is only a function of temperature and not pressure.

This is the result of separating the pressure dependence in equation (10). Accordingly

o is neither a function of pressure nor temperature and is considered a constant.

VI. FACTORS INFLUENCING HYDROGEN PERMEATION:
There are many parameters that influence permeation. The mechanisms of many

of the dependencies are not well understood. It should be mentioned that most of our
present knowledge is based on experimental observation or on phenomenological
reasoning. This plus the fact that not many experiments have been conducted for low
temperature i, makes the low temperature stipulations risky.

Below, the dependency on some of the more important parameters are discussed.
PRESSURE -- Ordinarily it is expected that permeation is proportional to pressure
because of Henry's law. However, since the hydrogen molecule first dissociates into
hydrogen atoms and then diffuses, permeation becomes proportional to the square root
of pressure. The latter is more or less universally accepted for the case of hydrogen
permeation in metals. One exception is permeation under very low pressures where the
permeation becomes proportional to pressure.
TEMPERATURE -- It is widely believed that tenperature dependency follows
Arrhenius relationship. However, a single Arrhenius relation might not successfully
represent permeation for a large temperature range of interest -- namely 10 to 1000 K.
Experimental data are available for temperatures down to 0* C (Johnson, 1988). There
are some theoreti-,al work (e.g., Valone et al., 1985), however, that considers permeation
of hydrogen in copper at low temperatures down to 100 K. It was shown that if quantum
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mechanics effects are included, the diffusion coefficient at low temperatures will deviate
appreciably from those calculated based on classical theory. For example, diffusion of
hydrogen in Cu(100) at 100 K will be 7200 times higher than that calculated based on

classical theory (Valone et al., 1985).
This deviation at low temperatures has also been observed experimentally for

hydrogen permeation in tantalum (Kokkinidis, 1977) for temperatures less than 200 K
and as low as 100 K and in niobium (Schaumann et al., 1968) for temperatures less than
250 K and as low as 120 K.

One other known effect of temperature in the classical theory (Arrhenius relation)
that has been ignored by most studies is the so called square term shown in equation (4).
Figure 1 shows the ratio of permeability with and without the square term. This figure is
plotted based on preserving the permeability value at the room temperature, hence the
value 1 at 300 K. As seen the effect of this square term in not very large for
temperatures near room temperature. As the temperature decreases, however, this
effect increases. At around 50 K the square term would cut the permeability more than
50%. It should be mentioned that the elimination of this term causes overestimation of
the permeation levels.

The concentration level does not always increase with temperature. If the enthalpy
of solution is negative (due to exothermic solution reaction) then the level of
concentration for a constant pressure decreases as the temperature increases. Similarly,
if enthalpy of permeation is negative, the permeation rate will decrease with
temperature. Figure 2 shows the hydrogen solubility levels for various metals (Fast,
1965). Therefore, in selecting an optimum material, we should avoid materials that react
with hydrogen exothermically, since the cooling with hydrogen will occur at very low
temperatures (as low as cryogenic temperatures).

CONCENTRATION -- According to the simple theory presented here, the diffusion
coefficient does not depend on the level of concentration while the permeation is
proportional to it (see equation (11)). Experimentally, however, some dependence on
concentration has been observed. According to Gissler and Alefeld (1970) values of up
to three times smaller for diffusion coefficient may be observed for higher
concentrations of hydrogen permeating in niobium.

At high concentrations of hydrogen there is an overshoot effect (Beck et al., 1966).
For example for a hydrogen-iron system, the permeation rate was observed to reach a
maximum value and then decay to a steady state value. The overshoot was as much as
100% of the steady state value and lasted for several minutes.
SURFACE CONDITION -- Hydrogen permeation depends strongly on the surface
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condition. Both the macroscopic and microscopic structure of the surface as well as the
presence of oxides affect hydrogen permeation. The most severe problem with gas
phase charging is the presence of oxides at the surface which are presumed to hinder
hydrogen entry or exit at temperatures about 300 K (Kumnick and Johnson, 1975). This
explains the fact that most charging experiments are performed for temperatures well

over 300 K. It has been shown (Kumnick and Johnson, 1975) that this difficulty can be
overcome by deposition of a thin layer of palladium on each surface of the permeation
membrane. The palladium layer acts as an excellent catalyst for hydrogen dissociation.
With this technique gas phase permeation methods ma, be carried out at temperatures
well below 300 K.
STRESS -- Stress has been shown not to affect the diffusion coefficient, but it increases
the solubility of hydrogen in the lattice (Beck et al., 1966). As a result, permeability,
which is equal to the product of diffusion coefficient and solubility, will be increased
under stress. The mechanical behavior of metals in the presence of hydrogen is further
investigated by Toriano (1960).

VII. EXPERIML.:NTAL METHOD:

There are several methods for measuring diffusion (permeation) of hydrogen in
solids. Volkl and Aiefeld (1979), for example, have given details of all these techniques.
One direct way of measuring permeation is a technique whereby a thin membrane of the
metal of interest is exposed to pure hydrogen on one side and vacuum on the other. As
hydrogen permeates through the membrane, the pressure on the vacuum side increases.
By measuring the pressure variation with time, information about the diffusion
coefficient, solubility, and permeability is obtained.

Permeation measurements may be performed in two different ways: stationary and
time-lag methods (Volkl and Alefeld, 1979). The stationary method reveals the product
of the diffusion coefficient and the solubility. The time-lag method reveals both
diffusion coefficient and solubility. The diffusion coefficient can be deduced from the
relaxation time while the solubility data can be determined from the change in
permeation rate.

At steady state, permeation rate is proportional to the product of concentration and

diffusion coefficient (Barrer, 1951). While transient data reveals trapping parameters in
addition to concentration and diffusion coefficient (Johnson, 1988). It is reported by
Johnson (1988) that the time lag decreases with temperature and pressure. For hydrogen
permeation in iron, time lags between 1000 to 10,000 seconds were observed for a
sample of about 0.8 mm at standard temperature and pressure.
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The present set-up utilizes the vacuum technique. Figure 3 shows the schematic of

the set-up. It essentially consists of two chambers. One contains hydrogen at slightly
above atmospheric pressure while the other is maintained at ultra high vacuum (between
1 x 10- 5 and 1 x 10-1 torr). The two chambers are separated by a copper disk, 0.080 inch
(about 2.03 mm) thick, which also serves as the test specimen. All joints are sealed by
rotatable flanges that utilize knife-edge technology. This will provide seals that are

appropriate for maintaining ultra high vacuums. The desirable vacuum is reached by two
pumping units -- a molecular pump and an ion pump. The molecular pump evacuates

the chamber at pressures near the atmospheric levels down to 1 x 10- 3 torr levels. At
this point, the pumping action is switched to the ion pump which is capable of creating
vacuums of up to 1 x 10-1 0 torr range. The pressure in the vacuum side is measured with
a Convectron gauge (for low vacuum) and a Nude gauge (for ultra high vacuum).

The hydrogen and vacuum chambers are wrapped with heating tapes and cooling
coils. Two options may be used as a liquid coolant inside the coils -- liquid nitrogen or
coolant derived from an ultra low temperature (down to -90* C ) circulating bath. The
combination of the heating tapes and the cooling coils allows us to maintain any desired
specimen temperature in the range -150" C to 250* C. The whole assembly including the
pump is wrapped with thick insulation to facilitate temperature control.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:
Before a permeation test can be performed, there are a couple preparatory tests

that must be conducted: 1) leak detection, 2) system bake-out.
First, the vacuum chamber must be tested against leaks. One way this test is

conducted is by turning off the vacuum pump after reaching an ultra high vacudm and
observing the system pressure. A typical pressure-time history is shown in Figure 4.
After the pump is turned off, the pressure starts to rise for two distinct reasons -- leaks
and outgassing. (Outgassing is the diffusion of dissolved gasses out of the chamber inner
surfaces and into the vacuumed space. The driving force for outgassing is the difference
between the chemical potentials of the dissolved gas and of the same gas in the chamber.
That is, the lower chamber pressure the higher the rate of outgassing.) If there is a leak,
the pressure ultimately equals that of the surrounding atmosphere. In the absence of any
significant leak, the pressure in the vacuum chamber rises to a unique pressure
(equilibrium pressure) corresponding to the amount of gases dissolved at the inner
surfaces of the vacuum chamber. After this pressure is reached, the rate of outgassing
quickly drops to zero and no further significant increase in the chamber pressure is
observed. In order to lower the equilibrium pressure, a procedure called baking-out is
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employed.
The chemical potential of the dissolved gases increases drastically with

temperature. Therefore if the chamber is heated and vacuumed simultaneously,
considerable amounts of dissolved gases may diffuse out and be taken out through the
vacuum system. After the system is cooled, a lower level of equilibrium pressure may be
attained due to the decreased level of dissolved gases. Baking periods of up to several

days at elevated temperatures of 150-250" C are recommended in order to obtain ultra
high wcuums.

After the leak detection and baking out the set-up is ready for permeation tests.
The principle tenet of the experiment is to measure the time (At) it takes for the
chamber pressure to rise from the initial pressure of Pi (it is best that this pressure be
greater or equal to the equilibrium pressure) to the final pressure of Pf. Assuming that

the pressure of the hydrogen chamber (PH 2) is much greater than Pf and that it is held
constant during the experiment, and using equation (10), the following relationship
between the diffusion rate and the pressure buildup inside the vacuum chamber may be
written:

0 = [V(Pf-Pi)L]/[RT PH2 1/2 At pstp] (16)
where V is the volume of the vacuum chamber, A is the area of the test specimen
available for permeation and Pstp is the density of hydrogen at standard temperature and
pressure. Figure 5 shows the amount of time necessary for the pressure rise from 1 x
10- 6 to 1 x 10-4 torr for our present set-up with copper as the specimen. As seen, at
room temperature, it takes about 2.15 hours for the pressure buildup. However, for
lower temperatures, the time required increases rapidly. For example, at 200 K, it takes

about 100 million hours for the same pressure buildup. It should be mentioned that this
figure is based on Arrhenius relation and that this relationship might not hold for lower

temperatures.

IX. MATERIALS OF INTEREST:
A few materials have been selected for testing in this work each for a specific

reason.
" Copper is selected for the baseline material. The set-up will be checked and

calibrated against data available in the literature.
* Diamond is selected with hopes that its compact and uniform molecular structure

would inhibit hydrogen permeation.

" BeO is selected because of its excellent thermal, structural, and electrical
properties.
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* Graphite compounds such as GrCu is selected for their excellent structural

properties.
In the following sections the available data for each of these materials are listed.

COPPER - There are several references dealing with hydrogen permeation through
copper. One of the earliest, yet widely referred, is by Smithells and Ransley (1935).
Table 1 lists the diffusion data for hydrogen-copper system as well as other permeation
data. More results are shown in Table 2 taken from Dushman (1962). This table lists
the hydrogen solubility data for various temperatures. Alloya of copper have received
some attention too. It has been shown that the hydrogen solubility varies as a function of
the amount of alloying metal. It is seen that the effect of the alloying covers a wide range
of solubility enhancement for Cu-Ni to decrease in solubility for Cu-Al. Figure 2 shows
the solubility data vs. temperature for Cu as well as other metals.

The diffusivity of hydrogen in copper at low temperatures was studied by Ishikawa
and McLellan (1985). The data presented are for temperatures as low as 300 K. Figure

6 show these results.
DIAMOND -- No data was found for solubility, diffusion, or permeation of hydrogen
through diamond. However, a point of concern should be any possible reaction of
hydrogen and diamond (carbon) which may result in methane (CH 4). The intensity and
severeness of such reaction (if any) should increase with temperature. This in turn
increases the importance of predicting hot spots.
BeO -- No data was found for solubility, diffusion, or permeation of hydrogen in BeO.
GRAPHITE COMPOUNDS -- No data was found for solubility, diffusion, or
permeation of hydrogen through graphite compounds such as Gr-Cu. However, a few
reports are available for graphite (e.g. Kiyoshi et al., 1988; Karimi and Vidali, 1989).

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS/FUTURE DIRECTIONS:
Creating, maintaining, and measuring ultra high vacuums (e.g., 1 x 10- 9 tort) are by

no account a trivial matter. The ten week period fell just short of obtaining accurate and
repeatable hydrogen permeation data. As a result, this report is focusing on theoretical
background, explaining the physical phenomena, and exploring future directions. Plans
are undergoing for obtaining low temperature permeation data in the future. Below,

some specific remarks and suggestions are listed.
" Since we are dealing with very large time intervals (days or even weeks), the design

should be modified so that larger hydrogen pressures and thinner test specimen
could be used.

" The experimental set-up and procedure should be tested against known data.
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Choices of pure copper or palladium (a precious metal) at or above room
temperature seem appropriate.

* In choosing the material, we should exercise caution in selecting those which react
with (or dissolve) hydrogen exothermically. The solubility of these materials
increase with decreasing temperatures.

" It is not clear whether BeO reacts with hydrogen endothermically or
exothermically.

" It is reported that certain metals (i.e., Au, Zn, Cd, In, and TI) do not absorb
hydrogen. Therefore, these metals might be used as barriers to hydrogen

permeation. For example, gold plating a sample might inhibit hydrogen
permeation to a considerable degree.

" Use of diamond coating has been suggested as a hydrogen permeation barrier. For
testing purposes, a metal with a large hydrogen absorption should be coated with
diamond. Since the metal virtually presents no resistance to hydrogen permeation,
the experimental data would reveal permeability of the diamond coatings.

" The literature is scarce when it comes to permeation data for temperatures lower
that 300 K. This plus the fact that the mechanism of hydrogen absorption and

permeation is not fully understood (even for higher temperatures) suggest that we
need data for the actual temperature of operation. In short, data for the range of
room temperature down to 250 K might not necessarily predict data for 200 K or

100 K. One purely theoretical paper suggests that the diffusion coefficient of
hydrogen in copper when including the quantum mechanics effects will be 7200
times higher than that calculated according to the classical (Arrhenius)
relationships.

* Even if experimental data show that hydrogen permeation levels are not significant
at supercritical hydrogen temperatures (about 40 K), we should try to design the
system for higher temperatures. The supercritical hydrogen is cooling a surface

that might be very hot (several hundred Kelvin). Any disruption or instability in
the cooling mechanism might create temporary hot spots in the vacuum tube wall.
These hot spots will act as open windows for hydrogen permeation. This scenario

should encourage the search for material which are more impermeable to hydrogen
(such as gold or diamond plated metals?).
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Table 1. Diffusion data for hydrogen and
various metals from Smithells

and Ranslev (1935). D is in
STP cm3 per second through 1 cm

2

of surface and across I mm thickness,
p is in mmHg.

D= k. 2. VP . T

(1) (2) (3) (4)
System b k Authors

H, Ni 7,710 2.3 x 10-' Lombard.
6,930 0.85 Deming and Hendricks.
6,900 1.4 Borelius and Lindblom.
6,700 1.05 Ham.

H, Pt 9,800 1'41 < 10-' Richardson.
9,000 1.18 Ham.

H, Mo 10,100 0'93 x 10-' Smithells and Ransley.

H, Pd 2,100 4.I :< 10-' Lombard and Eichner.

H, Cu 8,300 0.91 < 10-' Smithells and Ransley.
H, Fe 4,800 1'63 < 10- Smithells and Ransley.

4,700 1 60 Borelius and Lwablom.

01 Ag II.2i00 3,75 x 10-' Spencer.
11.300 2.06 Johnson and Larose.

N, Mo 2_2.00 8.3 x I0=1 Smihells and Ransley.

N, Fe 11,900 1.5 :< 10- Ryder.

CO Fe 9.300 1.3 x 10-4 Ryder.

Table 2. Hydrogen solubility in copper from
Dushman (1962). Vo = cm

3 (STP) per I g
metal, s = cm3(STP) per 100 g metal,
Vg = volume of gas (STP) per I volume
or metal, v = number of atoms per
atom of metal.

r C: 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
S: 006 0.16 0.30 0.49 0.72 1.08 158
V1. 00054 0.0143 0.0268 0.0439 0.0644 0.0967 0 141
104r" 0.053 0.0908 0.170 0.278 0.409 0.613 0.896

i C. 1083 (mpw 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
2.10(s) 6.00(0) 6.3 8.1 10.0 11.8 13.6
0.188 0537 0.564 0.725 0.893 1.05 1.2-2

104r" 1.19 3.40 3.58 4.60 5.67 6.70 771

Vaiues of" V, ana r calcutaced by Dusnman.
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MEASUREMENTS OF DROPLET VELOCITY AND SIZE

DISTRIBUTIONS FOR A PRESSURE/AIR BLAST ATOMIZER

by

Richard S. Tankin

Abstract

A phase doppler instrument was used to measure droplet sizes and
velocities in a water spray. This nozzle consisted of a hollow cone water spray and
two swirling, concentric air channels. Three different water flow rates were
examined; and three different air flows. Horizontal traverses were made across
the spray near the sheet break-up region. More than 200,000 samples were taken
in each traverse. The results show that the spray is axially symmetric which is
important for the planned theoretical analysis. The analysis of the data will follow
the same procedure that was developed to analyze the data that was collected last
summer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gas turbines in nearly all cases utilize liquid fuels. These fuels must be delivered as
small droplets to the combustion zone if efficient combustion is to occur. The
process by which these small drops are formed is called atomization. The method
of achieving atomization is varied and not a topic for consideration in this study. In
this study the droplet distributions from a pressure/air blast atomizer are
examined. The liquid spray discharges from the nozzle as a liquid sheet which
breaks up downstream to form droplets.Surrounding this liquid sheet are two
concentric, swirling air flows. Pictures of the spray from this nozzle were taken
and a typical photograph is shown in Figure 1. The light source for this photograph
was a strobe (pulse duration is about 100 gsec).

It is important to determine the spray characteristic if one hopes to correlate
different sets of experimental data, compute numerical simulations, determine
droplet trajectories, etc. In the past, these characteristics were limited to drop size
distribution, pattemation, cone angle, dispersion, and penetration. For example
various techniques have been used to determine the drop size distribution -
photographic, optical, collection devices, etc. Each of these techniques have very
limited capabilities. The Malvern technique obtains a size distribution that is
integrated over the optical path length. To determine radial distribution requires
the use of Abel inversion. Dense sprays, or asymmetry can complicate this
technique.Two situations have recently arisen - a vast improvement in
instrumentation and a new approach for predicting droplet distributions.

la. INSTRUMENTATION

Recently a highly sophisticated instrument has been developed by Aerometrics
which is capable of optically measuring the sizes and velocity of droplets. This
method utilizes light scattering techniques, and consists of a transmitter, receiver,
signal processor, computer an' laser light source. The transmitter has a beam
expander which reduces the size of the measuring point - which in our case is
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about 1 x 10-4cm 2 . Thus excellent spatial resolution is achieved. Since the
detectors in the receiver unit are photomultipliers (three), the response time of this
instrument is very short. Signals from individual drops can be processed and the
data transferred to computer memory in 20 gsec. For the operator, an important
aspect of this system is ihe software program associated with the signal
processor. As data are being collected and stored by the computer, they are
presented in bar graph form for the operator to observe. After a selected number
of droplets are collected, a listing of pertinent data - such as attempts, validations,
corrected count, probe area, etc. - are displayed. The bar graphs consist of
particle size counts, and velocity distributions. A typical example of such a display
is shown in Figure 2.

Last summer at Wright Patterson Air Force Base , I collected similar data from a
pressure atomizer. These results were presented at the 1990 Institute for Liquid
Atomizarion and Spray Systems in Hartford, Conneticut (Li, Chin, Tankin,
Jackson, Stutrud, and Switzer). This summer we extended the work to include the
effects of high velocity, concentric, swirling air. To achieve our goal, nine different
conditions were examined - three different water flow rates and three different air
flow rates. I might add that this is a very complicated flow and if we can
successfully predict the size and velocity distributions for this nozzle, I think we
can analyze any nozzle.

lb. THEORY

The concept of information entropy was developed by Claude Shannon (1948),
and Jaynes (1957) later extended this concept into the well-known method of
maximum entropy formalism. This formalism can be applied to problems involving
probability, i.e., where insufficient information is available to obtain exact solutions.
We have applied the maximum entropy formalism to liquid sprays in which we
predicted the droplet size and velocity distributions. Since the application to this
problem has been adequately discussed by several researchers - Kelly (1976),
Sellens and Brzustowski (1985, 1986), Sellens (1989), and Li and Tankin (1987,
1988, 1989), it will not be necessary to develop the background material once
again ( for details, see Li 1989). The data collected in this study will be examined
using the maximum entropy principle. There has only been two papers in which
comparisons between theory and measurements exist. In one, Li and Tankin
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(1988) used data that were obtained from holographic and photographic methods.
Thus these results were limited to size distributions. The other paper is by Sellens
(1989) in which he use a phase doppler instrument to obtain the data. However in
this study there are some inconsistencies and the experiments are questionable
(see Li and Tankin, 1989). Thus it was necessary to carefully obtain correct data
with which to compare the theory. That is the purpose of this study.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Currently, there are very few precise measurements of radially integrated droplet
size and droplet velocity distributions for sprays. Our goal is to obtain such
measurements under these various flow conditions and to present them in a two-
dimensional matrix form - one axis being the droplet diameter, and the other being
the droplet velocity. From such a two-dimensional matrix of the data, one can then
obtain a variety of other representations - droplet size distribution; velocity
distributions for different diameter particles; total number of droplets; flow rates;
average velocity as a function of drop size, etc. These measurements should be
made as close to the sheet break-up region as possible.

My task this summer was to work with the staff at Wright Patterson Air Force
Base making radially-integrated spray measurements using a phase doppler
particle analyzer and to obtain the data in a two-dimensional matrix form. Then to
extract from this matrix the various probability distribution functions, average
droplet velocity as a function of droplet diometer, flow rate, etc.

These experimental data are important because they can be used to extend the
applicability of recently developed theoretical predictions. One problem in
collecting such data is the requirement that samples be sufficiently large for the
statistical quantities to be significant. In our case we collected more than 200,000
samples per run. Nine such runs were completed.

11. RESULTS

We measured the radial droplet population for three different water flow rates -
4.2 ml/sec, 7.6ml/sec and 8.33ml/sec. The three air flow rates, for each water flow
rate, were zero, 1,833ml/sec, and 3,000 ml/sec. When the water flow rate is
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4.2ml/sec, measurements were made in a horizontal plane located 10 mm from
the nozzle exit; when the water flow rate is 7.6ml/sec, measurements were made
7mm from the nozzle; and when the water flow rate is 8.3 ml/sec, measurements
were made 5mm from the nozzle.The radial population was obtained from
measurements at 0.5mm increments over the radius of the spray. The velocity
measurements and Sauter mean diameter measurements indicate the spray is
axially symmetric (see Figure 3). It should be added that during each of these
traverses it was necessary to shut down the spray at least once, refill the
reservoir, and reset the flow rate. Although there may be some variations in
reestablishing the flow, we did not detect it once the flow was restablished. Since
there are two air passages, we needed to know the ratio of the air flow through
each passage. To accomplish this, we blocked each air passage separately and
measured the pressure drop for various air flow rates. The results are seen in
Figure 4 - which indicate the air flow is equally divided between the two passages.

A joint size-axial velocity distribution function will constructed from the individual
point measurements, weighing each measurement by their time of collection and
the ratio of their optical probe area to the ring area represented at that location.
This experimentally determined joint distribution function will then be compared to
that predicted by the maximum entropy analysis.

The experimental data will be similarly handled as the data obtained last summer.
It will be necessary to makr. some assumptions regarding the source terms in the
theory. The mass source term - Sm - will be assumed to be zero. The other two
source terms - momentum (Smv) and energy (Se) - will require estimates after
examining the experimental data that were collected.

IV RECOMMENDATIONS

The necessary experimental data have been collected and stored on floppy disks.
It may be necessary to obtain from Aerometrics additional information that will
allow us to read these data and calculate the probe area for those runs in which
this information is lacking. Then the integrated two-dimensional matlix will be
formed. Once we have the experimental data in this form, the various distributions
and mean values can be determined. An additional quantity that needs to be
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compared is the flow rate obtained from the droplet measurements with the flow
collected in a graduate over a period of time.

Since this nozzle was supplied to us by Allison Gas Turbine Division; we will
report to them, through Wright Patterson, our results. Hopefully similar
experiments will be conducted on a combusting flow using this nozzle. Once these

data are collected, analysis can begin on the source terms for such a flow. In this
flow there will be heat, mass, and momentum transfer - much different from the
cold flow experiments conducted this summer.
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a

b

Figure la. This is a photograph of target, where each small division
is 1 mm. Figure l b is a photograph of the spray when the water
Ilo\ rate ik 8.3mli/,,ec.
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Figure 2a. These are typical bar graph outputs from the phase
doppler analyzer. Along with the velocity and size distributions are
mean velocity, mass mean diameter (D3 0 ), Sauter mean diameter
(D3 2), etc. These values were obtained along centerline of spray.
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Figure 3a. Plot of mean velocity and rms values as a function of
radial position. These data were taken 5mm from nozzle
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Figure 3b. Plots of the Sauter mean diameter (D32) as a function of
radial position.
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Figure 4. Plot showing the split of air between the inner ring and
the outer ring. This plot indicates the air is evenly split between the
two rings.
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PATTERN RECOGNITION: MACHINE VS. MAN

by

Thomas Abraham

ABSTRACT

Sixty-six images of varying degrees of pattern-ness were compiled and

their AFD* ratings obtained. The respective human ratings were also

gathered from 11 people. The data was consolidated and studied. Also,

through the survey, we investigated to see whether there is a generally

understood meaning for pattern-ness among the respondents.

* Ada Function Decomposition (program)
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Although this was my second opportunity to participate in this program,

I was still having apprehensions about the kind of work I will be doing,

as my exposure in research was not extensive. However, my meeting with

Dr. Tim Ross during my pre-summer visit enabled me to gather momentum.

My interests in the study of patterns greatly overlapped with those of

Dr. Ross.

The road to success was not quite easy. I had to overcome more than one

impediment to meet my objective. I launched a sojourn to computer graphics

as I never experimented on one before. With some effort, I managed to

produce patterns on the screen. Getting hard copies of the patterns so

obtained posed another threat to my efforts. Sympathizing in my

predicament, Dr. Tom Gearhart volunteered to help me get the desired hard

copies.

While recognizing the part played by others, I should also attribute my

success to my background education and my strong commitment to fulfilling

my obligations. This laboratory is now involved in Pattern Based Machine

Learning, and I wish to contribute my share in realizing this goal.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Our Objective is to find how closely the machine* ratings of certain

patterns are related to the corresponding human ratings of the same.

Also, we want to investigate the criteria for pattern-ness as evidenced by

people.

* Pattern Based Machine Learning (Final Technical Report)

Published by Tim Ross et. al (1990)
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III.

Pattern is a primitive concept experimented by mathematicians,

philosophers, artists, and so forth. Often we think of patterns of

numbers and objects. The very set of integers is achieved through pattern

and order. As one mathematician (ref. 1) has said, "God created integers;

everything else is the work of man". He must have meant that the set of

integers is as patterned as the universe, a creation of God.

Identifying pattern-ness in objects or numbers may be called pattern

recognition. People are good judges of patterns although there is some

degree of latitude between one another. Of course the pattern-ness

changes as the perspective is altered. The more we focus, the less

patterned the object becomes.

Studies on pattern recognition produced considerable revolution in

improving the respective disciplines. However, a general technique that

is rigorous and mathematically oriented is still being experimented upon.

Dr. Tim Ross, in his publication (ref. 2) makes an attempt to accomplish

this by designing an algorithm for pattern recognition and refers it as

'recognizer design'.

Recognizer design is about designing machines that 'map large (possibly

infinite) sets called 'measurements' into small (always finite) sets
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called 'class-labels', when the dominant factor is the pattern-ness of

this mapping. A mapping, of course, is a set of ordered pairs on a domain

and a codomain such that every element in the domain has a unique paired

element in the codomain as in a functional relationship. A class-label is

also a straight forward concept which means simply the name of the class.

A measurement, however, requires special explanation. It is, in the

conventional sense, an intermediate internal state of the recognition

machine and is considered an important part of the design process.

Measurements are usually reckoned with lenses, microphones, and other

transducers rather than with digital computers. In short, it is simply

the set of recognizer inputs and are not under the designer's control.

This measurement to class-label mapping concept led Dr. Ross to design his

Function Decomposition algorithm.

Recognizer design is partitioned into two sub-problems and termed

'definition' and 'realization'. Definition is used to mean the problems

involving knowledge acquisition, and realization is used to mean those

involving hardware/execution. The generic term 'cost function' is being

employed to reflect the performance and dollar cost considerations for the

entire process including the cost considerations for errors and rejections

due to knowledge acquisition or hardware/execution. Some of these costs

may trade off against each other, and some may not. The net effect of all

these corstitute the cost function. Thus the recognizer design problem is

translated in terms of cost function. It is this cost function that I was

able to obtain through the Ada Function Decomposition program.
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IV.

Two dimensional patterns of varying degrees of pattern-ness were generated

by manipulating functions of six or eight variables. (Some sample images

and their respective programs are included in the appendix.) 66 of them

were compiled for the study. Upon obtaining their AFD ratings as a cost

function, people were asked to rate them in terms of the pattern-ness on a

scale 0 through 9. The arithmetic mean of these ratings from 11 people

were found. After standardizing the AFD rating and the people rating to 3

significant figures, they were subjected to our study. (The consolidated

table so obtained is included in the list of tables.) We have noticed

that several pictures had one AFD rating but distinct people ratings. We

took their mean and their standard error and represented them graphically

showing 99.73% confidence level. Also we estimated the correlation

coefficient of the regression line obtained from their scatter plots and

found to be .78 approximately. Again, we classified the people ratings

into classes of width 100 and recorded the corresponding mean AFD ratings

in each class and plotted them against the mid values of the corresponding

classes of human ratings. The correlation coefficient measured .96 here.

(Both graphs are appended in the list of figures.) We also obtained the

scatter plots of all the 66 pairs (graph attached) and their corresponding

regression lines. The correlation coefficient was found to be .80.
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Our experiment was also intended to obtaining a generally understood

meaning for pattern-ness. This was achieved through the questionnaire by

asking the evaluators to comment on their view of the term. (A copy of

the instructions to the evaluators is included in the appendix.)

V. FINDINGS:

The wide angle between the regression lines is due to the distortion

caused by the gap between the two sets of ratings of low-patterned

pictures. Among the highly patterned ones, there is more consensus

between man and machine. The correlation coefficients we obtained is

fairly high. But for the abnormal cases, we would have obtained a better

figure. The human ratings are intuitive and spontaneous and hence have

considerable variations. The large number of patterns involved also

should have been responsible for the lack of precision. With all these

shortcomings, we noticed a steady trend of direct linear relationship

between the two sets of ratings as the correlation coefficient stayed in

the range .78 through .96.

It was observed from the responses to the questionnaire that the criteria

for pattern-ness centered around symmetry, repetition of the same shape in

an orderly fashion, and easy description. This is in agreement with the

author's perception on pattern-ness: simplicity. According to him,

"having to list all the elements (a brute table look-up) is the essence of

an unpatterred set." Symmetry implies simplicity because you can complete

the whole given its part. The same rule applies to repetition too. Easy

description also implies simplicitY86.9



VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Our experiment is a sure indication that the AFD ratings are quite

reliable. However, there is still room for improvement. A rigorous

technique to measure pattern-ness of any image is still to be explored.

We hope that it will eventually be realized by the same token.
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TABLE I

Pattern-ness Ratings of Pictures
Approximated to 3 Sig. Figures

Picture Human AFD Picture Human AFD Picture Human AFD

01 373 625 23 709 766 45 300 625

02 236 000 24 591 453 46 227 000

03 236 453 25 664 813 47 245 438

04 445 000 26 455 000 48 491 719

05 718 812 27 227 000 49 227 000

06 382 641 28 382 625 50 845 812

07 282 375 29 482 438 51 700 656

08 555 438 30 800 812 52 618 781

09 255 000 31 527 625 53 482 625

10 427 000 32 655 797 54 582 797

11 655 797 33 218 375 55 491 625

12 309 375 34 545 792 56 409 375

13 800 812 35 727 812 57 409 484

14 555 438 36 400 438 58 318 375

15 209 000 37 300 422 59 791 922

16 500 656 38 227 000 60 373 375

17 545 781 39 609 828 61 645 781

18 218 000 40 527 672 62 227 000

19 791 812 41 845 812 63 236 000

20 391 375 42 209 000 64 191 000

21 391 438 43 436 62! 65 309 375

22 218 000 44 327 438 66 555 828
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Some -Results in

Pattern-Based Machine Learning

by

Mike Breen

Abstract

The principle on which fire control hardware and software operate is that of a

function. Our purpose is to find the fastest, most efficient form of the function

possible. It is not feasible to have the function in (input,output)-form. We want to

find the rule under which the function operates. Towards this end, we concentrate

on machine-learning systems and function decomposition. This paper lists several

results in each area seeking to establish a lower bound on training set size at which

the machine-learning system is still performing well. There is no universal lower

bound for each function and each machine-learning system, but we give instances

where a convergence conjecture holds. Also, we give a proof of the main result in

function decompostion.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

In Avionics, both the amount of information ncecessary to operate effectively, and

the speed with which that information must be processed and acted on to maintain

high performance, require more than sophisticated hardware. What is required is a

design to allow the hardware to perform. An algorithm to allow it to work its best.

The Systems Concept Group of the Mission Avionics Division is studying Pattern-

Based Machine Learning in an attempt to have the machine learn as much as possible

with a small amount of data. The idea is to allow the machine to train on the given

data and find the pattern on this sample. Then the machine can apply that pattern

to all the data. With this approach, a machine can perform its task with less training.

It is the belief of the Group that any function of interest will be patterned. Func-

tions that most people are fain liar with always have a pattern in that they can be

specified with a rule. In genei'al, most functions are not patterned, however most -

if not all - functions that are dealt with in real life are patterned.

Many of the functions discussed in machine-learning are Boolean functions. My

research area is the area of Boolean Matrix Theory - a theory which has many

applications. It can and has been used to analyze dominance relations and food web

relations in the animal kingdom and to analyze cliques and the spread of information

in human social structures. Familiarity with this theory contributed greatly to my

understanding in this assignment.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

When most people speak of pattern theory, they speak of patterns present in

individual objects. For example, they would like a machine to be able to recognize

the letter "A". Our goal is to bring the idea of pattern to functions (which are

correspondences between objects).

We would like our hardware and software to find the pattern in the assignment

function. The more data the machine has, the better it will do. Yet we do not want

to increase the data a hundred-fold if it causes only a 1/100 per cent increase in

learning. In this regard we would like to know when it is not practical to continue

training. During most of this research period, I worked on this idea. We wanted to

see when a particular inequality was true and when it wasn't. Both experimental and

theoretical work was necessary in this area.

At times we also worked in the area of function decomposition - also an investi-

gation into the patternness of a function. We related this idea to the above one since

function decomposition is one example of a machine learning system. We wanted to

provide a different perspective on, and a different proof of, the Basic Decomposition

Condition.

III. THE CONVERGENCE QUESTION

a. In (Ross,1989) we have the following situation. A function is given which we

want our machine learning system (MLS) to learn. It is impossible to tell the MLS

the whole function. However, we can give it small parts of the function, and allow it

to train on that sample in an effort to learn the whole function. How big a sample

should we give the MLS? This is the focus of this section.

b. We are given a function f : X - Y, IXI = n. Without loss of generality,

assume Y C R"'. Denote a sample (called a training set) by T where T C X and

ITI = k. Let A = {all functions learned on sets of size k}. The symbols T', k', A',

denote the corresponding notions for larger training sets.
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Define a measure of the difference between two functions as

D(f,g) = < f(z) - g(), f(x)-g() >

and define

D(f,A) = D(fa).
a

Let e = f We want to know at what point, if any, is it true that e can not be

reduced significantly by training on larger sets. In practice, both k and k' are very

small when compared to n.

In (Ross, 1989) it is shown that D(., A) is minimized by the function a =

That is, the average of the a's minimizes the total distance. Thus D(f,.4 > R(q,&
JAI1 - IAI

We call this last number d. Note that d gives us a lower bound on e. We use this to

formulate the convergence question: Given f, is there a k such that for all A'

D(f, A) D(a, A) <D(f, A') < D(f, A) +D(a, A)JAI IAI -AI IAI + AI

In this section, we investigate this question. The above inequality is often referred

to as "the inequality". The inequality determined by the middle term and the sum

on the right is called "the right side of the inequality" with a similar meaning for "the

left side of the inequality."

c. Write aT, for a function in A trained on a set T. We callf monotone if whenever

~CT T' C X, then D(ar,,f) < D(aT, f).

Proposition 1 If f is monotone, then < I for all A and A'.I-I - IAI

The proof of this proposition is given by Tom Gearhart. It tells us that if f is

monotone then the right half of the inequality will be true. In fact, there is no need

for the d term.

Although monotonicity is a satisfying idea, we found few sophisticated learning

systems which could be guaranteed to be monotore. So, without monotonicity, the d

term is often needed for the right side of the inequality to hold.
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d. Now let f : X - {0, 1}. In this case we call f a Boolean function. For

x E X define aB(x) to have the value that a majority of the a's have at X (in case

of a tie, choose 1). Note that an alternate way to find aB(X) is to first find a(x) and

then round. To make it easier, I will right a for aB from now on, when speaking of

Boolean functions. Define (for fixed x)

= I{a: a(x) = a(x) and a(x) = f()}l1,p, = P,/IAI;

QX = I{a: a(x) = a(x) and a(x) $ f(x)}J,q, = Qx/IAI;

R, = I{a: a(x) 0 a(x) and a(x) = f(x)}j,r. = Rx/IAI;

S., = I{a: a(x) 0 a(x) and a(x) # f(x)}I,sx = S /IAI;

and E = {x: f(x) = ct(x)},U = {x: f() # a(x)}. Note that D(P,A) > D(a,A)

for all Boolean ,0; and when x E E, qx = rx = 0, when x E U,p., = s. = 0. Primes

appended to these symbols carry the corresponding notions to A'.

Define p= El , q = q. r= UI = jE .

Proposition 2 If for all A' i) a' = a and ii) s' < s; and if iii) r > 1/4 ; then the

inequality holds for all A'.

Proof Since a' = a, E' = E and U' = U. The inequality becomes

IUI(q - r) < JUIq' + IEls' < JUj(q + r) + 2jE~s

which simplifies to

IU(q - r) < IUtq' + IEls' < JUI + 2JEls.

The right side is true because of assumption ii) and the fact that q' < 1. As for the

left side, since r > 1/4, q - r < 1/2. Because of the definition of a, q' > 1/2. Hence,

the left side holds as well. The proposition is true.

e. Perhaps the first assumption in the last proposition is too harsh. Let us

eliminate that requirement, for indeed the Boolean average may change as the training

set size increases. Now the inequality becomes

JUI(q - r) < IU'lq' + IE'ls' < 2tEIs + IUJ.
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To focus on the important quantities, let k = 1J (where U 0 0) and A = (IUI -lUl

IU'I)/IUI. Note that A < 1. Using these terms and the fact that r = 1 - q, we can

write the inequality as

2q - 1 < (1 - A)q' + (k + A)s' < 2ks + 1.

As is often the case with any MLS, the right side of the inequality will be true under

certain reasonable assumptions. We endeavor to show what proportion of the time

the left side holds given that the right side holds.

We assume that both A > 0 and k > 1. That is, we assume that as we take larger

training sets, the Boolean average of these functions will be at least as close to f as

the current Boolean average is. The latter assumption means that IE __ jUI.
We graph the lines in the q'-s' plane whose equations are (1 - L)q' + (k + L)s' =

2q - 1 and (1 - A)q' + (k + A)s' = 2ks + 1. Observe that the inequality is valid in

the region bounded by the lines just mentioned (call them CD and AB, respectively)

and the lines with equations q' = 1/2,q' = 1,s' = 0 and s' = 1/2. We determine

the proportion we are interested in by finding the areas of the corresponding regions.

The slope of both CD and AB is Since 0 < A < 1 and k > 0, the slope of these

lines is nonpositive and for large k, close to 0.

We are interested in the points of intersection of AB and CD with the rectangle.

The s'-coordinate of the point of intersection of CD with q' = 1/2 is

(2q -1) -Q1 - L]/2) < 1 -([1 - !1/2) < 1I+ L _1/2.

k+A - k+A - 2(1 + L=)

The '-coordinate of the point of intersection of AB with q' = 1 is k > 0. There-

fore, the shape of the region under consideration can have one of nine forms. These

forms are given in Figure 1 along with the quantities that determine those forms. The

reader should not be deterred by some of the proportions in the following proposition

as we will estimate them later.
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Proposition 3 if 0 and k > 1, then 'he area of the region where the inequality holds

P pih the are of the region where the right inequality holds

is given below where the numbered proportion corresponds to the region number in

Figure 1.

1. 1,

2. 1 (A+'Iq-3)(1-A)(8k q+3AX+1

8ks+3A+1 '
4.41,

5. +q-3)25.1-2(k+a)(1-A)-(k-,4s-A)2 1

6. 1- (1-A)(3A+8q-7)
2(k+A)(1-A)-(k-4ks-A)

2 1

7. 1,

8. 1 A+4q-3)
2

2(k+a)(1-A)

g. 2k-A+7-Sgq
2(k+6)

Proof Proportions 1, 4, and 7 are obvious. Observe that in the remaining regions,

the a'-coordinate of C is .i-&(i-1L) In all other regions where B is pictured, its

$'-coordinate is 2ka+A. In regions 2 and 3, the s'-coordinate of A is 2ks+l-(11-A/2). Ink+& k+&

regions 5 and 6, A's q'-coordinate is 2ks+l-(fk+Ai/2). For D, when it is the q'-intercept

(regions 2, 5, and 8) its q'-coordinate is - In regions 3, 6, and 9, the a'-coordinate

of D is 2q-2+&k+A

The areas of the regions follow from these facts.

We now get a lower bound on the more cumbersome of these terms. In region 2,

A <2(1- q) so,

1- (A+4q-3)2  >1- (1-A) 2  8ks+4A
(1 - A)(8ks + 3A + 1) - (1 -A)(8ks + 3A + 1) 8ks + 1L + 1

In region 5, the proportion is larger than 1 -- (- A)2 - 2k+1A-2 (since

k - 4ks < 1). In region 6, again k - 4ks < 1, so the proportion given is at least as

large as 2k-8g+ > 2k-2 = Using the same fact as we did with region 5, we find2k+JA- I - 2k+2 =k+ I-

that the proportion corresponding to region 8 is at least 2k+3eA-I
2(k+A)

Summarizing this, we have
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Proposition 4 If Z > 0 and k> 1 then the proportions in the numbered regions are

at least

8ks+.A+ (region 2),8ks,+3A+l

2k A 2 ( egion 5),2k+3A-l

k- (region 6), andk+l

2k+a3&- (region 8).2(k+A,)

We believe that k should be the dominant term in these expressions. These

results are intended to be a guide as to when much improvement is not likely (when

the proportion is high), thus making further training undesirable.

f. Because of the wide range of possibilities for f and for the MLS, the inequality

may or may not be true. In this section and the next we maintain the assumption

that f is Boolean and look at two different MLS's. For the first MLS, the inequality

holds. For the second, it doesn't.

Define the first MLS as follows. For x E X, if x E T, aT(x) = f(x); if x

X, P(a,(x) = f(x)) = 3. That is, we have an MLS which assigns function values to

the learned functions in a random, independent way for elements not in the training

set. We call this a random MLS.

Proposition 5 Given a random MLS with the property that P(aT(x) = f(x)) =

P(a'r(x) 7 f(x)) = 1/2 for x ' T, then P(f = a) > 1 - 1/n whenever (k-

2 )90 0 1/k- 3 < n < 1012 (where k > 3) or more simply k > 13 and 2k < n < 1042.

Proof By the definition of a, the probability that a(x) = f(x) is the probability that

I{a E A: a(x) = f(x)}I > I{a E A: a(x) $ f(x)}I. Thus our desired probability is

the probability that the number of functions which are trained at x plus the number

of functions which are not trained at x but which are equal to f(x) is greater than

the number of functions which are not trained at x and which are not equal to f(x).

There are C(n,k) functions ;, A, C(n-l,k-1) of them are trained at x. Therefore,

P(a(x) = f(x)) is the probability that more than " I)! of the C(n-l,k) functions2(n-k)Wk0
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not trained at x are equal to f(x). Let F represent the random variable whose value is

equal to the number of functions in A not trained at x which are equal to f(x). Note

that the values of F are binomially distributed with mean C(n-l,k)/2 and standard

deviation VC(n - 1, k)/2. Since p = 1/2, we can get a good approximation to the

desired probability by using a normal distribution. The usual adjustment of the

F-values by 1/2 is negligible in this case.

So, P(a(x) = f(M)) ;
2(n-)!k!kc(n- 1, k- I)

P Z>P;-k
n!2Vn1!C(-1,k) FC n -k

2//

If n > (k - 2)9001/(k - 3) + 1, then using rough estimates, we get the above to be

at least as large as P(z > -30) which is at least 1 - 2.78 x 10-"6 (Smirnov,1965).

Hence, we can be fairly certain that given z, a(x) = f(x). If k > 13 and n > 2k, then

n > 2(k - 2) + 1 > (k - 2)9001/(k- 3) + 1 and our conclusion is satisfied.

Because of independence, P(a = f) = [P(o(X) = f(X))]n > [1 - 2.78 x 10-86]n.

We can use a Taylor polynomial (for g(y) = yn) to get an approximation. Let

e = 2.78 x 10- 86. Then (1 - )n " 1 - ne, with an error of at most n(n 2I)' By

assumption, n < 10"12, so the error term is at most 3 x 10-" and
1

P(a =f) > 1 - 2.78 x 10"" - 3 x 10- 8 > - 10-42 > 1--.

If we have a random MLS for which P(ar(x) = f(x)) > 1/2 when x ' T, then

the mean number of learned functions equal to f(x) will increase, and the standard

deviation will decrease. So P(a = f) will be larger. This gives us the following

corollary.

Corollary 6 If a random MLS has the property that for x T, P(aT,(x) = f(x)) >

1/2, then with n as in proposition 5, P(a = f) > 1 - ,.

So if the function the MLS is attempting to learn is Boolean, and if the MLS is

random doing at least as well as chance, then for almost all domains and training

sets, we can be fairly certain that a and f are equal.
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Once we have a domain size and training set sizes which satisfy the conditions of

proposition 5, then U' = U = 0. Therefore, the inequality reduces to 0 < s' < 2s.

When we neglect the d term on the right in the original inequality we get the stronger

statement 0 < s' < s. We now set about to find when these inequalities are true,

naturally concentrating on the right side of each.

Proposition 7 If the MLS is random and P(aT(X) = AX)) = 1/2 for x a T,

then P(s' < s) ; 1 for each A' where k < k' < 2n and n satisifies the conditions of

proposition 5.

Proof If k = k', the conclusion follows.
n-k' -k. S ,-j I Also, 0-2,

Otherwise, 1L,, = -- '-, = ,=
n-k' 2 n-k Hc 2  

+ O-2  
2 n-k' n-k and D <

I,, 2C(n,k') ".,-1 I42 C(,,,k)" Hence, o -,2+-. - 4n 2C(n,k') +  40C(,k)

s) = P(s' - a < 0) >

P -2 _-k' -k - n-k' ± n-k
-nk' -k k-

V72C(k+)  
-.2C(., ( U C /

(the strict greater-than sign arises because we are calculating a smaller area than

the one we would calculate usually). Since n > 2k and k > 13 > 5, <1/32C(nk) -

Because k < k' < n/2, C(n, k) < C(n, k') and the entire denominator which contains

these two terms is at most 1/4. Thus, P(s' < s) > P(z < > P(z < 4) ; 1.

If for each individual x, the probability that each trained function agrees with

f(x) when x is not in the function's training set. is more than 1/2, then the z-score

above would increase, and the stronger version of the inequality would again be true.

Corollary 8 With a random MLS for which P(a,(x) = f(x)) > 1/2, we have that

F(s' < s) ; 1 for each A' where k < k' < n/2 and n satisfies the condition in

propositzon 5.

We summarize these results below.
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Theorem 9 Suppose

1.f : x {0,1},

2. our MLS is random,

3. for each x T and for each aT, P(aT(X) = f(X)) > 1/2,

4.IT 13 and 2k < n < 1042;

then
D(f,A) D(a,A) < D(f,A') < D(f,A)

JAI AI I' - AJ

for all A' where IT'j < n/2.

Corollary 10 The inequality in the convergence question is true under the same

assumptions that appear in the theorem.

Proof Obvious.

g. Let us now look at another MLS for a Boolean function, Let m b. the function

in A such that D(m, f) :_ D(a, f) for all a E A. That is, m is the closest function in

A to f - sometimes called the last best guess. Let our learning system learn in this

manner. Given T' C X and a' E A',

a'(x) { f(x) ifxET'

m(x) ifxVT'

This MLS is monotone by definition, hence the right side of the inequality holds

because of proposition 1. The left side is more difficult - it need not hold. First

note that, at a given x, calculating the real average of the a'-values at x, gives us

a4(x) = C(n - 1,k' - !)f(x) + [C(n, k') - C(n - 1, k' - 1)jm(x)

C( n, k')

k'j(r+tr-'),,(x). Since we assume that n > 2k', we see that a'(x) = m(x) for all x.

So for x E U, Q. = I{a E A : x T,}, = C(n - 1, k) (where T means the training set
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that a is trained on), R, = I{a E A :x E Ta}I = C(n- 1,k-1). For all x,Sx = 0.

The left side of the inequality becomes

E C(n- 1,k)- C(n- 1, k- 1) < C(n- 1,k')

which is equivalent to IUI(n - 2k) <_ IU'I(n - k').

If our last training was done on sets of size k, IU'J = IUI - k' (assuming the last

best guess misses f by more than k' points). The inequality we are interested in

becomes IUI(n - 2k) < (IUI - k')(n - k') or k'(n - k') < IUK(2k - k'). We regard k

and k' as being of the same magnitude, so that the n - k' term is dominant and this

inequality fails. If we train on all sets of size k + 1, k + 2, ... , k', then IU'j will be even

smaller and again the left side of the inequality fails.

IV. FUNCTION DECOMPOSITION

a. To connect this area with the last, we now make note of the fact that we wrote

a Turbo Pascal program which acts on our function decomposition database to gather

information about the truth of the convergence question for that learning system. It

is just now being run. The program calculates both the real average and the Boolean

average, compensating for any undefined points and finds d for each average. Dr.

Tim Ross wrote most of this program.

We also point out that of all the MLS's we investigated, the ADA function de-

composition algorithm is the top performer when f: N-- {0, 1}. We now look at

function decomposition.

b. Our work here was done first in the mechanics of the ADA function decom-

position algorithm. In order to learn a function (f), this algorithm chooses the least

complex function which agrees with the original function on the training set. We

wanted to know the expected size of the set of functions which were both no more

complex than f and agreed with f on the training set.

If IXI = n, and G = {gIg : X - {0,1}}, then IGI = 2(2") . If the training

set T C X has size k and I = {g E G : g(x) = f(x) for all x E T}, then III =

2(2"k). For a randomly chosen subset of G, H, P(H contains exactly r elements of
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C(n-,II) The random variable r has a hypergeometric distribution.
C(n,IJII)

Therefore E(J n H) = " In our case, E(I n H) = 2(2-k)IHI = lW.
jGj 2(2n) 21

c. Our idea of patternness of a function is based on its complexity cost - the

lower the cost, the higher the patternness. The cost is related to how the function can

be broken into simpler pieces. That is, how it decomposes. The principal result here

is the Basic Decomposition Condition. To prove it in the most general case, we must

define a relation on the columns of the function's partition matrix. The definition of

that relation follows.

To modify the semantics of the problem, we define a total function f: X 1 X X2 X

x X,, -* YU{u} such that (X,X 2 ,... ,X,) = f(X1, 2,... ,x,) when f is defined

and f(XI,X 2,. . .,,) = u when f is undefined.

A "column" (Cl,12 ) for some fixed v, and v2 is defined as the sequence: C,,, =

(f(v 1,v2,b(1)),f(v 1 ,v 2, b(2)),f(v,,v 2 , b(3)),. . .,f(v,,v 2,b(V3))) where b is a bijec-

tion from V3 into {1, 2,..., IV3 l. Columns form a set of columns SV2 for a fixed

v2 , S, 2 = {Cv,,2lvi E V}. When f is total, the column multiplicity (v) is the maxi-

mum over v2 in V2 of {[Sv2]}; however, when f is not total, we need an extra step.

Call two columns compatible if the only coordinates in which they differ are those

where either is undefined. Consider ,2 = {CV, 1 ,2 f(v,,v 2,v3) is defined for each

v,,v 3,}. If S,,2 is empty, we can go to later steps. If not, define ftv2 on ,,2 using

prefix notation by ,,2 (C1,,2,,1C',, 2 ) if f(v,,v 2 ,v 3) = f(vl,,V2,V3) for all vi E V3 .

This is an equivalence relation on S,2. Enumerate the resulting equivalence classes

E), E2 1 .. ,E,' calling representatives el, e2,... , ep12 . Also enumerate the elements

of the set S,2\S,'2 : CI, c ,..., C,,,2,. Choose the first class such that C1 is compatible

with the representative of that class and adjoin C, to that class. If no such class is

found, C, will belong to its own class E,,12+1. If C1 creates a new class, it is the

representative - called e,,, +,. Otherwise, define the new representative of the class

that C, is in, to be ek. where (ek)m is the value of (C1),,, or (ek)... if either or both

are defin-ed (if both, they must be equal), and (ek),, is undefined if both (C,),,, and

(ek),,, are undefined. Here, m = 1 to IVII and m stands for the "coordinate" of the
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column vectors. Representatives of other classes remain the same but are denoted

individually as et. Continue in this manner with the other elements of S12 \S2. That

is, if a column C, is not compatible with any of the existing representatives, it will

create a new class whose number is one more than the number of the last class:

1,,2 + 1. It will be the representative, denoted e'1,,+1. If a column C. is compatible

with an existing representative, we choose the first occurrence of this, adjoin Ca to

that class and proceed as with C except in the above steps (when we dealt with

CI) replace ek with ek - ), ek' with ea, and e' with ea. Finally, given v2, we have the

set of classes E' 2 = {E,,,1 i 2 _< vJ} which partitions the set of columns. The

classes' representatives are (emU2)1, (e ')2,... , (e"' 2 ),, . Call the equivalence relation

determined by this partition of Se2, R12 .

Now we define v,, = IE12 I. When V2 is empty, there is only one E,2 since v2 can

not occur in the expression. Finally, we define v as the maximum over all v2 in V2 of

v,,2. This definition relies only on elementary set theory for background.

d. Now that the relation is defined we use it to prove the following theorem. The

theorem is not new, but the proof is.

Theorem 11 The Basic Decomposition Condition: Let f : X, ". X 2 x ... x Xn Y

be a partial function where each X, is finite. Let V, V2, V;,, be a partition of the

domain. There exists a set V and functions q : V x V2 - Z and F: Z x V2 x V3

such that when f is defined f(vt,v 2,v 3) = F(q(vt,v2),v 2,v3 ) if and only if v_, IZI.

Proof First show that v < IZl implies the desired existence.

Step 1. Define 0: V, x V2 -* Z by q(v,v 2) = i if C,,,, E E,,2

Step 2. Define ' : Z x V2 x V3 --* Y as follows:

i.if z = i for some i, then fiV 2 ,V 3 ) = (e, ")b(,,) where b is the bijection from V3

into 11, 2, ..., IV311 I

ii. otherwise,F(z, v2, v3) is undefined.

Once in place, defined coordinates of the representatives of the equivalence classes

do not change, so when defined f(v1, v2 , v 3) = (e"',,:))6(v) - F(0(v,v 2 ),v2 ,v 3).
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Now we prove that the existence of functions f : V x V2 --* Z and F : Z x V2 x V3 ---

Y such that whenever f(vI, V2 , v 3) is defined, f(vI, v 2, v 3) = F(f(vi, v 2), v 2, v 3 ) implies

that v < IZI. First observe that v < IZI is logically equivalent to v12 _5 IZI for all

V2 E V. Assume to the contrary that there exists v2 E V2 such that V12 > ZI.

1) We can assume that equivalent columns correspond to ordered pairs which

have the same inverse image under q. When C,,,, and C,,I,, 2 are R, 2-related, then

when defined f(vI,v 2,v 3) = f(vt,,v 2,v 3) for each v3. Thus, F(O(v,v 2),v 2,v 3) =

F(q(vj,,v 2),v 2,v 3). No harm is done to the relationship between f and F and the

range of 0 is no larger than before. Hence, we assume that the inverse image of an

element of Z contains ordered pairs which correspond to an equivalence class (under

R,,2) of columns.

2) If v,, > IZI, then there must be two non-equivalent columns whose corre-

sponding ordered pairs have the same image under q. These columns can not come

from Sv since R12 is the equality relation there because if two columns from S, are

not equivalent, there must exist a v3 such that f(v 1 ,v 2,v3) = f(vjiv 2 ,v 3 ). Hence,

fvIV 2,v 3 ) = F(O(v1 ,V2 ),V2,V3 ) = F(q(vjV 2),V2,V3 ) =f(Viv 2,v 3) # f(V 1 V2,V3),

a contradiction.

3) For S&, \S, use the ordering developed in defining R1,. Choose the first element

of Sv,\.V, C,, such that the number of equivalence classes in -,2 U {C,.. . , Cj} is

larger than 10(S12 U {C 1,...,C )I. If no such element exists, v,2 < IZI. Because of

how C3 was chosen, Cj must create its own -'-.ss. That is, Cj is not compatible with

any representative of the equivalence classes at that time. We can write C1112 for C,

and see that there exists C,,,,, E S,, U {C,,. .. ,Cj} such that O(v 1 ,v 2) = q(v',,v2).

Call the representative of the class of C,, 2, e . We know that CkU2 is not compatible

with e". Therefore, there is a Cv,1,,2 currently in the class with C, , such that for

some v,,, f(v, v2, v3) and f(v,v 2 ,v:3 ) are defined and unequal. This last statement

follows from the fact that a column is compatible with a representative of a class if and

only if it is compatible with each element in the class. So we have R,,(C,,,,v2, CU,I2)

which implies that O(vI,,v 2) = O(vl,,v 2 ) = O(v 1 ,v 2 ) and that F(O(v,,,v.),V2 ,v3 ) =
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F(0(v,,v 2),v 2,v:s) for each v3. Yet for some v3 , f(vI,,v2 ,v 3) f(vI,v 2,v 3) and both

are defined. As before, this contradicts the assumption about f and F. Hence, no

such non-equivalent columns exist. The theorem is proven.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The convergence question is a very broad one. We have seen that it can not

always be answered in the affirmative. Because machine-learning is an imprecise area

now, no ground rules are given for an MLS. In order to be able to frame the question

in a more specific way, such ground rules are needed. It may just be a matter of time

before such rules are given.

b. We have given some results on machine-learning when f is a Boolean function.

Some complicated functions can be reduced to the Boolean case, but others can't.

Investigation into other types of functions is a good idea.

c. Function decomposition is our criterion for patternness. How do other experts

in the field feel about this criterion? Some effort should be given to sounding out those

experts whether by publishing our results and waiting for feedback, or by attending

conferences and meetings. An encouraging sign that function decomposition is a

valid criterion for p,-tternness is the behavior of the ADA function decomposition

algorithm (FDA) in the area of machine-learning. It may be 'he paramount practical

justificiation for the group's definition of a patterned function.

d. Why does FDA work so well? Much more sophisticated MLS's (neural nets,

for example) are outperformed by FDA. Research should be done into the reasons

behind the success of FDA. Such research could unlock secrets in both areas: machine

learning and function decomposition.
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Probabilistic IR Evidence Accumulation
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Dr. R. H. Cofer and Jim Perry

ABSTRACT

The work reported here is a continued outgrowth of Bayesian Target Recognition research

started in the 1989 Summer Faculty Research Program. During the current 1990 research

effort, the emphasis has been on probabilistic evidence accumulation in the IR ATR prob-

lem. Two important and fundamential types of probabilities were found: underlying target

temperatures, and spatial homogeneity of target temperatures. The first is important for

target to decoy discrimination, while the second can overcome unavoidable lack of the tar-

get's thermal history. Correctly used, these two probabilities will result in overall consis-

tency of IR evidence accumulation. Also shown is the general robustness of probabilistic

evidence accumulation to practical considerations of uncertainty, ignorance, and function-

al approximation.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The central problem in ATR research is how to accumulate modeling and imagery evi-

dence in a consistent and meaningful form. Earlier research by Dr. Cofer has abstractly

showed that a probabilistic approach is both consistent and capable of the highest recogni-

tion performance - provided that the required conditional probabilities can be found.

Two types of probabilities are required in a complete probabilistic evidence accumulation

process:

" The probability that a specific region in the image could have arisen from the target, and

• The probability that the same region could have arisen from non target background.

The first type of probability can be immediately utilized in a wide variety of ATR designs

and is thus of more immediate interest to AARA. Last summer's research showed method-

ology of how to obtain this probability for LADAR imagery. This summer's research

shows methodology of how to obtain this probability for IR imagery, even under igno-

rance of the target's thermal environment.

2.0 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

For Dg Cofer, the goals of this research effort were to: extend the theory of probabilistic

evidence accumulation, develop probabilistic modeling approaches to the IR target prob-

lem, and supervise the efforts of his research assistant, Jim Perry. For Jim Perry, the goals

of this research effort were to: convert an AARA IR modeling program written for a per-

sonal computer to the considerably higher performance UNIX / C / SunView environment,

learn the rudiments of IR target modeling in preparation for Master's research, and to par-

ticipate in an advanced research team.

3.0 IR MODELING AND EVIDENCE ACCUMULATION

As planned, thc majority of the summer's research effort went into the IR target modeling

and evidence accumulation arena. An IR target imagery base was placed on the SUN
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workstation for further consideration throughout the upcoming academic year. Dr. Cofer

and Jim Perry greatly expanded their knowledge of IR target modeling in preparation for

future continued interaction with Lori Westerkamp and Bill Foley. Jim Perry successfully

converted a non-trivial IR modeling problem from the BASIC IBM AT/EGA environment

to the much more powerful C SUN SPARC workstation SunView environment for a 20:1

improvement in speed, graphic clarity, and expandable problem size. Dr. Cofer successful-

ly determined the fundamentals of splitting the probabilistic IR evidence accumulation

problem along a thermal history / temperature homogeneity cleavage. The research meth-

ods used and results obtained are further discussed below.

Jim Perry's coding is documented in the final program documentation left at AARA. Dr.

Cofer's results are further documented in a 40 viewgraph Probabilistic Evidence Accumu-

lation package also left at AARA.

3.1 Physical IR Target Modeling

The physics of IR target modeling, Figure 1, has been repeatedly investigated over the

years, but not with the view of developing ATR evidence accumulation probabilities. Thus

several points are reasonable to note as they have a bearing on the development of the re-

quired probabilities. The IR image is formed as a result of seeing the temperatures, T's, of

the target. Much if not most of the information of the target's IR appearance derives from

time varying heat flows, qi's, to and from the target's environment. If these flows were to

go to zero, the target would become constant temperatured throughout and thus detail

within its silhouette would be difficult to detect. Fortunately, heat flows within and outside

the target are non-deterministic making the target's surface temperatures visible but, un-

fortunately, hard to analyze. This non-deterministic behavior then is the genesis of the

need to place a probabilistic flavor to the modeling of the IR target, its temperatures, and

heat flows.

Physically, IR modeling inevitably begins with the equation
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d T +2T (EQ 1)
dt Tz 2  Z

which continuously relates target temperatures and heat flows across space and time. Eq. 1

~PROCESSING

dT _ +k aqi
dt Dz2

SPATIALLY DISCRETE
TEMPORIALLY CONT.

SUBYDELS

aiSPATIAL BlOTS-_ a -~ qi* T 's
TEMPORIAL T's P

.CONTINUOUS CONDITON
MODEL

Figure 1. The IR Physical Modeling Problem

thus leads directly to the resulting spatial temporal model of Figure 1 lower left. Although

such a model is quite general, it provides few easily accessible handles with which to at-

tack the probabilistic IR problem.

3.2 The BIOT Condition in IR imagery

One of the best methods of obtaining clues to the nature of data is to examine it with an

open mind. While looking at a chronological IR image history of a stationary M60 tank,
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Dr. Cofer became struck by the fact that he could see the tank wheels, hubs, webs, tracks

and body. Even more striking was the fact that various tank components were appearing

and disappearing from visibility as whole entities. These observations lead to further study

of heat transfer in solids. This study resurfaced the BIOT condition - objects (or subob-

jects) which have a high internal to external heat flow rates can be essentially considered

constant temperatured across their mass. More interestingly, BIOT conditioning was quite

evidently also being seen in the IR image. Wheels, webs, tracks and body of the tank all

had high internal conductivity relative to their external heat flows. Thus each had relative-

ly constant although non-deterministic temperatures across their mass. When their non-de-

terministic temperatures were sufficiently different, parts could be distinguished one with

respect to another. When the non-deterministic temperatures were not sufficiently differ-

ent, the parts remained visually indistinguishable.

Recognizing that BIOT isolated parts exist within a target allows the model of lower left

Figure 1 to be reduced to the more spatially discrete model at the lower right of Figure 1.

Although investigators have often discretized target thermal models, this current research

specifically notes that the BIOT discretization also shows up in the IR imagery.

3.3 Target Reduction to an Equivalent Circuit

Further study of past IR modeling efforts revealed that the thermal heat transfer properties

of metallic solids, on either a macro discrete or micro infinitesimal level, can be modeled

as an elctrical circuit composed of resistors and capacitors. The resistors serve as flow

paths, the capacitors serve as heat sinks within the solid, electrical currents into and out of

the circuit serve as environmental heat flows to and from the solid and finally electrical

currents within the circuit serve as heat flows within the solid. As a result, the model of

lower right Figure 1 and upper right Figure 2 can be replaced by a resistor capacitor cir-

cuit, represented graphically in the upper right of Figure 2. As a result the pixels of the im-

age from an IR sensor are equivalent to voltage readings taken from points in a resistor
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capacitor circuit being driven by environmental heat flows - the qi's at the top of the cir-

cuit1 of Figure 2.

SPATIALLY DISCRETE WEATHER, SOLAR LADING, CLOUD COVER
TEMPORIALLY CONT.

SUB MODELS TEMPERATURES OF SURROUNDINGS, ETC.

qj I s T's qj' qis q1's qj's 1 , %j's

a(nl a 1-D slice shown)

WE ARE SEEING A SNAPSHOT

ANALOGOUS TO A SINGLE

VOLTAGE PROBE OF POINTS SENSoR

IN AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

BEING DRIVEN BY

UNSEEN NONLINEAR

FORCING FUNCTIONS! PROCESSING No

ELECTRONICS

Figure 2. An Equivalent Model of What Is Being Sensed

3.4 Probabilistic ATR Requirements

To understand the precise nature of the probabilistic characterization needed in the IR ATR

problem, consider Figure 3. Upon receipt of the incoming IR image, RIR, the recognizer

must determine the probabilities, P(RIR I I, Hx) and P(RIR I I, Hy), of RIR conditioned on

1. This problem should not be confused with a similar problem that has long been addressed in electronics.
In electronics, one is interested in the time characterization of the (usually single) output of a circuit which is
driven by a (usually stationary ergodic) input. In the IR modeling problem, we do not have multiple time
looks at a single output. Rather we have a single time look at multiple outputs where the inputs are driven by
nonstationary, nonlinear nonergodic driving functions. This is a very different type of characterization prob-
lem.
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indexing information, 1, and target type hypotheses, lix and Hr. To do this, the recognizer

RECOGNITION IN THE IR 77
TARGET DETECTION PROBLE M :Detecting whiich otnuidple1Weleeti dfrcimits,

EVAGEORMAIMAGE FORMATION
MODEL % Z. MODEL

TARGET XTARGET Y

P(RIR11, HP( RIR I I, Hy)

R40 RECOGNIZERoI*'- U

Figure 3. The ATR Scenario

needs the functional forms, P( RIRI 1, 119 and P( Rr11 , HY), of the two probabilitie.s,

P(RI 11, Hx) and P(RI 11, Hy). Given P( RjI 11 a) nd P( RIR I I, Hy~), te recognizer

will then. insert RTR to obtain the two scadar values P(RatII 11 x and P(RIR I I, HY) of in1-

terest to the final decision. Thus the forms, P( RIR 11, Hx) and P( RTR 11, Hy), are the prob-

abilistic characterizations the A1R needs from the IR modeling effort.

3.5 Probabilistic IR Modeling

The probler' which now arises is "How to determine in detail the forms, P( RIR I I, Hx)

and P( RjpI I, Hr)?"
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Figure 3 shows the conditional probabilities, P( RJR II, Hx) and P( RIR II, Hy), are each

simultaneously:

" a deterministic function of the modeling circuit of the respective targets, and

" a non-deterministic function of the thermal environment within which the target is im-

mersed.

le axle (one dmensionalfor)

O(illustrative purposes only)

weather &
climate wheel wheel

(p(RI,H)= P(Rrear weII Rfrontwhec, Rbhy, 6 i H)

x p(Rfont whee![ RbO"y, I" H)x P(Rbody (becomes too hard)

Figure 4. A First Probabilistic Modeling Approach

The second point is crucial. Although the non-deterministic thermal environment acts di-

rectly on the image, RIR, received by the recognizer, the modeling formation process will

have very limited observation of the thermal environment. Basically the reason is that in a

battlefield engagement, it will be impossible to obtain a time history set of observations of

important thermal environmental parameters such as solar loading, wind and target mo-

tion. Thus the solution must be probabilistic.

3.5.1 An Early IR Probabilistic Problem Decomposition
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Figure 4 shows the first approach that was taken toward calculation of IR modeling proba-

bilities. It was based upon the concept that the physical target model can be reasonably

"chunked", due to the BIOT condition, to allow the probability statement to be written in

the conditional form shown. The concept, as then envisioned, was that consideration of

smaller target components could be somewhat isolated from major thermal environmental

P(R I Trear. wheel, Tfront wheel, T, I, H) =-

SBPOBLEMS

XPRm Twhe I HOMOGEN wheE,,)fon he

X p(Rbody [ Tbody 11I, H) -. I L body

X P(Trear wheel, Tfront wheel, Tbody 1I, H) UNDERLYING

TEMPERATURE

Figure S. Transforming The Problem By Switching Sample Spaces

effects by conditioning with respect to the larger target body. While a step in the correct di-

rection of breadng down the probability calculation in terms of more elemental quantities,

this formulation could not explicitly break out the effects of the weather and climatic ther-

mal environmental influences. As a result the detailed modeling determination of P( RIR I

I, Hx) and P( RIR I I, Hy) would still remain a Herculean task.
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3.5.2 A More Satisfactory IR Probabilistic Problem Breakdown

After considerable further effort, the much more satisfactory probability breakdown of

Figure 5 was found. The main utility of this breakdown is a separation of the probabilistic

effects of space and time in the thermal target behavior dictated by Eq. 1.

By conditioning on the underlying temperatures of the object, P(RIR I I, H), for each H,

can be conditionally partitioned. The first element of the partition is a probability P(Trear

wheel, Tfront wheel, Tbody I I, H) that depends only upon the surroundng thermal environ-

ment. The other elements of the conditional partition are probabilities, P(Rrear wheel I Trear

wheel, I, H), P(Rfront wheel I Tfront wheel, I, H), P(Rbody I Tbody I I, H), that depend only on

the underlying temperatures of their own individual target body components. Thus the

probabilistic calculation is cleanly split into distinct subproblems: the underlying tempera-

ture and the homogeneity problems. Further, Figure 5 points out that the modeling circuit

can also be split into individual components for separate simplified consideration. In each,

the underlying temperature of the part is introduced as a voltage forcing function.

The joint probability of the underlying target temperatures do not depend in any way on

such non-deterministic variables as sensor noise, atmospheric effects, and emissivity vari-

a'rions. This of course is a further indication of the clean split. The determination of the

joint probability of underlying target temperatures is taken up in the next section.

The set of IR observational probabilities conditioned on the underlying target tempera-

tures 2 do not depend upon the surrounding thermpl environment or each other3 - giving

further evidence of the clean split of the original problem. Their determination is further

considered in Section 3.7.

2. In the example of Figure 5, these were P(Rr.W whel IT. wheel, L H), P(R&n t wheel I Tfnt wheel- I, H) and P(Rbwy 1
Tbody I, H).
3. It .s realized that there are other usually second order mutual couplings between target body components, Juefly radt-
auon. Often suh.h interaction will be small and even if not, further research should be able to extend the degree of decou-
pling.
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3.6 The Underlying Part Temperature Subproblem

In summary form, Figure 6 shows the research work that went on toward the charatteriza-

* R H/ Lori - Developed System Simulation Concept

p(T1, ... ,Tn i driving fn's)

1 /1

11~r~ul Termfal-

Eniomen t

WT1

* Lori/ Ed - Located Correlations in M60 Thermal History linagery

* Jim Perry / Bill - Converted 1K line program to C / Sun

* Bill / R H - Developed Math Model of M60 Tank Wheel

*Ongoing Theoretical Considerations
Too large a driving space? Law of large Numbers? Gaussian?
Stochastic Processes? Can the answ, -, ever be found? Does the answer
even need to be found?

Figure 6. Consideration of The Underlying Temperatures of a Target

tion of the underlying joint target temperature probability. Starting with a system level

concept, there was a desire to develop a corresponding simulation as an aid and cueing

mechanism for further thought. Key to this is the state variable graph of Figure 6. If a real

(or simulated) non-deterministic thermal time environment is input to the deterministic

target thermal model as shown in the accompanying system block diagram to the left, one

will obtain the representative target temperatures T1 through Tn - also as a function of

time. These target temperatures can then be parametrically plotted as shown by the coilcd

solid line of the graph. Each coiled loop represents the joint underlying temperatures of a

day.
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The fact that the loops, or equivalently joint daily temperature cycles, do not deterministi-

cally repeat are due to incidental daily non-deterministic variations of cloud cover, season,

etc. This was confirmed by work done by Lori Westerkamp. Working from real M60 tank

IR imagery data taken over a period of time, she plotted actual diurnal cycles which did

not, in fact, repeat.

As the state variable temperatures track out their daily variations, they repeatedly cross

any specific time of day that an image might be taken, as represented by *'s on the graph.

At any one time of day, sufficient numbers of these points will begin to define a joint prob-

ability density function of the underlying target temperatures - such as the P(Trear wheel,

Tfront wheel, Tby I I, H) of Figure 6. Note that the resulting joint temperatures are not just

dependent upon conditions at the time of the image, but also upon conditions for many

hours past. Obviously this dependance slowly dies out as one goes backwards in time.

Note then that the underlying diurnal temperatures of the target are really just filtered ob-

servations of the limit cycle of the strange attractor of Nature's thermal cycling4. This

gives hope that the joint probability density function of the underlying target temperatures

can be reasonably stated in terms of fractal theory.

A first prototype of a graphical interface was developed during this summer to allow direct

simulation and visualization of the diurnal state variable cycling. Provisions were made:

" to allow changes to environmental parameters,

* to allow seeing the sweep of the cyclic behavior from one to another limit cycle, and

* to gather up time points visually showing the development of the underlying target joint

pd.

4. Initial reviews of fractal theory were made in the 1989 Summer FollowOn Research effort on the convic-
tion that fractal theory plays a role in the domain of ATRs.
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Due to the shortness of time, the capability was demonstrated using a different fractal than

the thermal environment/target model - since the thermal environment/target model %as

still being simultaneously developed.

The Academic/AARA research team made many strides to provide reasonable thermal tar-

get models during the summer. Key factors here were speed of computation combined

with reasonable accuracy since a large number of daily cycles must be computed before

one begin to see the emerging pdfs. Jim Perry working with Bill Foley, an AARA IR ex-

pert, took one of Mr. Foley's IR computer models written in BASIC for the IBM AT color

graphics environment and converted it for use in the much higher performance SUN work-

station environment. R H Cofer working with Mr. Foley helped to develop a BIOT condi-

tioned heat transfer model of a lower wheel assembly of the M60 tank from physical

measurements in the field. Mr. Foley constructed the first draft of the model in BASIC

computer code. Dr. Cofer took this data, reconverted it back to a theoretical form and sug-

gested several changes to improve certain aspects of its accuracy. After further verifica-

tion, he then modified it for traceability of heat flows, and was in the process of developing

detailed documentation at the end of the research period. The next two steps which should

be taken are to code the model within the SJN environment and to develop means of sim-

ulating a chronological thermal environment of months in duration, most likely along frac-

tal lines. Upon completion of these two steps, an actual simulation can be run that will

begin to give a indication of the nature of the joint pdf of the underlying target tempera-

tures. This indication can then be used as a cueing mechanism for guiding analytic re-

search toward a more mathematical derivation of the joint pdf.

Figure 6 also shows several of the ongoing positive and negative theoretical considerations

that are currently considered likely to play to a role in future heat transfer simulations. Of

these the theory of large numbers is most likely to provide a means by which the pdf can

be analytically found. Once major periodicities of the diurnal cycle have been removed, it

is also hypothesized that there will remain large numbers of relatively independent non-
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deterministic variables. These will be summed by the thermal filtering properties of the

target to give, upon proper probabilistic conditioning, a limiting pdf - perhaps even with

Gaussian tendencies.

Figure 6 then poses the question, "Can the answer ever be found?" Obviously the joint

pdfs, if obtainable, will be of use and particularly so in the case of target-decoy discrimina-

tion where geometries can be the same but thermal properties will differ. On the other

hand, it is certain that the underlying target part temperatures are functions of a seemingly

endless list of time and space dependent non-deterministic variables: cloud cover, shadow-

ing, rain, wind, target orientation, target position, terrain, mud plastering, variations of

paint emissivity, internal heating, target manufacturing variabilities, etc. It will not only be

a potentially difficult problem to characterize these non-deterministic driving functions,

but in a realistic battlefield situation one may not even know the full list. Additionally, it

can be challenging to develop multi-dimensional pdfs due to the sheer size of the mathe-

matical spaces. In summary, the fundamental limitation of developing joint target temper-

ature pdfs is ultimately dependent upon the nature of the thermal environment. This nature

is still in question and unverified. If it can be characterized sufficiently well, along fractal

or other lines of thought, then joint target temperature pdfs may be indeed be obtainable.

The deeper question posed by Figure 6 is "Does the answer (to the underlying target part

temperature question) even need to be found?" Dr. Cofer's continued inspection of actual

IR imagery and related study indicates that the answer may very well lie in the area dis-

cussed in Section 3.8.

3.7 The Homogeneity Subproblem

The homogeneity probabilistic characterization subproblem is defined as determining the

form of the probability of the image regions of target components conditioned on underly-

irg target component temperatures. In Figure 5, these probabilities are P(Rrear wheel I Trear

wheel, I, H), P(Rfront wheel I Tfront wheel' I, H) and P(Rbody I Tbody I I, H).
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In the case where the BIOT condition reigns and emissivity holds constant across the sur-

face, homogeneity probability calculations will be easily developable as a function of the

sensor image chain. For other less common cases where BIOT conditioning does not hold

and/or emissivity does not remain constant across the surface, further research will be re-

quired. A portion of the summer was devoted to amassing the necessary research materials

to continue such an investigation though the ensuing academic year.

3.8 Robustness Given Lack of Knowledge of Underlying Temperatures

Jim Leonard, as responsive and responsible AARA technical contact for this research ef-

fort, was particularly adroit at setting one squarely on the horns of the dilemma: "How do

you expect to complete the probabilistic characterization of IR targets, given the manifest

problems in determining underlying target temperatures?" A fair question to which much

thought was given and the following answer was developed: "Estimate the underlying

temperatures from the image data itself and then use this estimate to developing the final

probabilities, P(RIRIIH), for each H."

Figure 7 portrays the idea. Figure 7 (a) shows the normal breakdown of P(RIRII,H) and in-

dividual sources of information. Figure 7 (b) shows an alternate breakdown where the un-

derlying temperatures are taken from estimates on the image itself. Two questions can be

raised of this alternate breakdown:

* "What is the effect of errors in the functional form of the probabilities?", and

• "What is the error introduced by the approximation of the underlying temperatures

themselves."

Research during the period indicates that increasing the image resolution can overcome

both concerns. The obvious question is "How much must the image resolution be raised?"

By example, an answer of not much. Shown in Figure 8 is a feature extraction problem: "Is

the image region a rear wheel of a truck or background?" 'The domain knowledge and rec-
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ognition setup information is also shown. The wheel temperature, Tw, is estimated by its

mean taken from the image. The resulting recognition probability, PW is plotted as a fain-

WMAGE MODEL

P(RIa I, H) J1(P(~ ~ ,H~ P( 2 t 2  , PiIs) tt,')

the n neity the under!in temnper-
s prl~emature suiblem

(a) Normal Probabilistic Breakdown

IMAGE MODEL

P (Rid 1, H) =i 10) ( 1 )T 1, I, H) ( 111, H)x fJP (R2 (j) IT2, 1, H) (T2 1 1, H)
I j

(b) Maximum Likelihood Probabilistic Breakdown

Figure 7. Alternate Homogeneity Subproblem Breakdowns
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fly over a range of probabilities of misrecognition of background, Pf. The abscissa is a nor-

malized function of the number of pixels on the wheel, N; the true difference of

temperature of wheel from background, M; and the standard deviation of the sensor

IMAGE
PROBLEM: Is this region a rear wheel?

Knowkdge: Wheel temperature should be
different from background. .'

Background temperature is known.

Sensor noise Is pixel Independent &

is G(0,d 2)
Best U-per Bound

Recognition 0.99

Setup: 0.0

Pri Tw (RW TW) PrI Tw (RI pW 0.6 f
A (R) (RB (RIB) 011

PrI TB (R B rI TB (R0B . *

0.0Q2

PERFORMANCE:

Generilly, must get numerically, or I T 1 16 1

by Mont Carlo. Here, can be
solved analytically. I qN~

Figure 8. Robustness Against Unknown Underlying Temperature

noisea. The solid line shows the accuracy if the true underlying temperature were per-

fectly known. The dotted line gives the recognition performance when the temperature is

estimated from the image itself. Obviously, the drop of performance is small and is cor-

rectable by a very small increase in image resolution. Note no modeling of underlying

temperature probabilities was required, thus that problem was avoided.

The above example is representative of the robustness generally achievable by estimating

the underlying target temperatures from the image itself. Of course, research should be

continued to further extend the above results.
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Probabilistic evidence accumulation is a most promising methodology for use in ATR de-

sign and implementation. It has withstood each theoretical recognition performance chal-

lenge so far in a consistent manner and has provided guidance for multisensor fusion,

handling lack in target thermal history, allowing meaningful incorporation of modeling in-

formation, etc. Probabilistic evidence accumulation should also prove particularly useful

in coping with the strong speckle/mutual interference probabilistic component of SAR im-

agery.

The Academic/AARA research team should continue its joint investigations into:

* Computer performance modeling and simulation of LADAR, IR and LADAR/IR target

recognition based upon target and image chain modeling,

" In depth real world consideration of the variability of IR target skin effects including

emissivity, thermal conductivity, and directional radiation characteristics under varying

conditions of rain, humidity, splattered mud, cloud cover, etc.,

• The probabilistic effects of optical blur,

* A spatial probabilistic temperature representation of metallic surfaces under nearly

BIOT conditions, and

* The probabilistic representation of bac'ground clutter.
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InvestiQations of a Lower Bound

on the Error. in Learned Functions,

by

Thomas K. Gearhart

ABSTRACT

An exact expression for the difference between the

average sum-of-squares error for a collection of learned

functions and a lower bound on that error is derived. A

bound on the difference of the average sum-of-squares

errors for two distinct collections of learned functions is

obtained&. This bound can be computed without knowledge of

the desired function outside the training sets. A condition

is isolated which assures that average sum-of-squares error

will decrease as the size of the underlying training sets

increases. The lower bound on the average sum-of-squares

error is experimentally compared with the traditional

measure of error for specific machine learning systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since JanUary, 1989, Dr. -Timothy Ross and associates

in the Avionics Laboratory have beep engaged in an

extensive -study of Pattern Based Machine Learning (PBML).

A-central finding of the study is the existence of a strong

connection between pattern-ness and the concept of function

decomposition. Techniques and tools from both mathematics

and computer science have played an important role

throughout this research effort.

My initial technical training was in pure mathematics

with a concentration in general topology. More recently, I

completed eleven months of graduate studies in computer

science during a sabbatical leave granted by my university.

These studies, included courses in digital logic, pattern

recognition', and automata theory. Each of these three

fields has a direct connection to some aspect of the PBML

study. My recent research interests in computer graphics

are also complementary to the PBML study from the

standpoint of developing programs for the visualization of

the phenomena under study.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Machine learning systems (MLS) attempt to predict the

global behavior of a function using information about the

function on a small sample of its domain. An important

issue is the determination of how large such a sample

should be. In (4], Dr. Ross describes a method for

determining a lower bound on the average sum-of-squares

error resulting from samples of a given size. During a

meeting prior to the start of my research period, it was
decided that I would develop ideas introduced in this paper

and attempt to resolve various conjectures advanced

therein. My approaches to meeting these objectives

involved the application of mathematicaitechniques and the

development of computer programs for the simulation of

various learning systems. These approaches are discussed

in sections III and IV.

III. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

In this section mathematical techniques are applied to

develop ideas introduced in (4].

Let f:X -> Rn be a function from a finite set X into a

Euclidean space. The notation fIT will be used to denote

the restriction of f to subset T of X. A Machine Learning

System C MLS ) is a system which uses a restricted function

fIT = { ( x, f(x) ) I x e T ) to generate a function

aT:X -> Rn. A function aT so generated by an MLS is called

a learned function associated with the training set T. The
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performance of an MLS can be measured by how closely .such

learned functions approximate the function f over the

entire domain X.

To make more precise the notion of closeness of

functions, define the sum-of-squares difference between

functions f and g as:

d(fg) = Z II f(x) - g(x) 112

XX

where the double bars indicate the usual Euclidean norm.

If A is a collection of functions from X into Rn, define

the sum-of-squares difference between function f and a set

of functions A as:

d(f,A) = E d(f,a)
acA

Let IAI denote the cardinality of A. The following theorem

establishes an important relationship between d(f,A) and

d(a,A) where a is the average of the functions in A.

Theorem 1 Let X be a finite set and suppose f:X -> Rn.

Let A be a finite collection of functions from X into Rn.

Define the function a by a(x) = ( E a(x) ) / IAI.
aeA

Then d(fA) - d(a,A) = IAI d(f,a).

Proof In this proof the notation <V,W> will denote the

usual inner product of vectors V and W in Rn.

d(f,A) - d(a,A)

Z Z lIf(x)-a(x)112 - z Ila(x)-a(x)11 2

aeA xEX aeA xeX
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Z E IIftx)-a(x)II? Iax-axll[2
aeA xcX

X E <f (x) -a (x),f (x) -a (x) > - <a(x) -a (x),a (x) -a (x)> )
xeX acA

S S (<f(x),f(x)> - 2<a(x) ,f(x)> + <a(x),a(x)>
xeX aeA

- <a(x),a(x)> + 2<a(x),a(x)> -axax'

E <f(x),f(x) - 2<a(x),f(x)>
xeX aeA

- <a(x),a(x)> + 2<a(x),a(x)>

Since the inner product is distributive over vector

addition and E a(x) = Ala(x), the above double sum
acA

reduces to,:

"E( IAI<f(x),f(x)> - 2IAI<ca(x),f(x)>
xEX

- Aj<ca(x),d(x)> + 21A1<cx(x),a(x)>)

= [Al E <f(x),f (x)> - 2<f(x),a(x)> + <ca(x),di(x)>
XX

J AI E f()- x ,f()- x
XX

=JAI E If (x)-cc(X) 112  J AI d(f,a).I
xeX

Corollary 1 d(f,A)/IAt d(a,A)/IAJ d(f,a).

Proof Divide both sides of the equality in the conclusion

of the theorem by JAI.

Corollary 2 d(f,A)/IAI ?: d(cx,A)/JAj.

Proof The right side of the equality in corollary 1 is

nonnegative.I

Corollary 2 above has important consequences in the

context of machine learning systems. Suppose the MLS is
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attempting to learn a function f. Let A be the collection

of learned functions output by the MLS when trained on a

collection of training-sets of a given size. Then the

corollaty guarantees that d(a,A)/IAI is a lower bound on

the average sum-of-squares error d(f.iA)/IAI.

Since in practical applications of machine learning

systems the function f is known only on the training sets,

d(f,A)/IAI is not computable. However, since each member

of A and the average a is known over the entire domain,

d(a,A)/jAI can be computed. Thus we have a computable

lower bound on the average sum-of-squares- error.

In many instances the functions under study are

Boolean functions. A Boolean function f:X -> Y has

domain X = (0,1 )n = (0,1) x (0,1) x ... x (0,1) and

codomain Y = (0,1). Under these circumstances the

pointwise average a of a collection A of functions might

take on values other than 0 and 1 and hence might not be a

Boolean function. However, a Boolean function a' can be

defined from a by setting a'(x) = 1 when a(x) ? 1/2

and setting a'(x) = 0 when a(x) < 1/2. Note that ai(x)

= 1 when a(x) = 1 for at least half of the functions in the

collection A and a'(x) = 0 otherwise. The question of the

existence of an analogue of Theorem 1 for Boolean functions

is answered affirmatively by the following.

Theorem 2 Let X be a finite set and suppose f:X -> (0,1).

Let A be a finite collection of functions mapping X into
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(0,1). Define the function a:X -> (0,1) by

a (x) = (E a(x) ) / IAI.
aeA

and define a':X -> (0,1) by a'(x) = 1 if a(x) > 1/2

and a'(x) = 0 if a(x) < 1/2.

Then 0 < d-(fA) - d(a',A) < JAI d(fia').

Proof Define subsets S, T and U of X as follows:

S = ( x X f(x) = a'(x))

T = x X I f(x) = 0 and a' (x) = 1 1

U = ( X X f(x) = 1 and a'(x) =0 )

Note that S, T, an, U are disjoint and their union is X.

By definition, d(f,A) - d(a',A)

=E E (fx)-a(x) )2 E Z (a";(x)-a(x) )2
aeA xeX acA xeX

Z E [ (f(x)-a(x) )2 _ (a (x).-a(x) )2 j (1)

aeA xeX

Since the bracketed expression in (1) is zero on S,

(1) can be rewritten as:

E. [ ( f(x)-a(-x) )2 ( '(x)-a(x))2 2
aeA xeT

+ E E f(x)-a(x) )2 _ ( '(x)-a(x) )2 (2)
acA xcU

Using the definitions of T and U, (2) is the same as:

E Z [ ( -a(x) )2 - ( 1- a(x) )2 ]
aeA xeT

+ E [ ( 1- a(x) )2 _ (-a(x) )2 ]
aeA xeU

E E ( 2 a(x) - 1 ) + Z Z ( 1 - 2 a(x) ) (3)
acA xeT aeA xeU

Since Z a(x) = IAI a(x), (3) is equal to:
aeA
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JAI ( Z (2a(x) -1) + E (l-2 i(x)) ) (4)

xcT xCU

For x e T, 1/2< a(x) < 1 and so,

0 < 2 6(x) - 1 < 1 for x c T.

For x e U, 0 < a(x) < 1/2 and so,

0 < 1 -2 a(x) < 1 for x e U.

Thus it follows that (4) is bounded below by 0 and

bounded above by JAI ( ITI + IUI ). Finally, note that

since f and a' take on only values from the set (0,1),

d(fl') = ( f(x) - a'(x) )2 is simply the cardinality
xeX

of the subset of X on which f and a' disagree. But this

cardir.ality is simply ITI + IUI. Since d(f,A) - d(a',A)

is equal to (4), the theorem follows. I

Suppose d(f,A)/IA I is the average sum-of-squares error

associated with a set A of functions generated by an MLS

training on sets of a given fixed size. Let d(f,B)/IBI be

the average sum-of-squares error associated with set B of

functions generated by the MLS training on sets of larger

fixed size. Dr. Ross, in [4], conjectured that it might be

possible to obtain a bound on I d(fA)/IAI - d(f,B)/IBI I

whicn involved d(a,A)/IAI. The following theorem is a step

in this direction.

Theorem 3 Suppose f:X -> Rm where X is a finite set and

jf(x)j < M for every x e X. Let A and B be two

collections of functions mapping X into Rm, and let a and

be the averages associated with A and B respectively.
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That is, let a(x) =(Ea(x-) J AI and let P(x),
aeA

E b(x) IS /IB
beB

Then I d(fA)/IAI - d(f,B)/IBI I <

2M E II(x)-P(x)1I + IE (IIa(x)IIJ2-IIp(x)II 2) I

+ Id(a,A),/Al - d(p,B)/IBI 1.

Proof Using Corollary 1 of Theorem 1 and the triangle

inequality, I d(fA)/IAI d(f,B)/IBI I

=I (d(aA)'/IAI + d(fla) )-( d(P,B)/IBI + d(f~p) )I

1 d(f,a)-d(fjp)I + I d(a,A)/IAI - d(P,B)/IBI J.

Now d(f,cq)-d(f,/3) - E~ If(x)-a(x) 112 - E !If(x)-3(x) 112
xeX xeX

= E ( <f(x)-cx(x)lf(x)-a(x)> - fxP(lf)PX>

= E~ <f(x),f(x)> - 2<f(x),a(x)> + <C(x),1(x)>
xex

- <f(x) ,f(x)> + 2<f(x) ,1(x)> -</3(x) ,/(x)> )

E -2 <f(x),a(x)-3(x)> + Ia(x) 112 - 11(X) 112
xcX

=-2 E <f(x),cx(x)-13(x)> + E ( jjIj(x)II2 - 11/3(x) jj2
xcX xcX

Thus, I d(f,a) - d(f,/3)I

< 2 E I < f(x),cl(x)13(x) > I+ IE (Iia(X)1I 2-Ilp(x)jI 2)I
)cEX xeX

By the Cauchy-Schwarz inaquality, I < f(x),cz(x)-/3(x) >

< 1 If (x)l 11 1ca(x) -P3(x)I11 < M 11 a(x) - p3(x) 11 and

the theorem follows.

A desirable feature of an MLS would be that d(f,A)/IAI

decrease as the size of the underlying training sets
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increases. The following discussion and theorem establish

a condition under which this will occur.

Suppose X is a finite set and f:X -> Rm and let S be a

sample set of size n selected from X. Let aT:X -> Im

denote the function output by a given MLS when it is

trained using T G S. Let us agree to call an MLS monotone

with respect to f and S if d(f,au) S d(f,aT) for any

two training sets T and U such that S 2 U 2 T. For each

k = 1, 2,...,n let Ak = ( aT I T is a k-member subset of S ).

Note that lAkj = C(n,k) where C(n,k) denotes the number of

k-member subsets of an n-member set.

Thoe If an MLS is monotone with respect to function

f:X -> Rm and an n-member sample set S S X, then

d(f,Ak)/IAkl 5 d(fAj)/IAjl whenever k > j.

Proof Let U be a k-member subset of S. Since the MLS is

monotone, d(f,au) < d(f,aT) for any j-member subset T

of U. Since there are C(k,j) such j-member subsets of U,

C(kj) d(f,au) < E d(f,aT).
T a U

IT- I

Summing each side of this inequality over all k-member

subsets of the sample set S yields:

C(k,j) E d(f,au) E E ( Z d(f,aT)
U C S U C S T C U
IUI= k JUJ= k ITI= i

In the double sum on the right, a given d(f,aT) appears

multiple times. This is because a given j-member set T is

contained in several distinct k-member sets U. The number

of occurrences of d(f,aT) in the double sum is C(n-j,k-j),
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because C(n-j,k-j) is the number of ways of enlarging a

fixed j-member subset of S to a k-member subset of S. So

the double sum can be replaced by C(n-j,k-j) ! d(faT).
T C SITJ J

Hence, C(k,j) E d(f,au) < C(n-j,k-j) E d(f,aT).
'UCS T C S
lUl= I ITI i

That is, C(k,j) d(fAk) 5 C(n-j,k-j) d(f,Aj).

Since lAk = C(n,k).and IAji = C(nj) the above inequality

is equivalent to:

C(k,j,) C(nlk) d(f,Ak)/IAkl : C(n-j,k-j.) C(n,j) d(f,Aj)/IAji.

Since C(k,j) C(n,k) = C(n-j,k-j) C(n,j), the proof is

complete.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

.To assist in assessing the practical value of the

lower bound on the average sum-of-squares error, a computer

simulation of an MLS appropriate for learning real valued

functions was developed. Given a function f and a training

set, this MLS generated an approximation of f by linearly

interpolating the points of the training set.

The simulation was run for several real valued

functions f defined on the domain X = ( 1, 2, ..., 1000 ).

In each case a sample set S of size 70 was randomly chosen

from the domain X. Next, for each of the values k = 10,

20, ... , 60, ten training sets of size k were randomly

chosen from S. For each k, the graphs of the ten

functions, the average a, and the target function f were
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all displayed on the same axis. Also the following

measures of error were computed:

E E 11 f-(x) -a (x) 112

e aceA xCX
IAI Ixi,

d - E. 11 a(x)-a(x) 112
aeA xeX

IAI lxi

4 = E 'lf(x)-a(x)112 where Ta is the
aiA xeS\T training set in-

IAI ( TSI-k ) ducing a.

The measure e is a normalized version of the average

sum-of-squares error and d is the theoretically guaranteed

lower bound on e. The measure 6 is a measure of error

which has traditionally been used as a figure-of-merit for

machine learning systems.

For this MLS based on linear interpolation, results of

the simulations suggest that 4 tends to be a better

estimate of e than d is.

A second MLS appropriate for use with Boolean

functions was also designed and implemented in software.

This MLS incorporated a three-layer neural network. For an

n-variable Boolean function, the input layer had n nodes,

the middle layer had 2n+1 nodes, and the output layer had a

single node. Weights for the input layer nodes were

permanently fixed at 1. Weights for the middle and output

layer nodes were initialized randomly and then updated

using the backtracking strategy described in (3].
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The effectiveness of the network as an MLS varied

greatly with the function being realized. It did well on

functions with many vacuous variables. For-example, on a

seven variable xl XOR x2 function, the error rate was only

two percent with training sets of size 40 from the domain

of size 128. At the other extreme, the network did no

better than chance attempting to learn a seven variable

parity function.

Studies of e, d, and & were also made for the neural

network MLS. The only trend that could be discerned was

that e was frequently between d and 6.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. If the lower bound on the average sum-of-squares

error is large, then the machine learning system is

performing poorly and/or the training sets are not large

enough. However the converse is not true, and so small

values of the lower bound need to be interpreted with

caution. They need not imply that the actual error is

small.

B. Simulations for the machine learning system based

on linear interpolation indicate that the traditional

estimate of error is often closer to the actual error than

is the lower bound on the error.

C. Comparison of the three measures of error (see

section IV) for an existing machine learning system based
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on function decompoSition might be helpful -ihn caditying

the usefulness of the lower bound on the average

sum-of-squares error.

D. The neural network described in section IV appears

to find some feature of the function other than

decomposability. For a wide range of functions, the

network was outperformed by an existing MLS based on

function decomposition. A systematic study of other

network topologies and activation functions might reveal

ways of improving the network's performance as an MLS.

A hybrid MLS using a combination of neural network ideas

and ideas from function decomposition theory might also be

worthy of research.
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Machine Learning, Applied to High Range Resolution Radar Returns

by

Lawrence 0. Hall and Steve G. Romaniuk

ABSTRACT

This report examines the use of a neural network learning algorithm and a hybrid

neural network, symbolic learning algorithm on the problem of recognizing airplanes

from high resolution radar returns. Quickprop and SC-net are the techniques used.

The intent of the study is to determine how to both recognize the planes and recover

the aspect angl, in an algorithm with small set up and good space/time character-

istics. Three different representations of the radar returns to the learning algorithm

were tried. The problem of representation is very important in this study. The

first two representations were geometric hasbing schemes. The last is a binning and

averaging scheme. It has shown some invariance to aspect angle shifts, which is

important in limiting the number of training times and examples. In both learning

systems the third representation has been used to get 100% recognition for so, 'e

sets of aspect angles.
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I Introduction

The returns from High Range Resolution Radar provide data that may be used to

identify target airplanes. Specifically, air to air recognition is an object of this study.

The angle of the target is also of interest. Hence, an examination of how machine

learning can be used to provide recognition of the targets from this type of data is

underway. This report will discuss the issues involved and progress to date.

One important problem is to understand the nature of the data and develop an

appropriate representation for machine learning. A second problem of equal import

is what type of machine learning algorithm will work the best. These two issues are

discussed in the following.

Either a supervised learning or unsupervised learning scheme may be applied.

Supervised learning works well, when the classes can be labeled beforehand and there

is someone with domain information able to guide the learning process. When there

are no labels for classes and/or there is no one available with a good understanding

of the domain area in which learning is to be applied, unsupervised learning may be

the best choice. The issues are more involved, but in this case the domain fits the

criteria for supervised learning schemes.

At the current time there is tremendous interest in neural network learning al-

gorithms. Neural networks (also called connectionist networks) are an attempt to

model the function of the human brain. When it comes to learning algorithms, some

are very closely tied to the way that the brain is thought to work and others are

only loosely based on a biological model. Neural network techniques for learning

compete with symbolic techniques, such as ID3 [8]. Recent studies have shown that

for some domains performance can be almost identical [10).

Connectionist networks are said to have an advantage in that they require less

set up. However, whether this advantage exists is debated. A connectionist network

can be used without modification in different non-symbolic domains. The appear
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to work well with data that is visual in nature, and patterns. The domain we are

working in provides patterns that may be visually recognized by people (although

this is not currently done in air to air encounters). There is no readily apparent

symbolic information in the domain of this ,problem. Hence, connectionist models

are a good choice for learning to recognize the planes from the radar eturns.

Two different approaches to recognition are being used. One is a hybrid connec-

tionist, symbolic system developed at USF, called SC-net. The other is Quickprop a

feedforward network architecture which back propagates error and changes weights

to minimize the error. Quickprop may be viewed as a fast version of the well known

back-propagation algorithm. The learning algorithms are further discussed in the

following sections.

The data used in this study was generated by the Srcrcs tool developed by the

Syracuse Research Corp. The data used simulates a wide band or high range resolu-

tion radar (HRR) with a 20 meter range window, consisting of 256 discrete points.

The magnitude of the return at each point corresponds to the radar cross section

at a specific range on the aircraft. There are seven typical airplanes available for

training and testing, the F4, F14, F15, F16, F18, T38 and Lear. The elevation and

aspect angle may be chosen by the user when generating the return. In this study

we have been working with no elevation, only changes in aspect angle.

II Objectives of the Research Effort

The goals of this research-study are described in this brief section. The first is to be

able to distinguish among airplanes based upon high resolution radar returns using

some machine learning algorithm which requires minimal set up. Tied up with that

objective is the necessity of determining an appropriate representation of the data

for the learning algorithm.

A second objective is to determine the aspect angle of the plane that is in the
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radar return. Another goal-is to have training times and the storage required within

reasonable ranges. A further goal -is to determine What factors are important in

the recognition process and gain some understanding of how itis being done by the

algorithm.

III SC-net

This section briefly describes a hybrid connectionist, symbolic approach to learn-

ing the type of information that could be used in rule-based expert systems or

sub-symbolic information. The system does its learning from examples. They are

encoded in much the same way that examples to connectionist systems would be

presented. The exceptions are due to our variable representation. The system can

learn concepts where imprecision is involved. The network-representation allows for

variables in the form of attribute, value pairs to be used. Relational comparators are

supported. Symbolic rules can be generated from the learned network configuration.

Learning may be simply described byithe following. It uses a network structure,

which is configured based on the distinct examples presented to the system. That

is, the network structure is grown based on the distinctly new examples seen by the

system. Initially, only input and output cells need to be specified. For examples

which resemble others previously seen, bias values of cells in the network are ad-

justed. The system can learn incrementally. A complete description of learning in

SC-net can be found in [1]. Rules may also be directly encoded in the network [9].

The system will explicitly indicate any contradictions, and patterns that have

already been seen, which has proven useful in this research.

a SC-net - A Fuzzy Connectionist Expert System

A connectionist model is a network, which in its simplest format has no feedback

loops. It consists of three types of cells (input, output, and hidden cells). Every

cell has a bias associated with it, which lies on the real number scale. Cells are
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connected through links which have weights associated with them. In the SC-net

model of a connectionist network, each cell can take on an activation value within

the range [0..1]. This corresponds to the fuzzy membership values of fuzzy sets. The

uncertainty handling constructs come from fuzzy set theory.

In fuzzy logic one may define disjunction (fOR) as the maximum operation,

conjunction (fAND) as the minimum operation and complement (fNOT) as strong

negation. Since fOR and fAND are defined as maximum and minimum operations,

we let certain cells act as max and min functions, in order to provide for the above

operators. In order to be able to distinguish cells as modeling the min (fAND) or

the max (fOR) function we use the sign of the bias of a cell to determine which of

the two functions is to be modeled. Furthermore, we denote a bias value of zero to

indicate when a cell should operate as an inverter (fNOT).

b The Network Structure

We can think of every cell in a network accommodating n inputs I,, with associated

weights CW,,. Every cell contains a bias value, which indicates what type of fuzzy

function a cell models, and its absolute value represents the rule-range. Every cell

Ci with a cell activation of CAj (except for input cells) computes its new cell ac-

tivation according to the formula given in Figure 1. If cell Ci (with CAj) and cell

Cj (with CAj ) are .onnected then the weight of the connecting link is given as

CWij, otherwise CWij = 0. Note, an activation value outside the given range is

truncated. An activation of 0 indicates no presence, 0.5 indicates unknown and 1

indicates true. In the initial topology, an extra layer of two cells (denoted as the

positive and the negative cell) is placed before every output cell. These two cells

will be collecting information for (positive cell) and against the presence of a con-
clusion (negative cell). These collecting cells are connected to every output cell, and

eveiy concluding intermediate cell (these are cells defined by the user in the SC-net

program specification). The final cell activation for the concluding cell is given as:
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CA- - cell activation for cell Ci, CAj in [0..1

CWij - weight for connection between cell Oi and Cj, Ci, in R.

CBi - cell bias for cell Ci, CB in [-1..+1].

A minj=o,..,j- ,j+j,..,(CA* CWi,j) * ICBji CBi < 0
CA'I = maxj=o,..,i-,,41 ...n(N{j * Wi) *,jCBjj CBj > 0

1 -(CA * CWj) CBi = 0 and CWj 0

Figure 1: Cell activation formula

CAoutput=C Apositive-cell+CAnegative-cell-0.5.

Note, the use of the cell labeled UK (unknown cell) in Figure 2. This cell always

propagates a fixed activation of 0.5 and, therefore, acts on the positive and the

negativecells as a threshold.

The positive cell will only propagate an activation >= 0.5, whereas the negative

cell will propagate an activation of <= 0.5. Whenever there is a contradiction in the

derivation of a conclusion, this fact will be represented in a final cell activation close

to 0.5. For example, if CApositive-cell=0.9 and CAnegative-cell=0.1, then CAout-

put=0.5, which means it is unknown. If either CApositive-cell or CAnegative-cell is

equal to 0.5, then CAoutput will be equal to the others cell activation (indicating

that no contradiction is present).

IV Quickprop

Quickprop [21 was developed by Fahliman at CMU. It is a back-propagation neural

network architecture. Hence, it is a feedforward network with a learning scheme that

back-propagates the error and then minimizes the error by modifying the weights.

We have been using a 3-layer (one hidden layer) network representation. The system

has been shown to be up to an order of magnitude faster than standard back-

propagation [3]. In other tests that we have run, it has shown itself to also be
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significantly faster than back-propagation with comparable accuracy after learning

[2]. Quickprop has been the connectionist network of choice in this study due to its

speed advantages.

There are several factors which make it fast. One is that it uses a small constant

(0.1) added to the output derivative when back propagating error. This is. useful

because the derivative o(1 - o) is 0 at o E {0, 1). It allows for error to propagate

through these points. It also uses the hyberbolic arctangent function to propagate

the error back. For small error this is linear, but for large error it approaches infinity.

It is never allowed to be larger than plus or minus 17. This contributes to larger

step sizes.

The algorithm uses information about the previous step size and direction. It

also uses two risky assumptions. The first is that the error versus weight curve can

be approximated by a parabola whose arms open upward. The other is that the

change in the slope of the error curve, as seen by each weight is not affected by

all the other weights that are changing at the same time [2]. In calculating new

weights, for each weight the previous and current weight error slopes and the weight

change between the points where the slopes were measured are used to determine a

parabola. Then a jump is made directly to the minimum point of the parabola.

The above is the general idea behind the bigger step sizes in Quickprop. The

technique clearly has some possible difficulties, like taking infinite step sizes. For

complete information on how this problem and others are dealt with the reader is

referred to Fahlman's paper [2].

It is necessary to note that like standard back-propagation algorithms, there is

no guarantee that Quickprop will converge for any given problem. Convergence,

for example on the exclusive or problem, will often depend on the choice of initial

weights. In Fahlman's experiments it did not diverge significantly more than back-

propagation.
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V Representation

A key to be able to effectively apply machine learning techniques is the representation

given to the problem [10]. Three different representations have been used in this

study with mixed results. The first two methods are geometric hashing schemes J71.

They are designed to provide some invariance to the fact that the range profile will

not always be aligned in any standard fashion, can be corrupted by noise and will

be compressed and expanded due to changes in aspect angle. At this point in should

be noted that this study has involved planes flying level. That is they have a zero

elevation angle. Only changes in aspect angle are considered here.

The 'first representation scheme tried was a geometric hashing scheme. The 256

input points were binned-into 64 bins each of 4 points. The bins were normalized

so that the minimum bin served as 0. Next the peak points were found. Hashing is

then done. Master and slave points are chosen. The master will be placed at 0 the

slave at 1 and the other binned points placed in scale as appropriate. The output is

then normalized so that the maximum height is 1. This provides 127 inputs, 63 to

the left of 0 and 63 to its right.

The second representation scheme was a modification of the first. Now the data

is binned into 51 bins of points each. A cosine curve is placed over each of the peaks.

These curves are added together in order to capture the overlap of peaks. Hashing

is done as before except that the points are not shifted to the left of the master.

This provides us with 51 inputs.

Depending on the number of masters and slaves chosen, each of the above tech-

niques will produce more than one hashed pattern for a given radar image. In

fact the second scheme will often produce over 100 patterns, where the first might

produce a few more than 20.

The third representation scheme initially normalizes the data to be between 0

and 1. The lowest value returns are set to 0 and the highest set to 1 with the others
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appropriately'scaled. Then bins of size 10 are made ( currently ignoring the last six

points which are usually zero, but must be used in general). An average is calculated

for these bins and the 25 average values serve as the input to the, learning algorithm.

This scheme is clearly simpler than the first two and does not take into account the

fact that the scatterers must be lined up. However, it is simply an attempt to find a

representation which is a good discriminator. In the results section it will be shown

that this representation has some very good characteristics.

VI Results

In this section, we will discuss the results from both SC-net and Quickprop. The

results will be presented by the representation with which they were derived. This

is also the chronological order in which this study was carried out.

a Results from the first Hashing Representation

The first geometric hashing method was initially used with data on a Lear and

F16 around the 00 aspect angle. The Lear and F16 were chosen since it was felt

they would be clearly distinguishable. It was necessary to determine the number

of hidden layers and the number of cells in those layers. It is known [5] that one

hidden layer is all that is necessary in order to approximate arbitrary functions in

algorithms like Quickprop. Hence, we have used one hidden layer, three total layers,

in all experiments. The results are summarized below in Table 1. Training is done

at 0 degrees.

The training examples were clearly distinguishable. The error reported is the

mean square error over the outputs. In this case, there are 12 outputs. They consist

of an angle from 0 to 45 at 5 degree increments and the two possible planes. From

the results it is clear that it was difficult to recognize the F16. The really bad part

of this is that the F16 was identified strongly as a Lear (often with an output of 1,

the maximum). It usually got the Lear correct. However, it is unclear if everything
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Plane Degree Number recognized hidden units Train error epochs

F16 1 19 .003 1 i50
7

F16 1 19 -.000695 250

F16 1 0 4 .055 C28116 -

F16 1 6 14 '.000229 400

F16 1 12 14 .000174 600

Lear 1 26 14 .000217 50030 ._

Table 1: Results on testing Lear vs. F16 around 0 degree aspect angle

Plane Degree Number recognized hidden units Train error epochs

F16 16 14 12 .000486 251. .... 28,

F16 16 -13 12 .000442 351
28

F16 16 14 12 .000317 45128

F16 16 10 8 .00428 35028

F16 16 8 .00712 300

Lear 16 25 12 .00114 251
30

Lear 16 26 8 .00712 300
T' 030

Table 2: Results on testing Lear vs. F16 around the 15 degree aspect angle

is being seen as a Lear with just 2 planes.

Since it was felt that around 0 degrees might be an unusually troublesome spot,

we tried some experiments with the Lear and F16 at 15 and 16 degrees. The results

are summarized in Table 2. Again the results are weak on the F16, but good on the

Lear. It is also the case that misclassified F16's are strongly classified as Lears.

Another experiment was tried it which 3 hashed F16 and Lear patterns were

randomly left out of the train set at 15 degrees. After training they were presented

and all three Lears were recognized, but two of three F16's were misclassified

(strongly). The other was barely recognized. This furthered our belief that the
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hashing scheme might be a difficulty.

Next, noise was added to the 0,inputsoof which there were quite a few. For any

input below .0002, noise (a value from 0 to 0.05) was-randomly added. This slowed

convergence, as it was done each epoch. After 110 epochs with 8 intermediate nodes,

training the Lear and F16 at 0 degrees, we found at 1 degree only4 of 16 F16's could

be recognized. Again they were for the most part strongly assigned as Lears.

With SC-net using the original binned and hashed data several experiments were

conducted. Three different methods of representing the hashed data to SC-net were

investigated. The results of each of the methods are listed below:

Plain Version (No variables):

* Lear and F16 jet trained at 0 degrees aspect angle

Obtained (at 1 degree angle):

92.9 % accuracy in Lear using Lear data. 62.5 % accuracy in F16 using F16

data.

* Lear and F16 jet trained a 15 degrees aspect angle.

Obtained (at 16 degree angle):

93.3 % accuracy in Lear using Lear data. 64.3 % accuracy in F16 using F16

data.

* Lear, F14, F15 and F16 jets trained at 15 degrees aspect angle.

Obtained (at 16 degree angle):

100% accuracy in F14 using F14 data.

Obtained (at 17 degree angle):

75 % accuracy in F14 using F14 data.

Obtained (at 18 degree angle):

100 % accuracy in F14 using F14 data.

Using Fuzzy Variables. This method was used to improve the recognition of the
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F16 at 1 and 16 degrees aspect angle. The following partioning of-the fuzzy variables

was used:

veryJow: 0.0 -0.2 (0.0, 0.6)

low: 0.2 - 0.4 (0.0, 0.7)

medium: 0A - 0.6 (0.1, 0.9)

high: 0.6 - 0.8 (0.3, 1.0)

very.high: 0.8 - 1.0 (0.5, 1.0)

The above ranges are explained as follows by an example. Verylow is from 0 to

0.2, but it still has some belief up-until 0.6 tapering off to 0 [9]. This representation

allows for overlapping fuzziness in the recognition space. Then we trained the Lear

and F16 jet at 15 degree angle:

We obtained at 16 degree angle a 95.8% accuracy in F16 using F16 data. We

obtained at 1 degree angle 56% accuracy in F16 using F16 data.

The third method was to use discrete data to generate rules. By looking at

discrete points of the data it is possible to generate rules. These rules will 100%

correctly classify all the examples in the training set, by using only a small subset

of all the data points. We will next identify some of the advantages in using this

scheme.

* Give symbolic meaning to the radar returns, which may help identify possible

reasons for the problems encountered with the F16 and the Lear jet.

# If the discrete data version gives results similar to the other two versions overall

rzsults and the results are good, rules can be easily ported onto other systems

for practical use (both in speed and hardware requirements when designing an

actual system).

e This method allows compression of the network to a more suitable size, since

many connections and cells will be redundant and can be eliminated, again
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yielding memory and speed improvements.

Performance was still weak, making the rules of no use. At this point, it appeared

that some change in the representation was needed.

b The second hashing scheme

In this case with the Quickprop system, we tried the F16 and Lear at 15 degree

for the training set. In this case there were 113 Lear patterns and 26 F16 patterns.

The network was unable to reduce the error to a reasonable level. It had most of

its outputs in the train data incorrect well into the training. We then tried out the

same problem with SC-net. It correctly classified the Lears, but mis-classified 5 of

the F16s in the.train data as Lears and could not get 15 of the others distinguished

from the Lear. Based on these results and some plots of the hashed data it was clear

that the patterns were being obscured by the hash process,

c The revised representation

It has been the case that the results from Quickprop and SC-net have been very

similar with SC-net providing slightly better results. Most of the results from this

representation are from SC-net. However, we first report on the results from Quick-

prop.

First we trained with the F16 and Lear from 10 to 20 degrees on the odd degrees.

Testing was then done with the even degree patterns. This resulted in a 100% correct

recognition all 10 of the test patterns. The lowest recognition was 0.93.

The next experiment was with the F14, F15, F16, F18 and Lear. Training was

done at 0, 5 and 10 degrees. Then all the planes at the other degrees made up the

test set. Four hidden units were used and 101 epochs were trained for an error of

.00054. Again recognition was 100% on the 40 test patterns.

The following are the extensive SC-net simulation results from this representa-

tion. Tests were again conducted using the Lear and the F16 data. Prior to this
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they had presented lots of problems in obtaining correct classifications. The follow-

ing.experiments were conducted:

(a) The Lear and the F16 data was trained on all even points within the range

of 10 and 20 degrees inclusive. Then, both- planes were tested, on all odd degrees.

Result: 100% accuracy on the unseen points was reached for both planes.

(b) In the second experiment we only trained for both planes at 10, 14, and 18

degrees. We then tested on the remaining degrees.

Result: Again 100% accuracy was obtained. In some cases the belief provided

was lower, but the two planes were clearly distinguishable.

(c) In the next experiment we only trained at 10 and 20 degrees for both planes

and tested on the remaining.

Result: Again 100% accuracy was achieved. In some occasions the certainty

would again be lower, but still the planes were distinguishable.

The above results were extremely encouraging and prompted us to further inves-

tigate the behavior at the 0 - 10 degree range. In prior attempts it was impossible

to distinguish an F16 from a Lear at 1 degree after it was trained at 0 degree. We

conducted the following experiments:

(d) We trained the network for both planes at 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 degrees. Then

we tested on all remaining points.

Result: Like in the previous cases we were able to obtain 100% accuracy.

(e) In our final experiment we added the data of an F14. In this test we trained

a Lear, an F16, and an F14 at 15 degrees and tested if the F14 could be correctly

classified at 16, 17, and 18 degrees.

Result: Again we obtained 100% accuracy, in fact the results were extremely in

favor of the F14, even though only one training example was provided for the F14.

In the final experiment a set of 7 planes were chosen for simulation. The Srcrcs

simulator allows generation of radar return data for 8 planes one of these planes

being the 747 Jumbo. We have excluded this plane from our study, since it appears
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to be quite different from all -the other planes. The following 7 planes were used for

testing:

a) F4 Jet b) F14 Jet c) F15 Jet d) F16 Jet e) F18 Jet f) Lear Jet g)- T38 Jet

To test how good the data was in allowing generalization, we decided to train

for all 7 planes at 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45 degrees. Testing was on

all other degrees within the range [0,45]. Since there are a total of 322 instances

of data and 70 were used for training, a test and training size of 79% and 21%

respectively were used. In almost all instances a correct response was obtained if

the best choice was selected. Problem points existed at 16 degrees were the system

could not distinguish between a Lear and an F15 Jet given the Lear data for testing.

At 17 degrees the problem was between a Lear and a T38 given the Lear data. The

certainties were low in both instances, indicating uncertainty in making the proper

classification. Two additional points of uncertainty were at 41 degrees. This time

SC-net had difficulties to distinguish between an F15 and an F14 given the F15 data,

and between an F16 and an F14 given the P16 data. Counting these four as miss-

classifications SC-net obtained an overall classification accuracy of 98.5%. This is a

favorable result, which is an improvement over results reported in [1].

VII Recommendations

The above results have shown that the wide-band data efficiently binned can be used

for effective training with SC-net. It is also shown that with the new representation

performance is good in Quickprop, also. It is expected that the results in Quickprop

will continue to parallel those of SC-net. The new data is rather small (only 25

features) and there exists only one example of a plane for every degree. This stands

in contrast to the prior method which sometimes generated dozens of hash patterns

for every degree. Even though, we were able to generalize from rather different

aspect angles, another problem still remains. The wide-band data provided by the
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simulation tool shows the radar-return of the plane taken from an exact centerspot.

In reality the image will be shifted. In this case it is expected that thewide-band

data will also be shifted. This will represent serious problems for the binning.. One

possible improvement of the current algorithm is to start the binning process from

the highest peak of the return, by making it the center of the newly formed return.

In this method a sort of ordering of the highest returns is achieved. This method

could improve making the generated data be more invariant to the shifting of the

peaks for different points. Additionally the relative magnitude of all the returns will

be preserved, which could lend itself as another factor when deciding what plane is

represented.

It is clear that the representation scheme is very important in the recognition

process. With the good results in the artificial data, we feel that real data should

be examined. It will have the problems of shifting and noise. Additionally, there

will likely be other issues. Examination of it will help serve to guide the research

in the proper direction. The current results are encouraging. They indicate that

recognition may be done with relatively small networks. This will allow shorter

'training times and more patterns to be addressed.

We have begun to look at the ARTI data, which is actual data with the planes

disguised. The results are very preliminary. It has been necessary to align the data.

The results have been to get 17 of 19 planes correct in a 3 degree aspect arc around

180 degrees. One training example is used of each of the two planes in the set. Again

a problem is representation and it clearly needs to be investigated further.

The symbolic features of SC-net have been helpful in explaining what is hap-

pening with the different representations. The abil;cy to use variables allows one to

try applying different meanings to ranges of input data in a simple fashion. Rule

generation can show how inputs interact with outputs, even in cases where there is

no (clear) symbolic meaning. It is felt that these types of features are important for

connectionist models in this (and other) domains. Further investigation along this
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line for both Quickprop and SC-net cfn be useful.

It can, be a sort of luxury, due to time factors, to use more than one learning

algorithm. However, we have-found this valuable. Each has different characteristics

Which can bring to light distinct problems with representation, the data or type of

algorithm. It is especially useful in a case where the characterization of the data is

not clear. Of course, the characterization of many learning algorithms is incomplete,

also. The comparisons can also shed light on the algorithms characteristics.

Learning in this domain can be very time-consuming in terms of CPU-time. It

requires good, stable, fast computing facilities. Investigations into methods which

are efficient in the learning process in terms -of time and space are also of import

to this research. Quickprop is faster than back-propagation schemes and SC-net

is in turn faster than either of those. However, there is certainly much room for

improvement and research in this area is well warranted.

Intuitively, it would seem that the aspect angle of the plane may be recovered

at least somewhat. Training at every 5 degrees it is unknown where a plane at 3

degrees, for example, would be put. Investigation along these lines remains to be

done. Due to early basic recognition problems it was ignored.

The results of this study provide us with optimism that connectionist models

can be effectively used to solve the problem of recognizing airplanes from their radar

profiles. However, there is significant research in the areas discussed here (and others

that may arise) to be done.
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MODEL FOR -CHARACTERIZING A DIRECTIONAL COUPLER BASED

OPTICAL HETERODYNE DETECTION SYSTEM

by

Mohammad A. Karim

ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the research performed during the USAF-UES

Summer Faculty Research Program. The work involved developing an

analytical model for characterizing a directional coupler based

optical heterodyne (coherent) detection system. The coherent

detection system in question consists of two fiber optic links

carrying respectively optical signal and local oscillator beams

which are then combined by means of a directional coupler. The

directional coupler based heterodyning scheme is compared with

that based on Y-coupler as well as that based on only beam split-

ter in terms of their signal-to-noise ratios. The current analyt-

ical and simulation results along with those expected to be

generated through a follow-up mini-grant study would be able to

dictate the design characteristics of the most optimum direc-

tional coupler based coherent detection system.
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I.- INTRODUCTION

Coherent (heterodyne) detection (Karim, 1990) is a very

powerful technique for the sensing of optically narrowband radia-

tion at the quantum noise limit. In particular, optical real-time

beam steering devices such as those based on liquid crystals on

nonlinear refracting material (Karim, 1988 and 1989) can be

anticipated to bring in target signatures and thereafter the

target signatures can be combined with certain laser transmitter

output at a receiver. Such processing of signals at a receiver is

accomplished by means of heterodyne schemes. The mixing of the

two beams, however, can be carried out in two ways: (a) in free-

space by means of a beam splitter; and (b) using fibers and

either a directional coupler or a Y-coupler.

The WRDC/AARI-2 Division of the Wright-Patterson AFB is

currently interested in developing a reliable heterodyne scheme

for mixing steered beam and laser transmitter beam preferably

using fiber based systems. As a first attempt, one may develop

model for characterizing the performance of a directional coupler

based heterodyne system where one may limit the analysis to only

step-index fiber and single mode operation. Furthermore, in this

study, the target signature is now assumed to be an ideal one for

the sake of simplicity. It has already been shown that the field

distribution of optical beams as well as detector uniformity play

significant roles in determining the efficiency of the corre-

sponding heterodyne system (Cohen, 1975; Fink, 1975; Fink and

Vodopia, 1976). The problems associated with the multimode Y-

coupler are definitely more cumbersome and, therefore, the corre-

sponding modeling may involve more difficult analysis.
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One of my current research interests at the UniVersity of

Dayton has been directed towards exploring the various possibili-

ties of designing and characterizing optical systems for generat-

ing, transforming, shifting, or modifying laser beams. In addi-

tion, I had also developed analytical as well as software tools

for verifying liquid crystal based beam agility devices for

WRDC/AARI-2 during my 1988 SFRP work as well as for nonlinear

refracting material based E-O scanner for WRDC/AARI-3 during my

1989 SFRP work. These experiences have served as motivation for

the current SFRP work that also consists of developing analytical

tools but for characterizing a heterodyne system.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

There has been an ever growing interest in achieving proper

heterodyning of steered optical beams. Several vendors have

already delivered prototype of several liquid crystal based beam

steering devices to my sponsoring laboratory. One of the ways

that such and other beam steering devices could be used would be

to collect target signature and then mix it with laser transmit-

ter beam in an optical heterodyne configuration. One of the means

of heterodyne scheme may involve the use of a directional coupler

for efficient mixing of the beams at the detector. My assignment

as the SFRP Fellow was to perform basic research into the theory

and characterizations of a directional coupler based heterodyne

system shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a combination of a

the beam steering device, an acousto-optic modulator, beam split-

ters and a variable fiber coupler. The advantage of having such a

set-up is that under suitable operating condition, the SNR may be
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reasonably small.

The objectives of this research are three-fold: (a) to

develop model for describing, the performance of the aforemen-

tioned coherent detection system;- (b) to develop theory to iden-

tify which of the two possible couplers (Y-coupler versus direc-

tional coupler) is more desirable; and (c) to develop software

tool for studying the performance of the said system at least for

a single mode.

III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT

In principle, heterodyning at light frequencies is the same

as that at much lower frequencies. For the conventional receiver,

voltages at two different frequencies are applied to a nonlinear

circuit element, such as a diode, which acts as the translator.

Current at the difference frequency is recovered from the output

of the device and is amplified and processed. Similarly, at

optical wavelengths two electric field at different frequencies

are applied to a photodetector, and current at the difference

frequency is recovered from the output. This technique provides a

signal that is an exact replica of the original but moved down to

some lower frequency range in which amplification, filtering, and

detection are easier to achieve.

Fig. 1 shows the system wherein an input light of frequency

fi is mixed with a local oscillator beam of frequency fl. The

background light that may be present is represented by many small

components, spread over certain band, and each having some ampli-

tude Ab and frequency fb" The local oscillator and input signal

can be represented respectively as E1 = A1 cos wot and Ei = Ai
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Cos wit where Wk represents the angular frequency of beam x. The

total background light can be represented as Eb = Z-Ab Cos wbt"

Ab and wb have values for every component of light present in the

background. The current at the output of the square-law detector

is thus given by

i = c (Ai cos wit + A1 cos wlt + Ab cOs wbt). (1)

where c is a constant. As a result of the squaring operation, Eq.

(1) will result into cross products between the various terms,

and we shall obtain components involving the sums and differences

of these frequencies. The sum frequencies are much too high to be

passed by the detector and can, therefore, be neglected. The

resulting expression for the current is given by

i = c ((Ai 2 + A1 2 + 7 Ab2)/2 + AiAl cos(wi - wl)t ]  (2)
b

In Eq. (2), all terms resulting from cross products, or beats,

between the>7 Ab cos Wbt components and other components have

been neglected. These beats are negligibly small except in unusu-

al circumstances given that the heterodyne circuit can provide

excellent frequency filtering as well as critical spatial dis-

crimination. Eq. (2) consists of direct current (dc) terms re-

sulting from the local oscillator, the signal and the total

background light and is equivalent to idc = c(Pi + P1 + Pb) where

Pi is the local oscillator power, Pi is input signal power, and

Pb is the total background power. The cross term represents the

beat between the local oscillator and signal and is the desired

intermediate-frequency (IF) carrier.
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in addition to the dc and the desired IF current, there is

the shot noise that accompanies the dc which is related to Pi,

Pl, and Pb by

(isn)2 = 2 ce(Pi + P1 + Pb)(BW)

= (2e 2 (BW)/hf)(Pi + P1 + Pb) (3)

where e is the electronic charge, h is Planck's constant, f is

the light frequency and BW is the IF bandwidth.

The thermal noise at the input to the IF amplifier is also

important in the same way that such noise is important at the

input to the signal amplifier when direct detection is employed.

This noise power (Karim, 1990) is given by FkT(BW), where F is

the noise figure of the amplifier, k is Boltzmann's constant, and

T is the absolute temperature. Obviously, the best heterodyne

receiver performance will be obtained only when the noise figure

F is the lowest.

The IF signal-to-noise ratio SNR may be obtained to give:

SNR = 2 c2PiPl/({2ce(Pi + Pl + Pb) + Fkt)BW] (4)

The noise includes total shot noise given by Eq. (3), and thermal

noise. Furthermore, for practical receivers P1 can usually be

made much greater than Pi + Pb and, in fact, can be large that

the thermal noise may be insignificant. Under these conditions,

the only noise of consequence is the shot noise produced by the

local oscillator. Thus,

SNR = n *Pi/(hf(BW)) (5)

where n* is an efficiency factor. The IF signal power is propor-
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tional to the product of local-oscillator light power and signal

light power. For the direct detector, however, the power of the

recovered signal is proportional to the square of the signal

light power only. Thus, when compared to the direct detection

output, the heterodyne scheme provides a gain proportional to

Pl/Pi.

From these considerations, we see that the heterodyne re-

ceiver provides several advantages. First, the conversion process

provides gain so that the signal output of the detector may

overwhelm both thermal and detector noise. Second, the heterodyne

receiver provides excellent discrimination against background

noises. And, finally, it allows for the possibility of recovering

both phase-modulated or frequency-modulated signals.

Heterodyne conversion takes place over an area significantly

larger than the order of a light wavelength. The maximum IF

signal is obtained only when the signal and local-oscillator

beams have the same phase relationship over the complete area of

coincidence. Accordingly, the optical phase must be uniform over

the complete wavefront of each beam. This requirement is met only

under the following conditions:

1. The two beams must have the same mode structure (higher-

order modes are undesirable, since they reduce the fiber

bandwidth and introdace signal distortions);

2. The two beams must be coincident and, to maximize the

SNR, their diameters nust be equal;

3. The beams must propagate in the same direction;

4. The wavefronts nust have the same curvature; and
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5. The beams must be identically polarized.

The heterodyne receiver may be considered disadvantageous in

that, for optimum performance, it must meet all of the above

requirements we have set forth, some of which are very severe.

The SNR performance of the heterodyne system ,is influenced-

most particularly by n* which may have contributions from several

fiber optics consideration. Accordingly, n* can be expressed as

nln 2n3n4n5n6 where n1 is the fraction of the signal power that is

actually coupled to the fiber, n2 is the transmission of the

waveguide, n3 is the coupling efficiency into the photocurrent

component oscillating at IF frequency, n4 is the amount of output

power actually coupled into the detector, n5 is the bend loss

factor and n6 is the quantum efficiency of the photodetection

process. However, nI is calculated from the product of another

six launching efficiency components n1 j, n12 , n13 , n14 , n15 , and

n16. The three spot-size related launching efficiencies (Marcuse

1970 and 1977; Kogelnik 1964) are: (a) n1l influenced by the

variation of Gaussian spot size wo, (b) n12 influenced by funda-

mental fiber mode spot size wg, and (c) n13 influenced by the

mismatch of two spot sizes while the three geometrical launching

efficiencies (Karim, 1990) are (a) n14 caused by the transverse

offset, (b) n15 caused by the angular offset, and (c) n16 caused

by the longitudinal offset. It must be noted that n6 is the same

for all heterodyne systems irrespective of whether or not a

directional coupler is used. Thus for proper comparison between

different heterodyne systems, only the evaluation of n*/n 6 is

enough.
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IVi SIMULATION

A computer program was written to evaluate n*/n 6 for the direc-

tional coupler by having first determined n11., n1 2 , n1 3 , n1 4 ,

n15, n16 , n2 , n3 , n4 , and n5 (Neumann, 1988). It may be reasona-

ble to assume that n2 to be approximately 1 since transmission

attenuation can be as small as 0.2 dB/km (Karim, 1990), and like-

wise n4 can be about 0.965 for an ideal fiber end-face, and n5 is

unity since the distance under consideration is very small. Fig.

2(a) shows the plot of n1l versus wo/a where a is the core radius

for different values of normalized frequency V, Fig. 2(b) shows

the values of maximum n12 and optimum wg/a versus V and Fig. 2(c)

shows the plot of n1 3 versus Wo/Wg. On the other hand, Fig. 3

(a)-(c) respectively shows the three geometry related launching

efficiencies nl4, n1 5 , and n16 . Fig. 4(a) shows the geometry of a

directional coupler while Fig. 4(b) shows the values of n3 versus

wavelength for different values of coupler separation (Digonnet

and Shaw, 1983). Fig. 5 shows n5 for two of the most important

modes LP0 1 and LP,, as functions of wavelength (Karim, 1990).

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the plots of n*/n 6 versus the three ratios

Zw/Zr, theta/thetad, and s/wg for different values of wo/a where

zw, theta, and s are the three offsets, zr is Rayleigh distance

and thetad is the divergence angle.

V. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION1S

Preliminary calculations made during this work is indicative

of the fact that it is possible to use directional coupler in an

heterodyne system as it may provide high SNRs provided proper

geometrical and beam characteristics have been maintained.
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Before the design- characteristics of the directional coupler

based. heterodyne system is finally specified, a few more aspects

need to be considered and investigated in the follow-up research.

The follow-up u-Ini-grant proposal is expected to address the

following additional concerns:

(i) consider the fact that the detectors are often nonuniform

and it may contribute to detrimental consequences (Fink and

Vodopia, 1976) that needs to be avoided;

(ii) account for the fact that the steered beams may have field

profile that may result in a reduction of SNR (Fink, 1976; Paran-

to, 1988);

(iii) account for the fact that wavelength variation will play a

role in determining system efficiencies (Digonnet and Shaw,

1983);

(iv) to account for the consequences of using an Y-coupler

(Karim, 1990; Salzman, Sivan, Kapon, and Katzir, 1983) in the

place of a directional coupler;

(v) to account for the fact that a directional coupler may not be

strictly step-index type; and

(vi) to account for the realistic transmission characteristics of

the available directional coupler.

An analysis of the sort described should be substantiated by

experimental verification of the resulting heterodyne system.
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Context Dynamics in Neural Sequential Learning

by

Kevin G. Kirby

ABSTRACT

A new neural architecture was developed for efficient learning of spatiotemporal dynamics.

This architecture reduces the learning problem to two subproblems: (1) the formation of a "con-

text" containing compressed input histories, and (2) the classification of context by an associa-

tional algorithm. The first subproblem was handled by introducing a nonlinear dynamical system

into the neural network, which can be a low-connectivity random net or a continuous reaction-

diffusion system. This enables the solution of the second subproblem to become simpler, requir-

ing only a variant of the classical perceptron learning algorithm. A theoretical framework was

developed in which the learning capabilities were analyzed in terms of finite automata theory..A

computer simulation system was developed and used to show efficient learning of the sequential

parity problem. Further simulations clarified the role of the context subsystem and demonstrated

promising non-connectionist architectures for this problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One goal of machine learning research is to develop a system which can make observations

of a complex, unknown environment, and form its own internal model to make predictions of the

enviroment's responses to various disturbances. This is an extension of what is known as the

"system identification problem": if we watch an unknown system long enough, observing inputs

and outputs, how can we reconstruct its internal states? This problem, in turn, is an extension of

the learning problem that has been tackled by neural network researchers since the field's begin-

nings: how do we learn associations in space and time?

The Advanced Systems Research Group of the Avionics Laboratory at Wright Patterson Air

Force Base has been particularly concerned with neural-network learning for pattern recognition

and control. As one example, the application to damaged systems is crucial. Can an automated

system participating in the piloting of a severely damaged aircrft rapidly learn a model of the

craft's dynamics to keep it functional? Neural network architectures truly give us special-purpose

systems with autonomy and real-time capabilities. Exciting developments in the field have

extended the technologies for spatial learning to temporal learning. However straightforward

extensions of existing algorithms (such as backpropagation) to the temporal domain incur a large

cost in terms of processing time and hardware resources.

Because of the cost problem, in my research I decided to approach the temporal learning

problem in terms of a problem reduction: how can we fool a neural network into thinking it is

solving a simple spatial problem when in fact it is handling a complex spatiotemporal one? Ironi-

cally, this line of research leads us into quite unorthodox neural network dynamics.

My research interests concern the role of dynamical systems in information processing. My

earlier work on the biophysical simulations supporting a continuous neuron model, and its appli-

cation to for robot navigation and path optimization, laid the foundation for my summer assign-

ment. Aside from its benefits in developing a new technology, my work at the Avionics Labora-

tory helps create a foundation for a clearer understanding of the role of spatiotemporal dynamics

in intelligence.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Currently, the problem of learning associations between temporal sequences of spatial pat-

terns is one of the mostchallenging in the field of neural networks. Inspired by the facility with

which real brains accomplish this learning, generalizations of successful connectionist gradient

descent algorithms from the spatial to the spatiotemporal domain have attracted much interest in

the past two years. Yet the advantages of traditional connectionist solutions have become less

clear, these solutions are both time consuming and require large amounts of memory and inter-

neuronal connections. This suggests it is fruitful to search for new ideas.

My summer fellowship allowed me to develop a key concept, called context, and elaborate

it into a novel architecture employing both connectionist and non-connectionist elements. This

architecture has successfully and efficiently solved simple sequential learning problems, and

work is currently underway on more complex tasks. The idea of context allows us to decompose

the problem of learning spatiotemporal sequences into two subproblems, solvable by a conver-

gence of new and old technologies.

The overall problem may be stated in general terms as follows. We are given a set of

multi-dimensional input signals {x()} and we observe the corresponding output signals (y(t)}.

Unlike a simple spatial mapping, the output at time t depends not merely on the input at that time,

but on an undetermined history of earlier inputs. We wish to have our learning machine form a

model that explains this x---y association. Our idea is first to generate a compressed representa-

tion of input histories, called context. We do this by sending the input signals to a dynamical sys-

tem called a context reverberation subsystem, which serves as a repository for information

relevant to the association. This system may be either a sparsely connected network of conven-

tional linear-threshold neurons, or an unorthodox complex neuron with continuous internal states.

Hardware requirements for these context reverberation subsystems are less stringent than for ordi-

nary connectionist learning architectures. The remainder of the problem is to use a conventional

learning algorithm to group the current inputs with the context, and associate these with output

patterns. As a consequence, the introduction of the context concept has allowed us to fall back on

well-studied learning algorithms such as the perceptron convergence method.

In the three technical sections that follow, I map out the ideas and summarize the results of

our implementations. The accomplislments may be summarized as follows.
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Accomplishments of the Research Effort 7/2/90 - 9/7/90

(1) The context reverberation architecture-was shownto work efficiently on the sequential par-

ity problem, which is a temporal generalization of the benchmark spatial parity problem.

An interactive simulation environment written in C++ was developed for these experiments.

(2) The connectionist version of this architecture was shown to require only local connectivity

between neuronalunits. This permitu a dramatic, order of magnitude reduction in connec-

tions. Our solution overcomes the high connectivity problem, the chief obstacle in hardware

implementations of traditional neural networks.

(3) We have formulated necessary conditions for the context dynamics to produce efficient

learning. The essential feature of the context reverberation subsystem is its ability to

discriminate temporally different but spatially similar inputs. This capability stems from the

highly aperiodic nature of the dynamics. We have found a striking correlation between

period length and the efficacy of the subsystem. This allowed us to bring in results on the

theory of phase transitions in random nets to suggest new context reverberation designs.

(4) We have investigated context reverberation subsystems that are modified by simple genetic

algorithms. This allowed us to improve the amenability of the entire system to traditional
learning algorithms, and results more rapid learning times.

(5) We have mathematically elucidated the nature of the context reverberation approach to

sequential learning. When phrased in the language of finite automata theory, the learning

system is modeling the observed system in a sense different from the textbook "simulation-

as-automaton-homomorphism" definition. Instead, it is employing a mathematically dual

notion we call "quotient simulation". These ideas have implications that transcend the

neural domain that motivated them, and deepen the significance of this work.

(6) We have identified promising non-connectionist technologies for context reverberation sys-

tems. The discoveries of the sufficiency of local connectivity (item 2, above) and the char-

acterization of the requisite dynamics (item 3) suggest that a dynamically richer neuron, the

so-called reaction-diffusion neuron, can be employed in our architecture. A single such neu-
ron would play the role of an entire local connectionist net of several dozen units.

The final section makes recommendations on the continuation of the research programme.
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III. STRATEGIES FOR LEARNING AN UNKNOWN DYNAMICS

In this and the following two sections, we describe the details of our research programme.

Since many of the ideas are new and unfamiliar, space limitations require us to be somewhat

terse. Subsequent publications will give these ideas their more complete exposition.

The canonical problem in neural network research is the following: Given a finite subset of

the graph of a function f, guess what f is. The subset of the graph we are given is called a train-

ing set. Elements of the domain are spatial patterns. The algorithm must process this set to come

up with a representation forf. The representation can be used to compute f on elements of the

domain not appearing in the training set, and this is called "generalization". Often we are

interested in adding a temporal dimension. This could mean real time, or merely the information

included in sequences of input patterns provided to the system. In other words, an output pattern

is no longer determined only by an input pattern, but potentially by an unbounded sequence of

previous input patterns. If we let X and Y be our input and output sets, respectively, we pass from

the interpolation of a function f: X -. Y to the simulation of a dynamical system

5: Q x X -+ Q where Q is the set of states of our observed system. The job of the learning sys-

tem is to construct an internal model of this observed system. Training sets are now sequences of
inputs paired with sequences of output. A good simulation of 8 permits good generalization.

Connectionist systems can be harnessed for such computation by using recurrent networks.

Indeed, backpropagation formally generalizes fairly easily to the recurrent case, although such an

extension seems to be fairly demanding of computational resources (19]. This is a very active

area of connectionist research [3,161. Of course, this is by no means the only sense of "temporal"

learning. One can also phrase the problem as one of learning a sequence of actions in a network

with scalar feedback; this is the work of Kiopf [13].

Our architecture is sketched schematically in Figure 1. We assume a discrete time scale.

Spatial input patterns arrive on input lines, and are sent to an output layer of conventional linear

threshold neurons, and to an internal subsystem. This internal subsystem has explicit or implicit

recurrent connections, and is used to store the state of the system. Unlike the state units in the

work of Jordan [5], the state representation is arbitrary. We call this a context reverberation (CR)
subsystem. In the work of Gallant [6], enhancing an earlier model of Rosenblatt [17], a totally

connected net of linear threshold neurons was used for a similar function. The output of a sequen-

tial system depends on current input plus state. Our architecture captures this dependence in a

very straightforward way; output units receive signals from the input units and the CR subsystem.
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The important-research problem here is this:,how can the CR-subsystem send, an effective

representation of input history to the output layer? Let us define context as the dynamical state of

the CR subsystem. This concept can be clarified by considering a spectrum of approaches to con-

nectionist architectures for sequential problems, shown in Figure 2. At one extreme, time-delay

neural networks send exact delayed copies of the input signals to the output layer. A conventional

learning algorithm learns to produce correct output from inputs x(t),x(t-l), ... x(t-TMAX),

where the input temporal window [t-TMAX..t] is determined in advance. Hence context in this

case exactly corresponds to history. On the other extreme, some sequential problems depend on

time and not on history. A clock neural network calculates outputs from the input signal x(t) cou-

pled with an encoding of t.

In many problems, we need an unbounded temporal window, plus some access to encoded

time, but do not want to maintain the overhead of a very large number of time-delayed inputs.

The usual approach would be to designate -some neurons as state units, and give them recurrent

connections. These connections can be learned by "recurrent back-prop", for example. But our

architecture differs at a deep level from that approach. In such recurrent adaptation algorithms,

the idea is to create a homomorphism from the dynamics of the observed system to the dynamics

of the neural net. If 8 is the dynamics of the system that we want to model (a finite automaton

that computes parity, for example), we would to set up the weights of our neural net so that its

dynamics is given by 8', where there is a mapping h from external states Q to net states Q' that

preserves the dynamics. This means that these two dynamics are coordinated by the relation

8'(h (q),x) = h (8(q,x)) for all inputs x and states q of the 6bserved system. This homomorphism

of finite automata corresponds to the simulation relation: the learning system is supposed to simu-

late the observed system.

Our model constructs a representation of the observed system in a different, innovative

sense. We have a mapping 0 that collapses many states of our CR-subsystem onto each state q of

the observed system. This is depicted in Figure 3. The equivalence classes of states, 0-'(q),
correspond to the ellipses in the bottom half of the figure. The set of these classes is called the
I"quotient space" under the mapping 0. It is this quotient space that, as learning proceeds, should

come to represent the known system. As time proceeds, each class flows through the CR state

space eoottom) tracking the transitions in the observed state space (above). In reality, since the

complexity of the CR dynamics is so great, occasionally we will find that generalization off a

training set of sequences is poor over long time periods. Referring to the figure, this happens

when the dynamics of the CR system does not track the quotient structure. The trajectories
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wander out of their proper equivalence classes, so the learned internal model would break down a

few time steps past the end of the training data. A good CR architecture will make this a, rare

occurrence.

IV. LOW-CONNECTIVITY ARCHITECTURES FOR CONTEXT REVERBERATION

Having discussed the role of the CR subsystem, we now tum to its implementation. We first

investigated a connectionist architecture, in which the CR subsystem contained a number of

linear threshold units arranged in a grid, each connected to others within a limited neighborhood.

CThis contrasts with the total (i.e., 0(n 2)) connectivity in the nets of Hopfield, Anderson, and

others.) Synaptic weights are fixed and randomized. We had known from the work of Gallant

and King (6] that a totally connected layer of random hidden units could learn sequential prob-

lems with some success. But dozens of units in a such a highly connected system will result in

hundreds of wires. Our first step, undertaken with a graduate student at Wright State University,

showed that for the so-called "robot plan task", low connectivity was more efficient [12]. During

the summer, an "autopsy" of~the networks (from large sequences of randomly generated trials)

showed that the most successful ones were those that had highly irregular dynamical trajectories.
We ran see this if we plot the intensity of the firing states of the CR net versus time, for an arbi-

tiauy clamped input. (Intensity here means we add up the +1/-I (firing/silent) values.) This is

shown in the two plots at the bottom of Figure 4. The first plot shows a "good" CR net, which

learned the task quickly, and the bottom a "bad" net that failed to learn. This shows that aperiodi-

city (or, strictly speaking, periods of length much longer than the time scales of interest) is an

attribute correlated with good CR performance. One way to control this is to adjust the "gain"

signal, which amplifies the input signals coming in to the hidden net. This is shown in the plot at

the top of Figure 4. Low gain yields better results.

The robot plan task, however, merely involves memorizing a set of sequence pairs, and does

not address the issue of generalization. To go beyond thi9, we had our network learn the sequen-

tial parity automaton (Figure 6.) The output at time t is the parity of the string of binary inputs

from time 0 to time t. We used connectionist CR nets with various neighborhood sizes, and plot-

ted the learning times in Figure 5. The perceptron algorithm was used to make the input/context

associations. The y axis plots the number of perceptron epochs (passes through the training set),

when trying to learn parity from five sequences of duration equal to 15 time units. We used 64
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CR units, and averaged over 20 different configurations. We only plot the result for cases when
every instance learning the training data perfectly (zero error). Generalization on a test set of five

random length 15 sequences resulted in an error under 6% for the 7-neighbor case. Preliminary

results from a genetic modification scheme, which remove unchanging context units and swap
weight values, showed modest improvements in learning rates with no significant change in gen-

eralization ability.

Figure 5 shows that not only is lower connectivity dramatically more efficient in terms of

required connections, but it is even more efficient in absolute learning time. The curve's

minimum occurs at a neighborhood size of 7, corresponding to 7x64 = 448 weights. This can be
compared 642 = 4096 weights for the Gallant implementation, which took slightly longer to learn

on average. As the neighborhood size shrinks to 6, 5 and 4, learning times increase, but for some

applications weights may be traded off against learning time,

V. NON'-CONNECTIONIST ENHANCEMENTS TO THE ARCHITECTURE

We can conclude from the experiments just described that the locality of the connections in

the CR architecture is a feature to be exploited. This is an economic issue; fewer connections
require less space and ease hardware implementations. But it also allows us to more rigorously

investigate the dynamical properties of CR systems. In this section we discuss our work in rela-

tion to work in the dynamical systems disciplines. Insights from these disciplines are important,

because they help us understand and extend the capabilities of the CR architecture.

Our connectionist CR-subsystem uses a random network. Kauffman [7] showed that net-
works of totally connected random boolean units exhibit an exponential growth in limit cycle

length as the number of units increases. (A limit cycle is one period of the state trajectory.) In

other words, a the state trajectories of even a small net are highly aperiodic. This is termed a
"chaotic" phase, as opposed to the so-called "ordered phase" when cycle lengths increase polyno-

mially with the number of units. Reducing from global to local connectivity slows this growth.
With only 2-neighbor connectivity the periodicity grows as 07N', too slowly for effective use as a

context reverberation net. KUrten [8] studies threshold units with different local connectivities

and shows that whereas low-connectivity systems in which neighbors are chosen randomly have

exponential growth in cycle lengths, nearest-neighbor systems may show linear growth. The
low-connectivity nets studied were the 3-neighbor "honeycomb" lattice, and the self+4-neighbor
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square lattice. The zero-threshold honeycomb lattice shows linear growth in cyclelength, andthe

zero-threshold square lattice with self-feedback shows exponential growth. Adding, a unit thres-

hold moves this system back into an orderedphase. Our research suggests that We should seek a

chaotic phase in ourcontext-reverberation systems. So if we are committed to using a local net

of conventionalneurons, the connectivity level (i.e., neighborhood size ) should be:at-least 4. For

connectivity less than this, learning should be impossible. We have experimentally confirmed

this; .the curve in Figure 5 goes to infinity on the left, when connectivity approaches 3.

Given the efficiency of low-connectivity threshold lattice automata as chaotic reverberation

subsystems, we can investigate the, potential of continuous local dynamical systems for setting up

context. The general case is a reaction-diffusion equation, of the form

au=t) V.D(I)Vu( t) + R[ut)](1)
at

Here u(t, t) is an excitation signal diffusing across a space with coordinates g. D is the diffusion

coefficient, which may vary across the space. R Is the reaction term, a function of the excitation

level. In the two terms we have the two ingredients necessary for effective context reverberation:

local communication (via the diffusion tern), and local computation (via the reaction term), In

one dimension, in analogy to the discrete set of threshold units we used for learning the parity

problem in the previous section), we can compartmentalize the system to create a ring of com-

partments. The diffusion term with discretized compartments becomes d djk(u 1-uk). This sys-
jmk±l

tern was introduced by Alan Turing [18] to study the destabilizing effect of diffusion in morpho-

genesis. (Turing used two diffusing signals.) Othmer and Scriven [5 examined how the

dynamical properties of this reaction-diffusion system depended on the topology, studying rings

and lattices in what was a continuous analog to the studies of Kiirten [8] on lattice automata cited

above.

Can we expect such continuous dynamics to improve our CR-subsystems? We claim that it

should be possible by using a neuronal model based on the Turing morphogenesis equations.

This model, is called the reaction-diffusion neuron [9,10], a cor,,nuous extension of a discrete

linear u.,it used in a Darwinian brain model. These neurons take input signals and map them into

continuous gradients, which evolve by reaction-diffusion equations. Gradients are read by spa-

,ally fixed sensors, whose response induces the firing of the neuron. With suitable dynamics one

reac.mon-diffusion neuron can play the role of an entire CR-subnetwork. It is interesting to note

that one of the features that make such neurons amenable to learning algorithms is their
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gradualism property; slight changes in the-intemal sensor distribution produce slight, changes in
the dynamics. Indeed,'this is like the case of totally connected random boolean nets, -which have

low structural and Lyapunov stability [7]. On the other hand, we may,trade off gradualism for

long cycle lengths, which, as we have seen in the previous section, are-strongly correlated with

good learning performance in CR systems. This suggests that a highly aperiodic reaction-

diffusion neuron would 'be advantageous. We have the extreme case of this in the chaotic

Lorenz-Turing neuron (11], in which trajectories proceed along a strange attractor. Figure 7

shows a plot a a two-compartment LT-neuron, showing the diffusion-caused interference of the

familiar Lorenz butterfly attractor.

Once we allow continuous dynamics to enhance the CR system, we can consider adaptation

of this dynamics. Recall that in the experiments discussed so far, the CR-subsystem was random

and fixed, except possibly for sporadic localized genetic modification. This allows the context

dynamics to evolve concurrently with the representation. We can view this idea of context as

analogous to some phenomena observed in other research. In the continuous case we can have

formation of topological features such as those that arise in Turing-type morphogenesis systems,

e.g., the stripes of Meinhardt and Gierer (14]. A well-known neural analog, is in the work of

Amari (1] on pattern formation in neural fields. A neuial field changes the representation of neu-

rons from a set of finite units to a manifold of-mathematic,, points. Firing signals do not pro-

pagate along connections, but spread out along the manifold, governed by equations of the form:

at = - u(,t) + f w(Att') lu(A ',t)] dp + input terms. (2)
at

The weighting "matrix" w(gg') internal to the neural field is fixed in advance; only the input

weights change (according to a Hebbian algorithm). Efferents from the neural field in a sense use

the acquired patterns as state information, since the topographic arrangement on the field is also a

kind of repository for input history. Let us call the kind of input context in these morphogenesis

and neural field models topographic context. This contrasts with the concept of scrambled con-

,ext used by our CR systems to represent history.

Scrambled and topographic context promise to be important notions in the theory of

sequential learning. We have shown that the requirements for a good context-reverberation sub-
system do not include the high connectivity required for connectionist solutions to other prob-

lems. This may encourage molecular electronic hardware implementations [41. Low-connectivity

nets of linear threshold functions with nearest-neighbor topology provide long cycle lengths and

are an effective means for providing scrambled context information to a single-layer learning
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Figure 7. Trajectory of a 2-compartmnn Lorenz-Turing neuron
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algorithm for learning the-parity dynamics. We believe that such a result is encouraging for the

study of non-symbolic non-connectionist continuous systems for-solving "real" ardficial intelli-

gence problems. Far from merely providing a new technology for machine learning, the CR sys-

ternhas produced fertile ideas enabling a more profound understanding of the learning problem

itself.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion, we have constructed a new neural architecture, called the context reverbera-

tion architecture, that (1) learns the sequential, dynamics of an observed system; (2) learns rapidly

and with accurate generalization; (3) does so with dramatically low connectivity requirements;

(4) uses aperiodic dynamics to represent context; (5) can be sped up by simple genetic algo-

rithms; (6) suggests a new paradigm for the sequential learning problem; and (7) may be

enhanced with a continuous time non-connectionist neural model.

The continuation of this project requires a working simulation of a CR system solving a

highly complex sequential problem. It also demands a full theoretical characterization of the

computational power of the architecture. Toward this end, the following recommendations are

made.

(I) The learning system should attempt to learn a finite state system with a dynamics two ord-

ers of magnitude more complicated than the parity problem. This means moving from two

states in the observed system, to over a hundred states. With conventional architectures,

this would be intractable. Experimentation with this more complicated system will require

an enhancement of the simulation environment. Figure 8 shows a screen from the current

environment.

(2) The connectionist version of the context reverberation subsystem should be coupled with a

version of the Doya-Yoshizawa algorithm (21 to get the most computational work out of the

context units. This algorithm is a continuous time extension of recurrent backpropagation.

A detailed study of the tradeoff between this algorithm's cost and the efficiency gain is in

order. This would smooth the transition to handling continuous input and output signals.

(3) The coupling of the Lorenz-Turing neuron to the learning system should be perfected.

Mathematical analysis done during the summer suggests the Doya-Yoshizawa algorithm

can be modified to act between compartments in a reaction-diffusion system like the
Lorenz-Turing neuron. This ties in to fundamental research on the computational potential

of chaos.

An SFRP follow-on grant from the AFOSR Research Initiation Program will be sought to pursue

these recommendations. We expect contributin 2'zboth technological and theoretical areas.
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Fiber Laser Preamplifier for Laser Radar Detectors

by

Richard E. Miers

ABSTRlAC

A study was made of the feasability of using a fiber laser preamplifier as a

means of improving the detectability of laser radar signals. Although fiber

laser amplifiers at the wavelength of interest, 1.064 um, have not been

developed, a study of the development of Er-doped fiber laser amplifiers for

1.55 pm indicates the usefulness of such amplifiers. Also the properties of

Nd-doped fibers indicates that such fibers should amplify 1.06 gm wavelength

signals as well as or better than the Er-doped amplifiers. Recommendations

for development and testing of such an amplifier are given.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Electro-optics-Division of the Avionics Laboratory at Wright- Patterson

Air Force Base is involved in the development of laser radar systems. One

possible method of increasing the detectability of a returning laser radar

signal might be to use a fiber optical laser preamplifier immediately before

the photo detector.

In the competition between signal and noise, immediate amplification of the

signal eliminates detector noise sources as areas of concern (due to the higher

signal level after amplification). Fiber laser amplifiers may allow immediate

signal preamplification.

My research interests in recent years have involved the use of various lasers

in atomic physics research. As part of this research I have constructed lasers

and have used a number of different types of commercial lasers. My

knowledge and experience involving lasers contributed to my assignment to

the Electrooptics Division of the Avionics Laboratory.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Light amplification by stimulated emission was first accomplished with the

advent of Maiman's Ruby Laser in 1960. [1] Light amplification of a

traveling light wave in an active fiber was reported by Koester and Snitzer in

1964. (2) They measured theamplification of a 1.06 pm wavelength signal in

a one meter long Nd-doped fiber that was pumped with a flash lamp situated

at the center of the spirally wound fiber. In 1969 Holst and Snitzer detected

1.06 ptm signals with a fiber laser preamplifier. [3] They suggested use in a

laser radar system.

Subsequent to the initial efforts noted above, very little was reported on

traveling wave fiber laser amplifiers until around 1985. However, doped

fibers have been used in fiber lasers. In 1973 Stone and Burrus observed

lasing in two types of Nd-doped silica fibers. (4] One fiber consisted of an

active core of fused silica, aluminum oxide, and Nd-oxide surrounded by a

fused .silica cladding. The second was made up of an active core of fused

silica and Nd oxide only. In both cases the Nd content was less than 1% by

weight. They were end-pumped with a chopped argon-ion laser beam and

with a pulsed dye laser operating at 590 nm. The first fiber oscillated at 1.06

pm and the second at 1.08 pn. In a later paper they reported cw operation of

Nd-doped fiber lasers at room temperature. [51 In 1979 they reported a self-

contained LED-pumped single-crystal Nd:YAG fiber laser. (6] Since 1985,

due to the interest of the communications industry, a great deal of

development and testing has been done on Er-doped fibers to amplify light

signals at wavelengths at or near 1.55 Rm. However, as of now there seems
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to have been no effort to develop traveling wave fiber laser amplifiers at 1.06

pm which is the wavelength of immediate interest for laser radar at the

Avionics Laboratory.

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research

Program (SFRP) was to determine the potential for increased laser radar

receiver sensitivity based upon immediate optical signal preamplification

through use of a Nd-doped fiber laser amplifier. Results of this investigation

show that this type of laser preamplifier may be useful. Therefore the devel-

opment of an experimental program to build and study such an amplifier is a

secondary goal. It will be proposed that this investigation be continued with

funding from the Research Initiation Program.

III.

Fiber laser amplifiers seem to have a number of advantages over other optical

amplifiers. Fibers have been developed to transmit a single mode signal.

These fibers are polarization independant. Laser diodes with wavelength 807

nm, which is within a very efficient absorption pump band for Nd3+, are

readily available for end pumping. Theoretically, it appears possible to

develop a Nd-doped fiber amplifier with ideal i.e. quantum limited signal-to

noise ratio.
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Kingston derives the signal-to-noise ratio for a laser amplifier operating in

single mode applied to both coherent and direct detection systems. [7] His

treatment is similar to that of Yariv. [8] They show that the signal-to-noise

ratio for an ideal 4-level laser amplifier can be given by

(S/N)p = PV(hVA O1

where (S/N)p is the signal-to-noise ratio for a single mode of amplified

spontaneous emission, P. is the power of the detected signal, h is the photon

energy at the center of the stimulated emission band,AYis the detector

bandwidth, h is Planck's constant. This is the ideal quantum limited receiver

equivalent to a heteradyne detector with quantum efficiency of 1.

Nd-doped fibers are four-level laser systems while Er-doped fibers are three-

level systems. In a four-level laser amplifier, population inversion should

exist at very low absorbed pump powers since the lower lasing level is

initially unpopulated. In the three-level amplifier the lower lasing level is at

or near the ground state, therefore the pumping rate must be high enough to

move at least half of the electrons from the lower level to the upper level

before amplification can occur.

Many of the techniques and experiments leading to the development of Er-

doped fiber laser amplifiers may be used in the development of Nd- doped

amplifiers at 1.06 gtm. Also a future goal at the Avionics Laboratory may be

to develop laser radar systems using the eyesafe wavelength of 1.55 Rtm. In

that event an Er-doped laser preamplifier may be used.

Yamada et al. have obtained a signal gain as high as 37.8 dB in an Er-doped

fiber amplifier pumped by 0.98 ptm laser diodes. [9] They used a 30 m long
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Er3+ doped fiber at 20 mW launched pump power. The pumping source was

anInGaAs strained quantum well LD that could deliver up to about 85 mW

output. They found by comparison that,0.98 jim pumping was more efficient

than 1.48 jim pumping. Giles et al. measured the noise performance of an

Er-doped fiber amplifier pumped at 1.49 pm. [10] They achieved a gain of

37.4 dB ata wavelength of 1.53 pm and a noise figure of 5.3 dB. The

sensitivity of the optical receiver without preamplifier was -21 dBm. The

receiver sensitivity with preamplifier was -41 dBm. Olshansky defines the

noise figure F as 2Y, whereis the population inversion factor, given by

y - g(g.- a.)

where g. is the rate of stimulated emission and a. is the rate of stimulated

absorption. (11] For complete population inversion, 'Y= 1, and the noise figure

F is 3 dB.

End pumping has been accomplished using various pumping lasers and

wavelengths. In particular pumping with diode lasers has been achieved. To

date laser diode pumping has been reported at 0.807 jim, 1.48 pm, and at 0.98

ptm with the pumping at 0.98 pm reported to be the most efficient. Yamada,

et al. tested the noise characteristics of Er 3+ doped fiber amplifiers pumped

by 0.98 pm and 1.48 gm laser diodes. [12] The spontaneous-spontaneous beat

noise and the spontaneous shot noise for the 1.48 pm pumping were higher

than those for the 0.98 gtm pumping. The noise figures estimated from the

signal-spontaneous beat noise were 3.2 dB for 0.98 pm pumping and 4.1 dB

for 1.48 gm pumping. Bour, et al. describe a 980 nm diode laser suitable for

pumping Er 3+ fiber amplifiers. [13] These lasers are capable of supplying 125

mW of CW power. Takada et al. measured picosecond laser diode pulse
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amplification up to 12 W-using laser diode pumping at.48 4im. [14] In

another test of an optical receiver with an Er-doped fiber preamplifier, an 8.3

dB improvement of the' signal-to-noise over the receiver without the

preamplifier was recorded. [15] The Er-doped fiber had a- 7.2 Pm core, 17 m

length, and 300 ppm Er3+ concentration in pure silica fiber. The signal was

detected with an APD/FET receiver.

An important issue related to optical amplifiers is the phenomenon of

amplification, of spontaneous emission (ASE). This occurs concurrently with

signal amplification and degrades thesignal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Some of

the features that affect this-are dopant concentration distribution across the

fiber, the pump and signal mode spatial overlap, the signal absorption due to

the lower level population, the amplification of spontaneous emission, the

detailed structure of the fluorescence and the absorption spectra, and the

gain homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening. Excited state absorption

which is known to occur at some pump wavelengths may also have an effect.

These features have been investigated both theoretically and experimentally

for Er-doped single-mode fibers. (16] For long fibers it has been shown that

end-pumping codirectionally with the signal provides lower ASE at the

detector than does pumping contradirectionally. [11](17]

Optical amplification characteristics as a function of length and doping

concentrations are important. These effects have been investigated for Er-

doped silica single-mode fibers. [18] It was found that the increase of the Er

concentration causes deterioration of the amplification characteristics in the

Er-doped silica glass system, even when the Er concentration was less than
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1000 ppm. This relationship is very important inthe optimum design of the

Er-doped fiber amplifiers.

A number of detectors are available at 1.06,pm. Silicon detectors have the

advantage of low noise at room temperature, however 1.06 gm is at the edge

of their useful detection range which lowers the quantum efficiency.

Germanium PIN avalanche photodiodes are probably the most sensitive

detectors at this wavelength, however the noise at room temperature may be

considerably higher. InGaAs detectors lie somewhere between these two in

both sensitivity and room temperature noise. The quantum efficiency of

silicon detectors at 1.06 ptm is quite low, around 10% or less. The quantum

efficiency of Ge or InGaAs detectors can be quite high, however the dark

current at room temperature is much higher. Since a four-level laser

amplifier such as Nd3+ doped fiber can be theoretically equal to the ideal

quantum limited detector with quantum efficiency of 1, use of such an

amplifier could make a direct detector as sensitive as the ideal heteradyne

detector if the filtered bandwidth can be kept as low as that for the hetera-

dyne detector.

Many of the papers of Desurvire and others examine the theory of Er- doped

fiber amplifiers much of which seems to be verified by experiment. [19][20]

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Noise generated by a laser fiber amplifier is generally due to quantum or shot

noise generated by amplified stimulated emission. Researchers appear to

have come close to bringing it near the quantum limit for Er-doped fiber laser
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amplifiers. It seems reasonable to assume-that similar techniques applied to

the development of Nd-doped fiber amplifiers would produce efficient noise-

free gain at the1.06 P±m wavelength.

Digonnet and.Gaeta have theoretically aAlyzed an optically pumped fiber

laser amplifier. [21] They show that for an ideal 4-level amplifier the

unsaturated single pass gain factor can be given as

G fPab,/(hIPAP*)

where the gain is given by
G = IouJn - eT.

Iou'I. is the ratio of amplified signal to the input signal. a is the stimulated

emission cross section for the amplified wave. rf is the flourescent lifetime of

the upper lasing level, hYps the photon energy of the pump light, PbhA* is

the effective intensity of the absorbed pump light in the fiber.

Applying this theory to a Nd-doped silica fiber assuming a- 3 x 102o cm 2, f-

4.5 x 1iO* s, hW800 nm) - 2.48 x 10-19 J, Ap ~ Af-rf -3x 10-4 cm) - 3 x 10 7

cm 2 gives a slope efficiency of

Y/Pb. = 0.18/mW or G(dB)/P~b. = 0.78 dB/mW. (,)

Af is the cross-sectional area of the pumped fiber of radius r.

Po, et al. reported a slope efficiency of 0.47 dB/mW in a Nd-doped silica fiber

when pumped at 800 nm. (22]
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Since doped fibers will probably have to be purchased from somemanu-

facturer, the absorption and emission spectra may already havebeen

investigated and published as technical specifications. If special fibers have

to be manufactured for test purposes, it may be necessary to make

measurements of these properties to evaluate the wavelengths at which they

should be pumped and the probable gain profile of the particular fibers. One

company, York VSOP, (Chandler's Ford, Hants, UK) is manufacturing single-

mode fibers in which 300 ppm of Nd ions have been incorporated. The Gain

bandwidth centers at 1088 nm. These fibers probably would not be useful as

amplifiers at 1060 nm. Fibers have been made that have bandwidth centered

at 1060 nm. [4](22][23][24][25] These are co-doped with A120 3. Researchers

at Rutgers University and at Brown University have the capability of

manufacturing custom doped fibers that have amplification centered at i060

nm and have indicated the willingness to provide fibers for test purposes. A

number of manufacturers are making erbium doped fibers and may have the

facilities to custom dope other fibers. These options are being investigated at

this time.

The gain of a fiber amplifier will be a function of pump wavelength and

power, fiber length, doping, efficiency of pump coupling into thi fiber, and

special overlap of pump and signal modes. In a four-level laser medium the

population inversion and therefore the gain factor is proportional to the pump

power absorbed. On the other hand, for a three-level system such as Er-

doped glass, the gain factor is only positive when the pump intensity exceeds

the threshold intensity for which the upper level population exceeds that of

the lower or ground level. Therefore for any given doping concentration and
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power level there is an- optimum length for maximum gain n. an Er-doped

fiber. The same is not true for the four-level Nd-doped system. In such a

system the fiber can be arbitrarily long in order to absorb as much pump

power as possible. Nominal unpumped lengths should have an insignificant

effect on signal absorption. These are properties that will need to be studied

in the development of a Nd-doped fiber amplifier.

To ascertain the usefulness of a fiber amplifier, the most important aspect

will be to study the sensitivity of the amplified detector compared with the

sensitivity of an unamplified detector Parameters ,that have to be studied are:

gain, signal, reflections'.methods of launching pump light into the fiber,

methods of coupling the input of the signal to be amplified into the fiber,

methods of coupling the amplified output into the detector, and methods of

reducing the detected bandwifth. All of these factors could affect the signal-

to-noise ratio of the amplifier. These are all aspects that investigators of Er-

doped fiber amplifiers have studied.

To build a Nd-doped fiber laser amplifier a single mode fiber doped to amplify

signals at 1.06 gim wavelength will be needed. A suitable diode laser at 800

nm for pumping the fiber is needed. Also needed are either a pigtail coupler

or a dichroic mirror with reflecting and transmitting properties such that

both the pump light and signal light can be coupled simultaneously into the

fiber. Positioners for precise coupling and coupling eyepieces would be

needed. A photodetector for detecting 1.06 jm light will be needed along with

a narrow band filter centered at 1.06 pgm to reduce the spontaneous emission

noise and to eliminate any unabsorbed pump light.
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Equipment needed for studying the properties of the amplifier are a power

meter for measuring input and output signal and-pump light, A signallaser

at 1.06 pm, and attenuators for varying the signal.

One method of ascertaining the center of signal gain band of the fiber is to

place appropriate mirrors at either end of the fiber and measure the

wavelength at which it ases or oscillates. Also this may provide an

appropriate signal laser for testing the gain of the fiber laser amplifier.

Other miscellaneous test equipment will include an appropriate optical table

or breadboard for mounting, a monochrometer for measuring wavelengths of

signal and pump light, and mounting equipment for mirrors, lenses etc.
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Reusable Ada Software -

Evaluating the Common Ada Missile Packages (CAMP-3)

by

Brian J. Shelburne

ABSTRACT

One of the largest and earliest projects involving reusable

Ada software was the United States Air Force sponsored CAMP

effort with McDonnell-Douglas Corporation. This summer's AFOSR

project evaluated CAMP for its usefulness and suitability for

avionics applications.

During the process of evaluation, errors were discovered in

some of the CAMP softvare parts. The tight dependencies among

the various CARP parts caused by "withing" and the poor internal

documentatioa made tracking down these errors extremely

difficult.

CAm? is overly complex, poorly dQcumented, and contains

errors. The final conclusion arrived at is that CAMP software is

not suitable for avionics applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

A concise explanation of CAMP found on page 195 of Appendix I of

Developing And Using ADA Parts in Real-Time Embedded Applications

states

"The main goal of the CAMP program has been to
establish the fasibility and value of reusable Ada
software within the mission critical real-time domains.
This has required a careful evaluation of a particular
domain, the development of reusable components, the
development of automated support for software reuse in
the software davelopmeht lifecycle, and the application
of both reusable components and the automated tools to a
realistic application."

There are three phases to the CAMP project. Again, to quote from

the above docusent

"[T]he CAMP program began in 1984, with a 12-month
feaslbility study. There were two major objectives: (1)
to determ line if sufficient commonality existed within
the uissile operational flight software to warrant the
development of reusable software parts; and (2) to
deteimine ;he aspects of parts engineering that could be
fully or partially automated, and to develop the
requ:rements and top-level design for a parts
cosposition system to support reuse".

"While CAMP-i concentrated on feasibility analysis,
Phase 2 of the CAMP program (CAMP-2) was a 32-month
technology demonstration phase that began in September
1985. The goal of CAMP-2 was to demonstrate the
technical fasibility and value of reusable Ada missile
parts and aPCS (Parts Composition System] by building
and using tlem on a realistic application."

it was during tt* CAMP-2 phase that 454 software parts were

identified and citaloged from 10 different missile systems. A

prototype parts composition system (called AMPEE or Ada Missile

Parts Engineering Ex~ert system) was constructed to manage these

parts for later reuse. The CAMP parts and the AMPEE system were
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then used to construct the navigation and guidance systems of an

l1th missile application which was tested in a MIL-STD 1750A

hardware-in-the-loop simulation. At the same time a suite of

"armonics" benchmarks were developed from the CAMP parts to

measure the effectiveness and efficiency of Ada compilers for

armonics applications.

The third phase of CAMP (CAMP-3) was technology transfer. The

CAMP parts were extended to over 500 in number and the AMPEE

parts composition system was re-engineered, rewritten in Ada, and

renamed the Parts Engineering System (PES). A user's manual,

Parts Engineering System Catalog User's Guide - Version 1.1 was

also written to support it.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objectives of my research were threefold: learn the CAMP

Parts Engineering System, use it to generate a sample avionics

application, and evaluate the usefulness of CAMP.

III. THE PARTS ENGINEERING SYSTEM (PES)

The CAMP Parts Engineering System (PES) is used to access the

CAMP parts database. It has two basic functions : submission of

new parts into the database and user examination of parts

currently in the databise. A part is an Ada package, subroutine

or task, often a generLc. The exact definition is unclear bhlt

one criterion for a part is that it must be able to stand alone.
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Parts can and frequently do. "with" other parts.

PES is menu driven and easy to use. It has some built-in help

facilities. The written documentation for PES is well written.

PES accesses the parts database by letting the user generate a

search list of parts to examine. There are 24 different search

criteria (e.g. part ID, part number, part name, keyword, etc.)

with a limited capacity to generate compound search queries using

Boolean AND's and OR's. Once a list of parts is selected, the

user has the option of examining any of the 22 attributes of a

part in the current search list or examining the source code of

the part (specification or body). Examples of attributes are

abstract, keywords, classification, projects used, by, sample

usage etc. Final selection of a part for use generates a small

text file containing the specification and body file names plus

compilation instructions.

III.l. Critique of PES :

The limited screen capabilities of the VT220 terminal made PES

slow and awkward to use particularly with the way it generated

new screens. A window-like eivironment would be better.

Of the 24 different search criteria, only two, search by keyword

and search by classification, were useful. Of the 22 attributes

attached to a part, only three, the abstract, compilation

instructions and sample usage, were useful. In many cases the

abstract was too sketchy to be of much use.
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For a given part, one could either examine the specification file

or the body file. Unfortunately CAMP grouped many different

parts into one specification file so a search of the

specification file had to be made to find the part specification.

Fortunately PES used a VAX editor to access CAMP part files so

one could use the "find" command to locate the specification.

Unfortunately, many body files use the Ada "is separate" feature

to shift the part code into a second file making the code

inaccessible from PES. The only way to find the code was to exit

PES, do an operating system level search (such as the directory

command) for a file name that was similar to the body file name,

and then access that file outside of PES. Fortunately CAMP's

file naming scheme made such a search easy.

Each CAMP part source code file was highly structured in term of

comments and a standard format for comments was followed for all

files. Many of the comments vere not particularly useful (e.g.

the entire revision history) while other comments that would have

been useful were missing (e.c. the mathematics underlying the

algorithm used to implement the part). There was no

documentation on what conditions must exist before a subroutine

was called or on what conditions were true after a subroutine

completes. In any case, the large quantity of comments tended to

get in the way and Long searches were often necessary to find

code. There were ,isc errors in the comments, generally minor

annoying but they could cause problems if one was lot familiar

with the parts database or with that part's functiox. PES also

referenced pzrts whose files did not exist; sometime; PES simply
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had the wrong file name.

One final and very annoying feature of the specification and body

files was that they were often more than 80 columns wide so they

would not fit on an 80 column screen.

The most telling fact about PES was the way I eventually got

around having to use it. I made a hardcopy of the "taxonomy" of

the parts data base which gave me a classification of the CAMP

parts and a general overview of a1l parts. (This taxonomy was

used by PES as the classification search criterion.) I then made

a hardcopy listing of the directory of specification files. The

standardized file naming conventions for CAMP parts made this

easy to do. Then as needed for each specification file, I made a

hardcopy listing of the body files for that specification.

Fortunately CAMP file names were meaningful. In this way I could

examine the CAMP ?arts with an editor without using PES. Since

the part attributes provided by PES were in the source code as

comments, I still had access to them.

It is significant that a simple way around PES was found that

allowed easier and better access to the parts database.

IV. BUILDING APPLICATIONS WITH CAMP PARTS

The main goal was to study the suitability of CAMP parts for

avionics software. To accomplish this goal and to get a feel for

using CAMP parts, three small programs of increasing complexity

and a final avionics application were written.
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The three small programs were

1. A square root program using CAMP's math routines

2. A program to calculate actual north and east Velocity given

nominal north and east velocity and the wander angle

3. A program to calculate great circle distance between two

points given their latitude and longitude.

The final avionics application was a very simple "waypoint

navigation" program. It accepted a sequence of coordinates

(latitude and longitude) for the starting point, waypoints, and

terminating point of the route of an aircraft then computed the

great circle distance for each segment of the route and the

turning angle at each waypoint.

The idea for the last two programs and the avionics application

were suggested by various CAMP parts.

IV.1. Square Root Program

The program was to read a real number, use the CAMP part to

calculate the square root, and then print it. Since the

specification of the CAMP square root part stated that the

exception "Negative_Input' would be raised if the argument to the

square root function was negative, an exception handler was

written.

Unfortunately or negative input, the "NegativeInput" exception

was not raised as it should have been. Instead a "Constraint Error"

exception was raised which crashed the program.
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This program revealed the first serious problem with CAMP that

is, the complexity of using the CAMP parts.

CAMP parts are, for the most part, generic packages and

procedures. Many of them "'with" other parts and the resulting web

of interconnections and dependencies can be complex and

confusing. Tracing down the origin of the square root constraint

error required going back through seven files only to discover

that CAMP used the standard VAX Ada square root function. It did

not reveal why the "Negative Input" exception was; not raised.

The second of the seven files, General_Purpose_Math, contained

the line "package body Square_Root is separate". The third of

the seven contained the Line "separate GeneralPurposeMath" thus

bridging the link from the second to the third file.

Unfortunately, there happened to be an (unknown) eighth file

which also contained te line "separate General_PurposeMath"

and this was the one tiat was used. There was no indication

that this other file existed and indeed the file was found by

accident only after I was forced to cast around for some other

outside "source" of the error. The file contained a different

method to implement a square root function and its documentation

stated 'The exception "NegativeInput": is raised if "Input" is

negative'. Tis was false; the code failed to do this.

The unknown tighth file was used instead of the third file

because it was apparently compiled later. This brings up a

second ?roblem with CAMP parts aside from the heavy use of

"withiig" and the difficulty of back-tracking problems; that is
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the use of Ada's "separate" clauses that lead- to configuration

management abuses like having multiple "separate" files. The

third problem is simply a lack of clear concise part dependency

documentation. Fourth, there is no warning that if one uses a

part, it Won't generate a tangled web of dependencies. Finally,

'using, hidden code in implementing a part increases its complexity

and the likelihood of an error. The part user has no knowledge

of and no control over this.

IV.2. NE Velocity Program

The main work for this program was done by two CAMP -generic

procedures. contained in the package

WanderAzimuth-NavigationParts Both generic procedures had

three type parameters and two Subprogram parameters.

In designing parts, CAMP uses an approach known as the "semi-

abstract data type" method, a method based on generics and use of

overloaded operators. It means that many CAMP parts are generics

that are tailorable to user defined data types but with CAMP

providing a set of default types and operators. (An excellent

description of the Parts Design Alternatives is found in Appendix

III of the CAMP manual Developing And Using Ada Parts in Real

Time Embedded Applications.)

Instantiating the generic package required the user to declare

three data types and two subroutines as generic parameters. This

insures that strong typing, one of Ada's best features, is

maintained but it requires more work to instantiate the generic.

However, CAMP provides a part called BasicDataTypes which
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:provides many of the necessary data types and operators that

operate on them. To assist the user, each CAMP part documents a

"sample usage" on how to use the default data types for that

part.

The NE Velocity program was written using the sample usage

examples given in the source code since the easiest way to write

the program was t'a follow CAMP'S suggested guidelines. However,

the program would not compile due to an "inconsistency detected

during overload resolution" error when trying to find an actual

parameter corresponding to one of the generic formal procedure

parameters.

The problem is somewhat complicated to explain but it has to do

,with instantiation of generics. According to the Ada Language

Reference Manual, if a generic package is instantiated and a new

type is derived from the instantiation then subroutines from the

instantiation ought to be visible with parameters of the derived

type. This does not seem to be the case.

The problem once understood was easy to fix but either the CAMP

documented sample usage is wrong or there is an Ada compiler

problem. (This example was run on two different compilers and

the same error occurred. The CAMP manuals did mention problems

with immature compilers instantiating generics.) Whether the

error was actually a compiler problem or the result of incorrect

code was never determined.

IV.3. Great Circle Distance Navigation Program
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This program implemented the CAMP package GreatCircle Arc_Length

and again the documented sample usage was used to guide the

implementation., Using the lesson learned from the NE Velocity

program, the "overload resolution inconsistency" problem was

avoided.

However, when run, the program sometimes crashed with a con-

straint error raised by a "ModifiedNewton_Raphson" routine for

square root. Use of a debugger eventually traced down the error

to a calculation of 1.00000000000000000000001295'525 for a square

root (obviously using quadruple precision) where the output value

was constrained to the range -1.0 .. 1.0. which generated the

constraint error.

Again because of the tangle of "withed" parts and part

dependencies, the error was very difficult to trace. Because a

lot of parts were hidden, the occurrence of this particular error

came as a complete surprise.

The error did reveal a fundamental design flaw : a square root

routine whose design guaranteed only a certain amount of

precision (which was not documented) was "misused" by permitting

higher precision arithmetic internally.

V. WAYPOINT NAVIGATION APPLICATION

The Waypoint Navigation Problem : Given the earth coordinates

(latitude and longitude) of three points A, B, and C, find the

great circle distances AB, BC, and the turning angle at point B.
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This particular application- was chosen because CAMP had the parts

that would make the implementation fairly easy. The one drawback

was that the mathematics behind the particular method CAMP used

to compute great circle distances and- turning angles was not

documented. The mathematics had to be extracted out of the code

which again was made difficult by the complex web of CAMP part

dependencies. Understanding the math behind the CAMP parts was

important because the exact meanings of the part parameters was

not well documented.

Unfortunately the CAMP package subroutines for Waypoint

Navigation contained a fundamental error in the method used to

calculate turn angles. Thus the application never worked.

VI. EVALUATION

CAMP is overly complex, poorly documented, and contains errors.

The complexity of the CAMP package derives from heavy usage of

"withing" which generates a complex web of part dependencies.

This is complicated by use of Ada's "is separate" which means

that a part might be scattered over three or more files.

The complex web of part dependencies has three drawbacks. First,

tracking down an error where there is no indication of what file

the part is in or even what files the part depends on is

difficult, time consuming, and frustrating. Second, the

ramifications of the use of any part are unknown. The user has

no feel for how or why the part works since too much is invisible
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to him or her. Third, it makes for more complicated and slower

running code if a part is implemented using calls to other parts.

Complicated code is more susceptible to error.

Another aspect of the complexity of CAMP parts deals with the

"semi-abstract data type" method of parts-design. Many CAMP

parts were generic units which were tailorable to user-defined

types. Using a part required defining a number of data, constant,

and subroutine parameters to be used in the instantiation of the

generic. While use of CAMP's default types took some of this

burden off the user, it was not clear why all were needed or even

why certain distinctions are made. Default types always added to

the complex web of dependencies between parts. In all fairness

to the CAMP authors, they took the best way out of a difficult

situation. While generics aid software usa.bility, Ada's strong

typing requirements are hostile to it.

Complexity of part dependencies and loss of visibility into the

inner workings of a part decreases user confidence in the part.

While one may argue that a specification is all that is needed to

use a part, any responsible programmer would at least want to

check out the code to be assured that it works.

The specification of a part should explain clearly, concisely,

and exactly what the part does. It should state the constraints

required on any parameters and it should guarantee the precision

of any output. Only with this will a user have confidence in it.

The CAMP parts fail to do this.

In general the comment documentation was well laid out and
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followed a standard format but there was too much useless

documentation. The mass of documentation got in the way when one

was trying to find a particular code segment.

Finally there were errors in the CAMP parts. Each of the four

programs written uncovered problems ranging from errors in the

parts documentation to serious mathematical design errors.

VII. CAMP AND REUSABLE SOFTWARE

My experience with CAMP was not one of success. I found too many

errors that in many cases were difficult to track down. I lost

confidence in CAMP.

For software reusability to succeed, a user must be able to use a

reusable part having the assurance that it will take less time to

implement and that it will be correct. The parts and all its

inner workings must be totally visible to the user so that he or

she knows the exact behavior of the part and so that he or she

can be assured that the part works correctly. The part must be a

white box, not a black box, in order that the user may have

confidence in it. CAMP parts, by and large, are black boxes.

Regarding software reusability, there is one fundamental issue in

that must be addressed. When a software engineering project

is undertaken, choices are made at all levels of the design

process from the highest level of abstraction to the lowest level

of implementation. Two designers given the same specification

will come up with two equally good designs yet at some point the
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designs will diverge and from that point become increasingly

incompatible so that it is impossible to reconcile one design

with the other.

This raises the issue of whether it is even possible to take the

software parts from one design domain (armonics) and use them in

a second design domain (avionics).

As I became more and more acquainted with CAMP parts I began to

perceive the underlying design choices that were made. When I

wrote my programs I had to reconcile my own design tendencies

with the design of CAMP parts. In each instance I had to ask the

question, will my design take less time and be more assured of

being correct or can I use a CAMP part and achieve the same

degree of software quality in less time?

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

My recommendations address five issues : Parts Engineering

Systems, documentation of software parts, quality of software

parts, Ada reusable software, and software engineering issues.

VIII.l. PES Issues

A Parts Engineering System supporting a reusable software library

should use a windows-like interface. Hypertext might be a good

approach.

A selection process should be used that allows the user to

eventually narrow his or her search to the examination of a few
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parts. Selection criteria used to search for pa-rts should be

useful and meaningful.

A PES should display the salient information about a part so that

the user can decide quickly whether to investigate it further or

reject it.

VIII.2. Documentation

Documentation for a software part should state the exact

constraints required on parameters and it should guarantee the

precision of output. The algorithm or implementation used by the

part should be explicitly stated or a reference given for it.

Documentation of sample usage should be included. Dependencies

on other parts should be explicitly stated. The user should not

be overwhelmed by useless documentation. Quality documentation

is a necessary precondition for a Parts Engineering System.

VIII.3. Quality

Reusable software parts should be totally visible to the user so

that the user may understand its function, proper application,

and correctness. Reusable software parts should be white boxes,

not black boxes.

Reusable software parts should not be overly dependent on other

parts. In addition, any dependency should not go back more than

one level. All dependencies should be clearly stated in the

documentation.
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VIII.4. Ada and Reusable Software Parts

The use of Ada's "is separate" feature should be avoided.

The grouping of many software parts into a single file should be

avoided.

Reusable software is supported by Ada generics but inhibited by

Ada's strong typing. CAMP's "semi-abstract data type" based on

the generic and overloaded methods (see page 212-213 of

Developing and Using Ada Parts in Real-Time Embedded

Applications) is a reasonable compromise provided software part

dependencies are minimized and well documented.

VIII.5. Software Engineering

Software reusability across different application domains might

not be possible. If different designers create diverging designs

from the same specification, divergence will be much greater with

different specifications.

Users of reusable software from a particular applications domain

should be proficient in that domain in order to allow the rapid

evaluation of the usefulness and correctness of a part. Human

judgment should be part of the loop to insure the part performs

the task correctly.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF NMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUIT CHIP

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

by

Ashok K. Goel

ABSTRACT

For an integrated circuit chip based on the silicon NM0S

technology, a computer-efficient model of the various chip

performance indicators has been developed and a user-friendly

computer program called "NCHIPSIM" suitable for the simulation

of the chip performance indicators for an NMOS microprocessor

or a gate-array chip has been developed. In addition to

predictingthe various chip performance indicators such as its

maximum clock frequency, power consumption, computational

capacity, power efficiency, fabrication yield, functional

throughput rate and the size of an NMOS chip with the given

technology parameters, the program NCHIPSIM has also been used

to simulate the dependence of the various chip performance

indicators on the technology feature size in the range 0,1-

2.5 microns and the chip integration level in the range 100-

100,000,000 transistors on the chip. The results have been

compared with and found in excellent agreement with those

known for several single-chip microprocessors based on the

silicon NMOS technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

It is, extremely important to be able to simulate the

performance of an integrated circuit chip before its

fabrication is undertaken. This can be accomplished by

executing the following steps:

a) Development of a computer-efficient model of the various

chip performance indicators;

b) Development of a user-friendly computer program suitable

for the chip performance simulation; and

c) Application of the computer simulator for the determination

of the performance indicators for a chip with known values of

the various technology parameters.

Continuous advances in the integrated circuit technology

have resulted in more complex chips integrating millions of

devices and interconnections. In the recent years, it has

become necessary to use interconnections in two or more levels

to achieve higher packing densities, shorter propagation

delays and smaller chips. Further, because of the much higher

mobility of electrons in Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), it has

emerged as a preferred substrate for the development of the

high speed circuits.

The Device Technology Branch of the Electronics

Technology Laboratory at the Wright Patterson Air Force Base

is interested in the development of very high speed integrated

circuits based on the GaAs FET and other technologies. In
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particular, they are concerned about the parasitic effects

that adversely affect the performance of a high-speed high-

density integrated circuit. My previous research work has been

focused on the contribution of the parasitic effects on the

crosstalk and the propagation delays in the GaAs MESFETs and

the high-density interconnections on the GaAs-based very high

speed integrated circuits and this contributed to my present

summer assignment.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The long range objective of this research is to develop

the computer-efficient algorithms and the related user-

friendly computer software modules suitable for the simulation

of the performance indicators for the small-geometry high-

speed high-density integrated circuit chips based on the

Silicon NMOS, Silicon CMOS, Silicon BJT and the Gallium

Arsenide FET, HBT and other high-speed technologies.

It was decided that, first, a computer-efficient model

and a user-oriented computer program would be developed to

predict the various performance indicators of a silicon NMOS

chip s~ch as its maximum clock frequency, power consumption,

cnmputational capacity, power efficiency, fabrication yield,

functional throughput rate and its size. In addition to

simulating the performance of a single-chip microprocessor or

a gate-array with the given technology parameters, the program
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should enable the user to analyze the effects of scaling the

feature size or changing the integration level of the chip on

its performance indicators. In order to validate the algorithm

and the simulator, the simulation results will be compared

with those for several existing single-chip microprocessors

based on the silicon NMOS technology.

III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT:

To date, an NMOS chip performance simulator called

i'NCHIPSIM" has been developed. In the algorithm, first, the

average interconnection length on the chip in units of the

average logic gate dimension is determined by the given

number of transistors or gates on the chip and the Rent's

constant by using the equations derived by Donath [1]. 'Then,

for a logic intensive interconnection-capacity limited VLSI

chip, the average logic gate dimension on the chip is

obtained by setting the interconnection available per gate

equal to that required per gate. Then the value of the average

interconnect length on the chip is evaluated and the values

of the chip size and the chip area were determined. Next, the

average delay time in a gate on the chip is obtained by

adding the various component delays such as the delay due to

the output resistance of the driving gate and the interconnect

capacitance, the delay due to the input capacitance of the

gate at the next stage, the distribuced-RC delay of the
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Interconnections and the delay due to the resistance of the

interconnections and the input capacitance of the gates. Next,

the total delay suffered by an input signal on the chip is

determined by adding the delay through the logic

gates, the contribution of the global interconnection delay,

and the contribution of the speed-of-light limit depending on

the propagation speed cf the electromagnetic waves on the

chip. The maximum clockc frequency of the chip is then

determined. Next, the power consumption of the chip is

calculated by adding the 3ower consumption in the logic gates

and the dynamic power coisumption at the I/O buffers. This

depends on the power supp.y voltage, fraction of the on-chip

gates that switch during aclock period, the total capacitance

at an output pin and the number of pins per chip as determined

by using the Rent's rule (2] or provided by the designer.

Next, the computational capacity of the chip is determined

by using the number of gates on the chip and its maximum clock

frequency. Then the power efficiency of the chip is obtained

by using the values of che computational capacity and the

power consumption. Next, the functional throughput rate of the

chip is obtained by using the values of the computational

capacity and the chip area. Finally, for a known value of the

density of defects on the chip, tRe fabrication yield of the

chip . is obtained by using the Pr:ce law (3]. The flowchart

of the progran "NCHIPSIM" is shown o. the following two pages.
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IV. THE PROGRAM "NCHIPSIM":

Using the flowchart and the steps outlined in the above:

section, an extremely flexible and user-friendly program

called "NCHIPSIM" suitable for the simulation of the various

performance indicators for an NMOS integrated circuit chip

with known technology parameters was written in FORTRAN-77 and

run successfully on the VAX mainframe computer. First, the

program allows the user to choose the chip type, a

microprocessor or a gate array. Depending on the chip type,

the program lists the constants, found empirically, required

for determining the average interconnect length and the number

of pins on the chip. Next, the program lists, but allows the

user to change interactively, the values of several chip

parameters such as the number of transistors, fan-out of a

typical gate, capacitance at the -output pin, density of

fabrication defects and the probability of an on-chip gate to

switch during a clock period. Next, the program lists the

typical values of the transistor related parameters such as

its feature size, input capacitance, output gate resistance,

power supply voltage and the ratio of optimum-size to feature-

size transistors but permits the user to change any of these

values for the chip being simulated. Next, the user can choose

a dielectric material out of silicon dioxide, polyimide,

alumina and epoxy glass or select one of his own and define

its dielectric constant interactively. Next, the user can
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choose an interconnection material out of aluminum, copper,

silver, tungsten and molybdenum or select any other material

and define its electrical resistivity interactively. Next, the

program lists the typical values of the other interconnection

parameters (4] for the technology feature size defined earlier

but allows the user to modify any of these values

interactively. These parameters include width, pitch and

thickness of on-chip interconnects, thickness of the

dielectric material, number of interconnection layers and the

utilization coefficient of the interconnections. Then, for the

chip defined above, the program calculates and displays the

values of its performance indicators such as its size, the

maximum clock frequency, power consumption, computational

capacity, power efficiency, functional throughput rate and the

fabrication yield. Next, the program allows the user to scale

the reference chip defined above by a certain scaling factor

and determines the performance indicators for the scaled chip.

Finally, the user can change the number of transistors on the

reference chip and study the dependence of the various chip

performance indicators on its integration level. In addition

to displaying the simulation results on the screen, the

program also writes the various chip parameters and the

corresponding results for the reference chip, scaled chips and

the chips with different integration levels on an output file

called "NCHIPSIM.OUT".
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS:

The program "NCHIPSIM" has been used to compare the

simulation results for several actual NMOS microprocessor

chips to the available data (5]. For example, such a

comparison for the 1.5-micron NMOS microprocessor chip called

HP Focus (1982) is shown in Table 1 and that for the 3-micron

NMOS microprocessor chip called Stanford MIPS (1984) is shown

in Table 2. The program has also been used to study the

dependence of the chip performance on its minimum feature size

as well its integration level i.e. the number of transistors

or gates on the chip. For example, Figures 1 and 2 show the

dependences of the maximum clock frequency and the power

consumption of an NMOS microprocessor chip on its minimum

feature size in the range 0.1-2.5 microns while Figures 3 and

4 show the maximum clock frequency and the power efficiency

for a 1-micron NMOS microprocessor chip on the number of

transistors on it in the range 100-100,000,000 respectively.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS:

At present, the program 1NCHIPSIM" is expected to

simulate NMOS integrated circuit chips of feature size 1

micron or greater quite accurately. However, for simulating

the submicron chips correctly, the algorithm used in NCHIPSIM

must be modified to include the high-density effects.
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Thereafter, this work must be extended and the

appropriate mathematical algorithms and the related software

modules must be developed for the integrated circuit chips

based on the silicon CMOS, silicon BJT, GaAs FET, GaAs -HBT and

the other state-of-the-art VHSIC technologies. It is important

that, for the small-geometry high-density Chips, the

capacitance calculation routines include the contributions of

the fringing fields, coupling capacitances with the neighbors

and the effects of shielding by the neighboring conductors.

For the high-frequency GaAs chips, the interconnection

resistance calculations should consider the skin effect, the

gate delay calculations should include the longitudinal as

well as the transverse delays in the field effect transistors

and the interconnection delay calculation, should include the

effects of the distributed capacitances and inductances in the

on-chip interconnections.

It was decided that the author will continue with the

summer research effort and carry out the research work

recommended above at the author's institution with funding

from the Research Initiation Program of the Air Force Office

Of Scientific Research.
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Application of Photoreflectance to Novel Materials

by

Muhammad Z. Numan

ABSITRAT

Photoreflectance spectroscopy was applied to the InGaAs/GaAs single

quantum well structures of different well thickness and to the low

temperatur-, molecular beam epitaxy grown GaAs cap layers on both n-

and p- t, pe GaAs substrates. The PR spectra at both room temperature

and 77K have been studied. The GaAs study clearly indicates a lowering of

surface potential associated with the unpinning of the Fermi levels
reported for these systems. Both 200"C and 400°C caps demonstrate a

disappearence of the Franz-Keldysh oscillation. Suggestions for future

experiments are made.
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L INTRODUCTION:

Photoreflectance (PR) spectroscopy is becoming an important tool for the

characterization of bulk semiconductors and semiconductor

microstructures, such as quantum wells and superlatticesl. Its popularity

stems from the nondestructive, contactless, and room temperature nature
of the technique, involving no special sample preparation or mounting

requirements. PR found notable application in.measuring direct gap of

compound semiconductors, intersubband transitions in multiple quantum

wells (GaAs-A1GaAs, GaAs-InGaAs), and change in surface Fermi level of

GaAs caused by photowashing 2.

At the WRDC/ELRA laboratory there exists excellent facilities for both room

temperature and low temperature PR. In the past, summer fellows have

used these facilities in fruitful collaboration with resident scientists 3. Two of

the areas of interest to the laboratories, namely, GaAs-InGaAs single

quantum wells and low temperature MBE grown GaAs passivation layers,

lend themselves to PR analysis with prospects of unique and important

results. Current research have been undertaken to explore these

possibilities.

My research interest in the past has spanned various experimental aspects

of semiconductor materials and devices including structural (Rutherford

backscattering and channeling) and electrical characterization. Recently, at

IUP Physics department, we developed an optical characterization

laboratory with funding from Research Corporation and local grants. A

vacuum far infra-red FTIR system (Bio-rad/ Digilab FTS-40V) has been

added to the lab. The summer fellowship will strengthen our program at

IUP and establish fruitful collaboration between the labs in the areas of

materials characterization and analysis.
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i. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

This summer project addresses two different materials systems of

technological interest. The objectives in each area are delineated below.

Firstly, we consider strained quantum wells of InxGa.,As in GaAs for room

temperature PR study of conduction to valence band transitions of

quantized energy levels. Strain dependent calculation of the transition

energies as a function of well width can be compared with the experimental

peaks in PR spectra to extract band offset for this system. We decided to

grow MBE samples of InxGa1.xAs/GaAs single quantum wells (x=.10 - .20)

of well width ranging from 90A - 150A for PR measurements at room

temperature and 70K. The results will be fitted with existing and new

theoretical models to extract band offset parameter

Secondly, PR will be used to understand the reduced surface pinning of low

temperature MBE grown GaAs layers. According to recent reports, the

well known surface pinning effect of the Fermi level in GaAs is reduced by

75% when a low temperature MBE grown layer is used to cap the doped

GaAs 4 . Photoreflectance is a sensitive tool in determining surface electric

field in bulk materials 5. For Jarge fields, Franz-Keldysh oscillations appear

in the PR spectra in contrast to the low field case 6 . If the surface field in

the capped GaAs is significantly lowered a shift in the period of the FK

oscillation will permit us to measure the change from room temperature

PR spectra. Samples of both p-type and n-type MBE GaAs will be capped

with 200A layers of low temperature material. PR spectra will be

compared with control samples to see if a change in FK oscillation can be

observed.

III. PHOTOREFLECTANCE DATA ANALYSIS:

In Photoreflectance spectroscopy, a chopped laser beam is used to

modulate the built in electric field at the surface or an interface of the

semiconductor (Fig. 1). The relative change in reflectance is then recorded
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using lock in detecton method. Photoreflectance spectra is customarily

analyzed by the third derivative functional form due to Aspenes7,

according to:

AR/R = Re[C eiO(E - Eg +ir)-n (1)

where E is the energy of the probe beam, G is a broadening parameter for

the critical point energy E, and n refers to the type of critical point. Eqn (1)

applies to the case of low built-in electric field typified by the absence of

Franz-Keldysh oscillation. In the presence of FK oscillation, AR/R takes an

asymptotic form:

AR/R = Cos {4[(E - Eg )/ r1q]3/ 2 + *} (2)

where he is a characteristic energy,

( ne) 3 = e2 h2 F2 /2g . (3)

Photon energy at the m-th extrema, Em , satisfies:

4mp = 3_[(Em - Eg )/10 ] 3/2 + (4)

A straight line fit of 4-[(Em - Eg )]3/2 vs. m gives the characteristic energy,

h 8. Surface electric field, Fs, can then be found from Eqn. (3).

IV. RESULTS:

Fig. (2)-(3) shows the room temperature and 80K photo-reflectance data

from the single quantum wells of well width 90A and 140A. We have not

been successful in analyzing this data using TDFF method. A more

comprehensive fitting procedure is being developed.
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Fig. (4)-(5) shows the results for the low temperature capped layers

overlayed with the uncapped samples. The presence of FK oscillation is

evident in case of the uncapped (control) samples, which disappears for the

capped layers grown both at 2000C and 4000C. This result is a direct

evidence of the reduction in band bending for the latter cases. In Fig. (5)
G2-994 is the uncapped Be doped sample and G2-994 is the capped

sample. G2-992 is the n-type uncapped sample of Fig. (4) for comparison

of FK oscillation period in the two impurity types. In the p-type GaAs an

additional low energy feature was noticed, which may be attributed to the

shallow impurity levels.

V RECOMMENDATIONS:

The photoreflectance results for the low temperature MBE cap layers are

very interesting and could resolve many unanswered questions about this

technologically important material. Low temperature measurements

should be performed on these samples to see if FK oscillation can be

observed in the capped material. This will allow one to determine the build

in field and the surface potential quantitatively. The low energy feature

should be studied more carefully to ascertain its origin.

As to the quantum wells, the signals are not well resolved in the room

temperature spectra. The MBE chamber was known to have some problem

when these samples were grown. New samples should be grown carefully

and the measurements repeated. To improve the apparatus, a new grating

should be used in the monochromator of the room temperature system

along with a Ge detector to sufficiantly extend the wavelength range to

allow one to study higher mole fraction of Indium in the well. A variable

neutral density filter can be placed in front of the monochromator as

shown in Fig. (6) to have uniform intensity of the probe beam. A follow-up

mini grant proposal will be submitted to achieve some of these

recommendations.
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Electronic structure and deep impurity levels in GaAs related

compound semiconductors and. superlattices

by

Devki N. Talwar
Alan Coleman

The band structure of periodic, ultra-thin, lattice matched (AlxGai.xAs)m

/(GaAs)n, and strained layer (GaAs)m/(lnxGal.xAs)n superlattices (SL's) grown

along the three main crystallographic orientations (001), (110), and (111) is

studied by using a second-neighbor tight binding theory. The SL wave functions

are described as a linear combinations of bulk Bloch functions (sixteen, if spin is

included) for each of the two constituent materials while the alloy Alx Gal-xAs (or

Inx Gal.xAs) is treated in the virtual crystal approximation. To incorporate the

effects of strain in strained layer SL's, a new method is developed, based on

Harrison's scaling scheme which properly includes the variation of bond

lengths and bond angles. While studying the band structure, we found that the

band gap in SL's depends not only on the layer thicknesses through quantum

mechanical effects but also through the strains in the constituent layers. Our

calculated results for the band structure of (GaAs)1 /(AIAs) 1 and (GaAs)2/(AIAs) 2

SL's are found in excellent agreement when compared with the existing

sophisticated self-consistent pseudopotential data. Using the above information

of band structure, a Green's function theory of impurity levels is being

developed. This theory will allow us to predict the role of deep levels in SL's

and QW's and may prescribe a method to overcome the effects of deep traps

which we believe are responsible for limiting the performance of Si-doped

HEMT's, and other technologically important devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern crystal-growth technique such as molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) has

made possible the laboratory synthesis of a variety of ultra-thin layer

superstructures. Among others, there is a special group of systems which

spontaneously construct the superstructure under certain experimental

conditions. One of them is the monolayer based strained GaP/InP structure. 1 6

Other systems include lattice matched GaAs/AIGaAs, and strained GaAs/InGaAs

quantum wells (QW's), and superlattices (SL's). The strained GaP/InP structure

exhibits an atomic ordering which has been revealed recently by the transmission

electron microscopy to be a (111) SL. Strained layer materials exhibit special

importance as they permit study of the relation between band structure and strain.

Again they retain all the advantages of lattice-matched systems and exhibit

additional features, such as the potential for the highest valence states to be light-

hole-like, which is of benefits for many tailorable engineering applications.

A major advance for potential high performance devices was made when

Str~mer, et al. 7 introduced n-type doped modulation doped samples. The

underlying idea is that, at equilibrium, charge transfer occurs across a

heterojunction to equalize the chemical potential (i.e., the Fermi level) on both

sides, If the wide band gap side of AIGaAs/GaAs heterojunction is doped, the

electrons will be transfered to the GaAs layer until an equilibrium is reached. This

occurs because electron transfer raises the Fermi energy on the GaAs side due to

level filling and also raises the electrostatic potential of the interface region

because of the more numerous ionized donors in the AIGaAs side. The charge

tansfer effect makes possible an old dream of semiconductor technologists, i.e.

getting conducting electrons in a high-purity, high-mobility semiconductor without
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having to introduce mobility-limiting donor impurities. Since then, modulation

doping has been applied to a number of situations involving various

semiconductor pairs and also to hole modulation doping. In recent years, the

impressive development of the subject has resulted in several high-performance

electronic devices including faster complementary logic circuits,8 efficient and

stable long-wavelength lasers,9 and high electron mobility transistors (HEMT's),

etc.10-12

II. Need for a reliable theory of band structure in SL's

a. The Present Situation

In device design using heterostructures, it is imperative to know the electronic

band structure and the behavior of defects in SL's and QWs from a reliable

theoretical model. In bulk III-V semiconductors, the point defects have already

played a leading role: they compensate and scatter the free carriers, shorten their

life time, and introduce spurious effects. This is the case, for instance, of the

famous EL2 defect in GaAs and DX center in AIxGal.xAs.13 In heterostructures, in

addition to point defects located in the layers, there may also be the possibility of

the existance of interface defects between layers.14 Thus, an understanding of

the role of defects in heterostructures is atleast as important as in bulk or ternary

compound semiconductors. However, very few studies have been performed in

order to characterize defects and to predict their behavior in SL's.

b. Objectives

Earlier we developed15 -16 an empirical second-neighbor tight-binding theory

and applied it successfully to treat the energy-band structure (See Figs. 1 a-c)and
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deep impurity levels (See Figs. 2 a-b) in, elemental and Ill-V compound

semiconductors. The strength of our approach was in its chemical trends of the

matrix elements-of the TB Hamiltonians, since these-are the localfunctions of the

bulk semiconductor. The observed trends15-16 in the short-range interactions are

particularly suited for the study of the interface disorder and for the inclusion of

strain effects in strained-layer SL's. To incorporate strain. in strained-layer SL's

we proposed here a new method, based on Harrison's scaling 17 scheme, which

includes the variation of the bond lengths and bond angles. With these ideas

-properly considered, a systematic transition of the TB method from bulk 15-16 to

SL's is possible for studying both the band structure and the impurity levels. Such

a theory is needed for predicting the conditions under which a specific impurity

produces a shallow donor level and "dopes" the semiconductor, versus the

possibilities of deep-level formation and the trapping of charge carriers. The

present work done under 1990 UES Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP)

had = major objectives: (i) to develop a second-neighbor Tight-binding theory

for the Band structure of SL's, and (ii) to formulate the TB-Green's function theory

for deep-levels in SL's

III; Theory

a. Band structure

The method used for the calculations of the band structure of SL is similar to

that of Ihm18 with two exceptions: First, formulae for the TB matrix elements have

been corrected to yield the same output for the bulk X-point energies as the input

data. Second, the interactions up to and including second nearest neighbors
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have been introduced to allow an exact description of L-point energies in bulk

semiconductors.

Consider an SL of two different alternating zinc-blende crystals labelled 'ab'

and 'AB' with (001) interface, where a(A) and b(B) are cation and anion atoms,

respectively. The SL (ab)n/ (AB)m contains 2(n+m) atoms in a unit cell at R, with

four (sp3) orbitals each ; aj]> where a denotes the s, x (=Px), y (=Py) and z (=Pz)

orbitals, and j represents the site index in a unit cell which runs from 1 through

2(n+m). If the Bloch sums defined by

I Xj(k)> = N-1/2, elk(R*,+j)Ij> (11

are used as basis, the SL Hamiltonian HO can be written as

1 2 3 ... ... 2n 1 2 3 ... ... 2m

a ab aa Aa Ba

b ba Bb

a

....... bb

abaA

HO= b bA bB

A AB AA

B BA

A

... BB

h.c ... AB

B (2)
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where k = o(kik 2,k3) (ao is the lattice constant) is the wave vector, rj is the,,atom

position in a unit cell and N is the number of Braivais lattice points. Each element

in Eq. (2) represents a [4x4 (or 8x8, if spin is included)] matrix and, for instance,

ab-(ba) and aa (bb) correspondto nearest neighbor interactions {<Xj(IHOIXj+I>}

and second-nearest neighbor interactions {<XjaIHOIXj+ 2P>} having j of site 'a' ('b

'). Thediagona elements as a or b symbolize {< XjIIHOXIXP>} with j of site 'a 'or

'b' and contain both intrasite energies and second neighbor interactions.

Elements bA, Ba, aA and bB correspondto intermaterial interactions at interface.

Additionally, the Hamiltonian for the bulk crystal ab is expressed as follows:

a + aa + aat ab + bat

Ho((n=l,bm=0) = a+ abt c+cc+t ) 
(3)

which is equivalent to that reported by Talwar and Ting. 15 The TB-parameters

obtained earlier 15-16 for the bulk Ill-V compounds are assumed not to change at

the interior layers of the corresponding compound when the constituent materials

are combined to form a SL. In addition to the bulk constituents, the interface

region must be described properly. For interface region, we will use averages of

the bulk parameters for both compounds or the atoms are assigned to either bulk

regions. A properly specified valence-band offset, combined with the bulk

electronic structure, will determine the rest of the band line-ups.

b. Inclusion of Strain Effects

A new method is suggested here based on Harrison's scaling scheme 17 , to

incorporate the effects of strain in the band structure calculations of SL's. Unlike
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other methods this method does not require experimental data for the shifts or the

splittings of energy bands and has the advantage of being applied to any strained

system. Two extreme cases are considered here. One of them is the so-called

free standing model, which describes the strain distribution when the thickness of

the SL exceeds a certain -critical value or the SL is lattice matched to the

substrate. The other case considered here is the coherent growth model which

has been suggested to be true both experimentally and theoretically when the

thickness of the SL is under the critical value.

c. TB-Green's Function Theory of Deep-Levels In SL's

Quite recently in random alloys such as AIxGal.xAs, we have proposed19 the

possibility of "shallow-deep" transition for isolated donor defects (DX-center),

when x reaches a critical value. It is our belief that the deep levels are much less

sensitive to changes of alloy composition x than the band edges. Slightly

overstating the point, we may also say that the deep levels are almost constant in

absolute energy, and that by varying x one can cause the conduction or valence

band edge to move through the deep levels. In AIxGal.xAs, for example, by

changing x the band gap varies and it opens up a window of observability of the

deep levels (c. f. Fig. 2). Thus by a proper selection of the alloy composition x in

mixed semiconductors, a given impurity can produce a shallow level rather than a

deep one, is a form of "band-gap engineering". We believe that similar ideas of

"band-gap engineering" can be achieved by altering the atomic ordering in the

properly selected semiconductors which make the hosts either nearly lattice

matched or strained-layer SL's, rather than a random alloy.
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IV. Preliminary Results

The tight-binding method outlined above (c.f. Sec. II) offers~a useful frame-work

for the subband energy calculations in both lattice matched and strained-layer

SL's. Here, we present via our preliminary calculations, a picture of the

successful transition of the bulk TB-theory to the band structure calculation of

GaAs/AIxGal.xAs (001)SL's. By comparison with the existing sophisticated

theoretical20- 21 (c.f. Fig. 3) and reliable optical (PL or PLE) data,22 23 we have

obtained an extensive knowledge which supported our TB approach. While the

methodology adopted and the group theory used are of general applicability, the

choice of one example presented here will leave out many important issues that

we are planning to undertake. These issues are:

a. Calculation of Energy Band Gap variation with period of the SL's

This type of study may help us attain new band gap regimes not otherwise

achievable with the bulk III-V compound semiconductors. For instance, InAsSb

strained layer detectors are believed to operate at wavelengths up to about

-12pgm and may possibly be more stable than HgCdTe detectors.

b. Cross over from Type-I to Type-1i (GaAs)m/(AIAs)m SL's

An equally important and still unresolved issue in short-period

(GaAs) r/(AIAs)m SL's is to understand the cross over (c.f. Fig. 4) from type-I to

type-Il superstructure. Here, m represents the number of monolayers in one SL

period (a monolayer of GaAs or AlAs is -2.83 A thick). In Fig. (4a), we have

displayed both r-like quantized states (which are mai il,- confined in GaAs layers)
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and X-like states (which are mainly confined in AlAs layers) in (GaAs)m/(AlAs)n

SUs. When m is relatively large, the r-like-energy levels are lower than the X-like

levels and the resulting superlattices are of type-I in which both electrons and

holes are confined in the same constituent layers (see Fig. 4a). However, when m

is small enough, the X-like states will become the lowest states in the conduction

band. The superlattices become type-Il in which the electrons and holes are

confined in the adjacent constituent layers, respectively, (as shown in Fig. (4b)).

Obviously, for certain critical values of m the r-like levels are nearly equal to the

X-like ones i.e. a type-I to type-Il transition occurs as shown in Fig. (4c).

Experimental evidence for such a crossover is likely to be important 24 for the

vertical transport (tunnelling) in SL structures. Although, some PL data is known

for the critical thickness (m) for which the transition from type-I to type-Il occurs at

ambient pressure. However, the existing results are rather sparse primarily

because in type-I SLs the X-like states are difficult to detect either by PL or by

PLE measurements. 22 23

c. Relative Position of the X-valleys In Type-Il (GaAs)m/(AIAs)m SL's

Another important and unsolved problem, from the basic physics standpoint, is

to know which X-valley states (in the conduction band), the Xxy and or the Xz in

type-Il short-period (GaAs) r/(AlAs)m SL's attain the minimum energy with respect

to the valence band maximum. Here, Xz is the X-valley with wave vector (k)

parallel to the growth axis, while Xx and Xy have k in the plane of the layer. From

simple Group-theoretic analyses and by considering appropriate Brillouin zones

of the SL's, it can be shown that for the (001) SL's, there is a possibility of mixing

of F-Xz states. On the other hand, for the (011) SL, it is the Xz - Xx states that mix
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together and plays a dominant role, while for the (1 11) SL, it is the mixing of L-

Valley with the r-valley state which is important. In SUs the mixing and splitting of

the energy states is manifestly an interface effect which cannot be treated within

the Kr~nig-Penney or k.p (EMA) models. This issue, we believe-can be resolved

only if realistic theories are considered and if the band structure of

(GaAs)m/(AIAs)m (011) short-period SL's is calculated.

d. Problems Related to the Modulation Doping In AIGaAs/GaAs SL's

Modulation doping in GaAs/AIGaAs SUs, by which donor (say, Si) impurities

are inserted into the large gap AIGaAs layers of a SL but donate their electrons to

the small band-gap GaAs layers, has already played a role in the development of

high speed Ill-V compound semiconductor devices. However, practical devices

based on AIJxGal.xAs are often limited to alloy compositions x < 0.3. This is due to

the formation of Si-related defects that are deep traps. Some devices, such as

IHEMT's operate using QW structures at or near GaAs/AIGaAs interfaces and the

performance of these devices depends on the donor-doping, the alloy

ccmposition and the SL's structure. Clearly, the tight-binding Green's function

theory in SL's and heterostructures will help us learn the electronic

characteristics of point defects giving rise to deep-levels.
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Figure captions

Fig. la. Calculated band structure of GaAs basedon the second-neighbor tight-

binding parameters of Talwar and Ting (Ref. (29]).

Fig. lb. Same key as of la but for AlAs.

Fig ic. Calculated band structure of Alo.43Gao.57As in the virtual-crystal

approximation.

Fig. 2a. Schematic illustration of the dependence of deep impurity levels,

caused by donor defects (DX-centers) occupying cation sites, on x in

AlxGal -xAs(after Ref. [19]). The zero of energy is the valence band

maximum of the alloy.

Fig. 2b. Same key as of 2a but for donor defects on anion sites.

Fig. 3. Calculated electronic band structure of (001) oriented (GaAs)I/(AIAs),

superlattice based on our second-neighbor tight-binding theory

described in the text. The results are found in excellent agreement with

the sophisticated self consistent pseudopotential calculation.

Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of the energy band structure for the

(GaAs)m/(AIAs)m SL's of the Ertransition (from the r7-like state to the

heavy hole state) and the EXtransition (from the X-like state to the heavy

hole state). The dashed lines represent the X-valley energy of GaAs and

AlAs bulk materials. The bold lines represent the lowest quantized

energy states in the wells. (a) The type I SL. (b) The type II SL. (c) The

SL at the transition point from the type-I, to type- II SL. (a') Case (a)

under hydrostatic pressure, having been the type II SL.
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Sensor Integration Issues in Robotic Raid Aircraft Turnaround

by

John S. Bay

ABSIRACT

Concepts for robotic rapid aircraft turnaround are examined for the anticipated sensor

specification and data processing requirements. Of particular concern are the inspection, monitoring,

and supervision of robotic operations in an integrated combat turn where there is the possibility of

chemical and biological hazards. Because of the harsh environment expected, it is suggested that the

robotic refueling operations exploit infrared sensing systems, including thermal imaging and range

sensing, as opposed to ultrasonic measurement techniques. Parts mating operations should also

incorporate active and passive compliance devices, as well as force and torque sensing. For some

operations, such as ordnance loading, it is suggested that force-amplifying telemanipulators be

considered over full autonomy. Also, some sensing apparatus should not be mounted to the robotic

components themselves, but are more appropriately fixed in space. These fixed sensors should

include vision and floor-mounted load cells. For laboratory feasibility studies and demonstration,

tactile sensor research is suggested, along with a data processing technique based on distributed

computation of the extended Kalman filter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Problem

During wartime, a critical consideration in the generation of sorties for tactical fighter

aircraft is the time required for ground servicing. An integrated combat turnaround (ICT). is the

procedure used by the U. S. Air Force for maximizing this aircraft turnaround rate. During this

procedure, the aircraft must be marshalled to the servicing area, the wheels must be chocked, the

aircraft must be inspected for any damage, and electrically grounded and bonded to the refueling

vehicle. Following a well specified set of rules, the aircraft is then refueled and re-armed with

missiles and bombs before it , returned to the runway for the next mission.

Of additional concern in the operation is the possibility of chemical and biological (CB)

warfare hazards on the flight line. In such a situation, all equipment and manpower must be

protected from these CB agents, and must be decontaminated subsequent to exposure.

Unfortunately, the protection gear worn by the ground crew consists of several layers of bulky

material which severely restricts their dexterity and endurance. Ideally, the turnaround is targeted

for 45 min. servicing time, but the crew members can suffer heat stress during this time in the

protective suits. Furthermore, especially in missile loading, arming, and validation, intricate close

tolerance dexterous maneuvers are required. These procedures are exceedingly difficult with multi-

layer gloves.

In 1988, Battelle Memorial Institute in Columbus, Ohio, completed an exhaustive report on

the possibility of using robotic manipulators for performing some or all of the ICT tasks [Smith].

The report recommended near- and far-term scenarios for using robotics to reduce crew exposure to

the CB agents, and to expedite the automated process by concurrent execution of the tasks involved.

Of particular importance to this work, the report recommended an autonomous boom to

refuel the aircraft, taking advantage of the increased flow rate of the aircraft's aerial refueling port

over the conventional ground refueling port. Refueling would otherwise follow Air Force guidelines

for "hot-pit" refueling (engines running). Automated ordnance loading would be facilitated by

smart robotic "jammers;" vehicles which could be operated by remote control pendants, and which

could position the missile or bomb in its correct position for mounting and arming. To facilitate the

rest of the ordnance loading procedure, it was recommended that the aircraft and missile be re-

engineered with "quick-connect" connections, reducing the manual dexterity required.

B. Summer Faculty Research Program

In the past, my own work has focused on the interpretation of noisy sensor data in the

intelligent perception of complex objects by robotic manipulators. I am also in the process of
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investigating the properties and availability of various sensors in order to outfit my own robotics

laboratory at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. It istherefore appropriate that I

assist the Flight Dynamics Laboratory in the sensor selection, signal processing, and interpretation

of'sensor data in the context of robotic solutions to the aircraft turnaround problem. The particular

tasks are described below.

II. OBJECTIVES

Assuming that the near-term robotic turnaround functions recommended by the Battelle

report are to be implemented, it is the purpose of this effort to examine technical issues in the

feasibility of robotic implementation. In particular:

1) Given the current technological state of robotics techniques and the available commercial

robotics and automation hardware, recommendations will be made as to the practicality of

some of the planned robotic turnaround functions,

2) In the laboratory, a concept demonstration cell has been set up for illustration of the

fundamental aspects of robotic turnaround. Based on tht evaluation of the practicality of the

final implementation, long and short range equipment acquisitions will be analyzed and

recommended.

3) With special attention to the particular difficulties inheient in noisy, outdoor/hangar

environments, sensor selection and signal processing techniques will be suggested.

4) For the sensor-intensive application envisioned, it is likely that mulhi-sensor fusion techniques

will be required for practical implementation. These techniques will be examined from the

current literature, and suggested methods will be chosen, given the sensor assortment

previously selected.

5) In conjunction with the multi.sensor pick-up and processing problem above, issues in robotic

perception of geometry and awtomated exploration will be examined for possible use in the

robotic aircraft turnaround functions.

The remainder of this report will present a comparison of possibly applicable sensor

technologies. Special attention is raid to features relevant to the rapid aircraft turnaround problem,

both in the lab and ia the field. Dte to space limitations, detailed analysis of processing techniques

and some other technical data is givel as reference to available literature only.
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-II. SENSOR TECHNOLOGY

A. Ultrasonic Sensors

In situations where lighting conditions are unfavorable for visual inspection, some other

sensing- modality is necessary. One popular type of non-contact sensor for such uses 'is the

ultrasonic ranger. Ultrasonic ranging systems can give very accurate measurements with relatively

compact and inexpensive equipment. Drawbacks include poor directionality and noise immunity,

Several companies market ultrasonic sensing equipment, but the basic hardware

configuration is similar for all. In fact, many different sensing packages are based on the same

Polaroid electrostatic transducer. The Polariod transducer is light and portable, consisting of a thin

(gold) metallic sheet mounted in a disc-shaped plastic housing, .328 inches thick and 1.69 inches in

diameter. The necessary driving and signal processing electronics as well as the portable battery

packs are separate and attached by wires.

The sensor operates by emitting a "chirp," lasting approx. 1 microsecond (ms), containing

56 pulses at 300 volts. The pulses are at frequencies ranging from 49.1 to 60 kHz. (This is to avoid

possible cancellation of certain frequencies by surfaces with special topographical characteristics.)

The transducer then acts as a microphone, picking up the echo from its own chirp. The elapsed

time between emission and detection is used with the speed of sound to compute the length of the

echo's path. Nominal operating conditions in the Polaroid specification sheet are: temperature, 32*-

140°F and relative humidity, 5%-95%. The Polaroid ultrasonic sensor experimenter's kit includes

circuitry which enables the unit to measure distances in the range 0.9 to 35 feet.

Ultrasonic ranging systems are relatively simple and inexpensive ($200 - $1000) to

implement. The obvious application for robotic environments is in object detection for automatic

collision avoidance. This is particularly true for mobile robots and autonomous guided vehicles

(AGV's), in which case the sensors operate as a "seeing eye dog" for the robot. Difficulties arise in

the implementation on articulated robots due to the presence of the arms themselves. Because of

the wide field of view of the sensors, parts of one arm might be identified as an obstacle by a sensor

mounted on another arm. Furthermore, if multiple sensors are used, the signals transmitted from

one sensor might be erroneously received and interpretted by a different sensor.

In the rapid aircraft turnaround operations, such detectors might be employed to detect

obstacles, both static and dynamic. For example, a static obstacle is presented by the wing itself

when the required operation is fuel vent verification, since the current scenario has an overhead

robot arm reaching under the wing to check vent flow. Dynamic obstacles are presented by moving

objects, and might include humans, vehicles, and the robot arm itself. An ultrasonic ranger on each

arm segment could detect imminent collision and activate obstacle avoidance algorithms.
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1. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS - As shown in [Polaroid],, the beam shape of the

sonric.hirp has a primary lobe approximately 20' wide. Detection circuitry can be readily designed

so that objects of width only .007" [Contaq],can be sensed. Therefore, small objects can be detected

in a relatively wide field, but the objects cannot be further localized. The standard configuration is

therefore most useful for ranging flat objects in a sparse field. Cluttered environments are not easily

mapped, since the signal received indicates only the distance to the nearest object. This situation

can be improved upon with the use of ultrasonic horns, which effectively narrow the beam width to

improve directionality (see datasheets from Massa Products Corp., Hingham, MA 02043). These

structures are available commercially and effectively narrow the beam to less than 10°. A similar

effect can be produced with the use of higher pulse frequencies, which disperse less than the

approximately 50 kHz pulses normally used. Some improved imaging can also be achieved by using

two separate transducers or with scanning sonar and extensive signal processing and filtering

[Beckerman], but this process might be too slow for real-time robotics operations.

The operating temperature range mentioned above is to assure nominal accuracy of

approximately 1% for the detection circuitry. In reality, the useful operating range is somewhat

larger, with some degradation in accuracy. Application notes from the Contaq Technologies

Corporation (Bristol, VT) also mention the possibility of error due to object temperature. The

problem is actually a result of air turbulence due to thermal currents near the surface of the object.

A surface which is correctly ranged when cold might go undetected when hot, since the reflected

beam is dispersed and refracted by the turbulent air. Of course, in a flight-line situation, there may

be considerable air currents due to nearby jet engines, and these currents may affect the accuracy of

the reading.

Another obvious possible source of error in the flight-line environment is the jet engine noise

itself. While the noise developed from the jet engine depends on a great many factors, including

nozzle diameter, ambient temperature, nozzle air flow velocity, and angle from the jet axis, the

sound power levels can easily exceed 140 dB near a turbojet. Peak power occurs in the 150-1200 tIz

band, with considerable roll off past 10 kIlz [Beranek]. Most commercial noise meters have no

appreciable frequency response above 10 kHz, especially so at 50 kItz, where the ultrasonic pulses

are. In the ideal case, the ultrasonic pulse and the jet noise are sufficiently separated in frequency

that interference would be unexpected, or at least easily filtered. However, the power level of the

hot-pit servicing environment is so high that the physical characteristics of the transducer itself may

be altered, changing the frequency response even at high frequencies through a nonlinear effect. As

mentioned, the transducer is composed of a thin gold film, and is not very robust to the mechanical

shock of jet blast.
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The sonic reflectance properties of a surface may also, affect sensor readings. Flat, smooth

surfaces should be- oriented perpendicular to the beam path for best readings. The Contaq notes

suggest 10 or less deviation from this perpendicular, but note that sufficiently rough surfaces should

reflect enough of the beam in a wide path that detection is possible and ranging is accurate.

2. EXPERIMENT - On Friday, June.30, 1990, the polaroid ultrasonic experimenter's kit was tested

on a USAF C-130. The flight-line visit was ostensibly to observe cargo loading procedures, and was

not an ICT environment, nor were there jet engines in operation in the vicinity. However, the

auxiliary power unit (APU) on the aircraft was running and produced high sound levels and hot

exhaust. The purpose of the ad hoc experiment was to test the accuracy of the sensor in the vicinity

of the power unit. The unit was held by hand and pointed directly at the skin of the aircraft,

behind the APU on the left side of the fuselage.

In the range of one to five feet, the sensor performed well, giving stable readings of the

distance to the skin of the aircraft. Between six and ten feet, the sensor gave unpredictable results,

showing stability for brief periods only (less than 10 seconds). It is in. this range that the exhaust

from the APU began blowing eratically into the path of the sound beam. After 10 feet, the sensor

did not give stable readings of the range, despite the 35 ft. capability of the sensor and circui'.y. In

this range, the sensor's beam path was persistently interrupted by the hot exaust. With the APU's

(and hence, the exhaust) off, the-sensor had no discernible difficulty reading ranges of greater than

six feet.

B. Laser Range Finders

For remote sensing purposes similar to those for which the ultrasonic range sensors were

considered (obstacle detection, etc.), optical range sensors are also available. Most of the applicable

optical range sensors use LED lasers (often near infrared, invisible to the human eye) and

triangulation techniques to determine the distance to an object. Like ultrasonic rangers, these

devices are compact (commonly smaller than a pack of cigarettes, sometimes as small as a

matchbox), and have excellent resolution (10 - 50 pm).

Unlike ultrasonic sensors, though, they are highly directional. They operate by shining a

laser spot on an object and measuring the location of the spot with a light-stnsitive array. They

require mounting at a nominal distance from the object, called a "tand-off," ranging from 1 in. to

over 3 ft. Around this distance, displacements of ± I to 30 in. can be measuied (approximately,

depending on sensor model and configuration/electronics). The primary advantages of these sensors

are i) they are immune to noise, air currents, and temperature variations; ii) multiple sensors laser

range finders do not interfere with each other's operations, as ultrasonic sensors vill; iii) they are
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comparable in price to ultrasonic sensors ($300 - $600); and iv) they are resonably robust

mechanically, being sealed packages which can be made resistant to CB agents. Thedisadvantages

are: i) they require opaque surfaces which are n,.t excessively shiny; ii).they require approkimately

the same ambient temperature and humiuity conditions as the ultrasonic sensors, which precludes

rainy days: and iii) they are technologically more sophisticated and complex than ultrasonic

sensors, although they are still self-contained and are provided with the interface electronics.

C. Microwaves

A new technology which combines the desireable features of both the ultrasonic sensors and

the optical rangers is the microwave ranger. These devices operate on the same basic principal as

the ultrasonic sensors, but use high frequency (>1 GHz) electromagnetic waves rather than sonic

waves. This technique provides better resolution and immunity to environmental factors than the

ultrasonic devices, and have greater range than optical sensors. A factor to -be investigated in the

use of microwaves, though, is possible -interference with aircraft and/or flightline electronics and

communications. The devices are commercially available (General Microwave Corporation,

Amityville. NY) and warrant further investigation.

D. Vision and Infrared Imaging

Conventional imaging systems using vidicon technology transform visible light reflected

from a three-dimensiona. scene to the two-dimensional plane image. The obvious utility of this

sensing modality is the ,emote location of parts and features within the field of view. A properly

calibrated camera can be useful in many of the aircraft turnaround tasks.

Primarily, tle imaging system used in the current demonstration facility and in the near-

term automated scenario uses visual images for two purposes: to inspect fittings and surfaces for

defects, wear, or damage; and to fix positions of workpieces such as the aerial tefueling port, the

grounding recrptacles, the nose gear, the robot end effector itself, and visible obstacles. With

overhead moianted cameras and vision processing software, the incoming aircraft can be identified

and inspected before the refueling ports and other necessary workpoints are identified in three-space.

In Cae demonstration facility, a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is also mounted to the

last link of the robot, so that the local scene is always accessible. While vidicons are electron tubes,
fundanentally cathode ray screens operated backwards, CCD's are solid-state devices fabricated on a

semtcnductor chip. This facilitates miniaturization and remote operation. Furthermore. CCD

ci.eras have high resolution and low power consumption, making them ideal for robotic
Pplications. where they have gained wide acceptance.
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Whereas visible light occupies the wavelengths 0.4 - 0.75 pm in the electromagnetic

spectrum (approximately the-same band available from vidicon cameras), CCD cameras have useful

sensitivity from 0.4 - 1.1 pm. These -higher wavelengths- extend into the "near' infrared region,

suggesting that electromagnetic emissions from hot objects might be visible with CCD cameras.

Indeed, CCD cameras are useful in detecting hot objects whose temperatures are ? 6000C. There

are, however, many tasks in the turnroutid operation for which temperature sensing might be

useful, especially if the range of tefLtlVeature resolution were extended to include objects cooler than

60M"C. Such sensing systems are available in the form of thermal imagers.

Thermal imaging systems are common in the range 2.0 - 6.0 pr. These wavelengths

correspond, roughly, to the range of wavelefigths emitted by common objects (not necessarily ideal

black-bodies) with temperatures of -20' to 2006C (-4" to 3632T). A typical system from Hughes

Electronics Company, the Systems Series 2000, operates at 2.0 - 5.6 pm, can focus in the range 10

in. to infinity, has a 15' x 10" field of view, and plots temperature in a 16 color coding scheme. It

can resolve temperatures within the range -20 ° to 2000'C within ± 0.5°C. Feature and options allow

frame grabbing, isotherm viewing and "thermal filtering" (selecting only objects of particular

temperatures for viewing), and magnetic storage on videotapes or hard disk recorders. It consists of

an indium-antimonide detector housed in an argon gas coolant.

The possible uses of such a device are numerous:

Initial inspection of the aircraft includes a check for brake temperature. If the brakes can

melt a crayon designed to melt at 371°C (700'F), hot pit refueling is unsafe because of the risk

of spilled fuel ignition. If they are over 649°C (1200°F), they are at risk of igniting the

hydraulic fluid, and present imminent danger of brake fire. A thermal imager could detect

brake temperature before any turnaround operations are performed.

Throughout the refueling process, constant surveillance must be maintained on the fuel tank

vent to ensure that air is properly venting, indicating proper fuel delivery rate. Por fuel

which has been stored in underground tanks, there is likely to be a temperature gradient

between the venting vapors and the surrounding air. A gradient would also result from

evaporation of the vapors, which will also be the case for liquid fuel spills onto the tarmac.

Such a gradient would surely be within the 0.5 resolving capability of the sensors.

* A well established procedure among chemists is the detection of chemical element through

their electromagnetic emission and absorption properties. It was reported in [Hudson) that

this technique has be'n used for the detection of fuel leaks as well as the presence of poison
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gases. For example, it was'found that hydrogen gas absorbs radiationat a wavelength of 3.4

Pim. Therefore, if spectral analysis of the scene is suspiciously devoid of this wavelength, a

hydrocarbon fuel leak might be suspected. The Hughes system demonstrated in the

laboratory'on July 27, 1990 did not have this capability.

0 Aside from detecting materials with temperature in the extreme ranges, the imaging system

can also "see" objects with "normal" temperatures, so that some of the more conventional

visual imaging tasks might be accomplished with a single imaging system; for example,

coordinate fixation of the aircraft and localization of the refueling port. As stated in (Lloyd],

"Thermal imagers are superior in performance to other types of passive-sensing electro-optical

imaging devices when operability at any time of the day or night and under all weather

conditions is the primary consideration." A problem always associated with visible

wavelength imaging in military environments is the necessity to detect camouflaged objects.

Since it has already been determined in the laboratory that a camouhaged aircraft is-difficult

to detect on a matching runway, and since a metallic plane returning from a recent sortie is

certain to have a different tempeCature than the service area floor or ground surface, thermal

imaging might be a valuable option.

Although the thermal imaging systems may have considerable advantages over the CCD or

vidicon cameras, they also have their drawbacks. Because the sensors are temperature-sensitive,

they must be cooled well below the temperature of the objects they image. This need is analogous

to the difficulty in observing visual images with a bright light shining in one's eyes. Most thermal

imagers are cooled with cryogenic fluids such as argon, dispensed from cylinders which last no more

than several hours (system cost: > $25,000). There are, however, thermoelectrically cooled

systems which require only continuous electrical power, although at a higher cost ( - $50,000). The

cooling systems also add some bulk and fragility, eliminating the possibility of mounting on small,

fast robot arms. Gantry mounting or mounting on large, slow moving arms is a feasible option.

In addition, since the wavelengths received are considerably longer than visible light, spatial

resolution is diminished, especially at the low temperature range. The most inexpensive systems are

limited to a small number of colors ( - 16) in the display, so representation of large temperature

ranges in one image will cost considerable temperature resolution. The Hughes systems can,

however, change the display range and bias on-line, so selective smaller temperature gradients can be

presented. Hughes also offers 128 and 256 color models, again at a higher price. Complete imaging

systems are available, which include the image processing techniques common to many visual

imagers (image subtraction, filtering, etc.).
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Finally, it should be noted that thermal imagers are not cameras. it are thermal. sensors

whose inputs are scanned in from the field of view by mirrors [Lloyd]. They are considerably slower

than-CCDs, havingtime constants on the order of 100 ms.

E. Force and Tactile Sensors

In the event that desired visual information is unavailable due to poor lighting, occlusion, or

surface reflectance problems, surface features of any object (including the refueling hose and aircaft

surface), touch sensors can be used instead. The possible uses for force and other touch sensors are

many, and include: grip verification and force control for the end effector, position sensing through

detection of wheel contact on the floor or ground, surface exploration and feature detection on the

plane's surface, perhaps for increased aircraft identification confidence or location of visually

occluded connectors and ports.

A difficulty in the implementation of tactile sensors is commercial availability. Most

research in this area is in development of the sensors themselves, so that selection of a commercial

device is difficult, especially tactile array sensors, Luckily, in the large scale robotics and

manipulation issues necessary here, sensitive sensor arrays are not crucial. Examination of

commercial products reveals three types of sensors which are inexpensive and useful: the force

sensing resistor, the force/torque sensing wrist module (a strain gage device), and tile remote center

compliance with lockout.

The force sensing resistor (FSR) is available from Interlink Electronics (Santa Barbara, CA).

It is a film of semiconducting material whose resistance decrease,, as a power of the applied force.

The manufacturer's information bulletins suggest that while the force sensing capability is useful,

accurate force sensing should be left to strain gage-type devices. Tile FSR is thin, flexible,

mechanically robust, and versatile. It is available in an -XYZ" configuration, which acts as a

contact location sensor with resolution of .002/1 in the X-Y plane, as well as a force sensor along the

Z axis. The basic sensor can be used on gripper faces to monitor gripping, contact force and object

weight. As an XYZ sensor. it becomes useful for object exploration and recognition as discussed to

some extent in [Bay, Bay & Ilemami]. In that work, it is stated that the signal processing

techniques developed are most useful when accurate position sensing is available, but when force

sensing is relatively inaccurate. This is exactly the situation with the Interlink sensor. Detailed

data and customization information is available from Interlink. and a starter designer's kit will

provide an assortment of 18 sensors and application notes for $79.95.

EXPERIMENT - Two sample FSRs were obtained from Interlink. and the mass-resistance profile

shown in Figure 1 was obtained. It should be noted that the curve is a log-log plot. demonstrating
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that the sensor is a hlighly nonlinear device. A further problem discovered in laboratory

experimentation with the sample FSRs was "creep." Though not specified in the manufacturer's

data sheet, it was found that over a period of approximately ten minutes, the resistance of the sensor

drops with a constant mass applied. It does decay to a constant and repeatable value, but appears

noisy and unpredictable during the transients. At -the time of this Writing, experiments were in

progress to reject the creep, either through electronic processing of the measurements, mechanical

damping, or software compensation.

The force/torque sensing wrist senses the resultant forces and torques on the end effector or

hand. It consists of as many as 16 strain gages mounted. on each side of metallic cross-bridges

which attach the hand to the wrist. With this redundancy, simple signal processing techniques can

easily resolve a 3-axis torque and a 3-axis force (see Figure 2). The devices are widely used in

robotics, since joint torques are difficult to measure and are invariably contaminated with nonlinear

disturbances such as gear flexibility, backlash, hysteresis, and friction. In the aircraft turnaround

operation, such a wrist will be necessary not only to monitor -workpiece forces, but also to-monitor

contact forces, since forcing a part contact with the aircraft skin should be tightly monitored and

controlled. Most force/torque sensors are provided with a dedicated controller, which provides the

somewhat complex operation of strain gage signal pickup, amplification, conditioning, and response

to requests for force/torque information from the host computer.

The remote center compliance (RCC) is a well known device intended to facilitate

manipulation tasks, especially small parts mating. In principle, it provides a spring-dashpot

combination along all six axes of hand motion, and is constructed so that it "gives" in reaction to

applied force or moments. Inaccurate parts mating, for example, the peg-in-the-hole task, is

accomplished through passive compliance rather than active control. This function will be useful for

any pin insertion or latching tasks, including aircraft electrical grounding and refueling nozzle

insertion. During refueling with a robotic boom or gantry robot, the function of the RCC is the

same as that of the flexibility in the hose during an actual aerial refueling.

The "lockout" feature simply locks the compliance to reduce wobble and undesired flex

during unobstructed and non-contact moves, thereby also facilitating use of a force/torque sensor in

coninnction with an RCC. RCC's, as well as force-sensing wrists, are available from Assurance

Technologies (Garner, NC) or PFA, Inc. (New Berlin, \VI). Force/torque sensors cost, $4000 -

$10,000, depending on the payload capability ( - 15 lb./10 in.-lb. - 350 lb./2100 in.-lb.), and

RCC's are about $500. or S 1800 with lockout. Some robotics literature ., cribes a combination of

the two devices in one module, the "instrumentcd RCC." but a commerciall, available product was

not found.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following paragraphs summarize the final recommendations of -the summer

investigation, particularly with regard to the objectives listed above.

A. SENSORS - Because of the problems associated with ultrasonic transmitters/receivers, as

mentioned in section III.A. they are probably not suitable for multiple mountings on an articulated

arm. Their use should- be limited to range estimation by single mobile robots. Because of stringent

safety requirements dictating accurate range sensing and obstacle avoidance, laser range finders are

better suited to the flightline environment. Microwave devices should be further investigated.

Because of the low tolerances allowed, it is strongly recommended that the laboratory upgrade to

industrial grade robot arms, and equip them with force/torque sensing wrists. and RCC devices.

Contact applications-around criticaland expensive flightline equipment justify their cost. Tactile

and gripper-mounted array sensors beyond basic force sensing should be implemented in the

laboratory only if artificially intelligent autonomous manipulation or shape description (see

D. ROBOTIC PERCEPTION ... , below) is desired. In this case, processing-techniques are widely

available in the voluminous robotics and image processing sources literature references. The CCD

overhead and gripper-mounted vision systems are adequate for laboratory study-and should be useful

on the flightline. Their use should be continued, and augmented with additional vision processing

software. An actual flightline operation'might also benefit from thermal imaging, although the cost

of these systems is prohibitive in the laboratory. A useful -comparison of sensor technologies was

found in (Espiau] and is summarized in Figure 3.

B. AUTOMATION of SELECTED TURNAROUND FUNCTIONS - As recommended by the

Battelle report, refueling is the primary turnaround function currently suited -to full automation.

Bomb and missile loading is currently too intricate a task to be fully automated, although gross

ordnance transfer operations are feasible with semi-autonomous guided vehicles. Automated

reloading will not be a candidate for full automation until "quick connect" fittings are implemented,

implying substantial re-design of the pylon, retaining, and arming structures on the plane and the

missile/bomb. Automated visual/thermal inspection is a technologically feasible application for

mobile robots and should be considered for integration with the refueling apparatus. Wheel

chocking is best performed with re-design of the chocking device, perhaps with inflatable bladders

over which the aircraft might be taxied prior to inflation. Grounding, umbilical connection, and

initial inspection can be accomplished with the same overhead apparatus as the refueling operation,

but might imply identifiable visual markers on the surface of the aircraft. Ground plug insertion

and fuel hose mating requires some passive compliance device such as an RCC.
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C. SIGNAL PROCESSING --It was discovered from the literature that current multi-sensof fusion

techniques are driven uniquely by the particular assortment of sensors in the application. No

accepted, unified multi-sensor integration paradigm exists, and should be the topic of further

research. Sensor subsystems should become modular ("plug-in and go); Until, the time that this

becomes possible. ,sensor fusion software will- be custom-written for each application. Multi-sensor

integration for problems similar to, the refueling task are considered in the literature [Abidi] and

would make a good guide for refueling operations. Obstacle avoidance procedures are common -in

robotics literature and will 'be' necessary here. Especially relevant and potentially problematic is~the

problem of avoiding collision between the refuelingjboom and the aircraft. This is inllerently a

three-dimensional mapping~and avoidance problem, as opposed to the much easier planar problem.

A promising approach is to create a.ficticious repulsive force exerted by the surface of any obstacle

detected by the range sensors (Cheung), although this is most effective for fixed obstacles. The

obstacles present then create an artificial "force 'field," repelling each link of the robot arm away

from object surfaces. 'This is an elegant and passive technique and requires no global planning and

mapping.

D. ROBOTIC PERCEPTION AND SHAPE DESCRIPTION - In remote locations or bare base

operations. it has already been determined that camouflaged aircraft may be difficult to localize by

camera. This may be problematic if insufficient data is available to precisely fix the physical

coordinates of' the various aircraft fixtures. To remedy this situation, salient features of the aircraft

should be accurately fixed wihother sensor inputs. First, if the inflatable bladder or floor-mounted

automatic chock is used, this device could also be instrumented to provide approximate resting

location of the aircraft tires. Then. if the end effector is equipped with either range or touch sensing,

the surface of the aircraft can be explored, and measured geometric features matched with the

known characteristics of the aircraft model. Sensor information useful for this procedure includes

range, surface normal direction, curvature, and even force (for constrained motion on unknown

surfaces). This information can then- be fused with visual information so that a surface model can

be fitted to the data, and coordinate references can be estimated. The procedures specified in (Bay

& Hemami] will accomplish this estimation and the exploration tasks are being investigated [Bay].
Other promising approaches include neural network classifiers [NorwoodJ. It is recommended that

hardware experimentation with tactile shape estimation be conducted on aircraft models in order to

verify the theory in the laboratory.

E. OVERALL - The authors of the Battelle report (Smith] used a technique of assigning scor6s to

various turnarourd functions based on feasibility, potential time savings, etc. The combined score

then ranked the functions in order of strength as cendidates for full automation. Curiously. the
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functions of bomb loading and AIM-9 missile loading ranked higher than refueling, but refueling was

nevertheless chosen -as the best candidate for immediate prototype development.

Based on the analysis of sensor equipment and manipulator hardware available, refueling

does appear to be the best candidate 'for automation (along with the associated necessities of

grounding, chocking, etc.). Next, noncontact inspection should be implemented. This can be-done

with currently available remote sensors. The primary difficulty with inspection is the comparative

time required to scan the entire surface of the aircraft at high resolution,,something humansdo-well.

The primary advantage is the ability of the robotic system to exploit sensors (X-ray, etc), which can

detect minute or invisible flaws.

Autonomous-bomb and missile loading should be left for further study in the future. While

mounting and arming the weapons requires intricate maneuvers and fine dexterity, handling the

weapons requires high strength and close supervision. This wide range of capabilities is difficult to

build into an autonomous system, and it requires technology currently unavailable. Although non-

autonomous force amplifiers and human-in-the-loop mechanical assistance concepts (Kazerooni] show

promise, these operations are so safety critical that more development and testing time is required.

It has been said that robotics can be defined as the marriage of artificial intelligence and

movable physical objects. If this is true, the current state of industrial applied robotics is better

defined as automation, which implies little intelligence. Although crew exposure to CB agents and

physical workload advantages are immediately realizable, time and cost savings- currently are only

appreciable in repetetive tasks requiring little sensory perception and rational decision-making.

Since the comprehensive rapid aircraft turnaround is such a complex, sensory intensive, low

tolerance problem with little room for error, considerable further research is necessary.
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Resistance vs. Mass for Interlink FSR Samples
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Figure 1. Resistance vs. mass applied for the sample Interlink FSR. Note the log-log scale and
the outlier, probably due to the creep discussed in section X.
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demonstrated that the optimization capabilities of the ASTRO

procedure are well suited for the preliminary structure design
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I. INTRODUCTION

An, aircraft structural designer must consider aeroelastic

instabilities (i.e. flutter, divergence and control reversal) in a

addition to the strength requirements for the structural design of

high performance aircraft. In particular, he must design a

structure such that the maximum operational flight velocity is less

than (by 15%), the velocity of the-critical aeroelastic instability

while still insuring satisfactory strength at the velocity of the

critical aeroelastic instability. The critical aeroelastic

instability is defined to be the least value of the flutter,

divergence or control reversal velocities. In addition, the

structural designer desires to adjust the structural sizes to

minimize the structural weight while insuring that the maximum

flight velocity is less than the critical aeroelastic instability

velocity.

In recent years, structural optimization as needed and used by

the aerospace industry has expanded in scope to include such

additional disciplines as static and dynamic aeroelasticity,

composite materials, aeroelastic tailoring, etc. One of the more

promising multidiciplinary codes presently under development is the

Automated Structural Optimization System (ASTROS) [1-3]. In this

computer code, static, dynamic, and frequency zesponse finite

element structural modules, subsonic and supersonic steady and

unsteady aerodynamic modules, and an optimization module are

combined and allow for either analysis or optimized design of given

aircraft configurations. Interfering surface aerodynamics are

incorporated to handle the aerodynamic modeling of combinations of
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wings, tails, canards, fuselages, and stores. Structures- are

represented by fully built-up finite element models, constructed

from rod, membrane, shear, plate, and other elements. Static and

dynamic aeroelastic capabilities include trim, lift effectiveness,

aileron effectiveness, gust response, and flutter analysis. The

optimization and aeroelasticity modules of this code were used as

a tool for the structural optimization of fully built-up finite

element wing models in subsonic and supersonic flow with strength

as well as static and dynamic aeroelastic constraints.

First, the performance of the flutter analysis/optimization

module was evaluated against results from the other methods and

codes, i.e., the large scale finite element codes MSC/NASTRAN [4]

and COSMIC-NASTRAN [5). Here, a generic low aspect ratio fighter

type wing model of reasonable complexity (86 nodal points) was

analyzed for flutter by all three codes, then optimized for minimum

weight with strength and various aeroelastic constraints by ASTROS

using a small numnber of design variables (=5) and design variable

heavy linking. The optimum designs were again analyzed by all

three codes, i.e., free vibration mode shapes, flutter speeds, and

flutter mode shapes were determined and the results from the

different codes were compared. Also, for some of the cases, the

free mode shapes, the flutter speeds, and the flutter mode shapes

were monitored from iteration to iteration during the course of the

optimization, together with the constraint behavior to understand

the performance of the optimization routine especially during steps

in the optimization when various different constraints were active

at the same time. In the investigation, the strength constraints
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were incorporated in the form of a 9-g symmetric pull-up maneuver,

the static aerOelasitic, constraints were based on control

effectiveness and aileron reversal, and the dynamic aeroelastic

constraint was represented .by a minimum flutter speed.

'I. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this study is to demonstrate that the

optimization capabilities of ASTROS are well suited, for the

;preliminary structural design environment. The constraints of

strength) control reversal and flutter speed are imposed on a

preliminary finite element structural model of fighter-type wing to

obtain a weight optimized wing structure. It is desired to show

the ability for ASTROS to simultaneously consider many constraints

from each of several disciplines allowing the structural designer

to develop non-intuitive solutions of the complex design problem

placed on modern flight vehicle structures.

III. EQUATIONS FOR STRUCTURAL AND AEROELASTIC DESIGN

Consider the swept and tapered thin wing shown in Figure 1

which is typical of a wing investigated herein. The underlying

structure of the wing is represented using finite elements as shown

in Figure 2 which is typical of a wing built-up structure. In

addition, also shown in Figure 1 is an aerodynamic flap located

near the wing tip whose purpose, 3n conjunction with a flap located

on the opposing wing, is to create a rolling moment for rolling of

the flight vehicle.

Begin the investigti on by first determining the static

aeroelastic deformation of the wing produced by the aerodynamic
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forces acting on the wing. The equation of equilibrium for the

bending and twisting of the wing is written in matrix form

conforming to the finite element formulation as:

(A (u = q(A](U + q[ARJ]{catR + q[A[(1} ()

where {u} represents the bending and twisting deformation at the

nodal points of the finite element model {aA) is some initial angle

of attack of the, wing and { 1 } is flap setting angle. The

parameter q is the dynamic pressure defined as 1/2 p. Uo2 . In

equation (1) the matrix (K] is the structural stiffness and [A] is

the aerodynamic flexibility matrix representing the aerodynamic

lift and moment generated by the deformation of the wing beyond

that which depends on the initial angle of attack and, flap setting.

The equilibrium equation (1) can be written in the usual form for

determining the deformation {u} as

[(k] - q[A]](IU = q(ARI(aR + q[AF{)}. (2)

1. Wing Divergence Velocity

The wing divergence velocity is independent of the initial

wing angle of attack and the flap setting angle. At the divergence

velocity there is a balancing between the aerodynamic force

produced by wing deformation and the structural resorting force

represented by the product of the stiffness and wing deformation.

To determine the divergence dynamic pressure or velocity equation
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(2) is written in homogenous form.

[(K] - qxzv[A]]{u = {oF (3)

Equation (3) is an eigen-problem, from which, the lowest

eigen-value can be determined and represents the divergence dynamic

pressure. Additionally, the accompanying deformation shape, the

eigen-vector can be determined. It should be noted that the

aerodynamic influence metric [A] in general is not a symmetric

matrix which requires special numerical treatment of the eigen-

problem represented by equation (3) because of the possibility of

complex eigenvalues. An inverse-power method was used for the

eigenvalue extraction from equation (3). The divergence velocity

can then be written as:

Uo=3 2P. (4)

2. Lift Effectiveness

Lift effectiveness is defined to be the ratio of wing lift

produced on a flexible wing to that produced on a rigid wing at a

defined value of dynamic pressure. The lift effectiveness is

computed at a certain velocity where the flap setting angle,

is zero. The lift effectiveness is then:
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EL = Lrigid + Ltix qJAT[AR ]{R) + qT [A] () (5)

Lzigid -jJW1T[A 9R]{R l5

where the matrix {h} are aerodynamic panel lengths. The wing

deformation vector {u} in equation (5) is computed from equation

(2) with the flap setting { } equated to zero as:

{U = q[[K[ - q[A]]-1[AR]{(R (6)

Substituting equation (6) into equation (5) allows one to determine

the lift effectiveness.

EL= W 1[ (] +g(A] [K] -g[A]] ] [A R] (a A) (7)
(h)}[AR] ( (R

3. Control-Surface Effectiveness

The purpose of the flap shown in Figure 1 located near the

wing tip is to produce an aerodynamic rolling moment of the wing.

The deformation of the wing surface will produce additional rolling

moments beyond those produced if the wing was rigid. The rolling

moment effectiveness is defined to be the ratio of the rolling

moment resulting from a flap rotation on flexible wing to the

rolling moment resulting from a flap rotation on a rigid wing. The

control effectiveness is computed for a specified velocity with

initial wing angle of attack equated to zero in equation (2)
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EC=Mxrigid+'Mxf.x- J[F(}q)TA]u(8

where the matrix {h}T are products of panel lengths and moment arms

to the nodal points of the structural finite element model.

Additionally, it should be noted that the matrix { J } has a non-

zero value g!L] for elements where the flap is located. Once again

the deformation vector {u} can be determined from the equilibrium

equation (2) but in this case the initial angle of attack is

equated to zero.

{U = q[ K] - qiA]] - [ A F { (9)

Substituting equation (9), into equation (8) the flap effectiveness

for creating a rolling moment on a flexible wing is determined as:

Ec1 T [[I] + q[A] [[K] - q[AJ]-1 [A{) (10)
(h T[A'$

The flap control effectiveaess can thus be determined for any

specified value of velocity or dynamic pressure.

4. control-Surface Reversal

From consideration of equation (10) the possibility exists

that there is a velocity or dynamic pressure where the control

effectiveness _ is zero. The velocity at which the control

effectiveness is zero is called the control reversal velocity for

the rollinq moment produced by a flap deflection on a flexible wing
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is zero and any further increase of Velocity will produce a rolling

moment tending to roll the wing in a direction opposite to the roll

produced by a flap rotation on a rigid wing. The reversal velocity

can be determined from a graphical dslay f equation (10), EC for

various values of dynamic pressure.

5. Flutter Analysis

To determine the flutter speed of a flight vehicle wing shown

in Figures 1 and 2 it is necessary to obtain the equation of motion

representing deformation of the structure when subjected to the

unsteady aerodynamics forces. Two aerodynamic methods are

available in ASTROS, the doublet lattice method for subsonic

velocities and the potential gradient method for supersonic

velocities; unfortunately there is not an aerodynamic method for

transonic velocities. The flutter stability analysis is based on,

the p-k method with the equation of motion governing wing

deformation as

p 2(M + [K] -q ([Q] + Q (U) = (0) (11)

where p is a complex eigenvalue, CM] is the consistent mass matrix

and [Q) = [QR] + i [Q'] is the complex aerodynamic coefficient

matrix. The flutter speed is determined by plotting the complex

eigenvalue on a v-g diagram.

6. Design Problem

The concept of optimization involves the alteration of design
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variables (thickness) to achieve desired results. The optimization

goal is to find a vector 9 of n design variables xi, (i=l,2...,n),

which will minimize a multivariable function f(x) subject to m

constraints:

gj (x) = G, (x) - 2! o o(j = 1, 2,..m (12)

and side constraints

x1 : xi x (i = 1,2,...,n) (13)

Here the design variable vector JZ controls the finite element

sizes, the constraints G1(x) are strength, aeroelastic divergence,

control effectiveness and flutter speed, G are the limits, f(x)

represents the structural weight and the superscripts land u

represent the lower and upper bounds.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two fighter type wing structural models shown in Figure 3 were

selected to be representative of wing of a low aspect ratio. The

preliminary design model was selected for weight optimization under

strength as well as static and dynamic aeroelastic constraints for

a reasonable sized model to allow parametric investigations. The

large scale model would likely be used in the later phases of the

structural design process.

Initially, the sizes and locations of the structural elements

of a 10 spar, 3 rib wing shown in Figure 3 were selected and as a
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nominal structural model. Additionally] concentrated weights were

placed at the structural nodal points to simulate the non-

structural weights to represent fuel, actuators and store mass.

The aerodynamics modeling for the nominal and optimized structure

was selected to be 36 aerodynamics boxes with 6 chord divisions and

6 span divisions.

1. Nominal Wing Structure

The nominal wing structure was used with ASTROS to determine

the individual stresses in the structural elements resulting from

a 9-g pull-up at a Mach no of 0.85 at sea level. Additionally, the

flutter speed -f approximately 32,500 in/sec for the nominal model

was found.

Finally the roll effectiveness for a roll control system was

determined for the nominal wing structure at a dynamic pressure

near the control reversal dynamic pressure. The variation of

control effectiveness and aileron effectiveness of the nominal

structure is displayed in Figure 4. As indicated in Figure 4 the

reversal dynamic pressure for the nominal model was approximately

45# \in2.

As a side investigation to determine the reliability of ASTROS

to predict a valid flutter speed, the flutter speed as predicted

using the p-k method of ASTROS was compared to the flutter speed

predicted using both the k and p-k methods of COSMIC-NASTRAN. As

shown in Figure 5; the v-g diagram of the critical flutter mode of

the nominal structure, all three methods predict exactly the same

flutter velocity even though all three methods yield very different
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damping values at velocities other than at flutter. in addition;

comparison of flutter velocities predicted by three methods is

displayed in Figure 6 for an optimized structural model (structural

weight less than the nominal model using a preassigned flutter,

speed constraint).i The v-g diagram, Figure 6 again demonstrates

the same prediction of flutter velocity by the three techniques and

for the optimal structural model the damping values, g, are

approximately the same for all three techniques at all velocities.

The displayed results of Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that the p-k

flutter techniques of ASTROS predicts the correct flutter velocity

in the analysis or design phase of ASTROS.

2. Optimized Wing Structure

The fighter wing structural model was resized and optimized

using ASTROS with both single and multiple constraints active at

any given time as shown in Table I. The initial optimal structure

model was obtained for a 9-g symmetric pull-up maneuver with a Von-

Mises stress constraint with prescribed stress yield values. The

following optimization studies were conducted using as minimum

sizes for the individual structural members those obtained from the

above strength optimized model.

Next, the structural model was resized and optimized using a

constraint of an improvement of the reversal dynamic pressure from

45#/in2 to 52#/in. The increase in the reversal dynamic pressure

was accomplished while the structural weight of the optimized wing

was reduced from 497# (nominal) to 409# (optimal) as shown in Table

I. As a comparison problem with the reversal velocity used as a
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constraint, the structure was resized to yield the same reversal

dynamic pressure as the nominal structure and weight optimized to

reduce the structural weight further to 347#. The corresponding

flutter velocities for these two cases with constraints, on reversal

dynamic pressure are indicated in Table I and are 3.23 x 104 (in/sec)

and 2.97 x 104(in/sec) respectively.

Finally the structural model was resized and optimized using

multiple constraints. In this case it was required that the

reversal dynamic pressure be the same as reversal of the nominal

structure and the flutter speed be increased to 3.1 x 104 in/sec.

This increase of flutter speed is beyond that obtained when only a

single constraint on reversal pressure was imposed. In this manner

the structural designer has the added advantage of precisely

placing the velocity of certain aeroelastic instabilities relative

to other velocities of aeroelastic instabilities. Here we desired

to make improvements in the flutter velocity which is larger that

the reversal velocity while the structure is weight optimized. In

this particular case the weight of the optimized structure was

obtained as 438#.

The previous optimization studies were accomplished in the

subsonic Mach number regime (i.e. M, = 0.85) using a doublet

lattice aerodynamic formulation. Using subsonic aerodynamic

theories resulted in the prediction of aeroelastic instability

velocities in the supersonic regime. To remove this inconsistence

in problem formulation a supersonic aerodynamic formulation, called

a potential gradient method, was used in an optimization study.

The Mach number was selected to be 1.2 and the structure was
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resized and optimized with single and multiple constraints also

shown in Table I. The selected constraints for M=1.2 Were-similar

to the constraints selected for M=0.85 and the weight reductions

for the optimized structure is shown in Table I.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The examples presented in this investigation demonstrate that

the optimization capabilities of the ASTROS procedure are well

suited for the preliminary design environment. Any number of

constraints of strength, divergence, control reversal and flutter

can be imposed on general finite element structural models of

flight vehicles. The ability to simultaneously consider many

constraints from each of several disciplines allows the structural

designer to develop non-intuitive solutions to the complex design

problem placed on modern flight vehicle structures.

This investigation focused upon the structural weight optimal

design of a fighter-type wing of low-aspect ratio. The finite

element representation of the structure was sufficiently large and

the design variables large enough to serve as a preliminary design

model. The optimal weight redesign of the wing structure was

obtained with constraints on strength, control reversal and flutter

imposed using both subsonic and supersonic aerodynamic theories.

The weight savings for the various imposed constraints is shown in

Table I.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

At the present time only the linear aerodynamic theories of

the sub and supersonic Mach number regimes are available f or use by
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ASTROS in the optimal weight design of flight vehicle structures.

The-critical flight regime for structural design to preclude the

flutter instability is the "transonic" Mach number regime. In this

regime the aerodynamic equations are non-linear and not available

for use by ASTROS in the very regime that is most critical. It is

recommended that a transonic aerodynamic formulation be

incorporated with ASTROS to obtain the weight optimized design of

flight vehicle structures for all Mach number regimes. The

aerodynamic formulation exists at the present time as XTRAN3 being

developed by the AF Flight Dynamics Lab. XTRAN3 is a numerical

solution scheme using finite differencing method to solve the non-

linear aerodynamic flow equations.
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Location of Crack Tips by Acoustic EMission

for Application to Smart Structures

by

Marvin A. Hamstad

The use of commercial acoustic emission (AE) equipment for location

of crack tips in a fatigue test environment was studied. The results from

six channels of commercial AE'equipment were compared to those derived from

waveforms obtained by a two-channel transient recorder. Prior to fatigue

cycle monitoring, the AE wave propagation characteristics were extensively

studied using pencil lead breaks in a center notch. For the fatigue

studies center crack samples of 2024-T351 aluminum were used with hydraulic

grips to eliminate extraneous noise over the whole fatigue cycle. Results

show that waveform approaches are superior to standard AE systems for

location of crack tips. Results also indicated that reopening of a closed

crack generates much more AE than that generated at the crack tips. This

"unclosure" AE may be of potential use to detect cracks and characterize

crack length.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Fatigue, Fracture and Reliability Group of, the Flight Dynamics

Laboratory of the Wright Research and Development Center is interested in

the concept of smart structures. This terminology refers 'to the ability

to nearly continuously sense conditions and states such as loads and

structural integrity in aircraft structures (Sendeckyj and Paul, 1989].

The inputs of the sensors into properly programmed computers lead directly

to corrective actions thereby by-passing scheduled nondestructive

evaluation. Acoustic emission (AE) technology provides one approach to the

network of sensors and computers necessary for a smart structure.

AE technology-is concerned with the monitoring of stress waves which

are generated by rapid local energy releases in solid materials. The AE

signals are generated by a variety of sources such as impacts, phase

changes, crack growth, friction, inclusion-particle fracture, and other

microdamage sources.

AE technology has a number of useful and potentially unique features

for smart structures applications. First, AE is a passive technique in

that stress waves generated at sources throughout a structure propagate to

the sensor location. This feature limits the density of sensors required

to monitor a structure. Second, AE is a whole volume sensing technique.

Third, AE data from multiple sensors can be used to locate the spatial

position of the sources within the structure. Fourth, the source mechanism

may be identified by use of advanced statistical concepts with waveform

feature vectors. Fifth, AE is essentially a real time sensing technique.

Sixth, AE is a microscopic technique with high sensitivity. And seventh,

AE is at its very basis a measure of the response of a structure to stress.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

Since a goal of the smart structures concept is to bypass the usual

scheduled nondestructive inspections, the application of AE would make its

most valuable contribution if crack lengths could be measured by following

the position of crack tips in a fatigue environment. AE technology as

normally practiced in structures has only been concerned with detecting and
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locating the vicinity of a crack. Thus, the smart structures application

requires an extension of the technology to locate crack tips. With this

perspective in mind, the primary objective of this research was to examine

the ability of normal commercial AE instrumentation to distinguish and

estimate the difference in lengths of cracks in metal samples in a

laboratory environment.

III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH:

a) Acoustic Emission Equipment

The existing commercial AE equipment was a 32 channel SPARTAN AE

system (CPM software) manufacturedby Physical Acoustics Corporation. The

operation of this equipment was characterized and checked for calibration

by use of an AE Simulator manufactured by Acoustic Emission Associates.

Using a true root-mean-square meter the parasitic noise of the AE

system was measured as a function of the system gain. It was found that

certain system gains have relatively high parasitic noise and thus give

poor sensitivity. To enhance the sensitivity, a system gain of 36 db was

chosen so that the parasitic noise was only a small part of the pream-

plifier noise. The bandpass of the AE preamplifier (Physical Acoustics

Corporation) and the Spartan system was 200-400 KHz. The threshold was

selected to be a fixed value of 42 dB which was some 3 dB above the

background preamplifier noise at the gain of 60 dB. In one test the

threshold was set at 40 dB by mistake. Physical Acoustics u30 resonant

sensors (diameter about 0.375 in.) were used since they are reasonably

small with good sensitivity. All AE data was taken in the high speed mode

and post-test processed or analyzed by hand from hit listings.

b) Simulated AE Studies

Simulated AE was used to study wave propagation characteristics

and determine the propagation velocity in the specimens. The source of the

simulated AE was a standard Pentel pencil lead break (0.3mm dia, 2H

hardness). For these studies a 3.62 x 16.0 x 0.258 in. 2024-T351 aluminum

specimen was prepared with a 2.0 in. long by 0.12 in. wide (with rounded

ends) center through notch (perpendicular to the long direction). The

notch allowed lead breaks on its surface. Figure 1 shows the geometry of

lead break positions as well as the sensor locations used for various parts

of the research. For these studies vacuum grease was used as the AE sensor
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couplant, and the sensors were held in place by rubber bands. Since lead

breaks have approximately constant amplitude, to simulate the fact that

real AE signals vary in peak amplitude the location studies were made with

a number of different thresholds relative to the peak amplitude. In

addition to use of the AE system waveforms were also taken with two differ-

ent Nicolet transient recorders (digitization rates of 2 and 10 MHz with

8K memory). The waveforms allowed detailed studies to determine proper

settings of the AE system Rearm Time (RTO), Rise Time Time Out (RTTO), and

Single Channel Event Time Out (SCETO) parameters. Based on typical

waveforms, the values selected were RTTO - 20us, SCETO - lO00us, and RTO

-40 us.

c) Extraneous Noise Tests

Several approaches were taken to deal with extraneous AE noise.

First, to eliminate the potential for rotation of the specimen relative to

the grips a symmetric center crack specimen was used. Second, smooth faced

hydraulic grips were used which apply the transverse load prior to the

axial loads. Third, an uncracked aluminum sample (made with grip marks

left by the precracking grips) was cycled at the typical crosshead rates

used to test the cracked samples. Two or three sensors were mounted with

rubber bands and vacuum grease or by adhesive bonding on the sample during

these tests. One sensor was placed at the center of the sample for some

tests along with two others near the grip edges for all tests. The load

to the sample was monitored by the AE System parametrics during these

tests. Table 1 shows the number of events for each increasing and

decreasing load cycle. Examination of the AE hit listings showed that the

few extraneous noise events generated hit one of the sensors near the grips

first. This result validated that use of guard sensors would allow identi-

fication of any extraneous noise events. Fourth, the sensor array selected

for the cracked samples included two guard sensors in addition to the four

sensors placed around the crack region (see figure 1).

d) Center Cracked Samples With Load Cycling

The 16.0 x 3.61 x 0.258 in. test samples were prepared from 2024-

T351 aluminum plate stock. A 0.50 in. long through slot in the 3.61 in.

direction was electron discharge machined (EDM) in the center of each

sample. The approximately 0.015 in. wide slot was extended by fatiguing
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in an MTS machine at 10 Hz using a load shedding program so that Kmax

remained near the AE test level of 10 ksilin with R-0.01. During the last

0.020 in. of crack growth at each tip the maximum and minimum loads were

kept at the value used for the AE monitored fatigue cycles. Table 2 gives

the crack lengths of each sample at the conclusion of precracking. Since

the starter notch was the same for each crack, the three samples provided

three different lengths over which closure related AE could be generated

as well as three different crack tip positions. The flat precracks

indicated that the cracks were grown in plane strain. Table 3 gives the

yield strength, and fracture toughness of typical 2024-T351 material

[Damage Tolerant Design Handbook, 1983]. The same reference also has data

which predicts that the crack growth rate at the end of precracking should

be between 0.1-0.2 um per cycle. The crack growth rate was measured at

about 0.4 um per cycle during the last approximately 0.020 in. of growth.

For the AE tests the specimens were moved to a 100,000 lb capacity

Instron machine, which is much quieter than the hydraulicMTS machine with

servovalve attached directly to the actuator. Since it was impossible to

move the sample and grip it with exactly the same alignment in the new

machine, each sample in the Instron was cycled an additional 630 cycles at

a rate of about 0.4 Hz at the maximum and minimum loads used at the end

of the crack sharpening procedure. This procedure grew each crack tip an

additional nominal 0.005 in. and resulted in the crack tip adjusting to the

slightly different alignment.

The AE test procedure consisted of 6 to 12 cycles at the same load

levels used in the resharpening procedure. The crosshead rates and the

approximate times for one cycle for these tests are given in table 2.

Following these cycles an additional cycle with an overload above the

previous peak load level was imposed. The load factors for the overloads

are given in table 2. The purpose of the overload was to generate a number

of events located at the crack tips as the plastic zone size was increased.

During the AE tests, six AE sensors were used as shown in figure 1. The

sensors on either side of the crack were the primary monitoring sensors,

while the two sensors near the hydraulic grips were used to identify any

AE signals which originated outside the crack region. The use of edge

mounted sensors in some tests versus surface mounted sensors was based on
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an earlier observation that in rod type samples sensors mounted on a

specimen face perpendicular to the-.major stresses released at the AE source

gave better location results (Hamstad, et al., 1986]. Also, the edge

sensors were more sensitive by about 4-6 dB in the wave propagation

studies. The sensors were bonded in place using an epoxy mix (Cole Parmer

#8778). After sensor installation lead breaks, about 0.5 in from the

center of each sensor, were used to check sensitivity. A signal propor-

tional to the load cell output was connected to the parametrics input of

the AE system so that the stress intensity level for each AE event was

recorded in the data set.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS:

a) Simulated AE Studies

The velocity of the first arrival wave packet (first negative

peak) was measured to be 214,000 in/s. This value corresponds to the in-

plane extensional mode [Gorman, 1990]. Using this velocity the expected

differences in arrival times,. delta T, for lead breaks at positions 1, 2

and 3 (see figure 1) in the notch were calculated. Table 4 shows these

theory results as well as the experimental values based on lead breaks for

one array of two sensors (indicated in figure 1). The mean delta T values

as well as the maximum and minimum values for four to six lead breaks are

given as a function of the approximate difference measured in decibels

between the peak of the AE signal and the threshold, delta dB. There are

three main observations to be made from this data. First, the difference

between the experimental values and the calculated value tends to increase

as delta dB decreases. This means that the effective propagation velocity

is decreasing as the fixed threshold, which detects the arrival of the AE

signal, moves further into the analog signal. Second, the maximum and

minimum values of delta T also show a wider range as delta dB decreases.

This result implies that there is more variability in exactly which

positive or negative half-cycle crosses the AE systet threshold. Third,

the mean value for the symmetric (with respect to both specimen geometry

and sensor locations) lead break position (position 1) does not change much

with decreasing delta dB. Results for the other sensor arrays were similar

except that nearer positions gave delta T values closer to calculated
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values for a given delta dB, and as already mentioned edge sensor positions

experienced a 4-6 dB higher amplitude signal than surface mounted sensors.

The above results are clearly elucidated by the AE waveforms for lead

break signals. Figure 2 shows typical waveforms at two sensors for a non

symmetrical lead break. Since the AE system has a fixed threshold that

triggers either on positive or negative signals, the AE system is triggered

not on the first deviation of the signal from the background noise but

instead at some point within the first wave packet, as the threshold is

raised. Since for a non symmetric lead break location the AE signals at

the different sensors are not in phase, and have different amplitudes and

envelopes, differences between the measured delta T values and the

calculated theoretical values arise. 'For this experiment if the two

channels trigger out of phase by one-half cycle, the error is about 1.5 us

and a full cycle gives an error of about 3 us. These errors are much

larger than the ± one clock-tick (0.25 us) error of the system. Since the

individual cycles of the waveform both rise and fall within the first

packet, even greater errors can occur, leading to differences greater than

3 us between calculated and experimental values. Since a symmetric lead

break generates in-phase and similar amplitudes at the sensors, the

experimental values for delta T tend to be close to the calculated values,

but the values can still vary by up to a cycle due to differences in

sensitivity in the two AE channels. One other important observation from

the transient recorder records can be seen in table 5. Here the calculated

theoretical delta T value is compared with the delta T values which can be

obtained from the two channel transient recorder by making in phase

measurements of the delta T value for a non symmetric lead break. Again,

it is seen that the effective propagation velocity increases even for

inphase measurements as the triggering point is moved into the waveform.

The implications of the above results for the crack-tip location phase

of this research are several-fold. First, only at delta dB's (between peak

and threshold) greater than say 18 dB can we expect the AE measurement

system to give reasonable values for delta T values. Even in these cases

sensitivity differences between channels or the known lack of AE source

radiation symmetry (Scruby, 1985] can lead to errors on the order of 1.5

us to 3 us or more. These errors when translated to distance can lead to
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significant deviations in crack tip location considering the 0.214 in/us

velocity. Second, the delta T values may need correction by use of a,

variable velocity for different delta dB values. Third, transient recorder

waveforms gathered in the crack tip experiments can be expected to provide

more reasonable results because in-phase delta T values can be determined.

But, again an error in the crack tip location will result unless a variable

velocity of propagation is used. The above results are all related to the

fact that the peak amplitude of an AE signal is about 40-55 dB greater than

the peak amplitude of the first half cycle deviation from background noise

in the current experiments. This fact means that for all of the AE signals

from the crack tip sources, waveforms will have the early part of the AE

signal -buried in the preamplifier noise because the peak amplitudes are not

large enough. Hence the majority of delta T's which are determined will

come from points somewhere within the AE waveform and not from the first

arrival of the signal.

b) Center Cracked Samples With Load Cycling

The crack tip AE source, which will generate AE at peak loads or

during an overload, is expected to be inclusion particle fracture in the

plastic zone in 2024-T251 aluminum [Scala and Cousland, 1983]. Crack

growth during fatigue is not expected to be a source at the sensitivities

used in these experiments because the micro processes involved take too

long to generate significant AE. Since relatively few events occur at the

crack tip during fatigue cycling to a fixed level (McBride and Maclachan,

1982, Scala and Cousland, 1985], overload AE was studied to accomplish the

crack tip location objective of thIs work.

Standard AE location algorithms for a four sensor rectangular array can

be used to examine the capability of AE technology to distinguish the three

different crack lengths used in these experiments. But, due to the errors

in delta T values which are expected as a result of out of phase arrival

times, such an approach is not expected to lead to reliable results.

Figure 3 shows the result is as expected. Hence, the approach was changed

to analyze the data in a more meaningful fashion. Using event listings,

hand calculations were made of delta T values that would locate a crack tip

event. The procedure was to first use the sensors symmetrically located

above and below each crack tip to calculate delta T values. For crack tip
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events these values should be nearly zero assuming symmetrical source

radiation. Next the delta T value related to the location along the crack

length was determined using the two sensors above (below) the crack. Table

6 gives the raw data from an event listing, and the sample calculations for

an event with a relatively large delta dB between the threshold and the

peak amplitude. Table 7 shows this result as well as data more representa-

tive of the fact that most of the crack tip events had delta dB values

considerably smaller than the sample event in table 6.

The relative ability to locate crack tips by use of AE data analyzed

with the above procedure is shown in table 7. This table gives delta T

values based on the following approaches: i) calculated theoretical values

using the measured extensional velocity; ii) measured values using surface

lead breaks at the crack tips for two different thresholds; iii) AE system

measurements (analyzed as in table 6) from overload events; and iv)

measurements taken from transient recorder records (10 MHz) from events

during overloads (table 7b). If the delta dB level is large enough, the

three different lengths can be distinguished by the commercial AE system

data. But, since in general the delta T values are too large, the crack

length values calculated from these delta T's would tend to be larger than

the actual ones. There is an additional very significant result to be

gained from this table. The generally wide deviations from the expected

value of near zero for delta T18_13 and delta T19-15 is not expected based on

the wave propagation results. The likely explanation is the previously

noted lack of uniform radiation of sound energy from the AE sources. This

condition implies an additional source of error for fixed threshold

approaches.

On the other hand, table 7b shows that the transient recorder measured

delta T values can be much closer to the calculated theory values. The

values listed in this table were determined by measuring the delta T

between the first positive or negative peak (positive peaks in both

channels or vice versa) of the AE signal above the noise. As can be seen

in the table, there are some difficulties with the current transient

recorder approach as well. The main problem is that it is difficult to

determine which are the two inphase peaks from the two AE sensors. Since

the real AE signals have nonsymmetrical radiation of energy, the determina-
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tion is not trivial, and the above approach may not have determined the

inphase points. Some preliminary data, based on analysis of a few hard

copy waveforms from the long crack case, indicates that in some cases a

small precursor wave can lead to-errors in determining the inphase arrivals

using the above approach. The limited studies here did not fully' identify

a standard approach to this inphase determination. It may be easier to use

a different type of AE sensor that will simplify the problem (Gorman,

1990]. But such an approach must maintain sensitivity and applicability

to real structures.

In addition to AE from the crack tip at peak loads, a second period of

AE occurred on -ch fatigue cycle. Due to the low R ratio (R - 0 01) crack

closure was present for the lower loads of each cycle. Crack closure did

not generate significant AE at the sensitivities used. But, the "unclos-

ure" deformation generated significant amounts of AE for each fatigue

cycle. The source mechanism of this crack opening AE has not been a source

of detailed study [Guozhi, 1985]. A potential source is the relatively

brittle fracture of the cold welds, formed when the two crack surfaces come

together as the load is reduced in the fatigue cycle. Table 8 gives the

approximate number of "unclosure" events for each crack length as a

function of rest time at minimum load. The approximate stress intensity

range over which this AE was generated is also listed in this table. A

number of significant observations can be made. First, the number of

"unclosure" events increases significantly with increased rest time.

Second, the number of "unclosure" events changes small amounts (for a fixed

rest time) with increasing length of precrack (total crack length minus

starter notch length). Another related observation is that the number of

crack tip events per cycle was relatively few compared to the number of

"unclosure" events. Typically the number of crack tip events was zero to

three events per cycle. Attempts to apply the AE system source location

approach used for crack tip events (see table 6) were plagued by the same

errors in delta T values which are present in the crack tip events.

Further, since the location of these "unclosure" events was not known,

there is no standard to compare the results as was done for the crack tip

events. Using transient recorder (10 MHz) records, delta T values were

determined from in phase positions (assumed to be first same sign cycle
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peaks) for the "unclosure" events. Table 9 shows these results for the

long and short cracks along with the approximate load at which the events

occurred. The results are not easy to interpret. In some cases the region

of the starter notch corresponds to the delta T value. It may be that more

sophisticated approaches are needed to find the true inphase positions.

The limited number of waveforms examined here did not lead to such an

approach. This potential unzipping of crack closure seems to represent an

additional opportunity for crack detection and length characterization.

There are two reasons why this source of AE should not be neglected.

First, this source is much more numerous- than crack tip events and thus

provides more data. Second, this source is much more likely to continue

to operate under spectrum loading which occurs in real applications. Some

key questions still to be answered about this source include, over what

length of the crack does it occur? Does this source occur in very ductile

materials which have been observed to not emit AE with crack growth? What

are the angular radiation properties of this source? And what exactly is

the source mechanism?

V. STATUS OF CRACK-TIP LOCATION BY AE:

This research shows clearly that AE technology as practiced with

commercial instrumentation currently available cannot accurately determine

the crack length even under relatively ideal conditions (small sample,

laboratory environment, and ideal sensor locations). The key factor that

leads to errors is the measurement of AE signal arrival times by a fixed

threshold.

The primary problem is the measurement technique and not the basic AE

waveform data which can provide reasonable results. Using displacement

type point contact sensors which allow identification of specific wave

modes it has been shown that techniques using waveform recorders can quite

accurately locate crack tips in relatively uniform laboratory size samples

[Scruby, 1985]. Unfortunately, these sensors do not have high sensitivity.

The approach of using waveform recorders has some difficulties. First,

waveform recorders are not designed to handle the event rates in typical

AE testing. If applied to AE instrumentation, current technology can

overcome this difficulty. Second, low amplitude AE sources can sometimes
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pose. difficulties in finding the inphase arrivals At differenc sensors due

to- lack of symmetry in energy radiation- from an- acoustic source.

VI. CONCLUSIONS:

1) ~Acenter crack specimen, screw, machine, and hiydraulic grips

leads t6 elimination of extraneous noise' in fatigue- crack

propagation.

2) Commercial AE systems with fixed thresholds 'cannot ingeneral

accurately locate crack tip; for most of thie crck tip events

in this case.

3) Use of waveform recorders to determine the arrival time with

the same phase at each sensor can- give reasonably accurate

crack tip locations.

4) "Unclosure" AE dominates crack tip generated AE',

5) "Unclosure" AE may offer an- additional aipproach, tu 'crack

detection and length characterization.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS:

1) Develop algorithms to rapidly locate the -earliest possible in

phase arrival times of digital A5 waveforms for an array of X-0

sensors even in thie presence of precursor waves or low, signal

to noise- ratios.

2) Examine the use of ultrasonic type sensori or other sensors to

make such an algorithm simpler (Gormian, i9901

3) Study the waVeform approach- for largepr te:st samples. First,

for unifuriA taickness saimples, with a riAnge- of thicknesses and

later for samplas with nonuniform thickuesies and other

appropriate geometry. Determnine the size of arf.As, Yhii,,h can be,

effectiVel.y, monitored. Real AE sources may be races arv since

non-symmecry of sou~rce radiation must be includeC, ith tlie -s udy.

4) Investigate in more detail the '"unclosu;W" AE source in both

aluminw i- and more ductile materials. Also include ;n the study

speitmm~ fatigve at realistic loadi-ng rates.

-5) Do,;uai'ft the. sezititivity improvements available for. AE sensor,:A

relative to the 'mplItu.de of AS tloirde, -of Inreres,..
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Table 1 Extraneous AE during test witho dummy sample (loading

between 200 lbs and 14,000 ibs),

Total Events

Increasing Decreasing
Condition Load Load

a. Newly installed sample:
first cycle 12 9
second cycle 4 2
third cycle 6 2

b. Sample reinstalled:
first cycle 19 19
secondcycle 2 9

Table 2 Conditions for center cracked specimens

Crosshead
Crack length rate, in/min Overload

Specimen 2a (in) (cycle time, min) factor

Short Crack 0,741 0.005 (21) 1.18
Medium Crack 1,755 0.002 (18) 1.53
Long Crack 2.770 0.002 (7) 1.09

Table I Mechanical properties: 2024 - T351 aluminum.
Yield strength: 54.5 ksi
Plane strain fracture toughness: 35 ksi,.in

Table 4 Typical lead break wave propagation times for edge
se.sors at nominal 3 in. position (notched sample),

Delta T, Mean and range (us)
Lead break
position and
theoretical
delta T, us

52dB 30dB 18dB 6dB
1 -0.4 0.2 0.4 0.7
(0) (0.3 to 0.5) (0.2 to 0.3) (0.3 to 0.6) (0.2 to 2.5)

2 3.0 2.6 2.2 4.8
(2.4) (2.6 to 4.0) (2.4 to 2.7) (1.0 to 2.8) (-103 to 4.8)

3 5.2 5.2 4.4 28.5
(4.4) (4.4 to 6.2) (4.7 to 6.2) (3.0 to 5.0) (-96 to 28)
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Table 5 Change in delta T for inphase-measurements for sur-
face lead breaks at crack tip (long crack sample) with edge sensors and
transient recorder measurement. Using times at peaks of half-cycle of
waveform.

delta T, us

First negative 8.8
First positive 9.3
Second negative 9.6
Second positive 9.9
Third negative i0.1
Third positive 10.5
Fourth negative 10.6
Fourh- positive 10.8
Fifth negative 11.3
Fifth positive 10'.4

Theory (9.4 us)

Table 6 Sample calculation of delta T values using rectangular array of
sensors, for an overload event (long crack sample with delta dB
- 26dB)

13 15
18 19

Theory,
Arrival absolute

Channel time, us delta T Calculation value, us
18 87.0 delta TIO-13 " 87.0-89.0 - -2.0 us (0)
13 89.0 delta T19.s - 95.,0-95.0 - 0 us (0)
15 95.0 delta T13_15  89.0-95.0 - -6.0 us (9.4)
19 95.0 delta T181  -87.0-95.0 - -8.0 us (9.4)

Table 7a Some typical delta T values for overload events using data from

AE measurement system (*largest event)

Crack length Delta T, us Delta dB

18-13 19-15 13-15 18-19
Short with -1.5 2.6 7.3 3.2 2
edge sensors, 4.0 -1.2 2.0 7.2 4
theory delta T 0.6 -3.2 -6.0 -2.2 8
-2.8 us 1.0 -2,0 -4.6 -1.6 12

-2.2 3.0 5.2 0.0 16
0 0 -2.7 -2.7 18*

Tip lead break 2.0 0.6 3.0 4.4 14
Tip lead break 2.0 0.4 -3.0 -1.4 15
Tip lead break 0.3 0.6 3.0 2.7 45
Tip lead break 1.8 0.2 -4.6 -3.0 45
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Medium with 8.0 0.4 7.0 14.,6 3
top sensors, 0.2 3.2 -4.0 -7. 0 8
theory delta T -1.0 0.7 -7.7 -9.4 14
-5.5 us 10.0 0.5 6.0 15.5 19

2.0 0.5 6.0 7.5 24
0.0 0.6 -7.2 -7.8 24
0.2 0.3 7.3 7.2 36*

Tip lead break 1.4 0.4 6.0 7.0 48
Tip lead break 0.8 0.4 -7.6 -7.2 50

Long with 5.0 0 12.2 7.2 6
edge sensors, 37.8 5.2 -11.6 21.0 9
theory delta T 5;7 5.5 9.8 10.0 11
-9.4 us 2.0 8.5 -8.5 -15.0 14

1.3 0 -11.0 -9.7 15
-2.0 0 -6.0 -8.0 26
-2.4 0 12.0 9.8 30*

Tip lead break 1.3 0 -110 -9.7 15
Tip lead break 1.4 -0.3 10.3 12.0 15
Tip lead break 0 0 -10,2 -10.2 46
Tip lead break -0.2 -0.8 9.8 10.8 44

Table 7b Typical delta T values from transient recorder for
overload events

Crack length Delta T, us Peak amplitude*
15-13 mv

Short with -9.5 35 to 46
edge sensors, -3.1 66 to 70
theory delta T -2.6 65 to 81
-2.8 us 2.0 162

-4.0 185 to 193
2.2 188 to 229

-2.8 185 to 234
Tip lead break -2.7 2,700
Tip lead break 2.8 2,600

Long with
edge sensors -9.1 33 to 39
theory delta T -6.0 165 to 170
- 9.4 us -2.0 46 to 50

10.1 170 to 240
Tip lead break -8.5 2,800
Tip lead break 9.0 2,900

*Preamplifier noise typically 16-20 my pp.
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Table 8 Typical number of crack opening ("unclosure") events and

approximate load range of AE source operation versus rest time.

Number of events/Rest time (min)

Load range
KI, Ksi in

Short Crack 0.7 to 2.8 86/1.4 161/58.6
Medium Crack 0.9 to 3.0 82/0.8 170/63 397/988
Long Crack 1.0 to 3.6 60/1.1 105/110.5

Table 9 Delta T location information for crack opening
("unclosure") events from transient recorder*

Delta T Peak ampli-
13-15 us tude, my Load, lbs

Short Crack -3.8 82 to 99 695
1.8 72 to 86 800

-2.4 103 to 120 900
-2.0 112 to 141 1210
-2.2 188 to 190 1360
2.0 205 to 229 1720
1.8 196 to 239 2360
2.2 286 to 327 2580

Long Crack -1.2 30 to 60 200
2.0 128 to 226 315

-2.4 186 to 219 500
-0.8 84 to 94 850
-0.9 >320, saturated 1105
-2.1 176 to 199 1325
-2.4 275 to 309 1435
1.8 >320, saturated 2210

* Theoretical delta T values 1.8, 2.8, 9.4 us for starter
notch, short crack tip, and long crack tip respectively
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7.19
3.44

: 3"1L*-1.56,. &

0 .3 1 
V0 4

- 0.94

0.06 ""10.50°T

Fiff-LI Location of centers of sensors and notch leadbreak positions,
symmetrical about lines through notch or crack and perpendicu-
lar to crack. Key: x Lead break positions in notch, 0 propaga-
tion study sensor position, C test sensor positions, 4 guard
sensor positions, and C centerline of crack. Dimensions in

inches, not to scale, one quadrant of sample.

All AA AA AAA; Ch 1

Ch 2

Figure 2 Typical waveforms for lead break at crack tip of long crack

sample with edge sensors (Channel 1 near sensor, Channel 2 far

sensor, at 40 dB gain, vertical scale lv/div, horizontal scale

lOus/div)
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Fgr3 AE measurement system location of crack tip events from

overload cycle for standard system algorithm for rectangular
array on medium crack sample. Key: Event locations U ;
coordinates of sensors 0,0; 13,0; 0,14; 13,14; units of axis in
US.
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K- Desian Based on Loop Transfer Recovery and LoaD Bhapin
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Chin S. Hsu
Jenny L. Rawson

ABSTRACT

This report addresses the issue of H. loop transfer recovery and

loop shaping when an H. output feedback controller is used. A method of

selecting the H. design parameters to achieve asymptotic loop transfer

recovery is presented. It is shown that the problem of approximate loop

transfer recovery is equivalent to that of H. state feedback design. A

new H. design procedure is also presented.
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I. Introduction:

Robust multivariable control has been a main thrust of modern

feedback design. Practical control systems must be designed to cope

with various system uncertainties. One particular concern of robustness

is the stability measure in terms of the gain and phase margins which

are determined by the system's loop transfer functions. An effective

approach to design a controller for robust control is the Linear

Quadratic Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery (LQG/LTR)-method. The LQG/LTR

output feedback design provides a means of recovering the guaranteed

margins which are an inherent feature of state feedback design via the

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR).

The most recent robust control design is based on the H

optimization method. The H. method ensures that the closed-loop system

is internally stable and the H. norm of the closed-loop transfer

function matrix is less than a prespecified scalar index. Just like the

LQG/LTR method, suboptimal H. controllers can be obtained by solving two

Riccati equations.

A significant extension of the H. design has been made at

WRDC/FIGC. This is a powerful and new control design procedure using

mixed H2 and H. optimization.

My research interests have been in the area of linear control

systems with emphasis on developing numerical algorithms for industrial

applications. My previous research on model reduction, system

identification and optimal control, which serves as a general background
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for robust control theory, contributed to my assignment to the Control

Dynamics Branch, Flight Control Division.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The objective of this summer research is to explore new design

methodologies in robust multivariable control. Motivated by the new

H2/H® controller design procedure, we focused our efforts on extending

H. design by incorporating loop transfer recovery and loop shaping. The

goal of developing this new design approach, HQ/LTR, is to provide

control engineers with a procedv4e for designing practical robust

control laws for aerospace applications in the presence of unwanted

external disturbance.

Owing to the facts that suboptimal H. controllers are observer-

based and obtained from the solution of two Riccati equations, it is

natural to investigate the possibility of designing H. compensators

using the combination of an H -state feedback regulator and a full-order

observor. The success of this new observer-based H. design will yield

an effective method of developing reduced-order H. controllers with the

use of reduced-order observers.

III. HJ/LTR: A LOOP SHAPING METHOD FOR H, OUTPUT FEEDBACK

2OMPENSATOR DESIGN:

1. Motivation.

State feedback with an H. constraint as presented in [3] gives a

static controller from the solution of a single Riccati equation. The

objectives are to provide internal stability and to bound the H. norm of

the transfer function between a deterministic disturbance input and a
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designated output. Additional benefits are a bound on the sensitivity

function and guarantees on the gain and phase margins at the input to

the plant that are even better than those given by linear quadratic

regulators (LQR).

These benefits may not be maintained when output feedback is used.

In the Linear Quadratic Gaussian/Loop Transfer Recovery method (LQG/LTR)

(8, 9], an adjustable parameter in the filter Riccati equation is used

to asymptotically recover the state feedback loop transfer function when

output feedback is used. This allows the stability margins to be

improved. In this paper, we investigate a method for asymptotic

recovery of the H. state feedback loop transfer function when H, output

feedback is used (Ha/LTR). The goal is to regain the good properties of

H. state feedback.

One disadvantage of asymptotic LQG/LTR is that the feedback gains

can become unacceptably high; the same problem can occur in Ha/LTR. To

avoid this, approximate H®/LTR can be used. This paper includes a

method that is based on a Riccati equation which solves a dual state

feedback problem.

In the following, section 2 includes a description of the feedback

system, formal statements of the Ha/LTR and loop shaping problems, and a

review of the H., state and output feedback methods. H.0 asymptotic and

approximate LTR methods are presented in section 3. In that section, it

is also shown that some asymptotic loop shaping can be done in the state

feedback case. Proofs for the theorems and lemmas can be found in [7].
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'Notattio.

y, 6,p~ p positive numdbers.

k, 'Ai, y, W, z, xc n, m, m, q, p, ni-dimensional vectors.

A, B, C nxn, ix, mxn-real-valued tatrice4,

D'1 , Di, nxq, mxq real-valued matrices.

V-1, V2  DjbDiT, V D2T

El., 42. pxn, pxm real-valued macrices.

Rli,,, R2. EI'TK1  E2 .E2,~

QY, nxn symmetric, positive semi-definite matrices.

Ac, Bc Cc nxn, nxm, mxn real 'va),ued matrices.

G(s), Gc(') (A, B, C), {Ac,'Bc, Cc).

ILe(s), LOWs (A, B, CC), Gc(s)a(s)..

Rs(s), Ru(s) i- L 5,(s) , I - Lo (s).

E(s) Ls - Lo(s).

x~s) iA+ I 2V1Y., ( -BcC, B, Cd).

2. Preliminaries and Problem Statement.

The plant to be controlled is described by the following

equations.

i(t) - Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Diw(t), x(0) - xo.

y(t) - Cx(t) + D2w(t)(1

z(t) - E1jx(t) + E2,U(t)

A goal of H. design is to bound the H. norm between the deterministic

disturbance v(t) and the output z(t) while internally stabilizing the

closed-loop system. To do this, the following assumptions will be made.
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Assunuptins:

1. (4, 4) and. (A, D1) Are stabilizable. pafrai;

2-. (A, C), and (A, E19 are detecta~ble ,pairs;

3. DID 2r AiO Ei0T1 OE 2 -

4, V2 -,PD R26 E2 = ETE2. > 0.

two problems are'addresed In, this paper,. The, first is ,to design

an output feedback compensator to recover the loop transfer funcdtion as

designed'in a state feedback Oroblem. The second is to shape the state

faedback loop transfer function. These ire both stated formally below.

PrbemA H~ -,Lgon ransfer Recovery.

rind de~ign paratfeters Di and D2 such that output feedback

asymptotically gives the sami looptansfer kunccion at, the input as

does state feedback.

Tkblm B popDSbinej.

Find design pArameteprs Ei,, and E2., such that 'Pl stato feedback

gives a desired loop transfer function.

Solutions to th6$e two ptoblems are presented in Section 3.the

remainder of this section is devoted to a review of the standard state

and output feedback design-methods.

H_ State Feedback. (1, 3)

In this case, C - I and D2 - 0. Static state feedback is used,

with one Riccati equation to be solved. This equation is:

0 -Y.,+ATy CO + YM 0 .1 2Vi - BR2.;lB)y., + R1 .. (2)

The control law is then u(t) - Ccx(t) where G. - _R2 'B.TY,,. Let H5 (s)

be the transfer function between v and z. The closed-loop system is
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stable and 1Hs(s)L < -y iff Y. 0 and A + (Iy2V -BR 2 'BT). is

si

stable.

Transfer functions of interest are the loop, transfer function-

Ls(s) - C 4(s)B and the return difference matrix Rs(s) - I -

where 1(s) - (sI -AY
I . It can be shown that

Rs (-Jw)R 2®R5 J(j),- -2® + B (-j - A ) (J, - A)' B

+ ' 2 T(-jw _ A-T)'lYmvY(jw - A)'B (3)

This can be used to determine guaranteed gain and phase margins much as

is done with LQR [4j 8, 9). Here there is the added benefit of an extra

pos{tive semi-definite term on the right hand side of equation (3) to

give even better margins than,,those of LQR [2].

A dynamic' compensator I's used and two Riccati equations must be

solved when the states are not available. The design equations are:
0 YA + ATy% + Y. (- 2V1 - BRslBT)y, + R,®

0 - AQ + QAT + Q(- 2R, - CTV 2l1C)Q + V, (4)

And the compensator is:

,5c(t) - AcXc(t) + By(t)

u(t) - CcXc(t) (5)

where,

Ac - A BcC + BCc + I"2V 1Y0

Bc - (I- J"2QY,,)'IQCTV 2
"  (6)

Cc - -R2.'IBTY.-

Note that Cc is the same as for state feedback. Figure 1 is a block

diagram of the closed-loop system.
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Let Ho(s) be the transfer function between w and z. There will be

a stabilizing solution such that liHo(S)II < I iff Q, Y. ? 0,

2
p(QY,) < -y (p(') denoting the spectral radius -of a matrix), and-both

A + (7"2Vi - BR 2 IBT)Y. and A + Q(f" 2R,, - CTV2 "C) are stable.

As will be shown in the next section, there may not be any

guarantees on the gain and phase margins at the input to the plant.

3. H,/LTR Design Methodology

3.1 LTR Conditions

Before presenting the actual design theory, we would like to

examine some conditions for exact LTR. This is done in the next lemma

and' two theorems.

L&g. : Define Ic(S) - (sI - Ac)'l , Lo(s) - Cc4c(S)BcCt(s)B (the

loop transfer function from u" to u') and Ro(s) - I - Lo(s). Then,

RoT(-Jw)R 0j:w), --i Rs(-Jw)R Rs(jw) - LsT(-jw)R2 ®Ls(jw)

+ LoT(-jw)R2.Lo(Jw) (7).

roof. Follows by using the definitions of Rs(s), Ro(s), Ls(s) and

Io(S). U

This lemma suggests that H. output feedback may' or may not give

phase and gain margins which are as good as those guaranteed for state

feedback, If they are not, then the use of LTR is indicated.

Theorem 1: (H./LTR Condition)

With Vi - DiD I
T _ BVBT, V > 0, then Lo(s) - Ls(s) iff

B[I + C4(s)B 1'Cd (s)B - B. (8)
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Note 1:

Bc[I + Ct(s)Bc]'lCO(s)B - B * [I + CO(s)Bc]s 1B - 0 B - 0B

This indicates that Bc will have to be chosen carefully in order for

exact recovery to occur.

Theorem 2: (Mismatch Condition)

Again let V, - DDT - BVBT, V > 0. Define E(s) - Ls(s) - Lo(s)

and H(s) - Cc(SI - A + BcC - 7"2BVBTY,)'lB. Then

E(s) - M(s)[I - M(s)]1l[I - (Cc + 7"2VBTY.,),(s)B], (9)

and

E(s) - 0 iff M(s) - 0.

Note 2: M(s) is the transfer function of the compensator with the

loop broken at XX in figure 1.

Note : The above lemma and two theorems are equivalent.

The following lemma gives an expression for the sensitivity

function at the plant input, and shows that with LTR, the sensitivity
2

for output feedback approaches that for state feedback. If R2,0 - A I,

then equation (3) can be used to show that ISs(s)1L0 : 1. Thus, the

upper bound on 11So(s)IJL can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by decreasing

p.

Lemma 2: Let So(s) - Ro'1 (s), Ss(s) - Rsl(s). Then,

So(s) - [Re(s) - 7"2M(s)VBTY t(s)B]-l[I - M(s)]. (10)

And, if M(s) - 0, then

So(s) - Ss(s).

The proof requires simple manipulations. U
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3.2 LTR Method

The weights for LTR are Vi - DiDi T BVBT, V-> 0, and D2 -PD2,

p > 0 where we require that D2D2 > 0 and DD 2T - 0. The design

equations become:

0 - YOA + ATY. + Y.(-Y2 BVBT - BR2 l'BT)Y. + Rim (11)

0 - AQ + QAT + Q(7- 2Ri - p-2CT(B 2 2 T)-IC)Q + BVBT (12)

And the compensator is:

Ac W A - BCC + BCC + "2VY.

Bc - (I - '2 QY®)'lp'2QCT(D2D2T)
"l (13)

cc - -R2.IBTC,.

The next theorem shows that the state feedback loop transfer

function is recovered as p40.

Theorem 3: If G(s) - CO(s)B and Gc(s) - CcOc(S)Bc, then

lim Gc(S) - CcO(s)BG*l(S)
p-.0

That is,

liim Lo(s) - lim Gc(s)G(s) - Cc§(s)B - Ls(s). UP-40 P-+0

Note 4: If for state feedback 11Hs(s)LJJ < 1, then there exists a

p0 > 0 such that with output feedback 1Ho(S)Ill < 7 for all 0 < p < p0.

3.3 Approximate LTR

Asymptotic LTR is an iterative procedure, with adjustments of the

design parameter p alternating with solutions of the Riccati equations

and checks on the stability margins. To avoid this, an approximate LTR

procedure can be used instead, where the norm of the error E(s) is

constrained by an upper bound.
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Theorem 4:

a) Approximate LTR can be achieved if for a frequency band of

interest, o(E(jw)) < a, a > 0. This is equivalent to requiring that

supa(M(jQw)) < 6 for some 6 > 0, where 6 is a function of a and

a(I-(C,+7
2 VBTY)I(jw)B).

b) Define A - A + 7"2Vly.. If (IT _ CTCX, BT) is a detectable

pair and there exists a solution X 2 0 to the Riccati equation

0 - AX+ TXA + X(6" 2CcTCc - CTC)X + BBT, (14)

then, supa(M(jw)) - 1HM(s)L® < 6.

Note5: Approximate LTR is obtained by solving a second H. state

feedback problem.

3.4 Asymptotic Loop Shaping with State Feedback

In this section, we present a method for shaping the loop transfer

function when state feedback is used.

Suppose that the desired loop transfer function is -CD(sI - A)'B.

To select the state feedback gain such that the actual loop transfer

function shape approaches this one and the closed-loop transfer function

satisfies the H0 constraint, use the following weights:

Elm - CD, (A, CD) a detectable pair;

E2, - pE2., E m TE2. - I, CDTE2, - 0;

DiD 1T - BVBT, V > 0.

Then, the design equation becomes:

0 - YA + ATy. + Y.(Y 2BVBT - A-2BBT)y. + CDTCD (15)

And the feedback gain is Cc - 2BTy."
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2 2
Theorem 5: If -y /j > p(V), then there is a solution Y. k_ 0 to

(15). Furthermore,

lim UCc (sI - A) 1IB - -CD(SI - A)'IB.

,U-*U

3.5 Discussion

The H./LTR procedure is analogous to LQG/LTR. In fact, it can

easily be shown that equations (8), (11), (12) and (13) reduce to those

for LQG/LTR [8] as j-. In addition, (2) and (8) are identical in form

to the "Kalman Inequality" and "Doyle-Stein Condition" respectively [9].

As with LQG/LTR, there is a dual procedure for H./LTR at the

output of the plant. The H,/LTR method can be extended to minimum

phase, non-square plants if the number of outputs exceeds the number of

inputs for recovery at the plant input, or the reverse for recovery at

the output.

Note that this procedure differs from McFarlane and Glover's H.

loop shaping (5] where the singular value plots of the open loop

transfer function are shaped

3.6 Design Procedure.

The algorithm for loop shaping and H./LTR is shown in the flow

chart of Figure 2.
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IV. H6 DESIGN--A NEW APPROACH:

it is known that H. suboptimal controllers can be obtained by

solving two Riccati equations and that the compensator is observer-based

[1, 9]. In this section, we propose a direct approach to H. design

using observer theory. This new approach has the advantage of

generating reduced-order controllers.

Consider the following linear system:

i(t) - Ax(t) + Bjw(t) + B2u(t), x(O) - Xo.

Z(t) - CX(t) + D11w(t) + D1 2u(t) (16)

y(t) - C2x(t) + D21W(t)

Lemma 3: The closed-loop transfer function matrix (TFM) from w to

z is

TSF(S) - D11 + (C1 - D12K)(sI - A + B2K)
1IB1  (17)

if state feedback is used; i.e. y(t) - x(t) and u(t) - -Kx(t). 0

Theorem 6: Suppose that an observer, with observer gain L, is

used with (16). It is of the form:

ic(t) - (A - LC2)Xc(t) + Ly(t) + B2u(t) (18)

u(t) -Kx,(t)

then closed-loop TFM from w to z is

T(s) - TSF(s) + F(s)(sI - A + LC2)'I(B1 - LD 21 )

where,

F(s) - D12K + (C1  D12K)(sI - A + B2K)'IB2K (19)
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Based on the foregoing result, an H. design procedure is as

follows:

1. Determine a state feedback gain K such that IITsF(s)II. < .

This can be done by solving one Riccati equation [4].

2. Determine an observer gain L such that liT(s) - TsF(s)II < 6.

Rote 6: The procedure in step 2 is dual to an H. -state feedback

problem (i.e., He-filtering), and as such, a Riccati equation can be

found to determine the observer gain L. Progress is being made to

demonstrate this design procedure.

Note 7: If, instead of a full-order observer (18), a reduced-

order observer is used, then the above design procedure will result in a

reduced-order H. controller.

V. RECOMENDATIONS:

a) The straight applicationqf H. design may be of limited use.

It is more advisable to use the proposed method delineated in this

report for developing robust contol laws since the H/LTR design

parameters can now be properly selected to achieve approximate loop

transfer recovery in conjunction with loop shaping. The H./LTR design

can be considered as a subproblem of H2/H./LTR which is currently being

developed at WRDC/FIGCA. Choice of control design methodologies is

obviously dependent on the performance-specifications of the control

system. It is believed that there are distinct advantages and

disadvantages for each design method encompassing LQG/LTR, H./LTR and

H2/H./LTR among others.
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b) It is generally accepted that low-order controllers are

preferred to high-order controllers, given comparable performance. The

H. design procedures presently being used give a compensator of the same

dimension as the given plant. The issue of controller reduction is of

paramount importance to be addressed so that the H. design and its H2/H.

extensions can be fully fruitful in aerospace applications. As

envisaged in this report, the significance of the H. compensator being

an observer-based controller cannot be overemphasized. Firstly, a

reduced-order controller design can be developed using the available

theory pertaining to reduced-order observers. Secondly, doubly coprime

factorization (DCF) is a proven tool to represent observer-based

compensators. Thus, the controller reduction method based on DCF should

be fully exploited to develop reduced-order H. suboptimal controllers.

The preliminary results as presented in this report pave the way to

continued research in this area. It is also of practical importance to

evaluate the merit of other controller reduction methods in the

framework of H, and H 0/LTR output compensator design.

c) The mixed H 2/H0 compensator design requires the solution of

three modified Riccati equations, two of which are tightly coupled.

There are needs for effeccive numerical algorithms for solving these

equations and for understanding their qualitative properties. It has

been found in this summer reserch that under certain conditions the

H2/H0 design requires only two coupled Riccati equations. It is

suggested that these equations be used as a starting point for studying

the qualitative behavior of the three Riccati equations of general H2/H.

design.
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A FEASIBILITY STUDY ON, _INTERFACING ASTROS WITEHNAVGRAPH

by

Ming-Shu Hsu

ABMTRCT

A computer program -referred to as ASTROS -(AutomatedSTRuctural

Optimization System) was developed under contract by the

Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

-ASTROS employs the well"known "Automated Design Synthesis"

(ADS) procedure and optimality Criteria methods, in addition

to the finite element analysis, to provide an optimal design

for interdisciplinary applications, Since its first

introduction in 1987, ASTROS, has received great response and

a growing user :population, and has set a revolutionary

milestone in the field of aerospace structural analysis and,

design. However, the lack of a pre and post processor makes

it inconvenient in preparing the model input data and in

interpreting the results. This, project investigated the

feasibility of interfacing ASTROS with NAVGRAPH which is a

general purpose geometry modeling and mesb generation computer

graphics package. Three phases of development were

recommended for the short and long term goals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer-Aided Design (CAD) systems are currently used in

virtually all sectors of engineering design practices. This-

has improved the design quality and -shortene the development

time. The conventional CAD system takes the finite element

model as input data and produces the analysis results. It is

the designer's resposibility to analyze the results to make

sure that the design criteria are satisfied, otherwise a

redesign procedure will be repeated. In the field of

aerospace structural design, because of the nature of its

complexity, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to

achieve an optimal design without the aid of an automated

procedure.

To improve the design procedure, a new computer program

referred to as ASTROS (Automated STRuctural Optimization

System) has been developed under contract by the Flight

Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.

ASTROS employs the well-known "Automated Design Synthesis"

(ADS) procedure and optimality criteria methods, in addition

to the conventional finite element analysis, to provide an

optimal design for interdisciplinary applications.

Since its first introduction in 1987, ASTROS has received

great response and a growing user population, and has set a

revolutionary milestone in the field of aerospace structural

analysis and design. However, the lack of a pre and post

processor makes it inconvenient in preparing the model input

data and in interpreting the results. It is desired to

interface ASTROS with a computer graphics package in order to

enhance its pre and post processing.
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My research interests. have been in the area of integration of

automated design and manufacturing systems, In 1989, I

established a Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) program

in the School of Engineering at the University of Portland.

The objective of this program is to study interfacing a

variety of hardware and software in an interdisciplinary

environment. My background in engineering (e.g. finite

element, optimization) and computer science (e.g. computer

graphics,, data base, network), and my experience in systems

integration (e;g. developing a postprocessor for a CAM system)

contributed to my assignment for this project.

Ii. OBJZCTIVE OF THE RESZARCH EFFORT

Currently there is no pre and post processor directly

available to ASTROS. Indirectly, because the finite element

analysis module contained in ASTROS is mostly the same as

NASTRAN, the ASTROS user may take NASTRAN input bulk data

which is created from any NASTRAN preprocessor and with a

minor modification to create an input file for ASTROS. On the

other hand, the ASTROS user may extract results from the

ASTROS database and create an OUTPUT2 file through a

Translator. The OUTPUT2 file, in turn, can be used by a

NASTRAN postprocessor to generate graphical displays of

results.

There are many computer graphics packages capable of serving

as a pre and post processor for ASTROS. Among them, the

Structural Analysis Group in the Flight Dynamics Laboratory

(FIBRA) has preliminary chosen three: PATRAN, I-DEAS, and

NAVGRAPH. The interface of the first two packages with ASTROS

and the development of the Translator mentioned above are

being develoed under a contract with ASIAC.
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The third package, NAVGRAPH, developed under contract by the

NAVY, is a general purpose finite element/finite difference

pre and post processing software package that combines

geometry modeling and mesh generation with computer graphics.

The objective of my assignment as a participant in the 1990

Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP), therefore, was to

investigate the feasibility of interfacing NAVGRAPH with

ASTROS as a pre and postprocessor.

III. EVALUATIONS

,Prio: to this study, many engineers in the NAVY and the AIR
FORCM had experience using NAVGRAPH for pre and post

processing of both small and large structures models. A

collection of their comments, suggestions, and the responses

from B.Y.U.(NAVGRAPH developer) are attached in the APPENDIX

for reference.

In my evaluation of NAVGRAPH, graphical capabilities, command

funtionalities, and user friendliness were evaluated from the

user's point of view while the degree of easiness or

difficulty on the interface development was emphasized from

the programmer's view. In the following comments and

suggestions, items a, b, and c relate to the former aspect

while items d, e, f, and g relate to the latter.

a. There are three documents supplied by B.Y.U. - User's

Manual, Programmer's Manual, and Tutorial Manual. The

Programmer's Manual was recently revised to include Database

and Geometry sections. Both Programmer's and Tutorial Manuals

are helpful to the user, however, the User's Manual lacks in

protiding an overall guidance for using the software package.
It is recommended to enhance the User's Manual with a
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Procedure Guidance which will list a sequence of steps

(commands) to be followed for pre and ,post processing.

b. NAVGRAPH provides the great flexibility of using Global

commands which can be selected by a key word from any other

menu. In contrast, all the other commands can only be

selected from the present menu. This causes great

inefficiency when the pointer needs to be moved from one

branch to another to select a command. Since all commands are

built in a hierarchical structure, it is suggested to

establish "hierarchical" Global commands at different levels,.

c. On the X-Windows version of NAVGRAPH, commands may be

selected by the mouse, but the data still must be typed in

from keyboard. It may be more convenient for the user if the

data, either -digital numbers or characters, could also be

input from the mouse.

d. As mentioned in Section II, ASTROS may be interfaced with

a pre and post processor via an OUTPUT2 file. Generating the

OUTPUT2 file, therefore, is a key element in the interface

development. To understand the format used in the OUTPUT2

file a FORTRAN program has been written to read the binary

OUTPUT2 file and to print the data blocks in ASCII form.

e. The Reverse Formatting module of NAVGRAPH can only process

the following seven data blocks from the OUTPUT2 file -
EXEQIN, GPDT, GEOM2, OUGV1, OEFI, OES1, AND OESlA. These

seven data blocks are used for postprocessing geometry and

F.E. models, and static analysis results. The postprocessors

for dynamic analysis, aeroelasticity, and optimization are not

available at this time.

f. NAVGRAPH consists of about 2000 routines written in the

FORTRAN language and employs a dynamic memory allocation

database developed by Sandia National Laboratory. One
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difficulty the user may encounter in reading these routines is

that the variable names are inconsistant throughout the

program. No other major obstacle has been found for interface

development.

g. In general, NAVGRAPH has the capability to perform the

postprocessing ASTROS needs in both the analysis and design

(optimization) modules. The interface development for the

analysis module may be accomplished by some modifications in

the routines, but it may require extensive changes in the

program for the design module.

IV. ZCOMMlNDATIONS

The development of interfacing ASTROS with NAVGRAPH may be

carried out in three phases. The first two phases provide a

short term goal while the third phase is considered as a long

term project.

a. Phase I:

The objectives of this phase are two fold: i) to provide a

quick solution to the immediate need of postprocessing the two

basic types of analysis - Staics and Dynamics. ii) to use

Dynamic Analysis as a testbed to study the NAVGRAPH program

for the next phase development.

By adding a Translator between ASTROS and NAVGRAPH as shown in

Figure 1, the two databases of these two programs remain

unchanged. This approach provides a quick solution to

interface with minimun changes in both programs. The detailed

work of this phase may include:

1. To develop a "Translator" which can extract data from

the ASTROS database and generate an OUTPUT2 file.

2. To understand NAVGRAPH thoroughly, especially in the
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data base management.

3. To modify "Reverse Formatting" and "Animation"

modules in NAVGRAPH.

b. Phase II:

The objective of this phase is to make NAVGRAPH a complete pre

and postprocessor for ASTROS by adding the capability of

processing data from the Aeroelasticity and Optimization

modules. Conceptually, this phase may look like an extension

of Phase I by only adding more capabilities to the Translator

and postprocessor. However, the complexity of modification is

much greater than Phase I. It is not clear at this point that

the OUTPUT2 file approach should be kept or be eliminated. At

the completion of this phase, ASTROS and NAVGRAPH will still

remain as two separate programs as shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The detailed work may include:

1. To modify NAVGRAPH's preprocessor so that it can

generate input data in ASTROS's format.

2. To resolve the approach to be taken for this phase

development.

3. To expand the Translator to include output from the

Aeroelasticity and Optimization modules, if

necessary.

4. To study the graphical needs of these two modules.

5. To understand the ASTROS data base structure.

6. To include output from the Aeroelasticity and

Optimization modules in NAVGRAPH's postprocessor.

c. Phase III:

The objective of this phase is to merge ASTROS and NAVGRAPH

into one single package. The data files transfer between

them, then, will be transparent to the user. The merging of

these two programs requires the elimination of one of the two

databases as shown in Figure 3. Since ASTROS employs a

superior structured data base, it is recommended to revise

NAVGRAPH to adopt ASTROS's database, This phase requires an
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extensive effort to study the methodology of converting from

one database to another, and to develop the code. The

detailed work involved in this phase is beyond the scope of

this project and cannot be outlined here.

V. PROPOSED SCHEDULE

Oct. June Aug June Aug.
1990 1991 1991 1992 1992

Phase I RIP
Development ---------

Phase II SFRP
Feasibility Studyl I-----I RIP
Optimization .----------I SFRP I
Aeroelasticity ----- I

Phase III SBIR
Feasibility Study ------ I SBIR
Development i------ ---

IIl
Aug. Jan. Aug.
1991 1992 1994

RIP: Research Initiation Program
SFRP: Summer Faculty Research Program
SBIR: Small Business Innovation Research
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Preprocesor

F. E. Model
input data

t 'J

OUTPUT2 file .. TRANSTOR

S NAVGRAPH

PostprocessoQj

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III -

Figure 1. Three phases of interface development
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NAVGRAPH A STROS

datase data

TRNSOR

Figure 2. Phase II development

NAVGRAPH
preprocessor

DATA _IITRO
BASE

SNAVGRAPH

postprocessor I

Figure 3. Phase III development
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THEORETICAL MODELING OF THE PERFORATION OF L.AIINATED PLATES BY

RIGID PROJECTILES by David Hui

1. INTRODUCTION-

The present work is concerned with the penetration and perforation

of laminated plates made of composite materials. The velocity of the

projectile of interest generally lies within the ordnance range, that is,

from 300 m/sec to 1000 m/sec. In additon to the. many comnplicated phenomena

which are associated with the perforation of isotropic-homogeneous metallic

plates, one would need to consider additional vastly different in laminated

targets and they can be grouped into three stages of failure: matrix

cracking, delamination and fiber breakage. None of these three stages

of perforation of composite materials is understood since one has to incorporate

the complex interaction between fiber and matrix and the wave propagation

and high strain-rate properties of composites are not well understood.

Further, due to the hugh amount of structural parameters (number of layers,

lamination sequence, plate thickness, size and shape of the projectile

and size and boundary condition of the plates) and material parameters of

the composite plate, it is expensive and practically impossible to provide

extensive experimental tests involving all these parameters. As of today,

exis-ting. theories for the perforation of composite plates are empirical

or semi-empirical in nature; thus, the theories are not predictive and

would reauire some measurements (for example, the weight of the plug, etc.)

The aim of the present work is to develope a predictive theory which is based

on the fundamental principles of mechanics. The theory is necessarily

a preliminary one due to the enormous complexity of the perforation problem.
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The theory being developed is based on the energy balance method.

In order to assess the validity of the applicability of the "metallic"

theories to composite material plates, it, is desirable to summarize

the existing metallic theories which are based on the energy concept.

Of course, some of the observations and conclusions from the metallic

theories remain valid for composite plates. For example, the type of

perforation can be classified as essentially plugging or essentially

petalling, or a combination of both types; sharp-nose projectile within

the ordnance velocity range tend to favor petalling while blunt-nose projectile

or thick plates favor plugging. The remaining part of this section

is devoted to a brief survey of the metallic theories using energy method.

Starting from the classical work by Taylor in 1948 on the theory

of the enlargement of a circular hole in a thin plastic sheet, Thomson (,1955)

was the first who presented a quasi-dynamical theory for the petalling

perforation of plates for rigid projectiles with conical or ogival head,

using the energy balance method. Thomson's theory contained an algebraic

error and it was later corrected by Sodha and Jain (1958) who also

presented the residual velocity expression. Further, Johnspn et al. (1973)

examined the same problem but included the dynamic effects. Using the

results of the bending of triangular cantilever beam under a tip concentrated

force (Parkes 1955, 1958 and Johnson 1972), Landkof and Goldsmith (1985)

found that the initial stage involve the formation of the triangular

cantelever beams due to crack initiation, followed by plastic hinge motion

and petal bending and they presented the residual velocity. Finally,

Woodward (1978) extended Thomson's work to include the work done in bending

and he was able to explain the transition from dishing to ductile hole

formation as plate thickness increases.
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Recht and Ipson (1963) Were the first to present a theory of

plugging for metallic plates using the energy concepts. The energy

balance equation is, assuming a rigid projectile,

(i/2) mV 2  DH E* (r(1/m* 2

1p = O 2) (m+m*) (v) ()

where MP and m* are mass of the projectile and plug respectively, VP and vr

are velocity of the projectile just before impact and residual velocity

respectively, EDH is the energy required for deformation and heating

and Es is the energy required to shear the plug out. A mathematical

model for the plugging perforation of plates was presented by Awerbuch

and Bodner (1974) who considered the three stages (i) compressive

stage where the projectile acquire added mass from the plate with no

shearing of the plug (ii) both compression and shearing of plug occur

Ciii) plug continue to shear as a rigid body without compression of plug.

The three-stage theory by Awerbuch and Bodner was later refined to five

stages by Ravid and Bodner (1983)

(.1) dynamic plastic penetration
(2) bulge formation
(3) bulge advancement
(4) plug formation and exit
(5) projectile exit

Further insights into the plugging process was presented by Woodward (1987)

who considered dishing, stretching and plugging deformations where

no post-perforation deformation measurements are required (predictive theory).

The application of the above five-stage model to ballistic penetration

to ceramic armora ceramic-metallic armor was presented by (Ravid,

Bodner and Holcman 1987, 1989).
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2. PERFORATION OF LAMINATED COMPOSITE MATERIAL PLATES

As a first approximation, a lamianted composite material plate can be

considered as stacking of the same number of layer of metallic plate

where each layer of metallic plate is of equal areal density as each

laminated layer. These metallic layers are "glue" together such that

the shearing between adjacent layers is the same as the interlaminar

shear stress of the laminated plate. Such modeling, especially with

the inclusion of the interlaminat shear stress, has not been considered

in the literature.

Marom and Bodner (1979) were the first to examine the plugging

perforation of i;ltiriayered beams which are separated or in contact.

In the case of contacted beams, adjacent layers are free to slide (no glue).

Marom and Bodner did not consider glued beams. Note that it is not

obvious whether the the inclusion of glue would be advantageous (in a sense

of defeating the projectile or reducing the residual velocity) over

the no-glue case. The advantage of glue is to increase interlaminar

shear resistance and the disadvantage is to reduce overall bending

of the beam (note that overall bending may be an important energy absorbing

mechanism). More discussions on this topic for unbonded layered plates were

presented by Radin and Goldsmith (1988), using essentially the same

equations as Maron and Bcdner. The advantage of "bonded" versus "unbonded"

plates is subject to some conrroversies since bonded plates has shear

resistance between layers (advantage) but provide little overall deformation

(disadvantage).
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The energy balance equation for the perforation of bonded layered

plate is, assuming a rigid blunt-nose projectile,

(1/2)mpv 2 +E* +E + (1/2) (m m)(vr) 2 (2)
P DH s s

The above equation is identical to eqn. 1 aith the inciusino of the

energy for interlaminar shear between adjacent layers. Note that E vanishes

in the case of uabonded layered plates or when the total thickness of

bonded layered plates is small (so that thin plate theory applies).

In classical lamination theory, no account is taken of the interlaminar

(perpendicular to the plane of the plate) stresses such as the interlaminar

normal stress dz and the interlaminar shear stresses tx and ;ry' Rather,

only the in-plane stresses X' a and -C are considered (Jones 1975).
y xy

Thus, classical lamination theory would not be able to predict some of

the stresses which cause failure of a composite material. Jones (1975)

showed that the existence of interlaminar stresses implies that the

laminated plate can delamiante near free edges. Such free edge may be

a hole ganerated by the projectile in the perforation process. Note

that the interlaminar stresses died out rapidly away from the free edge

and these stresses are significant only within one laminate thickness

from the free edge(Pipes and Pagano 1970, Pagano and Dvi-es 19.71 and

Pipes and Daniel 1971). Finite'element solutions for these interlaminar

stresses as a function of the stacking sequence was presented by Halpin(1984),

using three-dimensional elasticity equilibrium equations.
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ASsuming the worst case when all the layers are "delaminated" from

each other, that is, adjacent "metallic" layers are free to slide with

respect to each other, one can employ the energy balance equation to

obtain the ballistic limit velocity. Setting the residual velocity of

the rear layer (that is, the nth layer where n is the number of layers)

to zero, the work needed to penetrate this layer is

IV = (l/2)mp V

Note that the VBL is computed for each layer such that the initial velocity

for the ith layer is the residual velocity of the i-Ith layer. Thus,

one can start from the rear layer and compute the initial velocity for

the n-ith layer, then the n-2th layer so that eventually,.the initial

velocity for the first layer is obtained (this velocity is precisely

the ballistic limit for the entire laminate if one starts with v =0r

for the rear plate). it is -postulated that,

vBL (ith layer) < vBL (i+lth layer)

since the size of the hole tends to increase due to the added mass effect

on the projectile. Since the layers are in contact with each other, the

energy dissipated for the ith layer in the plugging process is due to

the shearing of the plug as well as due to the compression of the

remaining layers ith, i+Ith,...,n-l, nth layer:

E = o- (C R2) (ti+ ti + ...+ tn )
c l 1 1+1 n

where o t is the ultimate stress and R is the average hole size.
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Following Marom and Bodner (1979), the energy transmitted. to the

ith layer in the shearing of the plug is the same as that for an isolated

layer so that, for each layer,

*m 2
E* = (1/2) . mp VBL

where m is the added mass of the projectile. Note that the balli~tic

limit of the ith layer is related to the ballistic limit of a similar

isolated layer by,

VBL(ith layer) v BLisolated ith layer) + °ult ()(d 2 )h( p + m*)

BL32m-
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3PARTITION OF ENERGY DISS IPArION IN COC4POSITE PLATES 'DUE TO, PROJECTILE 1MPACT
AND DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS

The total onergy just before impact is (~/)mv2

The excess energy is Ql/~ I) mpvr E

This energy is dissipated in the following form

Wp. qertaain Contact and ;ompreosion induced added mass E H '(using M1TS)

(li) Plte bending E B (measure using-MTS and strain gauge to determine
B the derlection)

(i) Delamination, including matrix cracking and fiber breakage ED
(using Hopxinson Bar and then C-Scan)D

(iv). shear Plugout E. (using MTS and HO ' Kinson Bar)
measure weight of plate before and after shooting

(v Petalling due to excessive circumferential stress
and stretching due to inelastic elongation E

(2mbact of ptiate with a pre-drilled 't±hie hole)

(vi) Vibration, possibly finite amplitude vibration with damping E V
calculate nased on material and structurai Drooerties, witn
special emphasis on time to tirst peak and iogarithmic decrement

fromthe aisplacement vs time curve,* one can estimate tne energy

asortption.

WEX E E+ E_:+ E + E + E + EF. ) S P V

using Polv-vinvlidene fluoride PVuF Pae*.opoivmer sensor, one can

imbed tnese gauges in Detween layers ana suoject tne composite materia±

sample unaer mnact using the nopKinson Bar apparatus
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(i) iertian Contact

Force = const. (relative apbroach)3/7 valid for quasi-static impact

The energy dissipation begin with the stress, concentration at the

contact surface, followed by compression induced added mass

This Hertian Contact phase will end with the formation of the

first crack starting from the contact surface.

The above power law coefficient should be determined for medium or

high speed impact.

relatiye approach

Tne anove formuia assume that tne contact auration between the impactor

and tne target is very long in comparison witn theirnatura. period of

vibration. Thus, it shoula be modified for very hign speed impact

of piates so that the rorce is proportional to a different power.

The constantant of proportionality is a function of the geometric

and materiai properties or both tne projectile and the laminated plate.
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(ii)--Plate Benaing

Circular -plate unaer concentrate load at tne center

close form solution exists, assuming clamned noundarv

conditions, one can find the deflection and hence, the maximum

stress located at tne back surface of the line of impact.

Equating this stress to tne failure stress of tne com.ostie material,

which is usually slightly above the yield stress. One can then

determine tne impact force using Gres-cZuk metnod for low velocity

impact.see'Shivakumar et al. 1985a,b)

(iii) uelmination

,une can use very thin aluminum layers bondea togetner and test

the oonaed plate in a hopkinson bar setup.

'she initiai wave is compressive until it reaches tne back surface

ana this wave is reflected back as tensile wave. The tensile wave is

responsinle tor the aelamination Por separation or the lavers. Such

waves can be detected using imbedaed sensors. Tne sensors will enable one to

obtain the stresses versus time and compute the eneray aissipation

between adjacent layers.
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(iv). Shear P-ugout

/

// 7

The sample is subjected to a fiAst nose .ro3ectile iMpacting the vlate

resting on a hat-snaped rigid supoort. The effects of shear piugout

and petalling can as uncoupled by the introducing specialv dusigned

experiments. For eoxwple, the indentation o a fiat ounch, see

above diagram using !4Tv for static test and hobpkInson bar for

dynamic test wiL1 enabie one to determine the energy dissjiation

Que to onear Plugaut.

Cv) Petai.ing

As a ruie o the thumb, thin iate tends to PeQta in thick 0ate

tends to plug. Mrost plates i sotropic-homogeneous or laminated- iber ,reinforcea)

would fail under projectile impact in a combination of vlugqing and netailing.

Petalling is due to the enlargement or the cy-incrical surrace due to the

added mass, such tnat the coop stress exceec a criticai vaiue. we can

determine the energy cue to .etailing by drilling a tinv hoie and snoot

the projectiie at this hole using tne MTS machine tor the static case

anc hopkinson bar in the dynamic case. atse that tne hookinson bar anoaratus

would enanle one to "aim- at the tiny hoie oreciselv.

Q tiny ore-drilled hoie
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(Vi) Finite Amplitude Vinration

The plate wil- viorate under the initial condition or Zero dispiacement

and a prescribed initial velocity. The structurai parameters will oe tne

size of the .iate, tne totai thickness of the plate and tne boundary

conditions. The material parameters wilL be Young's modulus and Poisson's

ratio for the isotropic-homogeneous plate and there will oe more such

elastic constants for a laminated piate. Furtner, one would need to estimate

tne viscous aamping (force is proportional to tne velocity) coefficient

and the material damping (nysteresis damping) coefticient using the

complex modulus loss tactor. Based"on tne dispLacement versus time curve

of the vioration, taking into account finite deflection terms, one. can

determine tne energy dissipation. One need to determine tne energy dissipation

in the tirst few cycles since the plate tends to damped out quickly

Tne first or second peak is likeiy to cause most of the damage since

they usuaily corrospond to r lativelv large defiections.

4.
0

04

n" time
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The present work deals with a preliminary attempt to formulate

a theoretical modeling of the -perforation of laminated plates by rigid

projectile at ordnance velocity. Since the subject is an extremely

complicated one, the present work would focus only on energy dissipation

aspect on which the theoretical and the experimental programs are based upon.

Although there are still many unresolve issues, it appears that the

important issues are spelled out and they will be the subject of intense

investigation in the coming years. Further refinement of the theroy is

needed as the experimental data becomes available,. Extensive tests

using the Hopkinson bar apparatus, charpy impact tests and the static

or drop tests for impact on laminated composite materialsplates are planned.
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Appendix A Extension of Thomson's paper to spherical projectile

For a spherical projectile,, we have,

R

t '

The aim of this appendix is to show that for a spherical projectile,

the petalling equations proviied by Thomson yields infinite work. This

shows that the spherical projectile is actually a "blunt-nose" projectile

and theoretically, plugging is the only possible perforation mechanisms

and petalling is theoretically not possible, using Thomson's theory.
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From Pythagoran theorem,

(R- Vt) 2+ y2 ~R2

solving for y, we have,,

y 2 2- (R-Vt)'2

y Y2 = 2RVt-V2 t2

that is,

y -(2RVt V 2t2)1/2

Taking the first derivative, one obtains,

Yt= (l/2)(2RVt - V2t 2) 112 (2RV -2V
2t)

that is,

I = (2RVt-V 2t2-1/ 2 (RV-V 2t)

Taking the second derivative, one obtians,

I x'tt = (-1/2) (2RV -V2t").3/2 (2V2t) -V2 (2RY- V 2t2 /2J
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y ( R2- x2)1/ 2

dy =(1/-2)- CR2-x2)l1/ 2 (-2x)

so that,

YX (-x) (R2_x2)-1/
2

-IX (R2_x 2)-/ + (x/2) (R2_ 2 (-2x)

that is,

Yxx -(R2-x2)-1/2 - (x2) (R2-x2)-312

The integrals are,

note that, dy = dy dx V Vdy
dt dx dt d

y~t '( 't = V(xY t)'x = V2  Y

dy = dydx
dx

x=O X=O

I,=V 2{fY2 YIXXY'x dx , 21 2 = 2V 2 f Y ('Q dx
x=R x=R
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so that

x=O

11+212 V 2 Y Y'xx Y'x + 2y (y, dx

x=R

x=O

- 2 (-x) [-1 - (x2) (R2-x2)"l] + 2 (-x3) (R2 -x2)"l dx

x=R

X=O

= 2 x -(x ) (R2 -x)1 dx

x=R

x=O

2 2 2
=C-VR 2/2) C;2~/2) \ -x d(x)

x R 2_ x2
x=R

Q R2 _x2 so that, x2 = R2 - Q , d(x2 ) =-dQ

so that,

Q=R
2

1+ 212 (-V2R2/2) - (V2/2) R Q (-l) dQ = infinite

Q=O

Thus,

I + 212 = (-V2R2 /2) + (V2/2) R21i n(Qj - R 32
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ACCELERATED FATIGUE TEST PROCEDURE FOR

THE STRUCTURAL POLYCARBONATE COMPONENT

OF THE F-16 CANOPY COMPOSITE MATERIAL

by

Yulian B. Kin,

ABSTRACT

The long-term fatigue test procedure requires the

breaking of 20 to 30 identically prepared specimens and one

month to complete. Thus, manufacturers often do not perform

a conventional fatigue test in spite of its obvious utility.

Therefore, there is a definite need for an accelerated

fatigue test which can be completed in approximately one day.

The accelerated test procedure proposed can be developed on

the basis of the data gained by the principal investigator

during the conventional fatigue test run with the help of the

UES mini-grant S-210-9M6-038 in 1989. The mini-grant was

awarded to continue the research started by Yulian Kin during

his summer appointment at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in

1988.
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I. INTRoDUCTION:

There are assumptions based On preliminary tests that fatigue

mechanical properties of-the polycarbonate sheets are

significantly vary from sheet to sheet and probably along the

same sheet.

Therefore,, it is very important to have a vehicle which

permits to control (quickly and constantly) the quality of

the polycarbonate sheets and detect possible deviations of

the manufacturing process, in other words to control the

stability of -the manufacturing process.

The accelerated fatigue test can be utilized for such kind of

control and the procedure of the test can be developed if

some fatigue paramters for the tested materials dr real

parts are known' from the conventional test.

The accelerated fatigue test can be also useful to make a

preliminary estimate -of -new designs. For example, Flight

Dynamics Laboratory is initiating the investigation of the

fatigue characteristics of polycarbonate sheets with

-different thicknesses.,

For the obvious economical reasons a conventional fatigue

test sh6uld be run to confirm the -expedted possible output

only if the accelerated test shows the strong dependency of

fatigue streutgth on the polycarbonate sheet -thickness.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The immediate objectives of the research were to:

1. Develop a procedure including a regime program of the

accelerated fatigue test for the coupons cut from a

structural polycarbonate sheet of the F-16 canopy composite

material. The necessary fatigue parameters (fatigue

strength, knee points and fatigue curve slopes for 5%, 90%

and 95% probability fatigue curves) were computed from the

statistics determined by Yulian Kin during his SFRP in 1988

followed by a mini-grant program in 1989.

2. Manufacture specimens in accordance with the procedure

given in [1].

3. Start a conventional fatigue test using the procedure

given in (1]. It was my intention to complete 40% of this

test during the summer appointment and to continue at Purdue

University with funding from the mini-grant program.

4. Run (if time permits) a preliminary accelerated fatigue

test using the procedure from item 1 and statistics from item

3 and from [1).
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III. LOCATY'S METHOD FOR ACCELERATED DETERMINATION OF

FATIGUE STRENGTH

1. Description of the Method.

The accelerated technique for the specified type of

specimens can be reliably developed if the statistics of a

conventional fatigue test of similar specimens are known.

Therefore, the results of the preliminary run conventional

fatigue test were used to assign certain parameters and

estimate the error of the accelerated test.

Locaty's accelerated technique was used to start an

investigation. It was assumed that time to run the proposed

accelerated test would be within 10 hours.

The idea and description of the method had been given in

appendix to (1] and repeats here in concise form for the

convenience.

The method is based on the concept of cumulative fatigue

damage or Palmgren - Minor rule considering = 1-5,

where n L is the number of cycles which specimen worked in

the specified test regime, and N L is the number of cycles

which specimen could potentially work according to the

fatigue curve received from the results or the conventional

fatigue test of the same type of specimens.
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The loading program and the treatment of results are

presented in Figures 1 and 2. igure 1 shows three fatigue

curves (for example, 5%, 50%, and 95% probability of failure)

received from a conventional fatigue test.

During an accelerated test the specimen works, for example,

for 50,000 cycles at the first load level, then the load is

increased and the specimen is again tested for 50,000 cycles.

The procedure is repeated until the instant when the specimen

fails. Then using Figure 1, the magnitudes of

are determined. With these three parameters (or, if

necessary, a greater number of points) and knowing the

corresponding stresses, we can find the coordinates of the

points which result in the curve shown in Figure 2. Now, if

according to an accepted hypothesis fatigue strength

corresponds to a definite value (for example, I --N - = 1),

we can easily determine the fatigue strength magnitude

(Figure 2).
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ACCELERATED, TEST

28 C

2. NenLatr, n ybl

Parameter~~4 S)bl UicRfeec

Inta1trs0 a iue.
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Rate of stress increment Pa/Cycle

Stress at failure sF Pa Figure 1

Fatigue strength
determinated by acceler. Pa F r
method Pa Figure 2

Number of cycles at ith
level of stress determined
during conventional fatigue
test NL Cycle

Sum of relative lives ~ ;N

Fatigue strength
corresponding to curve A, d.1 -e." Pa
B, C respectively:

Expected fatigue strength , Pa

Knee points (if any) on NA Figure 1
curves A, B, respectively N: N2 x

C
No

Slopes of curves A, B, C KA
respectively Kb

Ka

3. Loading Regimes

Intervals of the initial load level are assigned from the
inequality : GEp <  f < .2 6fxp

Magnitude or p Lxp)and KA, KB, Kc are assigned

after the completion of the conventional test. Optimal value 4.
of the stress increment rate depends on the selected ratio e0lef

and can be (as in the first try) selected from 0.7 kpsi

X 10-5 to 3.5 kpsi X 10-t per cycle.

Optimal intervals for the stress increment are found from the
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expression O.oS 6 " < 6 c

Value of ni is determined from ni = d'/ .

In case when n, appears to be greater than 3X105, it is

necessary to decrease A C8

Most of the recommendations are based on test experience with

metal and corrections are quite possible.

The specimens, parameters and regimes selected for the

preliminary accelerated test are given below.

Specimen dimensions and loading diagram are given in Figures

3 and 4.

/ " Z /A 3

Figure 3. Specimen Used in Study

Figure 4. Loading Diagram
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REGIMES OF THE' CONVENTIONAL TEST

Loads and stresses assigned for the conventional test are

given in Table 1.

Table 1. Conventional Test Regimes

Max. Min. Amplitude *Nominal Frequency, Emin
Load Load Load Amplitude HZ Rmax
on the on the Applied Stress
Machine Machine to the Applied
Gauge, Gauge Specimen, to the
Lc Lb Lb Specimen,

psi

1500 300 600 7200 3 0.2

1080 200 440 5280 4 0.2,

720 144 288 3456 6 0.2

360 72 144 1728 12 0.2

180 50 65 780 15 0.28

Distance "a" (see Figure 4) is a constant for all
regimes.

C 4 h)

3P

*Actual magnitude of amplitude stress calculated taking into
account actual specimen dimensions.
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6000;(1/2) (3/4)2
a = --- --- --- --- = 0..75

3 (750)

4320(1/2) (3,/4)2
a-=-----------------=0.75

3(540)

2880 (1/2)(3/4)'
a = ------------ = 0.75

3 ,( 360)

1440(1/,2) (3 .4)2
a-- -------------------0.75

3(180)

REGIMES OF THE ACCELERATED TEST

50% probakbility fatigue curve "B"(Fig. 5)15 built using

regression analysis of the data gained in:.C;) fn te

qpecimens. with stress concentrators.
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log N =9.63 -1.24 log

50% Probability Fatigue Curve

E-1

Number of Cycles to Failure

Figure 5. 5%, 50%, 95% probability of failure fatigue

curves.

Slope of curve "B" KB % 5

KB =
log N -log N

Expected fatigue strength for the life No = 106 cycles

is = 1440 psi (selected from [1).
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PARAMETERS IFOR CURVES "A"l and, licit

N C 0. O8 N
00

No 1. 2No or No No = No

KC KB - 3

or KA -KB =Kc

K A * B + 3

INITIAL LOAD.LOAD INCREMENT. NUMBER OF CYCLES AT ONE LEM,,.

Initial Load:

'Select initial amplitude stress = 1500 psi hence amplitude

load on the machine gauge is

A bha 1500'(1/2)(3/4)2

P--- --------------- 18715
3a 3(3/4)

from equations

Pmax - Pmin
PA =-----------

2
and

Pmif = 0. 2
Pmax
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Pmax = 500 lb

Pmin = 100 lb

Load increment:

0.05 ( P") < P < 0.20 (P a

P-450 lb (Table 1)

0.05 (450) < & P < 0.20 (450)

22.5 < A P < 90

We assume that a P =100 lb

Number of cycles ni at one level

(f Cmax corresponding to 4i ,Ax= 100 lb-:

-, (0.75) (3) (100)
~-----------------------= 800 psi

(1/2) (3/4)2

If we take =1. 6 X 10-' (see page 10)

0.8
ni =-----------------= 50000 cycles.

1.6 X 10
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IV TEST RESULTS

The MTS testing machine was calibrated just before the

test. The installed load magnitudes were red out from the

oscilloscope and additionally (for verification-purpose)

controlled with digital multi-meter. 50% of the test was

completed and results are given in Table 2.

Test Results

Table 2. Comparison of 1989 and 1990 Tests

Amplitude Number of Number of Number of*
Stress, cycles to cycles to cycles to
psi complete crack complete

failure, initiation, failure,
1990 test 1990 test 1989 test

7200 1200 --

1000 --

5280 4800 1-- 10000

3456 12800 8500
16600 11000 180000
23500 18000
17000 10500

1728 134300 85000 310000
156000 90000

960 1000000 450000
(No failure)

*The numbers were taken from Figure 4 (1).
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From the results gained it can be assumed (take note that

the test has not been completed yet) that the 1989 material

had greater fatigue strength than the 1990 polycarbonate

sheet. But the-scatter is significantly less in the 1990

test. The possible difference in strength of two

polycarbonate sheets of the same type shows one more time

that the tight and quick control of fatigue characteristics

is necessary to verify the product quality. In the same

time, relatively consistant repetition of the test results

can be used as a confirmation of the possibility to develop a

reliable accelerated test procedure.

V RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Continue the investigation to develop an

accelerated fatigue test procedure for the structural

polycarbonate of the F-16 canopy composite material. With

the help of mini-grant and some additional funds the work can

be completed in 1991.

2. Apply the accelerated testing technique to the

coupons with and without stress concentrators.

3. Investigate yhe dependency of fatigue

characteristics on thickness of the polycarbonate sheet. If

the dependence exists, interesting proposals to improve

design can be done.
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4. Prepare a procedure for the fatigue test of the

canopy composite material. Preliminary hypothesis of failure

can be developed on the basis of finite element analysis .

5. Prepare a procedure for the environmental fatigue

investigations of the canopy material.

6. Fatigue investigations are very time consuming and

expensive. In the meantime, it is clear that Aircrew

Enclosures Group of Vehicle Subsystems Division needs to

provide different fatigue investigations in the near future.

Taking this into consideration. It is proposed to establish

a mutual research laboratory with the installation of'a new

modern fatigue machine at Purdue in Hammond. The testing

machine-which vehicle Airorew Enclosures Group is planning to

buy can be partially paid from the Purdue funds. Purdue

University Calumet Engineering Department has space -for

installation and experienced personnel to provide

investigation, maintenance and calibration of the machine.

'Engineering senior students willhandle the tests while

developing their senior'design projects. (Graduate students

can'be also attracted.) For the first five years the-machine

will be used for the Aircrew Enclosures Group projects only.

After five years the machine can be returned to Wright-

Patterson or continue to be installed at Pur3ue with the

availability for other projects also. The econotical

binefits of the proposal are obvious (the expenses are
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divided between two institutions working on the same

projects, the time of tests is decreased because of the

number of students available for the work, the student salary

is much less than for the regular personnel). The

educational benefits are also very significant because the

students will get the opportunity to work on very serious,

interesting and practical projects. The principal

investigator has already in general discussed this proposal

with the department head and met his understanding.
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Study of Fracture Behavior of Cord-Rubber Composites for

Lab Prediction of Structural Durability of Aircraft Tires

by
Byung-Lip ("Les") Lee

ABSTRA~r

An aircraft tire durability study is underway to investigate the deformation and fracture

behavior of cord.rubber composites. This study will identify the important parameters

responsible for the structural failure of aircraft tires by the use of analytical and laboratory

prediction methods. These methods will also identify the interaction between material

property degradation and damage accumulation in cord-rubber composites. Preliminary

results using qoupon specimens of tire carcass have revealed that prolonged static and

cyclic loading sequences produce extensive interply shear deformation at the free edges

resulting in ,ord-matrix debonding followed by delamination type failure. These loading

sequences represent the circumferential tension in the footprint region of aircraft tires. It

was also determined experimentally that afatigue endurance limit can be established for

cord-rubber composites. Analytical methods using finite element models of coupon
specimens have demonstrated reasonable accuracy in predicting load-displacement response

and interply shear strain variations. Future plans will include the correlation between the

fatigue resistance data of composite specimens and dynamometer test results of actual tires.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Compared with other types of pneumatic tires, aircraft tires are subjected- to unusual

combinations of speed'and load (1). For example, the baseline tire used in this study is a

49X17/26PR bias construction and is rated at a speed of 3581km/hr, (224 mph) and a load

of 173 500 N (39 000 lbf). Extreme combinations of speed-and load result in high cyclic

frequencies, large deflections and significant heat generation due to hysteretic loss ;n

aircraft tires. As confirmed by field experience, these conditions cause damage in critical

sub-regions of tires such as shoulder, bead, lower sidewall or tread which eventually

develops into catastrophic failures of whole tires. The failure of the carcass ply in the

shoulder area, often called a ply separation, occurs in the form of delamination which

involves crack propagation mainly in the rubber matrix and cord-matrix interface (Figure

1). So-called bead'area cracking and lower sidewall break alsoinvolve crack propagation

in the rubber matrix of carcass ply, but there are strong indications offiberfracure as well.

The processes of damage accumulation and structural failure of tire carcass in the shoulder,

bead and lower sidewall areas are attributed to a combination of mechanical overloading

and heat-generation along with the resultant deterioration of constituent materials.

On the other hand, tread failure of aircraft tires is attributed to the presence of strong

centrifugal force resulting from unusually high speed and high load requirements. Tread

failure which starts in the form of circumferential cracks atthe base of tread groove is

caused by repeated groove flexing motion when so-called standing wave is present.

Although the term derives from their stationary appearance to the observer, standing waves

occur when the natural circular frequency equals a critical frequency (i.e. critical speed)

with which a section of tire passes the ground contact position (Figure 2). The repeated

deformation due to standing waves produces a significant heat build-up and thereby

deteriorates material properties. When circumferential groove cracks cause6,by standing

waves expose cord reinforcement of underlying carcass ply, they develop into a complete

tread-carcass separation rather quickly leading to catastrophic failure of tires. Past tesearch

works (1-3) showed that rotational speeds of tires approaching critical speedshould be

avoided to prevent premature tread failure.

As reviewed so far, basic understanding of tire failure nrechanisms has been established at

least in qualitative sense. In the case of tread failure, its major-cause, the occurence of
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standing waves can be avoided by a proper design of tires (1-3). However, as far as the

carcass ply is concerned, the tasks of identifyng critical operating conditions (speed, load,

underinflation and tire deflection) responsible for the failure and predicting the useful life

expectancy of an aircraft tire are still difficult at best. Accelrated testing based on

dynamometers provides a valuable means of evaluating the structural durability and life

expectancy of aircraft tires. But-the results of these dynamometer tests reflect merely the

sensitivity of each specific tire design and construction to a specific combination of test

conditions, unless underlying mechanisms of property degradation and structural failure are

identified.

Past approaches (4-6) to characterize the property degradation of the aircraft tires have

utilized coupon specimens cut from the carcass~region. Clark et al (4) conducted a study

which assessed the degradation of adhesion strength between the carcass plies of

conditioned tires through the peel test of coupon specimens. His study also examined the

time-temperature dependence of peel strength. Another study (5) is currently attempting to

develop experimental procedures which affect the degradation of adhesion strength of the

tire coupon specimens by subjecting them to preload, flexural fatigue and temperature

conditioning. The durability analysis of Ref 4-6 provides useful information on failures

caused by the deterioration of material properties such asply-to-ply adhesion strength.

Some estimates assume that, tire failure occurs' at a 50 percent reduction- of carcass ply

adhesion strength. However, these works did not show how the deterioration of material

properties leads to damage accumulation and eventual structural failure of tire carcass. The

research program described in this paper has begun and plans to achieve the laboratory

prediction of the durability of aircraft tires based on the study of deformation, damage

accumulation and fracture behavior of cord-rubber composites.

I. OBJECTIVES OF THERESEARCH EFFORT

The study will investigate the mechanisms of carcass ply failure of aircraft tires with an

emphasis on failure modes in the shoulder area. Appropriate test methodologies will be

chosen to simulate ply delanination using cord-rubber composite specimens. By assessing

inteiply shear deformation behavior of composites under static and fatigue loading, the

study will identify the important parameters responsible for the damage accumulation and

stnctural failure. This assessment will also define the interaction of damage accumulation

ard material property degradation. Analytical modeling efforts will be performed for the
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prediction of interply shear strain in tire carcass composite specimens. The study -will
correlate the laboratory-data of fatigue resistance of cord-rubber composites with the
durability test results of actual aircraft tires.

LI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF COMPOS]TES

In developing test methodologies for the simulation of carcass ply delamination type
failures, the study used two kinds of lab coupon specimens press-molded from the
calendered ply stocks. The first type of specimen consists of a cord-rubber composite
simulating typical bias aircraft tire carcass using a +/- 38 deg reinforrement angle, 1260/2
nylon cord and a proprietary rubber compound based matrix. The second type, which is a
model composite, uses a +/- 19 deg cord angle, steel wire cables of circular cross-section
and a natural rubber-based compound matrix. The model composite coupon specimen was
included in the study to allow a better determination of the failure modes, because the large
cord diameter and the cord angle chosen maximize the interply shear strain, a major
contributing factor in composite failure (7).

To avoid tension-bending coupling, the specimens were constructed with a symmetric ply
lay-up. The end tabs were added to the specimens to prevent failure near the gripping
region. All other specifications of composite coupon specimens are listed in Tables 1 and
2. To represent the circumferential tension of an aircraft tire in the footprint region, coupon
specimens were subjected to both static and cyclic uniaxial tensile loading. Cyclic testing
was performed under a broad range of load amplitude and at three different levels of

frequency (speed) with a close monitoring of heat generation. In both static and cyclic
testing, local strain was estimated by measuring the displacement of line markings drawn
on the specimen edge as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Under both static and cyclic tension, the composite specimens were found to exhibit a large

interply shear strain (Figures 3, 5 and 6). As analyzed by numerous studies in the past (7-

9), interply shear strain develops in angle-ply laminates when the constituent plies exhibit

in-plane shear deformation of opposite direction but the action is prevented by mutual

constraint due to interply bonding. Compared with the case of fiber-reinforced plastic

composites, cord-rubber composites exhibit unusually high level of interply shear strain

which results from the load-induced change of reinforcement angle allowed by extreme

compliance of rubber matrix. The results of the relative displacement for two adjacent plies
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show that, at anaxial strain of 10 percent, an interply shear strain of 70 percent develops in

the nylon cord-reinforced composites and 120 percent in the model composites as shown in

Figures 5 and 6.

Above a critical value ofinterply shear (static) strain corresponding to approximately one-

third of ultimate strength of the composites, localized failure is induced in the form of cord-

matrix debonding. Debonding is started around the cut ends of reinforcing- cords at the

edge of the finite width coupons as shown in Figures 3 and 4. This phenomenon is

justified since the maximum interply shear strain occurs at the edge of the specimen. The

role of cut ends of cords as built-in defects in the process of damage initiation confirms

detailed observations made by Breidenbach and Lake (10,11). The model composites,

shown in Figure 4, reveal the progressive development of cord-matrix debonding into

matrix cracking as the strain increases. At higher swain, the axial stress-strain curves for

both nylon cord-reinforced andimodel composites exhibit strain hardening type response

(Figures 7 and 8).

A new finding was that the above-described critical load for the onset of cord-matrix

debonding constitutes a threshold level for semi-infinite fatigue life, i.e. fatigue endurance

limit, of the composites. As shown in Figure 9, the S-N curve (maximum cyclic stress vs

the number of cycles to failure) for the model composites has a distinct endurance limit.

Preliminary results also indicate the same behavior for nylon cord-reinforced composites.

The physical description of an endurance limit is that, with cyclic stresses lower than the

limit, cord-matrix debonding and matrix cracking are never initiated nor developed. Under

cyclic stresses exceeding the endurance limit, debonding and matrix cracking are
progressively widened and developed into the delamination leading to gross fracture of the

composites (Figure 4).

The observed irocess of damage accumulation was accompanied by a continuous increase

of temperaturc,,and cyclic strain as shown in Figure 10. The stabilization of temperature or

strain (zero rate of increase) was determined to be a good indication of infinite fatigue life

(Figure 11). Either by degrading cord-matrix adhesion strength or by lowering the

modulus of rubber matrix, the increase of temperature may contribute to the increase of

cyclic strain. The increase of cyclic strain at a given stress amplitude will in turn produce

more hysteretic heating which can further reduce fatigue lifetime of tire carcass composites.

However, the possibility of this type of interaction involving the changes of cord-matrix

adhesion strength or matrix modulus seems to be rather remote, since the measured rates of
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temperature and strain increase are almost linear (Figure 10). Additional fatige
experiments of cord-rubber composites at elevated-temperatures or after heat aging are

planned to resolve the question.

IV. COMPUTER MODELING

Experimental study has shown that cord-rubber composite coupon specimens representing
the aircraft tire carcass exhibit extensive interply shear deformation between constituent

plies under circumferential tension, which eventually leads to delamination type failures. In

order to investigate the variation of interply shear strain within composite specimens, a

finite element model (FEM) using the ADINA computer code was created by co-

investigator J. P. Medzorian (WRDC Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Vehicle Subsystems

Div.). Linear elastic-orthotropic material elements were, used to model the constitutive

behavior of the cord-reinforced plies, while linear elastic-isotropic material elements were

used for modeling of rubber layers. Since shear strains vary linearly throughout the solid
finite elements, the model is restricted to only predicting linear variations of interply shear

strain through the coupon thickness.

Under an uniaxial tensile load of 3 491 N, the axial displacement of the model composite
coupon was analytically predicted to be 4.06 mn which was within 14 perecent error from

the experimental value of 3.55 rm. The analytically predicted value of interply shear strain
of 80 percent compares well with experimentally measured values of 65 to 85 percent. In
the case of nylon cord-reinforced composite that simulates a bias aircraft tire carcass, the

axial displacement under a uniaxial tensile load of 792 N was predicted to-be 21.26 mm,
which is very -lose to an experimental value of 21.59 mm. The agreement between the

analytical predictions and experimental results was less satisfactory for the variation of
interply shear strain. Under the load of 827 N, the predicted value of maximum interply

shear strain was 13 perecent which is much less than experimentally observed values of 25

to 35 perecent. One cause of error could be mesh refinement. Since solid finite elements

are limited to predict only linear variation of interply shear strain, many more elements are
required in each layer to accurately predict non-linear shear strain variations.

V. CORRELATION WITH TIRE TEST RESULTS
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To correlate the laboratory data of interply shear fracture resistance of cord-rubber

composites with durability test results of actual aircraft tires, anextensive tire-test plan has

been developed jointly with co-investigators P. M. Wagner, G. J. Migut and J. P.

Medzorian (WRDC Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Vehicle Subsystems Div.); The test

program will use 49X17/26PR KC-135 bias aircraft tires. The durability tests will be

accomplished on a 120 inch diameter dynamometer located in the Landing Gear

Development Facility at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The tests will be performed with

a systematic variation of footprint load, inflation pressure and speed. For each variation of

conditions, carcass ply delamination as a dominant failure mode of tires will be confirmed

by fractography. The study will examine the effects of footprint load, inflation pressure

and speed on the mileage to failure (lifetime), deflection and temperature history. An

establishment of a threshold-load for damage initiation is planned to determine an endurance

limit for the tires.

These results of tire durability will be examined in comparison with laboratory fatigue

resistance data of carcass composite specimens. The composite data will include the effects

of stress amplitude, ratio of maximum to minimum stress and cyclic frequency on the
number of cycles to failure, strain increaserate, heat-up rate and fatigue endurance limit.

By comparing how deformation and fracture properties are dependent on the same

controlling parameters, the dynamometer test results of actual tires will be correlated with
the fatigue resistance data of composite specimens. In addition to the parameter correlation
study, coupon specimens will be extracted from the tires with various lood histories and
then subjected to static and fatigue tests to characterize the degradation of material

properties.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The described research effort aims at the laboratory prediction of aircraft tire durability

based on the study of deformation, damage accumulation and fracture behavior of cord-

rubber composites. As a major step toward the goal, the study plans to identify critical

operating parameters in terms of stress, strain and temperature history responsible for

structural failure of tire carcass. The study will also define the mechanisms of damage

accumulation and its interaction with material property degradation. Emphasis is placed on

carcass ply delamination in the shoulder region of aircraft tires.
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Experimental methods have been developed to simulate delamination process in cord-

rubber composite specimens. Under static or cyclic -loading which. represents

circumferential tension in the footprint region of tires, angle-ply composite coupon

specimens were found to exhibit extensive interply shear deformation which eventually

leads-to delamination type failures. The study determined that afatigue endurance limit can

be established. The process of damage accumulation was always accompanied by a steady

increase of temperature and local swain.

The analytical model developed by co-investigator J. P. Medzorian was able to predict the

deformation behavior of cord-rubber composite specimens. The finite element model based

on, the computer code ADINA accurately predicted axial load-displacement relationship and

the variation of interply shear strain through the thickness.

Finally a plan was developed jointly with co-investigators P. M. Wagner, G. J. Migut and

J. P. Medzorian to correlate the laboratory fatigue resistance data of cord-rubber

composites with dynamometer test results of actual aircraft tires. The dynamometer tests

will assess the effects of footprint load, inflation pressure and speed on the lifetime,

deflection and temperature history of the tires. The results will be compared with the data

showing the dependence of corresponding composite properties on the same controlling

parameters.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations can be made for the future study on fatigue fracture

behavior of cord-rubber composites and laboratory prediction of aircraft tire durability:

(1) Using developed experimental and analytical methods, identify the critical parameters

of stress, strain and temperature history that are responsible for damage accumulation and

delamination failures of aircraft tire carcass composite specimens under fatigue loading

conditions. Some stress history parameters include the mean stress, stress amplitude and

frequency.

(2) Determine the importance of hysteretic heating, dynamic creep and degradation of

constituent materialproperties in controlling the processes of damage accumulation and its

development into delamination failures of tire carcass composite specimens.
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(3) In order to evaluate the degree of damage accumulation, it is necessary to perform a

detailed assessment of the fatigue-induced degradation of static strength and stiffness for

the tire carcass composite specimens. A studyis needed to determine if the fatigue lifetime

of cord-rubber composites is dependent on the rate of damage accumulation but

independent of damage history.

(4) Based on these experimental results, assess the applicability and limitations of classic

approaches in the theoretical prediction of the fatigue lifetime of cord-rubber composites

under the various combinations of load amplitude and mean load (Goodman's) and
complex loading sequence (Miner's).

(5) Develop experimental methods to accurately measure the stress, strain and temperature

history in cord-rubber composites as well as -aircraft tires during simulated operations.

Specifically, the measurement of-interply shear strain and stress is needed.

(6) Develop test methodologies for the lab simulation of other types of failures processes

besides shoulder delamination of aircraft tires. Other common types of failure processes

include bead and lower sidewall area failure.

(7) Examine the effects of footprint load, inflation pressure and speed on the mileage to

failure, deflection and temperature hi3tory of aircraft tires and assess the failure modes of

tires based on fractography. Correlate these results with the fatigue resistance data of cord-

rubber composites.
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Stoecifications of Aircraft Tire Carcass Conposites
(Cord: 1260/2 Nylon cord)

(Matrix: Proprietary rubber compbuid)

Cord Angle -38, --38. +38. -.S deg

Cord Modulus 2.07 G?a (300X0 3 psi)

Matrix Modulus 5.51 \[Pa (800 ;si)

Cross-Sectional Area of Cord 0.342 ,'m (5.3X1 0-4 inch 2,)

Total Width of Specimen 25.4mm 0 inch;

Total Thickness of Specimen 6.35 mrm (0.25 :.-ch)

Specimen Gage Length 101.6 ,m (4 inch)

Specifications of Model Angle-Ply Composites
(Cord: Steel wire cable)

(Matrix: Natural rubber based compound)

Cord Angle -19. -19, +19. -:9 deg

Cord Modulus 207 GPa (30Xl 06 psi)

Matrix Modulus 5.51 MPa (800 psi)

Cross-Sectional Area of Cord 2.06 mm" (3.2x10- 3 inch 2)

Total Width of Specimen 25,4 mm t 1 inch,)

Total Thickness of Specimen 9.29 mm 0.37 inch)

Specimen Gage Length 101.6 mm =4 inch)
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Schematic Drawing of Carcass Ply Separation in Shoulder Area of Bias Aircraft Tires
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Cord-Matrix Debonding of Angle-Ply Composites Due to Interply Shear Deformation
(Model composites under tensile fatigue loading with 23 MPa maximum and 7 MPa
minimum stress: a- Before loading; b- Initial static loading; c- After 40 000 cycles; d-
After 460 000 cycles at 5 Hz frequency)
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Figure 4

Other Failure Modes of Angle-Ply Composites Due to Interply Shear Deformation (Model
composites: a- Cord-mauix debonding into matrix cracking; b- Matrix cracking into partial
delamination)
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Bia Aircraft Tire Composites
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Load vs Axial Strain for Model Angle-Ply Composites (deflection rate = 1.25 mm/min)
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DELAMINATION OF LAMINATED COMPOSITES

by

William E. Wolfe

ABSTRACT

In previous summer faculty research program appointments we

have looked at the initiation of damage in laminated

composites subjected to low velocity impact. A review of the

literature as well as an analysis of our own tests showed that

a sign ,ficant mode of failure resulting from the impact event

is delamination. A prediction of the extent of delamination

requires an evaluation of interlaminar stresses and the

material properties governing delamination.

The research performed during this summer's appointment

followed two different lines. In the first effort, the

theoretical studies begun in a 1989 mini-grant to determine

the state of stress at each interface in a laminated composite

plate subjected to a dynamic load were continued. In the

second line of study, an analytical and experimental

investigation of the tendency for delamination as predicted by

the delamination moment coefficient originally defined by

Sandhu was performed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of laminated composites that have been impacted

at low velocities is of great concern to designers of high

performance aircraft. These impacts which may result from a

maintenance accident or debris impact during takeoff or

landing can significantly degrade aircraft performance and

even cause structural failure without detectible surface

evidence of the event. A large number of researchers have

studied the delamination problem both analytically and

experimentally. In spite of considerable effort, current

predictive capabilities are limited. The research conducted

during this summer faculty appointment was a continuation of

an ongoing effort, begun with a 1987 Summer Faculty

appointment, to develop a predictive model for the response of

laminated graphite epoxy plates subjected to low velocity

impact (5,6). Theoretical studies begun by the author with a

1989 mini-grant (7), to determine the state of stress at each

interface in a laminated composite plate that results from the

application of a dynamic load were continued. In addition, an

analytical investigation of the tendency for delamination

using the delamination moment coefficient as originally

defined by Sandhu (2) as the delamination criterion was

conducted.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The work described in this report is a continuation of

previous summer faculty research program appointments (5,6) in

which the initiation of damage in laminated composites

subjected to low velocity impact was studied. Those efforts

showed that, during the impact event, a significant cause of

failure is ply delamination., A prediction of the extent of

delamination requires an evaluation of both the interlaminar

stresses and the material properties governing delamination.

The main objectives of this summer's research program resufted

in two separate efforts. The first task was to continue the

theoretical studies begun in a 1989 mini-grant to determine

the state of stress at each interf ace in a laminated composite

plate that results trop- the application of a dynamic load.

The goal was to extend this work by d4riving- a, self-adjoint

form of the governing equations, This would enable solution

schemes based on finite element methods to be developed. The

second task consisted of a numerical investigation of the

tendency for delamination as, predicted by the delamination

moment coefficient originally defined by Sandhu (2). The

objective of this second effort was to identify ply

orientations in which delamination was the sole mode of

failure so that test specimens suitable for use in determining

interlaminar strength properties could be designed.
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III. RESULTS OF WORK EFFORT

3.1 Theoretical Studies:

There has been a considerable amount of research conducted

over the past three decades on the behavior of composite

materials. Much of the work has been in the area of laminated

plate theory which has, in recent years, focussed on ply-by-

ply analyses. Reviews of previous work have been presented by

several investigators including the author and his students

(Wolfe and Schoeppner (7), Schoeppner(4)), and the SFRP

technical monitor of this project (Sandhu (2), Sandhu and

Sendeckyj (3)). Wolfe and Schoeppner discussed the advantages

of a stress based theory for describing the behavior of

laminated composites. In Pagano's stress based theory (1),

a linear variation of in-plane stresses is assumed. The

transverse stresses are obtained by integrating the

equilibrium equations. This theory has been shown to

accurately model the high stress gradients near the free edge

of a laminated plate while maintaining stress continuity at

the ply interfaces. However, the stress based formulation as

presented by Pagano does not allow for inertia effects. The

extension of this method to include dynamic behavior has been

the subject of the present study since such a method would be

a valuable tool in the determination of stresses in laminated

composites subjected to transient loading. In a recent report

to UES, Wolfe and Schoeppner [7) described the initial steps

in the development of an extension of Pagano's method to
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include the effects of the inertia terms in the expression for

the ply-by-ply stress field. During the SFRP an energy

formulation was used to derive the governing equations. A

self-adjoint system of the governing equations was obtained

consisting of twenty-three field equations. The derived

formulation is presented in more detail in Schoeppner (4).

3.2 Preliminary Numerical Studies:,

Sandhu (2) in a review of a number of theoretical and

numerical programs, reported that most investigators have

identified interlaminar normal stresses as the primary cause

of ply delamination. He observed that a number of attempts

had been made to evaluate the magnitude of the interlaminar

normal stresses due to inplane loads. In several of these

studies expressions for delamination tendency were based on an

assumed distribution of interlaminar normal stresses. In his

work, Sandhu observed that these assumed distributions of

interlaminar normal stresses were not necessary for

determining the ply orientations most prone to delaminate.

Sandhu defined a delaminating moment coefficient (DMC),. and

showed that delamination could be expected when the DMC

reached a certain critical value. This delaminating moment

coefficient given in terms of the average axial stress is

presented as equation 1.
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where:

DM = delaminating moment at the mid-surface- of the

laminate

m = number of 900 plies

n = number of 0.0 plies

t - ply thickness

*or = transverse stress in the '0 plies

0 = average axial stress

Subsequent work by Sandhu and Sendeckyj (3) identified the

critical value of the DMC as being a function of material

type, plate thickness and ply orientation. They observed that

laminated graphite/epoxy composites with DMCs greater than

10x10 5 in3 delaminated, whereas plates with ply orientations

resulting in DMCs less than 8x10"5 in3 did not delaminate. They

speculated that the DMC could be considered to be a material

parameter capable of defining the delamination tendency of

composites of different material systems.

An analysis of the effects of different ply orientations on

the value of Sandhu's delamination moment coefficient was

performed for plates of several thicknesses with off-axis ply

orientations varying from 0 to 90 degrees. Figure 1 shows the

results of these calculations. It is apparent that, for the

graphite/epoxy system studied, a critical angle for the off-
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axis plies; between 40 and 50 degrees can be defined. It is

also clear from Figure i that the DMC and therefore

delamination tendencies increase with increasing laminate

thickness. Sandhu and Sendeckyj have shown that Although

coupons made with the angle of the off-axis plies slightly

greater than 40 degrees delaminated, they also experienced

axial strains greater than 4000 uin/in prior to the onset of

delamination. Since the failure strain of the epoxy matrix is

approximately 4000 uin/in, any delamination in these specimens

would be associated with- matrix cracking and not just a simple

opening mode failure. Therefore it was determined that for

the finite element studies to be conducted in this program,

only laminates with the off-axis plies oriented at 40 degrees

to the long axis of the test coupon would-be exanined.

3.3 Finite Element Studies:

Using the results of the above preliminary numerical studies,

a finite element analysis of the specimens with the greatest

tendency to delaminate without experiencing natrix cracking

during in-plane loading was undertaken. In this section, we

present the results of these studies which were conducted to

identify the state of stress and thereby the tendency for

delamination in graphite/epoxy plates of six different

thicknesses. As was done in the preliminary studies, each

plate was modelled as having two 90 degree plies located at

the midplane of the specimen. The outer plies all consisted of

fibers oriented at ±40 degrees. The number of pairs of +40
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degree plies placed symmetrically about the 90 degree plies

ranged from one, [±45/90]s, to six, [(±45)j90,],. The, results,

of the computer simulations of the tensile test for the

thinnest coupon studied [±45/90, and the thickest,

[(±45)690],, are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Note the clear

tendency to peeling as well as stretching in each of' the

figures. The stress contours plotted for each of the coupons

studied shows that the interlaminar normal stresses are

considerably larger and the gradients steeper for the thicker

specimens than for the thinner ones, thus verifying the

finding of Section 3.2 that the likelihood of delamination

increases with the thickness of the panel. The distribution of

interlaminar normal stress normalized by the mean axial stress

for each of the coupon thicknesses tested is presented in

Figure 4.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Theoretical Studies:

The development to date of extensions to the stress based

theory clearly shows that this approach car, be a significant

improvement over currently available alternatives for

describing the stress. field in laminated composites subjected

to time dependent loading.

The work presently being conducted should be continued in

order to include:

1) the development of a numerical procedure (fin-.te

elements) capable of solving practical problems;

2) continued extension of the method to accommodate a

wider range of problems including material failure and post

impact behavior.

4.2 Experimental Studies:

The riumerical studies have shown that an evaluation of a

composite laminate's tendency to delaminate may be made by

identifying a proposed material property, the delaminating

moment coefficient (DMC). By designing laminates with the

maximum DMC, different composite systems can be made to

delaminate without simultaneously undergoing complicating

additional failure modes.
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Proposed follow-on studies should include:

1) an experimental program designed to verify the utility

of the DMC in predicting the failure mode. For the graphite

/epoxy system we studied in this effort, we suggest specimens

of several thicknesses each with off axis plies oriented at

±400 be fabricated and tested;

2) additional numerical investigations of different

materials to identify the effects of other system properties

on the calculated value of the DMC.
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Experimental Identification of Internally Resonant Nonlinear Systems
Eoisess ini Ouadratic Nonlinearity

by

Lawrence D. Zavodney

ABSTRACT

The identification of MDOF nonlinear systems possessing internal

resonance is discussed and possible solution strategies are proposed.

It is shown that it is possible for nonlinear coupling between two

internally resonant modes to go undetected during a modal analysis using

broad-band random-excitation. If this type of nonlinearity is not

identified, it is possible that the response to harmonic excitation may

be many times larger than that predicted by the random response. Due to

the combined presence of quadratic coupling and an internal resonance,

it is possible for subharmonic and Hopf bifurcations, combination

resonances, and subharmonic resonances to occur. Nonlinear coupling

terms can also cause excited modes to become saturated. Chaotic

responses were observed and documented. In thi3 report, the results of

experiments conducted at WRDC using conventional and state-of-the-art-

means for system identification are summarized.
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i. INTRODUCTION

The identification of nonlinear systems has been receiving increasing

attention because most real structures have some degree of nonlinear

behavior associated with them. Problems occur with traditional modal

testing methods because most commercial analyzers run software that assumes

linear behavior, resulting in a best-fit linear model. In general, a

linear model is the least precise because it can always be improved with

nonlinear terms to accomplish three things: 1) to improve the accuracy of

the model, 2) to extend the'range of useful results by permitting different

amplitude ranges, and 3) to account for'behavior unique to nonlinear

systems that has no counterpart in linear theory. This third category is

significant because many nonlinear identification techniques proposed today

are based upon measuring deviation from '.inear behavior, hence there is an

underlying link to linear behavior from the outset. These methods will be

innacurate for nonlinear systems exhibiting uniquely nonlinear behavior.

For work on the identification of systems exhibiting uniquely nonlinear

behavior, see Nayfeh, Zavodney2, and Zavodney and Shihada3.

The significance of an internal rssonance is that, when it is

accompanied with a quadratic coupling term, it causes a parametric

excitation to one mode when the other mode is externally excited (by

driving the structure near resonance). Since the parametric excitation to

one mode is caused by another mode in the structure, it is called an

autoparametric resonance. This nonlinear resonance can cause subharmnic

bifurcations, the saturation phenomenon, a subcritical instability, or

amplitude- and phase-modulated motions (Hopf bifurcation). These behaviors

are uniquely nonlinear phenomena; hence, one would not anticipate that

linear based modal analysis techniques would give meaningful results. For

a complete discussion of parametric resonances in mechanical systems, the

reader is referred to Zavodney4.
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Quadratic coupling terms can appear in governing equations whenever

there is a quadratic type material nonlinearity, geometrical asymmetry (the

test model used in this report), or a symmetrical structure that is bent,

buckled (beams and plates with in-plane edge loads), or curved.

In this report, conventional vibration analysis techniques are

performed on a "simple" two-degree-of-freedom (2DOF) lumped-mass model that

can be tuned to possess an internal resonance (f2 - 2f,). It is shown that

randomly excited nonlinear structures can give seemingly accurate (linear)

results but err significantly in predicting the response to a stationary

harmonic excitation.

2. TEST MODEL

The experiments were performed on the structure shown in Figure 1;

the length of the lower beam was five inches, its width was 0.5 inches, and

its thickness was 0.030 inch. This structure can model a wing carrying a

store or a space structure with an attachment such as a photovoltaic array.

This structure was chosen for the following reasons:

1) the asymmetrical geometry causes the structure to have nonlinearly
coupled modes, giving rise to quadratic coupling terms,

2) the ease of tuning the structure (by adjusting the length of the
lower beam and the position of the second mass on the upright beam)
to change the natural frequencies of the modes,

3) the possibility of seeing the nonlinear responses without the aid of

a s:robe light or deperidance upon instrumentation because the
amplitude of motion is large and the natural frequencies are low.

Two different configurations of the structure vere considered; they were

achieved by changing the location of the mass on the vertical beam. The

two different configurations are:

i) the detuned case where the natural frequencies were 7.69 Hz. and
18.46 Hz. and

2) the tuned case where the freuencies were 5.20 Hz. and 10.60 Hz.
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Tuning in this case refers to the natural frequencies being commensurable,

i.e., in nearly a 2:1 ratio. This structure, subject to harmonic

excitation, has been analyzed by several researchers including Haddow j

al5, Nayfeh and Zavodney6 , and Nayfeh and Balachandran7. The mathematical

models developed show that the structure is dominated by quadratic

nonlinearity that couples the modes. In the absence of an internal

resonance, the structure can be analyzed as a linear system using

conventional modal analysis techniques. However, when the system natural

frequencies are commensurabie, the system response is highly nonlinear and

complicated; the two modes are coupled together even though the first-two

natural frequencies are well separated.

The response of the structure was measured from strain gages attached

near the base of each beam. All displacements (and amplitudes) in the

figures correspond to the displacement wi of massn i. For the amplifier

gains chosen, one volt corresponded to one inch peak-to-peak displacement.

Additionally, strain rosettes were cemented to the beams to measure shear

strain to indicate if torsional motion was occurring. During the

experiments, no out-of-plane motion was observed, verifying that even if

the torsional mode was close to or coupled to one of the in-plane modes, it

would not affect the dynamic response or be excited through any of the

nonlinear coupling terms. The structure was clamped to a table excited by

a 12,000-pound force electrodynamic shaker; the data was collected by a

Zonic 7000 analyzer.

3. RANDOM EXCITATION

The most common modal analysis excitation method uses random noise.

This method excites all of the structural modes simultaneously and hence

reduces the test time. If the analyst suspects that his structure is

nonlinear, he will often excite the structure twice: once with a low-level

excitation and once with a high-level excitation. This dual level
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excitation is often used as an indicator of nonlinearity because linear

systems have two characteristics: the response amplitude is proportional

to the excitation amplitude (the principle of proportionality) and the

response to simultaneous multiple inputs is the sum of the system responses

to the individual inputs (the principle of superposition). The principle

of proportionality is verified by testing at two different levels of

excitation; if the transfer function does not change with increasing levels

of excitation, then the system is said to be proportional. Furthermore, if

the system is superpositional, then there would be no difference in the

Frequency-Response Function (FRF) obtained with a random excitation

compared to a sinusoidal excitation.

The procedure to check for proportionality was applied to the

structure. The response of the tuned and detuned structure to low-level

and to high-level random excitation had very similar characteristics; the

response of the tuned structure is shown in Figure 2. There is a very

small change in the FRF, but not the type that is often encountered--a

shift in and a broadening of the resonant peak when the excitation level is

increased. In this case, there were neither frequency shifts nor

broadening effects, so both the tuned and detuned structures "passed" the

linearity test.

4. HARMONIC EXCITATION

Harmonic excitation methods require an exciter to impart harmonic

forces or displacements to the structure: an electrodynamic shaker is often

used for this purpose. An oscillator is used to drive the shaker's power

amplifier. In the experiments that follow, harmonic excitation at both

resonances, at a frequency near the sum of both resonances, and at a

frequency near twice the second resonance were performed.
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4.1 DetunedStructure

The frequency response of the detuned structure to a stationary base-

displacement harmonic excitation near the first and second resonance is

shown in Figures 3 and 4. These figures were obtained by sweeping the

frequency up and then down through resonance while keeping the table

acceleration constant. There is no significance in the different

excitation levels for the modes., A 50 milli-g excitation at 5 Hertz

corresponds to a peak-to-peak displacement of about 0.04 inch,

approximately 0.8%'of the length of the horizontal beam. Hence, we are

dealing with extremely low-level excitation. The amplitude-response curves

to an excitation of the second mode are shown in Figure 5; this curve was

obtained by fixing the excitation frequency and-slowly varying the

amplitude up and then down. Ideal linear systems would exhibit a straight

line indicating that the system response was proportional; the slight

curvature is present because the data are from a real structure.

Another method to detect nonlinearity is to harmonically excite the

structure at resonance and look for harmonics of the driving frequency in

the response. If, for example, there is quadratic nonlinearity present,

then resonances at twice the excitation frequency will appear; if there is

cubic nonlinearity present, then resonances at three times the excitation

frequency will appear in the response spectrum. Quadratic nonlinearity was

detected in the response caused by harmonic excitation at resonance; there

was a large harmonic at two times the excitation frequency. The strain

gage mounted on the vertical beam was the most sensitive to this harmonic.

4.2 Tuned Structure

The frequency response of the second mode to a harmonic excitation is

shown in Figure 6. As the frequency was slowly increased from below, the

second-mode amplitude grew while the first mode remained trivial (because

it was not excited). However, as the driving frequency approached the
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resonance, the second mode coupled to and excited the first, resulting in

larger steady-state amplitudes. As the frequency was increased further

(still approaching the second resonance) the amplitudes of the modes

actually decreased! Due to the slight detuning of the internal resonance,

there was no jump phenomenon (turning point, saddle-node or flip

bifurcation) on the left side of the resonance region as there was on the

right side. However, there was a Hopf bifurcation that lead to amplitude-

and phase-modulated steady-state responses for a small region of excitation

frequencies.

The frequency response of the tuned structure at the first resonance

is shown in Figure 7. It has behavior similar to that of the second

resonance shown in Figure 6.

The amplitude response of a direct excitation to the second mode, as

shown in Figure 8, reveals three distinct types of responses: the "linear"

region, the nonlinear saturated response characterized by a constant-

amplitude second mode and parametrically excited first mode (growing with

the excitation), and modulated amplitudes and phases. The bounds on the

mudulation are shown as a maximum and minimum value for the amplitude. The

steady-state response in the modulation region can be easily visualized in

a 3-D spectral history plot as shown in Figure 9. The Eigensystem

Realization Algorithm (ERA)8 can track the energy exchange that occurs

between modes in the response by using a sliding window. Figure 10 shows

the ERA sliding window results for the modulated response to a harmonic

excitation. Once the nonlinear behavior is detected, it is clear that a

linear model is incapable of predicting the response for various levels of

excitation.

Although the frequency-response curves (Figures 6 and 7) and the

amplitude-response curve (Figure 8) show the steady-state amplitude

responses, whenever any system parameter, such as the amplitude or

frequency of excitation, is varied slightly such that a bifurcation
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boundary is crossed, the system dues not immediately jump to the new steady

state as shown on the plots. Instead, the response grows with each cycle,

of motion towards the steady-state amplitude. Figure 8 shows the

theoretical linear solution as dashed lines; if the system is in "steady-

state" below the critical value of excitation causing saturation and the

amplitude of excitation is slowly increased to a value above the critical

value, the system will behave as shownin Figure 11. The second mode will

initially grow to the unstable linear response, but as time increases, the

first mode (which is parameirically excited) begins its exponential growth.

As it grows, it takes energy from the second mode which is clearly seen.

4.3. Combination and Subharmonic Resonances

One of the unique properties of nonlinear systems is that they

possess resonances not found in linear systems. In this case, the

nonlinear coupling between the two modes allows additional resonances to be

present in the structural response to harmonic excitation that are not

excited with broad-band random excitation. In particular, one of the

quadratic coupling terms is responsible for a combination resonance

whenever the excitation frequency is close to the sum of the frequencies of

the two modes; another quadratic term is responsible for a one-half

subharmonic bifurcation which gives rise to a subharmonic resonance. When

the system simultaneously possesses an internal resonance, the modal

interactions observed in the direct excitation of either mode can also be

observed in the indirectly excited responses.

For example, when the structure is excited at a frequency two times

the second natural frequency, the response will consist of the forced

response (particular solution of the governing differential equation at the

driving frequency) and a subharmonic of the excitation frequency, which

happens to coincide with the second resonance. This behavior is shown in

Figure 12(a). It is possible to couple the first mode when an internal
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resonance exists just by changing the excitation frequency or amplitude

slightly, as shown in Figure 12(b). Furthermore, it is also possible for

the coupled modes to modulate as previously seen, as shown in Figure 12(c).

By zooming in on the resonance region of the spectrum, the subharmonics can

be more easily seen; this is shown in Figure 13.

When the structure is excited by a frequency near the sum of the

first and second resonant frequencies (a combination resonance of the sum

type), the two modes will be simultaneously be excited. For certain ranges

of system parameters, modulated responses can again be observed; Figure 14

shows the spectral history observed when the structure was excited with a

stationary constant-amplitude acceleration. Using the ERA sliding window,

the modal amplitudes are observed to modulate while the particular solution

remains essentially constant, as shown in Figure 15.

5. IMPULSE EXCITATION

Modal analysis using impulse excitation is quite appealing for field

work because it does not require a shaker, power amplifier, or signal

generator. With an instrumented hammer, a complete modal analysis can be

performed with a two-channel analyzer. If the structure is linear, the

random excitation, impulse excitation, and swept sine excitation will give

identical results. Hence, if the system is nonlinear, one would expect the

different methods to produce different results depending upon the type of

nonlinearity present in the structure.

For this experiment, ml was hit with a small hammer and the time

history of the response was recorded. Modal interaction was present in the

free response of the tuned structure; however, it would not be obvious to

the untrained analyst. It is not uncommon to observe a beat phenomenon in

a free response of a MDOF structure; typically all of the modes are

excited, and as they decay at their damped natural frequencies, they will

combine to form a composite response that may beat. However, unless the
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individual modal amplitudes are extracted from the composite response

signal, the interaction would most likely be obscured. A transient

response of the structure to an impulse is shown in Figure 16; the modal

decomposition (extracted with the aid of the ERA sliding window) is shown

in Figure 17. This Figure shows the energy being exchanged from one mode

to another while both are simultaneously decaying. These results are

similar to those obtained by Zavodney and Pappag for the free response of a

similar structure. If there was no internal resonance, each mode would

exponentially decay from its original amplitude.

6. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

'The method of delays was applied to the time series to construct

pseudo-phase planes. This method uses the time series representing the

displacement and constructs the "pseudo" velocity by using the position at

a later time. In this case, a delay of 0.025 seconds was used to construct

the phase plane. The responseof the tuned ,;.ucture when the excitation

frequency was near the second resonance was analyzed because it had three

distinct responses (as shown in Figure 8). The phase portraits are shown

in Figure 18; the data show typical scatter about the equilibrium

attractor. Poincart maps were obtained from the phase planes and are shown

in Figure 19. Only a portion of the modulated response is shown in the

phase plane because the complete cycle would completely fill in the bounded

region; the Poincard map is constructed from the entire set of 60,000

points. To construct the Poincard maps, the excitation signal was filtered

with an 8th-order low-pass ARMA filter before it was used to sample the

phase plane. The modulated response appears to be chaotic.
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7. SUMMARY

1. Random excitation may give results that appear linear, making it

possible for nonlinearity to go undetected. One reason why the random

excitation would tend to obscure the autoparametric resonance is that

the modal coupling is parametric in nature; parametric resonances feed

on themselves and grow exponentially. Consequently, there is

insufficient time for a'parametric resonance to grow when the

excitation is random.

2. Multi-level random excitation will not reveal certain types of

nonlinearity because the nonlinearity in this case is not associated

with the elastic stiffness; instead the nonlinearity is primarily from

the geometry. Hence, increasing the excitation would not cause

changes in the frequency response because the elastic stiffness is not

strongly dependant upon the amplitude of response.

3. Low-level harmonic excitation can cause linear responses or nonlinear

responses with constant or nonconstant amplitudes that modulate in

time.

4. Subharmonic resonances and combination resonances may exist that could

produce large responses.-

5. Impulse responses may have modulated responses that are embedded and

may not be obvious; they would need to be extracted to be identified.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

1. System identification should include sufficient checks fornonlinear

resonances caused by material properties, geometrical asymmetry, and

stiffness nonlinearity, even when the data obtained from low and high

level random excitation do not suggest any nonlinear behavior.

2. System identification should include all possible types of excitation a

structure could possibly be exposed to; this would insure that

undetected nonlinear resonances using one type of excitation would not

appear later using a different type of excitation.

3. Slight structural modifications after a design has been qualified could

cause nonlinear resonances to appear. These slight modifications

could cause, for example, an internal resonance to occur, and provide

the mechanism for the observed nonl;near behavior documented in this

report.

4. If a structure demonstrates autoparametric coupling in response to a

harmonic excitation, random excitation will effectively prevent the

nonlinear coupling from occuring.

5. An identification technique that is uniquely suited to nonlinear

behavior needs to be implemented for the more difficult structures.

This technique would use the nonlinear resonances and jumps in the
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system response to determine qualitatively and quantitatively the best

mathematical model for the structure.
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The In-situ Laser Deposition of High Tc Superconducting

Thin Film

by

Donald D. W. Chung

ABSTRAa"

ArF excimer laser ablation of an YBa2Cu307-x target -pellet in 100

mTorr of 02 ambient was used to deposit thin superconducting films

on SrTiO3 and MgO substrates at 650 - 780 OC. The as-deposited 0.6

- 0.9 pm thick films were superconducting, without further high-

temperature annealing. Cooled to ambient temperature in-situ for

1.5 hours in flowing oxygen gas, the films showed complete

diamagnetism and zero resistance up to 89 K with a critical current

density of 5x10 5 A/cm 2 in zero magnetic field at 81 K. Low angle X-

ray diffraction analysis showed that all the films were highly

oriented with the C-axis perpendicular to their surface. Smooth

surface morphology was observed in all films.
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I. Introduction:

Considerable progress has been made in the field of thin film

preparation of high critical temperature superconducting materials

both for fundamental research and possible application in electronic

devices. Such film preparation is being attempted by many film

deposition techniques. Among them, one promising method has been

by mean of laser ablation of a bulk target superconducting materials

in vacuum or under the low oxygen pressure to deposit the film.

Since the low temperature processing will be essential for making

sophisticated electronic devices containing the superconducting films

the laser deposition method for such film preparation are especially

attractive in the potential for producing films with required heat

treatment in oxygen at only modest temperatures. Among the

various types of laser processes short pulsed laser deposition has

provided excellent epitaxial films with shallow resistance transition

widths aW high critical currents. Various researchers have obtained

superconducting films without high temperature post-annealing

using a background 02 ambient in the vacuum chamber.

The elimination of the post-annealing process is extremely

important in terms of growing multiple layers of different materials

for device applications. Recently the in-situ processing of

superconducting films at substrate temperatures of 650 - 7500C has

been reported by a variety of techniques. The introduction of

oxygen jet into the laser, ablated plasma was found to be a key for

in-situ processing of superconducting thin films at 6500C. Further
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reduction in deposition temperature have been reported by the

incorporation of an oxygen plasma. So far, epitaxial film growth of

YBa2CU307-x on SrTiO3 has yielded films with the highest current

densities, the sharpest resistance transitions, and in general, the best

overall properties.

Superconducting thin film processes anld control programs are

particularly interested in space application for detectors and sensor

devices in Materials Laboratory of MLP0 of the USAF. A number of

sensor devices have been demonstrated 'With high Tc

superconducting thin films; namely, superconducting quantum

interference devices (squids), tunnel junction, and a fast nonlinear

switch for noise discrimination in digital circuits. Special attention is

directed to the optical and infrared detection using these new

materials.

My research interest have been in the area of application of

variety of thin film deposition techniques in the investigation of

electrical, magnetic, and structural .properties as function of

processing parameters. My work on the deposition of YBa2Cu3O7-x

superconducting film by RF and DC magnetron sputtering in which

the principle of deposition is complementary to the laser ablation

deposition, which is in principle, the same physical vapor deposition,

and characterization of the film in terms of electrical, magnetic and

structural properties contributed to my assignment to the

superconductor group; Materials Laboratory, MLPO division of the

USAF.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCHEFFORT

The thin film processes of high Tc superconducting YBa2Cu307-x

compound can be divided into what require a high temperature

ann'.aling subsequent to deposition, and what require no further

annealing, or low temperature annealing in oxygen to achieve

optimum superconductivity, Low temperature deposition techniques

which do not require further annealing are, by far, the most

promising technique for producing films for applications because a

better film morphology is usually obtained. The pulsed laser

deposition is on of the most successful methods of achieving low

temperature films in which it is capable of processing very smooth

films with high transition temperature and critical current densities.

However, further investigation is called for in this process in order

for these to be a, definitive evaluation of this technique with respect

to applicability of the grown film properties as practical device

materials.

During my 1989 SFRP several film processing data was

generated and collected. The important deposition conditions were

determined since the film processing data could not be analyzed in

time. Research in this project resumed at San Jose State during

January of this year under the sponsorship of an AFOSR Mini Grant.

The significant processing conditions had been established prior to

the 1990 SFRP at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Preparation of

high Tc superconducting thin films are now routinely performed.
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My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty

Research Program (SFRP) was to continue to study and determine the

process and the properties for depositing high quality temperature

superconducting films and assess parameters of the laser deposition

conditions ior optimum properties which would be required for

suitable device structure applications such as electronic detectors

and sensor materials.

IIi.

High quality thin YBa2Cu3O7-x film has been produced by laser

ablation technique. In many cases an amorphous film is deposited

and' a post annealing step up to 900oC is necessary to form the

crystalline superconducting phase. However, a, good orientation of

these films, a minimization of grain boundaries, and the prevention

of inter diffusion are important points in order to achieve high

critical current densities. All of the above is easier to obtain with an

in-situ growth process, as has recently been demonstrated by several

research groups.

For our experiments, we used a ArF excimer laser with 193 nm

wavelength, 20 Hz, and 80 mJ per pulse. The laser beam was focused

on a rotating, sintered YBa2Cu3O7-x pellet in a vacuum chamber.

The target material which was evaporated perpendicuiarly to the

substrate surface was then deposited on the substrate at a distance

of about 60 mm. The substrate was heated up to 8500C for cleaning

and then cooled to the deposition temperature. Oxygen can be added
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both the deposition and cooling processes. The chamber was

evacuated by a turbomolecular pump; the base pressure was less

than 10-6 Torr. Single crystalline SrTiO3 and MgO with < 100 >

orientation were used as substrate materials. The polished

substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in trichloroethylene,

acetone, methanol, and de-ionized water, in that order and heat

treated at 8500C for half an hour in-situ before the deposition. The

deposition was carried out in about 30 minutes with a typical

deposition rate of 4 A/sec, and the resulted in film thicknesses

ranged from 0.6gm to 0.9gm. Immediately after the deposition, pure

oxygen was introduced into the deposition chamber. The films were

then cooled down in flowing oxygen gas to ambient temperature in

1.5 hours.

X-ray diffraction analysis was performed with a slow scan

diffractometer. The films were further examined by four-probe

resistivity and A.C. susceptibility measurements. For the

measurements of resistivity, the films were patterned by sputtering

bridge paths 5mm length and 100 gm width. Four Silver contacts

were evaporated onto the sample and bonded with gold wires.

To determine the desired film processes, we first investigated

the film properties as a function of several deposition parameters

such as the substrate temperature, oxygen pressure, and target-

substrate distance. The film properties were then evaluated by A.C.

magnetic susceptibility measurement and X-ray diffraction analysis.

The in-situ film growth behavior was depending sensitively on the
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substrate temperature and the oxygen pressure. Films deposited at a

substrate temperature lower than 6000C were semi-crystalline and

had to be annealed -to 9000C to form the desired -crystal structure.

At a substrate temperature higher than 6500C the film had grown

in-situ crystalline. For the epitaxial growth with the C axis

perpendicular to the substrate plane, oxygen pressure of 100 mTorr

and a substrate temperature between 730 - 780 0 C were optimal.

The X-ray diffraction pattern indeed showed a highly < 001 >

oriented film grow expitaxially on both SrTiO3 and MgO.

The quality of the C-axis orientation was also documented by

observing the (00n) peaks from the x-ray diffraction pattern. It has

been reported in the literature that the occupation of- the oxygen

sites in the lattice is strongly correlated with the C-axis parameter

and the critical temperature. Films quenched after the deposition

showed superconductivity but with low Tc components. Samples

cooled slowly, generally showed high quality superconductivity.

Although most of the films were exposed to the substrate

temperature above 7500C, little interdiffusion between the substrate

and the film had taken place. For the majority of the in-situ film the

resistivity behavior was metallic. We have observed critical

transport current density values Jc above 10 A/cm 2 at 81 K.

In conclusion, we have succeeded in preparing epitaxial

YBa2Cu3O7.x films with high critical current densities by laser

ablation in an easily reproducible one step process. No additional

oxygen plasma source was needed for the in-situ crystalline growth.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The in-situ deposition of high critical temperature

superconducting films ( YBa2Cu3O7-x ) on SrTiO3 < 100 > substrate

by an ArF excimer laser have been successfully accomplished

without additional system modification. However, the evaluation of

data showed a room for improvement in the future deposition

condition by implementing the existing system modification in the

following areas:

a. The actual substrate (sample) temperature measurement

must be established by installing a new substrate holder stage

(including heat source) perhaps with a silver block which may be

rotated during deposition.

b. The laser power and pulse rate during deposition must be

controlled and optimized.

c. The experimental condition for low temperature deposition

must be established for device applications.

d. The oxygen content of the film after the deposition and

cooling process must be monitored in junction with the film property

change.

e. The high dielectric constant and loss tangent of SrTiO3

substrate would limit its practical utility, particularly in high-

frequency microelectronic applications. Some other types of

substrate such as NdGaO, LaGaO, or LaAlO which have good dielectric

constants at high frequencies must be established for laser

deposition conditions.
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AMI CALCULATINS ON, RIGIDROD POLYME RMOE tompoNDs

by

John W. Connolly

Using AMI semi-empiricalMolecular Orbital calculations, conformational energies were

obtained for structures designed to model the rigid rod polymers, poly(p-

phenylenebenzobisoxazole),.PBO, poly(p-phenylenebenzobisimidazole), PBI, andpoly(p-

phenylenebenzobisthiazole), PBT, including exampies in which the phenylene group is

mono and dimethlylated. Minimum energy torsional angles and barriers to rotation can be

understood in terms of steric factors and disruption of pi-electron delocalization. The model

system used shows that when adjacent segments of the polymer chain are mutually

perpendicular, the barrier to rotation is less than the thermally avdilable energy at 300K.
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I. NqTRODUCION:

The rigid rod polymers poly(p-phenylenebenzobisoxazole), PBO, and its sulfur analog,

poly(p-phenylenebenzobisthiazole), PBT, are the focus of the U. S. Air Force's "Ordered

Polymers" Program, which has been established to develop low-weight, high-performance

materials for military and aerospace applications. These-materials have been found to

exhibit exceptional specific strength and , thermooxidative stability and environmental

resistance when made into films and fibers (1).

The Computational Chemistry Group of the Polymer Branch of the Materials Laboratory at

the Wright Research and Development Corporation is investigating the properties of PBO

and PBT model compounds, primarily through the use of semi-empirical molecular orbital

calculations. A wide range of polymer properties, including electronic, optical and

mechanical, can be modelled using theappropriat.e alculational technique.

My research experience in the use of mainframe computers both for NMR spectra

simulation and for semi-empirical molecular orbital calculations on organometallic

compounds contributed to my assignment to the Computational Chemistry Group.

II. OBJECTIVES OF RCH EFFORT

There have been two recent AM1 molecular orbital (MO) calculations on the conformation

energy of PBO and PBT model compounds, (2,3).The structures used in these calculations

are shown in Figure 1. In both cases rotational barriers for PBO of 5.0 Kcal/Mol and 1.7
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Kcal/Mol for PBT were reported. However a molecular modelling by Farmer, as yet

unpublished, indicated greater polymer chain flexibility tan is compatible -with the above

results. Consequently, it was decided-to calculate corformational energies for PBO and

PBT model compounds in which rotation about adjacent carbon-carbon bonds in the

polymer backbone need not have the same barrier height.

3 2
X

$ NI)

x x

B

Figure 1. Model Compound Structures used in Previous AMI

Rigid Rod Studies
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I

The calculations done here were performed using the AMI (4) semi empirical method as

implemented by the AMPAC 2.01 series ofprograms, which is available from the Quantum

Chemistry Exchange Program,Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405 as QCPE

#506. The newly introduced sulfur parameters were used in the calculations (5). The model

compound used in our calculations is shown in Figure 2. The phenyl group was rotated

paddle-wheel fashion about the carbon-carbon bonds indicated in the structure and heats of

formation were calculated at every 100 rotation.
86

x > x

9 2 3

Figure 2. Rigid Rod Model Compound Structure Used in This Study

Table I shows a complete listing of structural types which were investigated; specific

structures investigated have X--O, X=NH, and X=S. Thus, in addition to the all-planar

structures (1, I1, V, VII), we have investigated conformations in which the two

heterocyclic groups in the structure are mutually perpendicular. Also we have investigated

the effect of phenyl substitution on rotational barrier height (III-VI).
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TABLE 1

Structural Types on which AMI Calculations were done

SYMBOL STRUCTURE

III

VI

V I

VIII
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Figure 3 shows a typical result of the calculation described here. The barrier height is the

difference between zero and the curve maximum on the Y axis. This figure shows the

significant result that when the two ends of the structure are perpendicular the-barrier height

is less than 1 Kcai/Mol (crv'edC).

p-BIS(BENZOXAZOLE)BENZENE
6.0

05.0

j. 4.0

-3.0 * c

2l.0

0 .0

-1.0 ~ #
-20 0 20 40 60 80 100

TORSION ANGLE

Figure 3. Conformational Energy Curves for PBO Model Compounds.
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Table2 shows a compete summary of all the calculations done during the summer 1990

period. In summary, we find that in all the model systems investigatedhere the calculated

TABLE 2

TORSION ANGLE TORSION ANGLE BARRIER

(DEG) (DEG) (Kcal/Mol)

STRUCTURAL MIN ENERGY MAX ENERGY

TYPE X=O X=NH X=S X-O X=NH X=S X=O X=NH X=S

I 0 30 10 90 90 90 5.2 2.7 2.2

II 45 45 45 0,90 0,90 0,90 0.5 1.3 0.5

III 0 140- 30 90 180 90 4 3.1 1.3

TV 20 150 60 90 0 0 1.7 4 1.6

V 40 50 70 90 0 0 1.7 7.1 1.7

VI 20 50 30 90 0 0 4,2 8.5 37

Vii 80 50 90 90 0 0 2.5 4.7 0.2

VIII 140 130 45 0' 180 0 1 3.1 1.

In summary, we find that'in all the model systems-investigated the calculated barrier height

is drastically reduced in the structure where the two heterocyclic groups are mutually

perpendicular. Since this represents a physically achievable conformation in the polymer

chain, it suggests that therigid rod polymers modeled in this study may be more flexible

than had previously been thought.

The loss of resonance energy as the phenyl group rotates is a major factor in the

magnitude of the rotational barrier in all the systems we investigated. Substitution on the

central phenyl group causes steric interactions :o become a factor as well. In nearly every

case we examined methylation . *the central phenyl group decreases the rotational barrier

since it destabilizes the 00 torsion angle structure. In the case of structure type VI this
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destabilization becomes so great that the 00 structure is the highestenergyconformation and

the rotational barrier is increased.

IV.

Bond Order: Output from AMI calculations yields information about bond order and

atomic charge in addition to the heats of formation described above. The change in bond

order between CI and C7 (Fig. 2), while quite small, is an indication of the change in pi-

electron delocalization between the arylene ring and the rest-of the molecule. We found that

the C1-C7 bond order decreased monotonically by a total of about 3%as the torsion angle

went from 00 to 900. The calculated bond order is evidently not sensitive to steric

interaction, but it has the advantage that it isolates the electronic aspect of the barrier height

in every case.
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Figure 4 shows the excellent correlation between bond order and barrier heightfor

the omethylated PBO species (structures IMI and iV in Table 2).

1.0-

0.09. BOND ORDER
0.990.99. 0 0

0.98. o
0.98..
0.97.
0.967
0.96 o0,90. as i4 2o

2 ROTATIONAL BARRIER
0 

_______

zUJ

-1.01
20 35 90 115 ' 260

TORSION ANGLE

Figure 4. Bond Order-Torsion Energy Correlation for PBO Model
Compounds.
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On the the other hand, Figure 5 shows that.the bond order-rotational barrier correlation is

not simple for the corresponding imidazole species. Since the bond order-torsion angle

curve is the same for all the species examined here it is clear that non electron-delocalization

factors cause the more complex rotational barrier curves seen in most of the species studied

here.

010

i'
2.0 ~31 W,-'t -" '* .

o 0.0 9

6.0
-20 C

Compunds

14.01-1oD
>-2.0 Aaa

2035 90 14'5 200
TORSION ANGLE

Figure 5. Bond Order-Rotation Barrier Correlation for PBI Model

Compounds.
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V.

Atomic Charge: The AMI results obtained here indicate that minor charge redistribution

occurs as the torsion angle changes. Charge flows away from the imine nitrogen as

coplanarity is lost and charge flows away from the oxazole oxygen as coplanarity is lost in,

all cases. The charge on the amine nitrogen is unaffected by change'in the torsion angle. In

the thiazole series charge flows away from the sulfur as coplanarity is lost except for the

sulfur adjacent to the two methyl groups in the oitho-dimethyl species, where charge flows

toward sulfur as the torsion angle increases. As charge flows away from the heterocyclic

atoms, C1 becomes more negative which is consistent the decrease in electron

delocalization as coplanarity is lost. Overall atomic charge changes were less than .03

charge units in all cases. Charge changes do not correlate with barrier height in any simple

way which is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Atomic Charge-Rotational Barrier Correlation for PBI Model
Compounds.

VI.

Structural Comparison: It has already been demonstrated that the energy-minimized

AMI structures are very similar to those determined experimentally for PBO and PBT

model compounds (6). The major discrepancies are that in the AMI structures the oxazole

oxygen atoms and the thiazole sulfur atoms appear to be closer to sp3 hybridization while in

the experimental structures these atoms are closer to sp2 hybridization.
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The crystal structure of 1,4-bis(2-benzoxazolyl)-2,5-bis(2-benzimidazolyl)benzene, Figure

7, has been determined (7). While the steric interactions between adjacent heterocyclic rings

in this compound are significant, the oxazole ring is only 50 from coplanarity with the

central phenyl group while the torsion angle of the imidazolyl ring is 570. This is

consistent with our findings as well as those of Farmer (3) regarding PBI model

compounds.,In Table 5 we compare some experiment and calculated bond distances and

angles. We chose the 00 torsion angle PBO model and the 600 torsion-angle PBI calculated

species for our comparison.

0

3 3
sNH P N
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TABLES5

Selected Values of Observed and-AMI Calculated Bond Lengths and Bond Angles for 1,4-
Bis(2-benwxazolyl)-25-bis(2-benziniidazolyl)beflzefe and PBO and-PBI Model

Compounds

Bond Lengths

Bond* Exp. Caic. Bond Exp. Calc.

C1-C7 1.466 1.453" C7;,N1 1.329 1.332

C7-01 1.347 1.433 C13-N1 1,392 1.412

C8-O1 1.385 1.396 C2-C14 1.490 1.467

C14-N3 1.393 1.400 Cl4-N2 1.319 1.351

C1-C2 1.412 1.400

Bond Angles

Bond* Exp. Caic.

C2-C1-C7 125.4 4119.9

Cl-C7-N1 126.3 113.7

Cl-C7-O1 119.5 115.7

C7-N1-C13 105.0 104.2

C1-C2-C14 125.7 119.2

C2-C14-N2 123.8 126.0

C14-N3-C20 104.3 106.5

C14-N2-C15 105.7 105.4

*Ile numbering system is as in Figure 7; analogous atoms in Figure 2 were used.
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VII. R COMMENDATIONS:

The abovecalculoions have all- been done on neutral, electron-paired species.

Actual PBT fibers are processed at high acid strength (1) and the resulting dope is

subjected to mechanicallstress during the formation polymer films. Electron Spin

Resonance, ESR, measurements made on unstressed PBT fibers show the presence of-free

radicals. The ESR signals of the fibers diminished on annealing and increased when the

annealed fiber samples were stretched or crushed. A reasonable speculation is that the

radicals b, the unstressed fibers are ion radicals produced during strong acid workup, and

the radicals induced mechanically are neutral radicals resulting fron, breaking the polymer

backbone (8). The presence of an unpaired electron in the PBT polymer may well affect the

stiffness appreciably.

It is possible to do AMI MO calculations on radical spocies as well as electron-

paired species. The complications with odd-electron species are that unrestricted Hartree-

Fock (UHF) calculations must be done, which are CPU time intensive, and the energy

minimization process may not converge. Werecommend then that a thorough, systematic

series of MO calculations be done on the cation radical, anion radical, and neutral radical'

species derived from the even-electron compounds already reported on here. Our primary

interest is in the effect of unpaired spin density on the barrier to rotation about the

backbone carbon-carbon bond as well as bond order changes within the polymer backbone.

Besides having implications for mechiaical properties such "defects" are also relevant to

postulated electrical conduction mechanisms in these and similar organic materials.
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Potentials of Mushy-State-Formihg of Composite Materials

by

Sherif D. El Wakil

Experimental work was carried, out to investigate the problems involved in the

mushy-state forming of dispersion-strengthened composites, as well as to assess the

possible potentials of such processes. Billets, all having the samerAl-Cu-Mn matrix but

different alumina contents, were obtained by hot compaction of canned powder

mixtures in a blind extrusion die. They were then homogenized for two hours before

being extruded at the required temperature. Three temperatures were chosen, to yield

different liquid fractions for the extrusion billets, namely 0.4, 0.2 and zero. Billets that

had 0.2 liquid fraction were successfully extruded, resulting in sound, defect-free

products. Also, metallographicexamination of those mushy-state extruded bars

revealed an excellent degree of homogenity. In addition, the density and chemical

composition were found to be uniform along the length for those bars, indicating the

absence of any sensible segregation.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Mushy-state forming is gaining increasing attention as a potential process for

manufacturing complex shaped components using intermetallic and ceramic

composite materials.

The Material Processing Group of the Metals and Ceramics Division of the Materials

Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base is particularly interested in developing

this new method. The goal isthe production of light-weight composites with superior

mechanical properties that meet the demands of the, aerospace industry in the

nineties.

My research interests have-been in the- area of mushy-state alloys. My work on

modeling of the plastic behavior of mushy-state alloys contributed to my assignment to

the Materials Processing Group.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Currently, dispertion-strengthened composites are manufactured by casting or powder

ihetallurgy. Although these processes, have some advantages,, they still have some

limitations and shortcomings, for instance segregation, nonhomoginity, and

fragmentation of the hard particles,. There Is, therefore, a need to develop a new

manufacturing: method to eliminate the above-mentioned shortcomings.

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program

(SFRP) was to assess the feasibility of mushy-state forming processes for producing

complex shaped components using'Intermetallic and-ceramic composite materials.

Since time was a real constraint, it was decided to investigate :primarily the processing

parameters and to assess the problems associated with that process. An investigation

into the effect of the process parameters on the mechanical properties and their

correlation with the microstructure~obtained; will be continued at my laboratory with

funding from the Mini Grant Progran.
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111. 'EXPERIMENTAL WORK:

Expedmental work was carried 0ut.to investigate the problems involved, in the. mushy-

state extrusion of dispersion-strengthened composites. An attempt to employ the

conventional powder metallurgy process to obtain suitable billets was not successful.

The compressibility and compactibility of Al-Cu powder mixtures containing different

percentages of alumina-were extremely poor. Also, the compaction dies suffered from

excessive wear. It was, therefore, decided to obtain the billets by hot compaction of

canned powder mixtures in a blind die. The canned billets were then homogenized for

two hours-at the required temperature before extrusion.

In the first extrusion experiment, the billet had a temperature .of 1140OF and a liquid

fraction of about 0.4. The resulting extruded bar was bulged and torn. This mode of

failure was attributed to the expansion of the liquid phase. It was therefore, decided to

carry out extrusion at 1040OF so that the metal matrix of each billet would contain only

20% liquid phase. The speedof the extrusion ram was kept at the minimum. Sound

and defect-free products werm obtained. Next, the density and chemical composition

were determined at various points along -the length of each extruded bar. They were

found to be uniform, indicating the absence of -any sensiblesegregation.

Finally, in order to have a bases for comparison, some billets were extruded at 900OF

i.e. there was no liquid phase-in any of those billets. Although theextrusions were

seemingly good, a decisive factor that determines the appropriate extrusion

temperature, is certainly the final mechanical properties of the extruded bars.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. The feasibility of forming dispersion-strengthened composites have been basically

proven. Nevertheless, the effect of the process parameters on the mechanical

properties as well as the correlation betweenthese properties and the micmstructures

must still be investigated.

b. The results of the above-mentioned investigation can be used- to optimize the

process of extruding composites in their mushy state.

c. Mathematical modeling of the behavior of mushy-state alloys Is required, if those

new processes are to be developed to their full potentials.

d. A yield function and a flow rule must be developed first. The constitutive equation

can then be incorporated in a FE code, thus coupling the temperature distribution and

the plastic flow in order to rationally design tool profiles and anticipate any defects that

may occur in the final products.

e. An effort should be made to include the microstructure charateristics in the

constitutive equation.

f. It is also recommended to incorporate an analysis of possible chemical reactions in

the proposed study.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF POLYMER PRECURSORS WITH

POTENTIAL NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROPERTIES

by

David A. Grossie, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

Single-crystal x-ray diffraction data was collected on two compounds having potential

nonlinear optical (NLO)- properties, C23H29NOS and C33H50 202S3. Both compounds

crystaWlir in triclinic crystal lattices, the first having cell constants of a--10.340(2),

b=1l.632(l), c=8.894(3),A, a-97.18(2), P33103.18(2), and y-98.05(1)*. The second

compound has cell constants of a=10.292(i), b=20.231(8), cm9.270(2) A, cz=102.48(1),

03=98.67(2), and y--88.66(1)*. The space group observed in each compound is PL The

structure of compound 1 was solved and refined, yielding a R-factor of 0.061.

C H29NOS is planar with little distortion in the internal bond distances and angles.

The second compound, C,,HON2O2S3, has not been completely solved, in spite of

application of the most recent and capable directmethods programs.
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I. INTRODUCfrON:

The Polymer Branch of the Materials Laboratory at the Wright Aeronautical Laboratory,

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base is interested in the synthesis and characterization of

polymeric materials. Basic research is also conducted in the structure of polymeric

materials and the correlation of the structure and physical properties. The emphasis of

this area is to predict the properties of a polymer prior to its synthesis. In this way, the

synthesis problem can have greater direction and produce new and better materials with

more efficiency. One of the techniques used in determining the structure of polymers is

to examine by single-crystal x-ray diffraction methods compounds that may be used to

form the backbone, pendents, or cross-links of the polymer. By knowing the structure of

a small, repeating portion of the polymer, the polymer itself may be mathematically

modeled, yielding the physical properties.

My research interests are in the structural analysis of small organic and inorganic

molecules by single-crystal x-ray diffraction. My experience in the structural

determinations of organic molecules with simila:e features to those of interest and my

considerable familiarity with the available diffraction hardware and software contributed

to my assignment to the Morphology Section of the Polymer Branch.
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II. OBJECTIVES OFTHE RESEARCH EFFORT:

A study of model compounds of polymeric materials that have potential nonlinear optical

properties will be conducted. This study will involve the structural analysis of several

compounds by single-crystal x-ray diffraction techniques, with the intent to amass data

which may be used to correlate the observed structure and the magnitude of the nonlinear

optical response. The primary structural information that is needed by the currently

accepted theories is the centricity of the crystal lattice in which the compound of interest

crystallizes and the extent of it-orbital conjugation. To this end, this study will examine

the effects of steic bulk on the centricity observed in the crystal structure of an otherwise

plarar molecule.

I.

a. Crystalline samples of a series of compounds were examined using an optical

microscope to determine the size and quality of the individual crystals. Two of the

compounds examined showed promise of containing suitable crystals for diffraction

analysis, whereas the remainder were of insufficient size to be analyzed. Single crystals

of C2HNOS and C3aH5sN20 2S3 were prepared for analysis by attaching them to a thin

glass fiber and placing them at the center of an Enraf-Nonius CAD-4 automated

diffractometer.
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Preliminary x-ray analysis of each of the selected, crystals was made. These results are

summarized in Table 1, along with the parameters of the subsequent data collection.

/

b. Data collected on each of the crystalline samples Was examined for the presence- of

space-group-determining systematic absences using the program LOOK (Chapius, 1984).

For each sample, an appropriate space group was-determined-PI for both compounds.

c. Using the program GENTAN (Hall, 2989), one of the many crystallographic routines

in the software package XTAL (Hall and Stewart, 1989; Grossie, 1990), the structure of

C2H 2 9NOS was determined. The initial structure was refined using the full-matrix

least-squares refinement routine SFLSX (Hall, Spadaccini, Olthof-Hazekamp and Dreissig,

1989) contained in XTAL. Metrical details of the refined structure are tabulated in Tables

2-7. The structure of C XSfN2O2S3 was not completely solved, in spite of the application

of several of the most recent and capable direct methods programs available in the

laboratory. Work cn tie solution of this compound is continuing.

d. igure I shows an ORTEP (Johnson, 1971; Davenport, Hall and Dreissig, 1989)

drawing of the refined structure of CmH2,NOS, and a summary of the interatomic

distances and angles is presented( in Table 2. The central ring system of the molecule is

planar, with a miximun.deviation from planarity of 0.044 A. The degree ofplanarity of

the central benzuine ring, 0.009 A and the benzothiazole ring system, 0.005 A, are much

better. This woild indicate that the two ring systems are slightly twisted with respect to

each other. Thi! is also seen in the examination of the dihedral angles about the C2-C1O
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bond. The oxydecyl chain that is ortho to the benzothiazole ring is found to extend

slightly below the plane of the central benzene ring, with deviations increasing from 0.014

A for Ol I to 1.37O A for C2.

e. Figure 2 shows an ORTEP drawing of the unit cell contents of CnH29NOS. The

packing of the molecules in the unit cell is in the herringbone pattern, a common feature

in the structure of planar compounds.

IV.

From the completed analysis of CnH2,NOS and partial analysis of C3 H"NO 2 S3, certain

conclusions can be made regarding to the nonlinear optical properties of these compounds.

Since both crystallize in lattices that are centrosymmetric, the second-order term of the

polarizability equation must be zero. The response due to the third-order term for these

compounds is less certain. The effect of bulky substituents on the centricity of the crystal

lattice observed for a compound is still uncertain. The study of compounds with similar

structural features may provide the additional information to begin to understand the

influence of steric bulk in the arrangement of molecules into acentric lattices.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

There is a need to improve the synthesis of nonlinear optical materials and influence the

formation of acentric lattices. At the current time, many compounds show great potential
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for high NLO responses, however the tendency is for them to crystallize in

centrosymmetric lattices. Synthetic modifications of these materials to favor the

formation of noncentric lattices should be possible with the knowledge of the mimimum

perturbation to the compound necessary to promote asymmetry. The inimum

perturbation is needed so as to limit the effect of the change on the NLO response.

Currently, there are three factors that are assumed to produce the desired NLO response,

with one factor being quantitative and a second based on a relative scale. These two

factors are the centricity of the crystal lattice and the electron-donating and withdrawing

effects of the commonly used functional groups. The third factor, the extent of

conjugation within the molecule, is currently unquantified.

Molecular planarity is normally taken as the first clue that a non-fused, x-borided ring

system is conjugated. Since this information, like the centricity, is directly obtainable

from the structural analysis, of a crystalline compound, the extent of conjugation can be

quantified by this process.

As a final step, th: same compounds examined by x-ray diffraction need to be tested for

a nonlinear optical response and the magnitude of that response. With the above pieces

of data obtained and analyzed, the synthesis of nonlinear optical materials can be by

rational design. This will allow the physical properties of the material to be optimized

without compromising the desired nonlinear optical properties.
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Table 1. Experimental Details

Compound I Compound 2

Formula CmH 29 4OS CnHsONZO2S3
Formula Weight 367.55 663.03
F(000) 396 712
Crystal Dimensions 0.2x 0.3 x 0.4 mm
Radiation MoKa MoKo:
Wavelength 0.71073 0.71073
Temperature 230C 230C
Crystal Form Triclinic Triclinic
Space Group PI PI
Cell Constants a = 10.340(2) A a = 10.292(2) A

b = 11.632(1) b = 20.231(8)
c =-8,894(3) c = 9.270(2)
a = 97.18(2)0 a = 102.48(1)0
3 = 103.18(2) = 98.67(2)

= 88.05(1) = 88.66(1)
Volume 1033.4 A3 1863.0
Z 2 2
Density 1.18 g/cm3  1.18 g/cm3

Absorption Coefficient 1.68 cm' 2.22 cm1

Scan Type o):20, o):20
Scan Width 1.00 + 0.344 tar O 0.85 + 0.344 tan 0
Maximum 2 54.0 0 60.0
Reflections Measured 4060 11492
Corrections Numerical abscrption

(range of correcion =
1.036 - 1.048)
Reflection avenging (Rint
= 0.69% for 481 duplicate
reflections)

Observations 1957
Parameters 235
R 0.061
wR 0.086
S 1.014
Maximum Shift/Error 0.016
Residual Density

Maximum 0.7 e/A 3

Minimum -0.4 e/ 3
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Tablle. 2. Atom Coriaeand, Isotropic, Thermal Parameters for ,CZH2 NQS.

x/a y/b U
SO1) -0.1231(1) 0.1319(1) 0.2004(2) 0.0756(6),
C(2) 6.19097(4) 0.0016(4) '0.1435(5 0.069(2)
N(3)- 0.3053(4) '0.01-52(3) 0.0904(4) 0.073(2)'
C(4) 0.33 15(4) '0.1303(4) .0.0496(5) 0.072(2)
C(5) 0.4368(5) 0.1729(4) 0.0403(6) 0.086(3)'
'C(6) 0.451.1(6) 0.292(5) 0.0471(7), 0.096(3),
C(7) 0.3619(6) 0.3664(5) 0. 1037(8), 0.100(3)
C(8) 0.2585(5i 0.3272(4) 0.1536(l) 0.092(3)
C(9) 0.2424(4) 0.2079(4) 0.1470(5) '0'074(2)',
C(10) 9.1517(4) -0. 1130(4) 9.1531(5) 0.067(2)
0(11 0.040(4). -0.1318(4)' 0;2122(5) '0.072(2)
9(1 1) -0.0225(3) -0.0361 (3) 0.2638(4), 0.082(2)
e(12) 0.0005(5) 0.2436(4), 0.21713(6) 0.086(3)
C(13) 0.0679(6) -0.3363(5) 04-607(7) 0.095(3)
C(14) 0.1765(6)' -0.3196(j) 0.1030(8) 0.100(3),,
C(15) 0.2169(5) ;0.2090(4) 0.0968(6) 0.085(3)
t(16) -0.4420(4)- -0.0413(4) 0.3176(6) 0.074(2)
0(17) -0. 1938() .0.0721(4) 0,3524(6) 0.077(2)
C(18) -0.318W~)- 0.0726(4) 0.4152(6) 0.077(2)
0(1) -0.3656P5) 0.1935(4) 0.4605(6) 0.079(2)
C(20) -0.4899(S) 0.2002(4) 0.5246(6) 0.080(3)
C(2 1) -0'.5337(5) 0.3232(5) 0.5624(7) 0.093(3)
0(22) -0.6630(5) 0.3359(6) 0.6 121(8) 0. 105(3)
C(23) -0.7110(7) 0.4674(6) 0.6287(11) 0.137(5)
0(24) -0.8276(8) 0.4906(7) 0.6734(11) 0.136(5)
C(25) -0.8727(7) 0.6129(6) 0.6758(10) 0.14(4)
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Table, 3. Hydrogen Coordinate and Isotropic Thermal Parameters for C H29NOS.

x/a, y/b, Z/c U

-H(5) 0.5053(5) 0.112(4) 0.0059(6), 0.075
H(6) 0.5248(6) 0.3217(5) .0.0067(7) 0.075
H(7) 0.3765(6) 0.452(5) 0,1083(8) 0.075
H(8) 0. 1947(5) 0.3838(4) 0.1942(7), 0-075
H(12) -0.0799(5) -'0.2571(4) 0.2588(6) 0:.075.
H(13) 0.0416(6) -0.4178(5) 0.1683(7) 0.075
H(14) 0.2240(6) -0.3885(5)- 0.0590(8) 0.075
H(15) 0.2961(5) -0. 1988(4) 0.0511(6) 0.075
-l(16A)' -0.21,18(4) -0,0967(4) 0.2317(6) 0.075
H(16B) -0.1206(4) -0.0877(4) 0.4197(6) 0.075
Hi(17A) -0.1193(5) 0.1222(4) 0.4307(6) 0.075
H(17B) -0.2201(5) 0.,1088(4), 0.2475(6) 0.075
H(181A) ;-0.3948(4) 0.0265(4) 0.3339(6) -0.075
H(18B) -0.1937(4) 0.0312(4) 0.5164(6) 0.075
H(19A), -0.2897(5) 0.2382(4), 0.5439(6) 0.075
H(19B) -0.3871(5) 0.2353(4) 0.3595(6) 0.075
H(20A) ;0.5659(5) 0.1540(4) 0,4427(6)- 0.075
H(20B) -0.4684(5) 0.1615(4) 0.6275(6) 0.075
H(21A) -0.4593(5) 0.3663(5) 0.6497(7) 0.075
H(21B) -0.5460(5) 0.3630(5) 0.4603(7) 0.075
H(22A) -0.7375(5) 0.2894(6) 0.5289(8) 0.075
H(22B) -0.6501(5) 0.3022(6) 0.7187(8) 0.075
H(23A) -0.6395(7) 0.5092(6) 0.7208(11) 0.075
H(23B) -0.7093(7) 0.5018(6) 0.5255(11i) 0.075
H(24A) -0. 8991(8) 0.4439(7) 0.5863(11) 0.075
H(24B) -0.8268(8) 0.4626(7) 0.7813(11) 0.075
H(25A) -0.8012(7) 0.6596(6) 0.7628(10) 0.075
H(25B) -0.8735(7) 0.6409(6) 0.5678(10) 0.075
H(250) -0.9656(7) 0.6350(6) 0.7005(10) 0.075
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TableA4 Anisotwopic Therml Displacement ,Parameters for C23HiN0S.

Ull U22 U33 U12 U13 U23

SO1) 9.0718(7)- 0.0744(7) 0.0848(7) 0.009(5) 0A0272(5) 0.0109,(5)
C(2) 0.065(2) A9.76(3) 0.063(2) 0.008(2) 0O.012(2) 0.009(2)
N(3) 0.072(2) 0.074(2 0.076(2), -0.001(2) -0.025(2) 0.004(2)
C(4) 0.073(3) 0.072(3) 0.070(3) 0.001(2) 0.016(2) 0.009(2)
C(5) 0.076(3), 0.084(3) '0.099(4) -0.002(2) 0.027(3) 0.008(3)
C(6) 0.082(3)- 0.091(3) -0.123(4) 40.604(3) 0.034(3) 0.027(3)
C(7) P009(4) 0.'080(3), 0. 125(5) -0.007(-3) 0.025(3) 0.025(3)
C(8) 0.086(3) 0.076(3) 0. 11'4(4) 9.009(2): 0.023(3) 0.015OI(3)
C(9) 0.067(3) 0.079(3) 0.07,7(3) 0.004(1) 0:.015(2) 0.014(2)
C(10) 0.066(l), 0.071(2). 0.065(2) .0.001(2) 0.015(2) 0.006(2)
C(1 1) '0.070(2) g.07(3) 0.071(3) 0.0 0 1(2), 0.018(2) 0'.004(2)-
0(11) 0.082(2) 0.076(2)' 0.100(2) -0.001(1) 0.044(2)r 0.006(2)
C(12) 0.081(3) 0.083(3) 0.099(3) -0.004(2) 0.032(3) 0.009(2)
C(3)- 0.102(4) 0.075(Q) 0.113(4) -0.004(3) 0.037(3) 0.010(3)
C(14) 0.101(4) 0.074(3), 0430(6) 0.005(3) 0.049(3)' -0.004(3)
C(15) 0.087(3) 0.080(3) 0.094(3) 0.005(2) 0.036(3), 0.004(2)
C(16) 0.060(2) 0.081(3) 0.082(3) -0.004(2) 0.021(2) 0.008(2)
C(17) 0.070(3)- 0.089(3) 0.078(3) 0.002(2) 0.027(2) 0.012(2)
C(18) 0.064(2) 0.081(3) 0.087(3), -0.003(2) 0.019(2) 0.010(2)
C(19) 0.067(3) 0.091(3) 0.081(3) 0.003(2) 0.022(2) 0.013(2)
C(20) 0.067(3) 0.087(3) 0.087(3) 0.001(2) 0.022(2) 0.007(2)
C(21) 0.076(3) '0.098(4) 0.107(4) 0.002(3) 0.027(3) 0.003(3)
C(22) 0.077(3) 0.117(4) 0.117(4) 0.005(3) 0.026(3) -9.015(3)
C(23) 0.110(5) 0.131(5) 0.170(7) .0.032(4) 0.061(5) -0.049(5),
C(24) 0. 11!(5) 0.128(6) 0.169(7) -0.011(4) 0.042(5) 0.008(5)
C(25) 0.116(5) 0.098(4)- 0.161(6) 0.008(4). 0.038(4) 0.013(4)
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Table 5. Bond Distances (A) and Angles (*),for 0~ 2312N0S.

Atons; Distance Atoms Angles

S( 1)-C(2) 1.758(4) C(2)-S(1)-C(9) 80.4(2)
S(1)-C() 1.724(5), S(1)-C(2)-N(3), 1,14.3(3)
C(;)-N(3), 1.307(6) S(1)-C(2)-C(1O) 1240(4)
C(2)-C(10) 1.457(6), N(3)-C(2)-t(10), 121.7(4)
N(3)-P(4) 1.377(6) C(2)-N(3)-C(4) 111.9(4)
C(4)-C(5) 1.390(8) N(3)-C(4).C(5) 125.7(4)
q(4)-C(9), 1.403(7) N()C4-()114.7(4)

'WKO) '1.768)C(5)-C(4)-C(9) .119.6(4)
C(6)-C(7) 1.39 1(9) C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 119.4(5)
C(7)-C(9)' 1.360(9) C(5)-C(6)-C(7) 120.6(6)
C(8)-C(9), 1.395(7) C(6)-C(7)-C(8) 121.3(5)
C(10)'-C(1 1) 1.408,(7) C(7)-C(8)-C(9) 118.8(5)

C(0)C(5) 1.384(7) S(1-)-C(9)-C(4) 109.7(4)
C(1 1).0(1 1) 1.352(5) S(1-C(9)-Cm8 130.0(4)
C(1 1).;C(12) 1.385(7) -C(4)-C(9)-C(8) 120.3(5)
~0(1 1)'C(1 6) 1.437(6), C(2-C(10)-C 1) 123.7(4)
C(12).C( 13) 1.369(8) C(2-C( 10)-C( 15) 118.4(4)
C(13).C14) 1.361(1 '0) CO1 1)-C(10)-C(15) 117.9(4)
C(14)-C(15) 1.378(8), C(10)-C( 1)-6(1 1) 116.3(4)
C(16)-C( 17), 1.493(7) C(10)-C( 1 1)-C(12) i20.3(4)
C(17)-C(18) 1.519(7) 0(1 1)-C(1 1-C(12) 123.4(5)
C(18)-C(19) 1.510(7) C(1 )-0(1 1)-C(16) 119.9(4)
C(19)-C(20) 1.513(7) C(1 1)-C( 12)-C( 13) 120.0(5)
C(20).C(21) 1.508(7) C(12)-C(J 3).C(14) 120.5(5)
C(2 1)-C(22) 1.499(9) C(1 3)-C( 14)-C( 15) 120.2(5)
C(22)-C(23) 1.591(10) C( 10)-C(1 5)-C( 14) 121.1'(5i
C(;3)-C(24) 1.361(12) 0(11 )-C(1 6)-C( 17) 107.4(4)
C(24)-C(25) 1.481(10) C( 16)-C( 17)-C( 18) 112.7(4)

C(17)-C(18)-C(19) 112.6(4)
C(18)-C(19)-C(20) 115.3(4)
C(19)-C(20)-C(21) 112.6(4)
C(20)-C(21)-C(22) 115.3(5)
C(!1)-C(22),-C(23) 1,11.9(6)
C(22)-C(23)-C(24) 117.7(7)
C(23)-C(24)-C(25) 115.5(8)
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Table 6. Dihedral, Angles (*) for C. H2,NOS.

Atoms Angle Atoms Angle

C(9)-S(1),C(2)-N(3) .0.3(3) C(2)-C(10)-C(1 1)-C7(12), - 179.9(4)
C(9)-S( 1)-C(2)-C(1O), 179.6(4) C(15)-C(10)-C(1 1)-0(1 1) 178.9(4)
C(2)-S( 1)-C(9)-C(4) -0.2(3) C(5-(O-(11)-C( 12). -2.0(6)
C(2)-S(1)-C(9)-C(8) 180.0(0) C(2),.C(10)-C(15)-C(14) - 179.8(4)
S(1)-C(2),-N(3)-C(4) 0.7(4) C(l 1)-C(10)-C(15)-C(14) 21M7
C(10)-C(2)-N(3)C(4) -179.2(4) C(1O( 11 -O 1-C(16) - 176.4(4)
S(1)-C(2)-C(l0)-C(1 1) 1.4(6) C(12)-C(1 1)-001 1)-C(1 6) 4.6(6)
S( 1-C(2)-C(10)-C( 15) - 176.6(3) C(O).(1 1)-C(12)-C( 13) 1.9(7)
N(3)-C(2)-C(10)-C(1 1) -178.8(4) 0(1 1)-C( 1)-C(12)-C(13) -179.1(4)
N(3)-C(2)-C(10)-C( 15) 3.3(6) C(O 1)-O(1 1 )C( 16)C(17) 174.8(4)
C(2)-N(3)-C(4)-C(5) - 179.8(4) C(1 1)-C(12)-C(l13)-C( 4) - 1.9(8)
C(2)-N(3)-C(4)-C(9) -Q.9(5) C(12)-C(1 3)-C( 14)-C( 15) 2.0(9)
N(3)-C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 179.6(5) C(13)-C( 14)-C(l15)-C( 10) -2.2(8)
C(9)-C(4)-C(5)-C(6) 0.7(7) 0(1 1)-C(1 6)-C( 17)-C( 18) 178.3(3)
N(3)-C(4)-C(9)-S( 1) 0.6(5) C( 16)-C(17)-C(l18)-C( 19) -176.1(4)
N(3)-C(4)-C(9).C(8) . 179.5(4) C(17)-C(18)-C( 19)-C(20) -180.0(4)
C(5)-C(4)-C(9)-S( 1) 179.7(4) C(1 8)-C(19,)-C(20)-C(2 1) 178.3(4)
C(5);C(4)-C(9)-C(8) -0.5(7) C(19)-C(20)-C(2 1)-C(22) -174.7(5)
C(4)-C(5)-C(6)-C(7) -0.4(8) C(20)-C(2 1)-C(22)-C(23) 172.5(5
C(5)-C(6)-C(7)-C(8) 0.0(9) C(21)-C(22)-C(23)-C(24) 180.0(7)
C(6)-C(7)-C(8)-C(9) 0;2(9) C(22)-C(23K.(24)-C(25) 175.6(7)
C(7)-C(8)-C(9)-S( 1) 179.9(4)
C(7)-C(8)-C(9)-C(4) 0.0(7)
C(2)-C(10)-C(1 *)0(1 1) 1.0(6)
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Table 7. Least Squares Pla.esfor C H29NOS.

Plane 1 0.5960 X + -0.0066 Y +,0.8030 Z = 1.8501

Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation

C0 0.006(6) Cll -0.007(6) C12 0.007(7) C13 -0.005(8)
C14 0.079(8) C15 0.009(7)

Other Atoms

Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation

O11 -0.014(7) C16 -0.106(10) C17 -0.219(12) C18 -0.284(15)
C19 -0.364(18) C20 -0.369(21) C21 -0.427(24) C22 -0.619(27)
C23 -0.861(30) C24 -1.050(33) C25 -1.370(35)

Plane 2 0.5730 X + 0.0248 Y + 0.8192 Z = 1.8128

Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation

81 0.000(2) C2 -0.002(5) N3 0.004(5) C4 -0.005(5)
C5 0.001(6) C6 -0.001(7) C7 0.000(8) C8 0.003(7)
C9 0.001(5)

Plane 3 0.5730 X + 0.0248 Y + 0.8192 Z = 1.8128"

Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Atom Deviation Aom Deviation

Si -0.003(2) C2 0.014(5) N3 0.025(4) C4 0.004(5)
C5 0.012(6) C6 -0.002(7) C7 -0.015(7) C8 -0.015(7)
C9 -0.004(5) C10 0.014(5) Cl1 0.028(5) C12 0.025(6)
C13 -0.029(7) C14 -0.043(7) C15 -0.044(6)

Angles Between Planes

Plane Plane Angle Plane Plane Angle

1 2 2.4(2) 1 3 1.8(1)
2 3 0.6(1)
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Eddy Current Testing in Nondestructive Evaluation

by

T.J. Haas and-P.K. Kadaba

Advantages and limitations of the eddy current technique for the

purpose of nondestructive testing have been evaluated. A cursary study of some

of the analytical models and actual test systems that have been developed by

researchers over the years has been made.

Using the commercially available eddy current testers - the Nortec

NDT-1 6 and the Hocking AV1 OSE - tests were made on samples of rubidium

and stainless steel with standard machined notches of depths 0.2mm, 0.4mm,

and 1.0mim. Also tested was an unknown sample with a barely visible crack.

The HP4192A Impedance Analyzer was adapted to eddy current testing by

incorporating. a power amplifier and specially designed transmit and receive

probes. A minute hole in a sample of aluminum was easily detected with this

set-up. A pulse technique capable of detecting defects in nonmagnetic metals to

a depth of 0.5cm or better was developed. This technique seems to have

potential to detect second layer cracks.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Eddy current testing is used in the field .of nondestructive evaluation to perform

the inservice inspection of metal (conductor) products. The experienced

operator can, in general, determine the presence of surface flaws (subsurface

flaws in nonmagnetic conductors), layer thickness, and perform metal sorting

(conductivity).

The method-is used to perform these types of inspections because they can be

carried out quickly with no contamination of the surface. Despite the simplicity of

the technique, it should be noted that the inversion problem, that is, obtaining

detailed characterization of surface and subsurface defects of a test object from

the probe output signal is a complex problem. Many factors influence the output

signal: frequency of excitation of the probe coil, electrical conductivity and

magnetic permeability of the material, geometry of the test object and search

coil, as well as discontinuities and inclusions in the material.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

In the brief period of the program, we have restricted our effort to the evaluation

of the following procedures. These are (i) use of Nortec NDT-16 and Hocking

AV100SE eddy current testers, (ii) use of the HP4192A Impedance Analyzer, (iii)

a Hall Effect pulsed eddy current tester - Nortec-30 Eddyscan, and (iv) a

modification of a pulse techniqje reported in the literature. The above decision

was motivated by the avaiiabiiity of the in house commercial equipment in the

first two cases. Evaluation of the Hall Effect device was undertaken as it has

potential to detect subsurface cracks to about 40 mils in metallic conductors.
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The pulse technique researched by us seems promising and should be

applicable to investigation of in-depth defects and also for investigation of

magnetic materials.

The report is organized as follows: after a brief;account of basic principles and

analytical models reported in the literature, the four experimantal techniques

proposed have been described in some detail. This is followed by the lab

results obtained by us and the report concludes with a brief discussion of the

results.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

a.) An extensive look at the literature provided insight into the basic principles of

the eddy current technique. Textbooks exist on the technique specifically (as

well as on nondestructive evaluation (NDE) in general), oftentimes dedicating

chapters to the subject at hand; A number of articles in the various journals of

the NDE field were sought out as well. These are listed inthe bibliography at the

end of the report.

b.) The eddy current test employs some of the most basic principles of electricity

and magnetism that have been known to us for some 150 plus years.When an

object to be tested is placed in a varying magnetic field, varying currents are

induced in the test object. The original magnetic field (or primary field) is

produced by applying a varying current to a coil, the test probe of the eddy

current instrument. Those induced currents in turn produce a field of their own

(secondary field) which opposes the primary field. The "size" of this opposition

depends on the material characteristics of the tested object, conductivity,
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frequency of the applied current, and physical dimensions of the test object and

probe coil.

The reduction in magnetic flux due to the opposing fields causes a change in

coil impedance, which is monitored. When the eddy current f low is disturbed,,as,

for example, by a defect, a resultant change in the magnetic field occurs, which

in turn affects the coil~impedance as described above.

From another viewpoint, when a probe is in air, the coil has a fixed inductance

and resistance. When the probe approaches a conducting surface, the apparent

resistance increases (due to losses in the conductor) and the inductance

decreases due to the oppo ,ing fields. Inductive reactance and resistance

combine to yield impedance, a vector quantity (or phasor). Reactance is usually

assigned as the ordinate (vertical axis) and resistance as the abscissa

Xo PO Coil 2

Inductive P1
Reactance - L

XLI"I

o/ I1 I

/, I I, Ci

Po R1
Resistance

Fig. 1. Impedance plane diagram. Fig. 2. AC bridge circuit.

(horizontal axis) in an impedance plane diagram. The impedance plane

diagram is normally used as the display in presenting the eddy current test

information.
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In a passive probe (coil), the, probe impedance, whose dynamic characteristicS

were described earlier, changes due to the presence of a test, object (and any

alterations therein). These changes are detected in a bridge circuit, translated

into a voltage, and then displayed on a CRT screen. This display is the

representation of the (complex) impedance plane.

Please note that Figure 1 is consistent with the coil impedance having a larger

resistive component and smaller reactive component as the probe approaches

the test object.

Impedance can be written in its complex form as Z = R + jX, where R represents

the resistive component and X is the inductive reactance component. A

dependence of impedance on frequency can be uncovered if we expand X as X

=Q_ = 27rfL, where L is coil inductance and f is the frequency of operation of the

excitation current.

Frequency of operation is one of the most important parameters in eddy current

testing, and is one of the few that the inspector has control over. The more

choices the inspector has in picking a frequency for the test (i.e. wider

instrument bandwidth), the more powerful the instrument, in general.

In the development of analytical models for eddy current characterization of

defects (voids) the integral equation approach has been widely used. A major

drawback in using the integral equation approach as the heart of a defect

characterization scheme lies with the basic dipole assumption; how can such a

model be used as the basis of the inverse problem solution when one has
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already assumed" a priori, that the defect has a spheroidal shape? Butfthis is what is

done,. Work shouldtbe continued in this area for arbitrarily shaped defects.

As an example of the approach taken in formulating a finite element analysis, consider

a two dimensional region with z directed current density vector J. For this geometry,

the magnetic vector potential A is directed parallel toI, and is described by:

"X iX i+- "v- =-"+wOXA (1)

where sinusoidal excitationot angular frequency co is assumed.

The principles of variational calculus lend a solution to (1) by minimizing

1= J'/2v( ') -A dx dy (2)

where R is the bounded region of interest. F is called the energy functional.

Analytical models for layered media revolve around finding a solution for the magnetic

vector potential, A, as well. For a circular coil electrically close to a plane material

medium (dielectric coistant el, conductivity q,, and permeability g.t) at z=O and coil

axis in the z direction only the A , (cylindrical coordinates p, , z) component has any-

significance [Ref. 7].

By solving the wave equation and implementing the boundary coiditions we find, for

Z>O

A+- o 2 Jt (ep) J, (ea) e -  (- 3) jX d

- o -i+f oX (3gol gio -Pok ede+, t 2 f J, (eP) J, (ea) e -; /'2+h) [lhZo-FtZ1
+ 0 gix g 0 xt ,

where JI(ep.) refers to the first order Bessel function of the first -kind, d is the
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coil/material separation, a is the coil radius, and ki, refers to the- wavelength in regioni

(i = I or 0 here). The term is brackets is. analagous to the reflection coefficient expres-

sion used in.describing electromagnetic wave interaction with materials.

If the medium ,above is replaced by, a layered media of thickness, t, eli-t l, a, and

r:,2, 92, a2 describing its material properties, we obtain A as in (3) upon replacing the

term is brackets with

_or + r, 2 e -_2X
i + ror 1 2 e-2Xt

where

p.1% -I~tt'  2  . ~l
1701 = g14tl k ; 1 -'l12 = 9~2% 1 - 9ItlX2

Upon making this substitution one obtains the solution of the magnetic potential.

For defect characterization work, a model is required which allows for a variety of

defect shapes, test geometries and excitation condition. Both finite-difference and finite

element techniques appear to have this flexibility. Even with these methods, published

work in the literature, by and large, is restricted to characterization of defects which

have well defined symmetries in nonmagnetic materials. Additional work must be done

to extend the techniques to to three dimensions as well as defects of arbitrary shapes

and to take account of nonlinear material properties so that defects which include hys-

teresis effects in ferromagnetic materials can be studied. As with any computer-based

modeling, finite element analysis techniques give results whose accuracy is very much a

function of the quality of the input data.
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IV. ACTUAL TEST SYSTEMS

a.) Experiments were performed using the Nortec NDT-1 6 and the Hocking

AV100SE eddy current testers, and the HP4192A Impedance Analyzer.

Samples of Rhobidium and stainless steel with machined notches of depths

0.2mm, 0.4mm, and 1.0mm were used, as well as an unknown sample with, a

barely visible crack. These were analyzed to varying degrees by the

aforementioned devices. There were some limitations to the testprocedure that

we could not undertake due to lack of calibration standards for use in eddy

current testing in the MLLP section. See section V. RECOMMENDATIONS, in

this report.

b.) There was some difficulty in learning to use the Nortec NDT-1 6 eddy current

tester, as there was no documentation available on the instrument. By speaking

with individuals with some experience in eddy current testing and by using other

testers, a knowledge of this particular device was obtained.

By placing the probe on the test object and nulling the bridge, a new reference

point (or origin) for the impedance plane diagram is made. Now, as the surface

of the test object is scanned, changes in its material properties are monitored,

and the signal from these changes is with respect to the reference point. This is

vital in that the lift off signal (the signal change between probe in air and probe

on the test object) dominates the defect signals. So the probe is placed on the

material, nulled, and then the lift off signal is directed horizontally (by
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convention), through the use .of a phase rotationcontrol,, This, provides some

discrimination against the lift off signal. Now the smaller signalS' are

distinguished fromthe lift off signal byboth amplitude (snaller) and phase. Skin

depthis inversely proportional to the-square rootof frequency and:conductivity.

The -higher the frequency, the smaller'the distance the currents penetrate, into

the material (for a constant conductivity). Currents at greater depths below, the

material surface flow at greater phase angles that lag behind the currents

nearer the surface. Therefore, the signals generated from the lower frequency,

deeper penetrating, currents lag behind signals generated by the higher

frequency currents. This can be observed in Fig. 4 and 5. A stainless steel

sample was scanned at constant gain for frequency, f=500kHz (Fig. 4) and

f= MHz (Fig. 5). Note that the liftoff signal is in-the horizontal direction and that

despite changes- in amplitude for the three crack signals (amplitude proportional

to crack depth), an obvious phase difference is observed.

There are some trends present in the figures which remain consistent for any

sample (a rubidium sample machined exactly as the stainless steel sample was

also tested). They are: signal amplitude increases with frequency and crack

depth, and phase difference from liftoff signal increases with frequency and

crack depth.

Important limitations exist in using the Nortec NDT-16. The most important of

these is the frequency bandwidth, and the fact that only 3 discrete frequencies

are available. It wvould be greatly desirable to have continuous frequency

settings, as well as the capability to use frequencies well below the lower limit

on this instrument of 500kHz. This is a necessity in having the ability to detect

subsurface defects.
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FIG. 4. Eddy current test signal for stainless steel
calibration standard taken from the Nortec NDT-1 6

at 500kHz.

FIG. 4. Eddy current test signal for stainless steel
calibration standard taken from the Nortec NDT-1 6

at 1MHz.
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For the detection of subsurface cracks, low frequency techniques need to be

implemented. In attempting to inspect second and third layer materials, greater

success will be achieved if the outer layers are, in the case of a change in

material with layer, lower in conductivity. In lowering frequency, a necessary

increase in probe diameter is required. This results in an increase in-the size of

detectable cracks.

Due to a lack of proper calibration samples, no scientific data was obtained for

subsurface cracks for this report. However, using the Hocking AV100SE

instrument, and simulating a crack by placing two thick (electrically) copper

sheets adjacent to one another and covering them with a sheet of metal

composite, the area between the copper sheets was an observable signal.

The HP Model 4192A LF Impedance Analyzer is a fully automatic, high

performance test instrument designed to measure a range of impedance

parameters as well as gain, phase, and group delay. Other features of the

instrument pertinent to the project are: .1.) frequency of the oscillator output can

be varied from 5Hz to 13MHz, 2.) oscillator level is variable from 5mV to 1.1V

(rms) with 1mV resolution, 3.) measurement range of gain/loss of the test

channel with reference to the reference channel is -100dB to +100dB with

0.001dB maximum resolution and 0.02dB to 0.09dB basic accuracy, and 4.)

measurement range of phase is -180 to +180 degrees with 0.01 degrees

resolution and 0.1 degrees to 0.2 degrees basic accuracy. The 4192A provides

HP-lB interface capability and this feature makes it possible to integrate the

4192A into an automated test system which reduces time and cost of testing.
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Fig. 3. Eddy current testing using the HP 4192A Impedance Analyzer.

In our tests the HP4192A was modified using an external power amplifier and

specially designed transmit and receive probesfor the eddy current

measurements. A sample of aluminum, foil, 25.4 microns thick with a hole of

1.07mm diameter was used in this setup (Fig. 3) with an excitation frequency of

1 MHz. A 9.8dB change in the receiver probe signal magnitude was observed as

the sample was passed over the probes. It is to.be noted that operating the coils

at their resonant frequency makes eddy current measurements difficult. Good

sensitivity was achieved in measuring the coil impedance by the impedance

analyzer. The resonant condition occurred well below 1MHz. This method

shows good potential for automation, and we plan to continue the study at the

University of Kentucky.

A method similar to that of Waidelich [Ref.7], with some modifications, was

investigated. This is a pulse technique and capable of detecting defects in

nonmagnetic metals to a depth of 0.5cm or better. A brief description of the

experimental setup used follows: the output of the HP8111 A pulse generator
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(prf: 1kHz) was amplified. by a broadband power amplifier and fed to a

transmitting probe coil. The transmitting coil consisted Of a 600 turn coil of

copper wire wound on a straight ferrite core of 3/16 inch diameter crosssection.

Likewise the receiving probe coil was made of 2000 turnsof Wire wound on a

similar ferrite rod. The output of the receiver probe was amplified and displaced

on an oscilloscope. Both the probes were shielded axially to prevent leakage of

stray flux. Two of the important parameters are the height of the peak voltage of

the displayed pulse and the time delay from the beginning of the pulse to the

peak. For aluminum sheets these two quantities were measured for thicknesses

of 0.2 to 10 cms. It was found that the peak height varies as 1/t3.S where t is the

thickness of the specimen and the time delay of the output pulse peak varies as

ti.e. By moving the probe coils over-the surface of the, sheet and observing the

behavior of the tail of the output pulse, the position and depth of the defects can

be ascertained. This technique has potential and it is proposed to continue

these measurements at the University of Kentucky. Preliminary tests on holes

drilled in one aluminum sheet and sandwiched between two other sheets seem

encouraging.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

There is at present a lack of calibration standards for doing eddy current testing

at the MLLP branch. EDM notches or machined slits should be obtained for the

materials for which there is interest in inspecting. These calibration standards

should duplicate test material in geometry as well as in electrical and magnetic

properties. Due to the failure to characterize in detail the flaw signal in eddy

current analysis of materials, eddy current testing is not an absclute method.
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The Nortec NDT-16 eddy current instrument currently in the MLLP branch has

serious limitations in probe excitation frequency as well as probe types and

sizes. There are instruments available-that will go much lower in frequency. This

capability is a necessity, especially when materials classified as good

conductors are being evaluated for flaws. It becomes imperative if multi-layered

structures are to be analyzed. Probe (coil) size offers another choice to the

operator of test equipment, and a variety of coil diameters should be made

accessible.

It is our feeling that complete characterization of defects will combine

knowledge obtained from analytical and numerical models integrated with a

data base of signals obtained from calibration standards. Neural networks could

very well play the role of integrator. Calibration standards should include

signals from both machined defects as well as actual, typical defects of the

material to be inspected.

In conclusion, eddy current testing has proven to be reasonably successful in

the past. Further improvements in methodology and test equipment would

make the technique more versatile in flaw detection in metallic materials.
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Preparation and Characterization of Polypeptide Thin Films

by

Joseph B. Lambert

ABSTRACT

Polypeptides based on the glutamic acid backbone have nonlinear

optical properties. In order to test practical applications of such

materials, thin films have been cast by use of spin coating. Films

were prepared for poly(benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG) and for poly(N-

(p-.an-azobenzene)-L-glutamide) (PALG). These films were

characterized by polarized microscopy, spectroscopic ellipsometry,

and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.
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I. R TODUCTION

Organic nonlinear optical materials are of interest to the Air

Force for a wide variety of applications, including optical computing,

optical storage, wave guiding, and optical sensor/vision protection.

The major effort in recent years has been on highly conjugated,

carbon chains such as polyacetylenes. The discovery that

polysilanes have NLO properties (Miller and Michl, 1989) revealed

the existence of an entirely new NLO material based on saturated

chains of silicon atoms. Electron delocalization in these materials is

based on a-4-F* conjugation rather than the traditional x-,+*

conjugation.

For the past ten years our research at Northwestern has centered

around the preparation and investigation of organic molecules

containing silicon, germanium, or tin that possess novel electronic

properties. We have compared the abilities of these three atoms to

delocalize charge through a-+n conjugation (Lambert et al., 1989)

and found that silicon and germanium have similar abilities but that

tin has a vastly enhanced ability. Consequently, we became

interested in the possibility that polystannes could have enhanced

NLO properties compared with those of polysilanes.

Polysilanes have many outstanding properties for optical pses,

including fast response times, low visible absorptivity and-

scattering, good thermal stability, and good processibility.

Moreover, their X(3) are in the range of the. better NLO conjugated

carbon chains. We expect polystannanes to possess all these positive
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properties and in addition have greatly enhanced values of .(3)

because of the much higher polarizability of tin.

To learn about the preparation and processing of NLO polymeis, I

felt that experience in the Materials Laboratory, of Wright-Patterson

Air Force Base would be invaluable, as that laboratory has a long

history of investigation of NLO materials. Consequently, I requested

this laboratory in order to gain exposure to materials methodology

and to work with NLO polymeric materials,
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Ili OBJECTIVES'OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The major objectives of this work were to obtain a thorough

grounding in the theory of nonlinear optics, to learn how to

manipulate long chain NLO polymers, and to understand what the

significant problems in NLO chemistry are today. In order to

achieve these objectives, a protocol was selected to prepare and

characterize a family of high polymers with NLO properties, the

derivatives of polyglutamic acid. Levine and Bethea (1976) have

measured the second-order and 'third-order nonlinear optical

properties of the a-helix form of poly(benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG)

with molecular weight about- 550 kilodalton. Suitable alteration of

the side chain might improve the NLO properties, so Dr. Thomas

Cooper of the MLPJ laboratory has been engaged in a synthetic

project to prepare, such derivatives. Past work has concentrated on

studying the NLO properties of these materials in solution. It was

our specific objective to determine whether homogeneous thin films,

free of solvent, could be cast and characterized. Consequently, we

developed methods using the spin coating technique to prepare such

thin films of PBLG and of the azo derivative PALG whose structure is

shown on the next page. The PBLG films were thoroughly

characterized by several techniques and the more fragile PALG films

by infrared spectroscopy.
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IH.

a. Prior to this work there was no operative spin coater in this

laboratory. The available equipment was therefore set up and put

into working condition. All spin coating was carried out on a Solitec

5110-TC instrument. Figure 1 on the following page shows the

calibration that was carried out between settings and the actual

spindle speed'

Several solvents were examined for dissolution of PBLG and

PALG. For optimal results, the solid polymer must be converted to a

somewhat viscous, entirely homogeneous solution. PBLG was

dissolved successfully in 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE), dimethyl-

formamide (DMF), 1,4-dioxane (DO), and chloroform. Thin films

initially were cast on standard glass microscope slides. Both DCE and

DO gave excellent, clear, homogeneous thin films of considerable

strength. The chloroform solution was too viscous and did not

produce a uniform film. DMF spread out evenly but gave a film with

a spotty appearance. For comparison, a film also was prepared on a

glass slide by mechanical shearing with another glass slide of PBLG

dissolved in DCE. Samples also were cast on silicon or germanium

wafers. Two cycles were used on the spin coater, a slower spread

cycle and a faster spin cycle. The speed of the spread cycle typically

was 80-120 krpm for 4-10 s, and that of the spin cycle was 200-500

krpm for 20-30 sec. Actual selection of conditions determined the

thickness and quality of the film.

Attempts were made to dissolve PALG in acetone, DCE, and DO,

but homogeneous, highly colored solutions were obtained only with

DO.
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b. Film thickness was measured approximately on a Dektak II

surface profile instrument. Figure 2 on the next two pages shows

the resulting profiles from films of PBLG cast on glass. The sample

obtained by mechanical shearing gave a rather thick and very

uneven film, with a thickness varying between 50,000 and 150,000

A, with a mean thickness of about 100,000 A (see A). The film from

DCE gave a relatively homogeneous film about 30,000 A thick (B).

That from DO was homogeneous and thinner (C). The slide from DMF

(D) gave a very spotty appearance that could not be considered a

film.

c. The films on glass were examined by polarized microscopy on

a Nikon Type 109 microscope. The figure below shows the

appearance of the PBLG film out of DCE at 400x. The more viscous

material from chloroform exhibited birefringence.
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d. In order to carry out Epectrbscopic studies without

interference from the glass substrate, films were cast on silicon and

germanium wafers. Samples cast from DCE or DO solutions on silicon

.were examined by spectroscopic ellipsometry on the Rudolph s2000

spectrometer. Figures 3 and 4 on the next two pages give the

resulting spectra. The interference pattern deriyes from the

thickness of the film, and other features depend on the refractive

index, as well as the thickness. These spectra are undergoing

further aziaiysis by Capt. 3. Targove of this division.

e. Infrared spectra were recorded on samples cast on

germanium or silicon with the Perkin-Elmer model 1725-X FT-IR

spectrometer. Figure 5 is of PBLG cast from DO. Features causing

rolling of the baseline are due to absence of background correction

for the germanium disc. Figure 6 is of PALG cast from DO.

The major features of the spectrum of PBLG include the NH

stretch at 3291 cm"1 and two carbonyl stretches at 1735 (ester) and

1653 (amide I) cm"1 . The latter feature is indicative of an a-helix

structure.

The azo-modified derivative also has a strong NH stretch but a

more complex carbonyl region. The small peak at 1735 cm "1 is

probably from the carboxylic acid and the major peak at 1654 is the

amide I band.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

This work has demonstrated that homogeneous thin films of high

polymer peptides derived from polyglutamic acid may be cast by

spin coating techniques. Given a compatible substrate, these films

may be characterized by a variety of techniques, including surface

profiling, polarized microscopy, spectroscopic ellipsometry, and

infrared spectroscopy. These films have a reasonably homogeneous

thickness, which can be controlled by the spin coater speed.

Consequently, their processibility properties appear to be excellent.1
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-Chemically Induced Grain Boundary

Migration in AIIR3

by

Gary L. Leatherman

ABSTRACT

Chemically induced grain boundary migration (CIGM) was observed

in bulk polycrystalline alumina. The presence of gallia coupled

with a bismuth oxide flux was able to induce the migration of

grain boundaries in the alumina. Use of the same system for

inducing grain boundary motion in alumina fibers with a "bamboo"

microstructure proved unsuccesful due to experimental

difficulties in observing the effect. Additional attempts were

made to observe CIGM in these fibers using sols of Ga203, Fe203 ,

and Cr203 doped with bismuth oxide. The microstructure of the

fibers prevented in the time frame of the program the conclusive

identification of CIGM.
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I. INTODUCTION

Grin: boundary migration which occurs in the absence of known

driving forces in which the chemical composition changes are

observed in the volume of the crystal swept by the migrating

boundary is known as chemically induced grain boundary migration

(CIGM), or as diffusion induced grain boundary migration

,(DtGM)2. The driving force for thik phenomenum is believed to be

related to, coherency strain energy anisotropies which develop

along the grain boundary do to the presence of solute atoms.3

Prior to the start of this work CIGM had not been observed in

aluminum oxide.

Alumina fibers are currently being considered as the reinforcing

element in oxide ceramic/ceramic composites. Although

polycrystalline alumina fibers are quite inexpensive, their

mechanical properties are not suitable for high performance

composite applications. These fibers, after thermal treatment

which occurs either in processing of the composite or in

service, develop a segmented ("bamboo") grain structure. Once

this structure is obtained there is no further driving force for

conventional grain growth. The grain boundaries are quite weak;

failure originates at these points. This limits the effective

length of the fiber to the "bamboo" segment length which is not

long enough to provide effective reinforcement to the matrix.

Single crystal saphire fibers overcome this problem. However,

they are extremely expensive. Current costs a:e of the order of

hundreds of thousands of dollars per kilogram. 4
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

The development of a polycrystalline alumina fiber with

sufficiently long bamboo segment length could be a low cost

alternative to single crystal saphire fiber. CIGM may provide a

mechanism by which further grain growth can be occur in alumina

fiber. Thus providing a suitable segment length for the fibers

resulting in adequate composite properties. This project

examines CIGM in alumina. The first objective was to observe

CIGM in bulk polycrystalline alumina. After the presence of CIGM

in bulk alumina was established, the next step was to determine

if CIGM occurs in bamboo structure alumina fiber.

III. RESULTS OF RESEARCH EFFORT

Specimens of polycrystalline alumina were placed in a bed of

gallia powder doped with 10 weight percent Bi203. The specimens

were heated to 1320°C and held for 24 hours. Tapered sections of

the surface exposed to the powder bed were porduced using

standard petrographic techniques. Figure 1 shows a typical

section of an alumina specimen which underwent the above thermal

treatment. It is typical of a CIGM microstructure. This is

strong evidence that CIGM does occur in alumtina. In addition,

during the course of this work researchers in Korea published

results also showing that CIGM occurs in alumina4. Thus the

first objective of the program was reached.
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Attempts to observe CIGM in alumina fibers using an identical

approach were unsuccesful. The bismuth oxide flux created a. film

on the fibers that prevented observation of the-microstructure.

An alternative approach was attempted using sol-gel techniques.

Sols based on Ga203, Fe203, and Cr203 were developed. Alumina

fibers were then coated with these sols and thermally treated at

13209C for 24 hours. Although the microstructure of these fibers

could be observed under polarized light in transmission, direct

evidence of net grain growth do to CIGM was not obtained. The

large distribution in the grain size of the fibers before CIGM

treatment made any before and after observations difficult to

interpret without detailed statistical analysis of both the

-before and after grain size distributions. There was not

sufficient time in the program to do this. sort of analysis.

Longitudinal cross sections of the fibers were examined by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for compositional gradients

typical of CIGM. Difficulties in producing quality samples as

well as equipment problems and the time limit of the program led

to inconclusive results.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although there is conclusive evidence for CIGM in alumina, there

is not yet sufficient information on CIGM's presence or extent

in alumina fibers. The following work should be done to answer

this question. First, detailed grain counting for complete

characterization of the grain size distribution in alumina

fibers should be conducted before and after CIGM exposure. This

should determine if on average there is any increase in bamboo
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segment length due to grain boundary migration. Second,

longitudinal cross section of fibers that have been exposed to

the CIGM environment at a variety of depths should-be produced

and carefully examined using an electron microprobe. This should

determine if CIGM is occuring in alumina fibers and if it is a

useful process by which to induce grain growth in alumina

fibers.
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Figure 1: S.E.M. image and 0, Al, and Ga E.P.S. maps
of polycrystalline alumina sample exhibiting
gallia driven chemically induced grain
boundary migration.
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On the Use of OPA (Oualitative Process Automatioi) for Batch Reactor Control

by

Won-Kyoo Lee

Control of batch reactors and the self-directed process control system, QPA, were reviewed

to determine if the QPA-system could be used for intelligent control of batch reactors. The e

control of batch reactors has been formulated as optimal controlproblems, with the solution

being an open-loop temperature trajectory. However, this optimal temperature profile is

based on very complicated, but still incomplete mathematical models to account for the

unique nonlinear and time-varying dynamics of batch reactors. This means that the greatest

remaining challenge in controlling batch reactors is to develop a totally adaptive control

strategy that can result in the optimal operation using a minimum of mathematical models.

In this regard, the capability of the QPA control is expected to be more beneficial for batch

reactors, especially in the presence of process changes, and the dynamic, nonlinear nature

of the batch reactors. It is suggested that the QPA system be tested to further demonstrate

its concept and consequently extend its applicability by being applied to an experimental

unit,
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Batch processes have gained their importance in recent years as many chemical industries

seek the manufacture of low-volume, high-value-added chemicals. In particular, batch

reactors are extensively used in producing specialty chemicals, polymers, new drugs, etc.,

because of their great flexibility and rapid response to changing market conditions. For

batch reactors, the high valued final product makes determination of an optimal control

profile important, especially for maximization of some function of the composition (e.g.,

productivity, yield, or selectivity). These problems have been formulated as optimal

control problems, With- the solution being an open-loop temperature or flow-rate trajectory.

However, these optimal control profiles are difficult to obtain because of the absence or

excessive development cost of adequate models. Another factor that complicates the

determination of these optimal control profiles is the presence of constraints on both the

control and state profiles.

The Manufacturing Research Group of the Materials Laboratory at Wright Research and

Development Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, is concerned with the development

of intelligent (self-directing and self-improving) systems for real-time control of advanced

material processes. As a result, a self-directed process control philosophy, referred to as

QPA (Qualitative Process Automation), was developed for the control of autoclave curing

process of composite materials by making use of, not only qualitative physics, but also

concurrent expert systems cooperating together. 'More specifically, the QPA system is

capable of automating, not only tht control of the process, but also the development of an

optimized cycle. Further, because QPA develops the processing knowledge adaptively in

situ, this capability is expected to be more beneficial for batch chemical reactors in the

presence of process changes and the dynamic, nonlinear behavior of the batch reactors.
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My research interests have been in the areas of adaptive control, on-line optimizing control,

model-based control, statistical process control, neural networks, genetic algorithrmand

expert system framework for process control system synthesis, with a balance between

theory and application. My work on adaptive strategies for the automatic startup and

control of batch processes contributed to my assignment to the Manufacturing Research

Group of the Materials Laboratory.
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II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

The increasing interest in the manufacture of low-volume specialty- chemicalsin batch

reactors will. continue to present many process control challenges. First, the frequent

product and process changes associated with a batch chemical manufacturing facility

requires an optimal startup policy for smooth and rapid transition to the desired operating

conditions with little or no overshoot. The second type of problem is to control batch

reactors to optimize composition functions such as productivity. These problems have

been formulated as optimal control problems, with the solution being an open-loop

temperature or flow;rate trajectory. Techniques are available to solve for the optimal

control profiles, once good process and kinetics models are known. However, these

optimal solutions are based on very complicated, but stillincomplete mathematical models

to account for the unique nonlinear and time-varying dynamics of batch processes. This

means that in controlling batch reactors, often the greatest challenge is the development of a

totally adaptive control strategy that requires a minimum of mathematical models and

consequently can be applied to many batch processes.

My assignment as a participat in the 1990 Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP)

was to examine the attributes specific to batch reactor control and then determine if the self-

directed process control system, referred to as QPA, researched and developed at the

Materials Laboratory could be used for intelligent control of batch reactors.
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I. BATCH REACTORCONTROL:

In general batch reactors are characterized by both very different manufacturing

environment and different dynamic behavior. For example, the multiproduct environment

of batch reactors requires that ingredients, control loop setpoints, and tuning parameters

must be changed frequently. The frequent product and process changes demand good

dynamic response over the entire operating range of the controlled variable for startup and

shutdown regulatory control. Also, the wide operating ranges and nonstationary behavior

that cause difficult sensor problems in batch reactors influence control system design. The

controller design is further complicated by asymmetric penalties, such a3 in composition

control where the formation of unwanted byproducts is irreversible. In the control of batch

reactors, there are two related but distinct challenges.

(a) The first is the control of batch reactors with highly exothermic reactions. Safety-

related concerns such as adiabatic runaway areprimary, followed by productivity concern

if the heat-release rate is far from constant.

(b) The second control challenge is that of controlling the batch reactor to Optimize a

composition function such as yield or selectivity.

There has been considerable interest in the past on the control of batch reactors. However,

most of the previous work has focused on either the determination of the optimal

temperature trajectory based on reaction kinetics alone or on the design of control systems

for tracking this predetermined temperature profile. Also, in practice the operation of a

batch reactor is formulated in terms of a temperature trajectory because temperature is the

most readily available output. The trajectory is specified as a sequence of steps, consisting

of three parts: (a) startup, where the reactor contents are brought from the initial charging

conditions to the desired operating level; (b) maintenance of the desired nominal operating

conditions for as long as it is beneficial to do so; (c) termination of the reaction according to
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either. optimality or product specifications considerations. Thus, the discussion of batch

reactor control is divided into three parts. The first discusses the automatic startup and

isothermal control of batch reactors. The second and third discussthe optimal control of

batch reactors to maximize some function of composition.

A. Automatic Starup and Isothermal Batch Reactor Control

For exothermic batch reactors that undergo frequent startups and shutdowns, the startup

phase constitutes an important part of the batch cycle in enhancing productivity. It is,

therefore, most often desirable toprpvide a smooth and rapid transition to the desired

operating condition with little or no overshoot. This can be achieved by applying time-

optimal control as an optimal startup policy. The time-optimal control involves switching

of the control input from one constraint to the other at predetermined times. For example,

the control ifiput needs to be $witched only once to achieve the most rapid transition for

second-order, single-input/single-output systems, and the switching time can be calculated

a priori or online froma second-order process model. Alternatively, PID controlers can

also be used to follow a pre-determined time-optimal trajectory.

However, both time-optimal control with predetermined switching time and PID controller

have difficulty in accommodating changing process characteristics that could be

experienced from batch to batch or product to product. These process changes and the

dynamic, nonlinear nature of batch reactors require recalculation of the switching times, the

time-optimal trajectory or new settings of PID controller for satisfactory re, Its. Moreover,

for batch reactors with unknown or poorly understood dynamics, neither of these

techniques can provide satisfactory control. To alleviate the problems with varying process

dynamics, a model-predictive time-optimal control method and an adaptive time-optimal

control algorithm were proposed for the startup control problem, respectively. Another
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adaptive control techniques using a linear dynamic model havebeen applied tothe startup

problems for batch reactors since these adaptive control schemes provide systematic,

flexible approaches for dealing with uncertainties, nonlinearities, and time-varying process

parameters. In particular, the self-tuning controller (STC) of Clarke and Gawthrop-was

applied to control of batch reactors for the manufacture of synthetic latex of a variety of

grades. The general control objective was to produce polymer of acceptable quality in the

shortest practicable time. For this purpose, the batch temperature setpoint was

predetermined for each grade, and a control scheme was used to follow the predetermined

batch temperature profile as close as possible without overshoot.

Recently, an adaptive strategy based on the prediction error model was proposed to achieve

desired temperature profiles during startup of a continuous fluidized sand bath, and then

later extended to the automatic startup and control of a batch heating process and a

simulated exothermic batch reactor. Prediction error models contain information about the

quality of the prediction, and thus provide better predictions of the future output variable,

which is used for on-line calculation of the startup switching time. For regulation after the

setpoint is reached, a self-tuning controller with the PD) structure was applied to obtaining

PID controller-settings, and a long-range predictive control strategy was also proposed by

incorporating the prediction error model in an extended horizon approach. Results have

shown the feasibility of the adaptive approach based on prediction error models for the

rapid startup and control of exothermic batch reactors. However, there are limitations and

potential operating problems associated with current adaptive control schemes. The biggest

drawback of adaptive control techniques is the inherent linear nature of an assumed

dynamic model. Moreover, the range of uncertainty may be substantially greater than can

be tolerated by existing algorithms for adaptive systems.
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B. Nonisothermal Batch ReactorControl

Although the previous discussion of regulatory temperature control has focused on startup

and isothermal reactor operations, nonisothermal temperature trajectories are a common

means of optimizing the throughput of many batch reactors. This is because the

productivity is limited-by the maximum heat-generation rate, and this typically occurs for

only a short time. For exothermic reactions, the temperature trajectories are often calculated

to maintain a constant reaction rate, which'is within a specified safety limit of the maximum

heat-removal capacity of the reactor. Determination of the constant-rate temperature

trajectories-requires a mathematical rate expression, and further the solution of variational

optimization problem or experimental determination is required when rate equations are

complex. These temperature profiles are then implemented as a series of open-loop

setpoint changes in the reactor temperature controller. A major,problem with this open-

loop strategy is that induction effects in the chemical reactions introduce uncertainties in the

timing of the setpoint changes.

Alternative approach to maintaining constant-rate operation in the face of unknown or

uncertain kinetic is to obtain a real-time measurement of the reaction rate. However, on-

line analyticallinstruments that can measure properties of interest are often not available.

Since almost all reactors are or can be well instrumented with temperature and flow

measurements, these measurements can be combined with a set of dynamic energy balance

equations for the reactor in order to monitor in real time the instantaneous heat release due

to reaction. Form this the instantaneous rate of reaction can be evaluated, and subsequently

one can obtain an estimate of the conversion of material in the reactor at any instant of time.

These quantities are then very useful in monitoring the reactor for potentially dangerous

conditions, in improving temperature control, and in improving the control of composition

and other quality variables.
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C. Control of Composition in Batch Reactors

The objective here is to manipulate the temperature in order to optimize some function of

the composition (e.g., productivity, yield, or selectivity). These problems have been

formulated as optimal control problems, with the solution being an open-loop temperature

trajectory. Techniques are in hand to solve for the optimal temperature trajectory once good

process and kinetic models are known. However, these optimal control profiles are difficult

to obtain because of the absence or exceSsive development cost of adequate mathematical

models, especially for cases where the reaction kinetics and mechanisms are unknown or

poorly known. Again, a major problem with implementing this open-loop strategy is that

variations in the process variables and parameters during each cycle and/or from cycle to

cycle require recalculation of the optimal control trajectory, as with the control of

nonisothermal batch reactors.

IV. JUSTIF.CATION OFQPA FOR USE IN BATCH REACTOR CONTROL:

As discussed previously, the optimal operation of batch reactors has been formulated as

optimal control problems, with the solution being an optimal temperature profile based on

mathematical models. And then, control systems have been designed to guide the batch

reactors along this trajectory. There is a major problem with this open-loop strategy in that

mathematical solutions are limited in accommodating changing process conditions and/or

variables which can not be accounted for. It is thus clear that there is a great need to

develop an on-line control algorithm that adaptively results in optimum operation in the

presence of process changes and the dynamic, nonlinear nature of batch reactors, by using

a minimum of mathematical models.
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QPA is an intelligent process control system based on "goal-driven" control-philosophy,

which is capable of developing the processing knowledge adaptively in situ, generating an

optimized cycle, and automating the-control of theprocess to achieve the desired product

goal. These capabilities are made possible by the use of qualitative physics because of the

reduced computational load on the control system and the ability to accommodate both

uncertain and nonlinear process characteristics through qualitative relationships. More

specifically, the QPA system autonomously interprets hettrogeneous sensor data and

represents that data qualitatively using process-specific knowledge coupled with expert

heuristics, and-reasons about the data to construct a processing plan in-real time. In

summary, QPA offers the capability-which are considered to be desired features of a totally

adaptive control system-for batch reactors.

A prototype QPA system for autoclave cure of graphite-epoxy composites has been

demonstrated to successfully control the autoclave process for making advanced composite

materials. In addition, this QPA system has demonstrated dramatic improvements in

material processing times as a result of its ability to adpt on-line to material processing

behavior and to generate tailored cure cycles. It should be noted that the autoclave is a

batch reactor which requires a startup period for heating of the matrix resin to start flow and

chemical reaction, followed by a cure period for completing of the reaction and a cooldown

period for removing of the cured laminate. The control objective was to complete the

process as rapidly as possible without damage by the potentially excessive heat generated

by the reaction itself. As described above, the autoclave curing of graphite-epoxy exhibits

the same process characteristics and thus has the same control problem domain issues as

addressed in controlling the exothemie batch reactors.
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

Real-time control of batch reactors is difficult by conventional control theory because of the

absence or excessive development cost of adequate mathematical models to account for

uncertainties, nonlinearities and time-varyingprocess parameters. Another factor that

complicates the use of conventional control theory is the existence of transitions between

processing stages with different kinds of phenomena and physical objectives. The

capability of the QPA system and its proven application to the autoclave curing of

composite materials being considered, control of batch reactors is expected to greatly

benefit from QPA.

A follow-on research is suggeSted on the use of QPA for the control of batch reactors to

further demonstrate the concept of QPA and extend its applications. The QPA will be

tested by being applied to an experimental batch reactor, possibly a batch polymerization

reactor, under the sponsorship of an,,AFOSR Mini Grant. To this end, the QPA software

will be obtained from Universal Technology Corporation, Dayton, Ohio, and effort will be

made to seek an industrial partner.
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ULTRASONIC TECHNIOUES FOR AUTOMATED DETECTION OF

FATIGUE-MICROCRACK INITIATION AND OPENING BEHAVIOR

by

Michael T. Resch, Ph.D.

ABSTRACT

A surface acoustic wave non-destructive evaluation technique was used to

detect the natural nucleation of surface microcracks in highly stressed

regions of hourglass shaped aluminum specimens during fatigue cycling.

The experimental procedure involved excitation of Rayleigh waves on the

surface of each specimen and observation of the presence of a specular

reflection from the nucleating crack superimposed on nonspecular

reflections from microstructural features surrounding the flaw.

Contacting wedge transducers were used to excite the incident waves and

to detect the reflected wave signals. The effectiveness of a split.

spectrum processing algorithm to improve the minimum detectable crack

size of isolated cracks in the scattering field was demonstrated.

Additionally, measurements of crack opening behavior were performed both

acousotically and with the laser interference displacement gage. Initial

results indicate that the acoustic technique is more sensitive to small

traction forces dn adjacent crack faces than is the laser interference

technique'.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The reason for developing new quantitative nondestructive evaluation

techniques to measure the size and opening behavior for surface

microcracks is that in the so called small crack size regime small

cracks have been observed to grow at rates which are orders of magnitude

higher than large sized cracks when subjected to identical magnitudes of

crack driving force. Quantitative measurements of crack depth below the

surface for surface wicrocracks facilitate the evaluation of crack

growth rate v. the number of cycles. Nondestructive measurements of

crack opening behavior are especially important here because many

current theories which address the issue of why small cracks grow faster

postulate that small cracks have less closure than large cracks,

resulting in a higher driving force for growth for small cracks.

The High Temperature Metals and Ceramics Branch of the Wright Research

and Development Center is particularly concerned with the creation of

practical techniques to facilitate automation of fatigue testing of

materials important to the mission of the Air Force both under

laboratory conditions and on structures operating in the field. The

expertise of this branch in the development of innovative and useful

techniques zo characterize the kinetics of growth of microscopic surface

fatigue cracks in metals, ceramics, and composites is well documented in

the international literature.

My research interests have been in the area of development of surface
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acoustic wave scattering techniques to measure the size, growth rate,

and opening behavior of small, surface cracks (1,2]. Therefore, a

project concerning evaluation of the feasiblity of using this technique

in automated fatigue crack experiments seems a logical extension of the

technology.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT:

Currently, nondestructive detection of initiation of surface microcracks

in hourglass shaped specimens now in use for fatigue crack initiation

studies in the High Temperature Metals and Ceramics Branch of the Wright

Research and Development Center (WRDC) is accomplished by optical

scanning at high magnification in a standard metallographic microscope.

This process is exceedingly time consuming, requiring periodic

inspections of the specimen performed by physically taking the specimen

out of the servohydraulic machine, scanning many square millimeters of

surface area in the high stress region, and replacing and realigning the

specimen Lt the hydraulically actuated grips before resuming the test.

Additionally, during crack mouth opening displacement measurements of

a)eady nucLeated fatigue microcracks with a Laser Interference

Displacement Gage (LIDG), there is uncertainty concerning the exact

amount of teisile stress to be applied to the specimen to cause the

adjacent crack faces of the microcrack to become traction free.

Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) scattering has the potential to contribute

to this effort in two ways. First, a beam of surface acoustic waves
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directed toward the high stress region of a specimen interrogates the

total area on one side of the specimen where microcrack initiation

technique is expected to occur. Measurement of the reflection of the

waves is accomplished in a few seconds during a single measurement

without removing the specimen from the testing machine. Surface

microcracks as small as 50 micrometers deep have been detected using

this technique (1,2]. Second, measurement of the reflected amplitude of

surface acoustic waves from a surface microcrack as a function of the

amplitude of applied tensile stress normal to the plane of the adjacent

crack faces has demonstrated that ultrasonic measurements of opening

behavior correlate well with measurements of Crack Mouth Opening

Displacement (CMOD) and Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD) performed

under stress in a scanning electron microscope (2].

The chief physical phenomenon which stands as an obstacle to the

utilization of the SAW scattering technique in these experiments is that

the metallurgical features in complex alloys contribute to the

scattered signal which also contains the reflected echo from a

nucleating fatigue crack. The primary goal has been to acquire

scattered signals from the high stress region of hourglass shaped

fatigue specimens at periodic intervals, and examine the acquired

waveforms for evidence of earliest possible detectability of reflections

from surface microcracks when the amplitude of the reflection is

obscured by microstructural scattering. The secondary goal is to

compare measurements of crack opening behavior using the SAW scattering

technique with measurements obtained using the LIDG technique.
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III. NEW HOURGLASS SHAPED SPECIMENS

a. Design and fabricate new hourglass shaped specimens similar to

specimens now in use in the high temperature metals and ceramics

laboratory which are suitable for; electropolishing, gripping by self

aligning hydraulic grips in use at WRDC, and which allow use of new

surface acoustic wave wedge transducers developed by this author at the

University of Nebraska-Lincoln.

b. Specimens were produced with a configuration used by Larsen et

al.[4], except with a major cross section of 12.5 mm by 12.5 mm, and a

reduced section of 3 mm by 12.5 mm, giving a geometrical stress

concentration factor of 1.2 . Additionally, the specimens are initially

machined with 37.5 mm by 50 mm rectangular ends suitable for insertion

in standard compact tension fracture mechanics clevis grips using 12.5

mm diameter pins. This allows fatigue initiation experiments to be

conducted at locations which do not yet possess self aligning hydraulic

grips. The enlarged areas may be cut off subsequent to fatigue

initiation experiments to facilitate insertion in hydrauic testing

machines which feature a laser interference displacement gage for

additional measurements concerning crack opening behavior.

IV. SWITCHING SYSTEM FOR TWO DUAL-ELEMENT ARRAYS

a. Build switching box to accomodate two dual-element transducers to

enable alternate surface acoustic wave scanning of both sides of the
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high stress areas on hourglass shaped specimens during fatigue cycling.

b. A switch box was designed and fabricated to allow manual switching

between two sets of dual element surface acoustic wave contacting wedge

transducers using a double pole, double throw manual switch. This

enabled both sides of a fatigue specimen tobe interrogated at periodic

intervals during fatigue cycling- without disturbing the contact between

,the transducers and the specimen.

V. NATURAL INITIATION OF FATIGUE MICROCRACKS

a. Produce naturally initiated cracks during fatigue cycling on

hourglass specimens of aluminum using the SAW scattering technique as

theprimary feedback mechanism for detecting microcrack initiation.

b. An hourglass shaped specimen is metallographically prepared using

conventional wet grinding, diamond polishing, and electropolishing

techniques in the high stress region to minimize the effect of

fabrication on surface roughness and residual stress. The signal due to

backscattered Rayleigh waves from the high stress region is acquired

with a digitizing oscilloscope during application of a tensile stress of

275 MPa . Then at 2000 cycle intervals of applied fluctuating stress

(maximum stress equal to 275 MPa with a stress ratio of 0.1) this

measurement is repeated. This procedure continues until at least one

crack is produced in the high stress region which just exceeds the

maximum amplitude of the microstructurally induced interference pattern.
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A crack is relatively easy to detect in the interference pattern because

its reflection is only visible with an applied tensile stress applied to

the specimen which is large enough to completely separate adjacent crack

faces.

VI. WAVEFORM TRANSFER SOFTWARE

a. Obtain digitized waveforms from creck initiation area at regular

intervals during cycling and transfer them to the hard disk of an IBM

PC-AT for subsequent transfer to the VAX system using PROCOMM software.

b. A program was written in BASICA language to transfer the signal

obtained from a Hewlett Packard 54201A digitizing oscilloscope to the

screen of a CGAo monitor and write the 1001 data points in the signal to

the hard disk utilizing a HP-IB card designed for the IBM PC-AT. Each

data file was then transferred to the VAX computer system for subsequent

split spectrum processing.

VII. SPLIT SPECTRUM.PROCESSING

a. Use Split Spectrum Processing (SSP, a nonlinear digital signal

processing technique as implemented by Dr. P. Karpur of UDRI) to

determine the absolute minimum detectable size and the number of cycles

at which this size is detected (5,61.
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b. After a single crack is detected in the scaottered, field,- the

specimen is removed from the testing machine and examined at high

magnification in a metallographic microscope. The length-of the crack

at the surface is measured using a calibrated eyepiece. This single

measurement of crack size is then used to obtain the scattering

parameters necessary for scaling the size of the crack from ultrasonic

scattering theory (1]. Split spectrum processing is performed on the

set of all waveforms obtained during periodic examination of the

specimen to remove the nonspecular reflections of microstructural

origin. This process reveals the size of the specular reflections from

the crack obtained from each cycling interval during the experiment. The

minimum detectable crack size for a naturally initiated surfare

microcrack in 2024 aluminum using this technique was determined to be 20

micrometers [3]. This is substantially smaller than the

microstructurally limited minimum detectable crack +size of 80

micrometers previously reported in the literature for this material [1].

VIII. SAW NDE SOFTWARE FOR OPENING MEASUREMENTS

a. Develop software for computerized data acquisition of Surface

Acoustic Wave NonDestructive Evaluation (SAW NDE) information concerning

the amplitude of the reflected echo from the crack as a function of

applied stress during application of stress to the specimen utilizing a

servohydraulic testing machine.
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b. A program was written in BASICA language to transfer the amplitude

of a time gated signal containing the reflection from an isolated

surface microcrack obtained from a Hewlett Packard 54201A digitizing

oscilloscope utilizing a He-IB card designed for the IBM PC-AT.

Additionally, a DATA TRANSLATION 2818 analog to digital conversion

system was used to detect the signal from the load cell of the

servohydraulic testing machine. Under manual control of the set point

of the servohydraulic system in load control, applied force v. crack

amplitude could, be acquired automatically point by point, and plotted

graphically on the CGA screen of the PC-AT. The results of a typical

scan from on isolated surface microcrack are displayed in Figure 1. The

nonlinear portion of the curve from zero force up to the point at which

the plot becomes vertical reveals the presence of surface tractions

between adjacent crack faces. The vertical portion reveals the point at

which surface tractions disappear, and the crack is fully open.

IX. SAW NDE v. LIDG MEASUREMENTS OF CRACK OPENING

a. Obtain force v. CMOD for naturally nucleated surface microcracks in

specimens of aluminum using the Laser Interference Displacement Gage

(LIDG) at identical levels of force ase ultrasonic measurments and

compare the experimental results.

b. Force v, CMOD for several naturally initiated surface microcracks

was accomplished using the LIDG apparatus available on machine #1 in the

high temperature metals and ceramics laboratory at WRDC. A typical
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result of this type of measurement obtained for the crack which was also

ultrasonically measured is shown -in Figure -2. An important feature is

the observed linear relationship between CMOD and applied stress which

is distinctly nonlinear in the ultrasonic measurement of opening

behavior of this crack shown in Figure 1.

X. RECOMMENDATIONS:

a. Periodic measurements of surface acoustic wave scattering from the

high stress region of fatigue specimens have demonstrated that the split

spectrum processing technique is capable of significantly decreasing the

minimum detectable crack size of naturally initiated surface

microcracks. Comparison of ultrasonic measurements of naturally

initiated surface microcracks with laser measurements reveals that the

ultrasonic technique appears to be more sensitive to the existence of

small tractions on adjacent crack faces than the laser technique.

Consequently, these results demonstrate that the surface acoustic wave

scattering technique provides useful information during automated

microcrack initiation experiments, and may be easily integrated into the

testing program of the high temperature metals and ceramics laboratory

for further research and development.

b. Development of the technique is limited by the lack of contacting

wedge transducers small enough for a dual element array to fit on the

standard sized 7.5 mm wide specimens used in the high temperature metals

and ceramics laboratory. Consequently, design and fabrication of new
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miniature dual element contacting wedge transducer arrays is necessary

for implementation of the technique during automated detection of

microcrack initiation on standard sized specimens. This will involve

experimental research on the physics of wave generation in commercially

available piezoelectric ceramics in order to characterize the maximum

allowable power levels which can, be achieved, in addition to the

application of the principles of physical acoustics in order to

establish the optimum level of miniaturization possible using

available materials.
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N.R and IR Investigations of Confoftatlonal Dynamics

and Surface Interactions of Perf 1 uorool Yal kyl ethers

by

Martin Schwartz

ABSTRACT

Fluorine-19 NMR spin-lattice (T1) relaxation times were measured

for several perfluoropolyalkylethers (PFPAE's). Derived rotational

correlatiOh times (zc) revealed that perfluoromethylene (CF2) groups

adjacent to -0C2F40- chain segments rotate more slowly than those

attached to oOCF2O- fragments. The decreased chain mobility was

investigated using molecular mechanics to model bond rotations in linear

PFPAE's. The calculations revealed that -OC2F40- units introduce

steric repulsions which severely restrict rotation about neighboring C-O

bonds. These results, can. be used to explain the generally observed

correlation between C:O ratios and fluid viscosities in perfluoroethers.

Preliminary semi-enpirical quantum mechanical calculations of

conformational energies and potent-ial barriers have been performed for

several perfluorocompounds. The results will be compared with those

from ab initio computations and, when available, to experimental data.

The ultimate goal of these studies is to develop realistic

conformational potential energy functions, which will permit the

prediction of static and dynamic fluid properties and, therefore, aid in

the design of new PFPAE lubricants..

The application-of -infraredmicroscopy to characterize the

interactions of fluid. additives with metal surfaces was investigated.

Several problems in the acquisition of reliable spectral data were

noted. It is recommended that further tests be performed in conjunction

with XPS experiments to provide, a definitive assessment of the utility

of IR spectroscopy in the stay of chemisorbed additives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perfluoropolyalkylethers (PFPAE's) are a class of liquids,

possessing many physical and chemical properties desirable in a liquid

phase lubricant,"'2 including a wide liquid range, excellent thermal

and oxidative stability, a high viscosity index, good lubricity and

shear stability, and, importantly, they are almost completely

nOn-flammable. No currently available commercial PFPAE lubricants,

however, are capable of operation at the temperature extremes (-54 0C to

+371 0C), in an oxidative environment, required for lubrication of a

high performance gas turbine jet engine. The Air Force has begun a

multi-year interdisciplinary program (IHPTET)3 to study the physical

and chemical properties of PFPAE's in order to develop suitable high

temperature jet engine lubricants and additives.

I have extensive experience in the application of Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR) and Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to

study the reorientational dynamics and intermolecular interactions of

molecules in the liquid phase. Both NMR and FTIR spectroscopy are

potentially quite useful for the investigation of the liquid phase

structure of lubricants and their interactions with surfaces.

Therefore, I was invited to participate in the high temperature

lubricant research program at the Materials Laboratory at

Wright-Patterson AFB this summer.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

During my pre-summer visit to the Materials Laboratory, Dr. Kent

Eisentraut (my technical focal point), Ed Snyder, and I determined that

I would pursue two research goals this summer: (1) explore the

application of Fluorine-19 NMR spectroscopy to study the liquid phase

three dimensional structure (conformation) and polymer chain dynamics of

PFPAE lubricants and (2) assess the utility of FTIR microscopy to

:profile the interactions of lubricants and additives with metal
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surfaces. The NMR spectra were to be acquired by the graduate students

in my research group at the University of North Texas on samples

provided by the Materials Laboratory. The latter FTIR investigations

were to be performed on site in collaboration with Dr. Jim Liang, a

research chemist with the University of Dayton Research Institute, who

is permanently assigned to the Materials Laboratory.

During the course of the summer, it became clear that quantum

mechanical and classical molecular modelling, using programs available

at the Materials Laboratory offered an excellent approach, complementary

to NMR, to inveStligate the conformation and chain dynamics in liquid

lubricants. Work in this area was begun in the latter half of the

summer in collaboration with Dr. Harvey Paige of the Materials

Labore tory.

III. NMR RELAXATION AND CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS

Introduction The measurement of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

spin-lattice relaxation times (T1's) is a well established technique to

probe both the rates and mechanism of molecular reorientation in

liquids.' The method has also been used quite profitably to

characterize the conformational mobility of flexible chain polymers.
5'6

Almost all of the studies to date have been on carbon-13 or proton

relaxation, commonly in hydrocarbon, halocarbon or alkylether polymer

chains. During the summer, we investigated the applicability of

fluorine-19 NMR relaxation times to characterize the chain

reorientational dynamics in PFPAE's of varying molecular structure. We

have also begun studies on the utility of a new two dimensional NMR

technique (2D-NOESY spectroscopy)-to furnish information on the

equilibrium conformational behavior of these molecules.

Experiments Fluorine-19 NMR measurements were performed by

students in my research group at the University of North Texas on a

Varian VXR-300 Fourier Transform NMR Spectrometer operating at
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V,("F)=28 MHz (B.=70.5 kG). Spin-lattice (Tl) relaxation times were

determined using the standard Inversion Recovery pulse sequence,
7

(1800 --900-Acq.)n, with 10-12 r values plus r--. T, was calculated from

the peak intensities by a non-linear fit to the three parameter

magnetization equation.$

Measurements were performed on the following liquids (at ambient

temperature, 25 °C): (1) Perfluoropoly(ethylene oxide), CF3O[CF2CF20nCFX

(ML088-50); (2) Perfluoropoly(triethylene glycol), RfO[(CF2CF20)3CF2O]nRf

,Rf - CF3, C2F5 (ML088-131); (3) Krytox-AC, C3F7O[CF(CF3)CF20]nC2F5

(ML071-6); (4) Fomblin-Z, RfO[CFZO]m[CZF 401n[C3F6O]qRf , Rf-CF3, C2F5

(ML078-80). In addition, two dimensional COSY 9' 10'11' 12 and

NOESY13, 12, 14 spectra were acquired for Krytox-AC and Fomblin-Z using

standard techniques *12,15

Results The 19F NMR results for the five compounds above are

presented in Tables 1-4 of Appendix A. As expected, the NMR spectra of

Krytox and Fomblin are more complex than those of the model compounds

(ML088-50, ML088-100, ML088-131). A partial set of assignments for

these two lubricants are given in the tables. We have acquired 2D COSY

spectra for these liquids which, together with NMR spectra of a second

molecular weight fraction (to permit assignment of end groups), to be

obtained this fall, will permit us to complete their assignments.

The predominant relaxation mechanism for fluorine nuclei in large

molecules is via dipolar interactions with neighboring 19F spins.

Therefore it is possible, using standard relations, 16 to calculate a

quantity termed the correlation time, T,, which, for a CF2 unit in a

perfluoroether, represents (approximately) the time for the vector

between the two fluorine nuclei to rotate by one radian (570). Thus,

, is a measure of the degree of chain mobility (flexibility) in the

region of the CF2 group.

Several trends have emerged from the data acquired this summer.

In all cases, rotational times for CF30- end groups are very short,
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verifying that there is no significant barrier to rotation of this group

about the C-0 axis. Reorientation of the perfluoromethy group in

CF3CF2O- units is somewhat slower (longer Tc), as a result of the

three-fold barrier to rotation about the C-C bond. One finds, too, from

the tables that rotational times (,c) of CF2 groups within three atoms

of the chain ends are comparatively short, a feature generally observed

in polymer dynamics, '6 since there is a lowered frictional torque

retarding bond rotation in this region of the chain.

The most significant trend in the data analyzed to date may be

seen in the correlation times of Perfluoropoly(triethylene glycol) (A.2)

and Fomblin (A.5). Without exception, perfluoromethylene (CF2)

rotational correlation times are shorter in -UF2OCF2O- units than in

-CFOC2F40- fragments on the chain. In order to understand this

observation, we utilized a molecular mechanics modeling program (CHEM-X)

to simulate rotation about the two central C-O bonds in a

-OCF2CF2-O-CF2-O- segment of a perfluoropolyether chain. From the

resulting potential energy contour plot, we observed that rotation of

the right hand -OCF20- fragment about the first C-O bond is severely

restricted due to steric repulsions between this CF2 group and the

-CF2CF2. unit on the left hand side of the chain segment. In contrast,

the three-fold barrier to rotation of the left hand -OCF 2CF20- fragment

about the second C-O bond is relatively low, resulting in more rapid

rotation and, thus, shorter correlation times for this group. We note

that the lowered rotational mobility caused by the presence of -OC2F40-

(and -0C3F60-) segments in the polymer chain can explain the generally

observed positive correlation between C:O ratios and viscosities in

PFPAE's.

NMR relaxation times measure the rate of change of a polymer's

conformation via rotation about its various bonds. The equilibrium (or

average) conformation also exerts a major influence on the molecule's

bulk and molecular properties. Recently, two dimensional NOESY
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experiments have been applied to study proton...proton distances and,

hence, equilibrium structures in poteins17'18 and other polymers.19

We are trying to extend this new experimental technique to obtain

quantitative fluorine...fluorine distances (Which are a sensitive

function of the average dihedral angles about the C-C and C-O bonds) in

PFPAE's. During the summer, we have acquired initial fluorine NOESY

spectra in Fomblin-Z. Further refinement of the spectral acquisition

parameters, necessary to obtain quantitative intensities and F...F

distances, is currently-in progress.

IV-. MOLECULAR MODELLING OF CHAIN CONFORMATION AND MOBILITY

Introduction In order to understand and, eventually, to predict the

equilibrium conformations and chain mobilities in PFPAE's, it is

essential to have an accurate knowledge of the potential energy as a

function of rotation angle about various single bonds in these fluids.

Once the potential energy functions have been accurately characterized,

it is possible to utilize well-established statistical mechanical

methods20 to calculate both, static and dynamic properties as a function

of temperature in the liquid phase.

During the latter half of the summer, I began collaborative

studies with Dr. Harvey Paige of the Materials Laboratory to investigate

the applicability of ab initio 21 and semi-empirical 22 quantum

mechanical techniques and of classical molecular mechanics to determine

confermational potential energy functions in PFPAE's.

Calculations and Results As discussed in a previous section, the

classical molecular mechanics model was employed successfully to explain

the trend in rotational correlation times obtained from NMR relaxation

times in Fomblin-Z. During the summer, we also utilized this simple

model to generate energy contour maps for rotation about the two central

C-O bonds- in chain segments of a linear (-OCF 2-O-CF2O-) and branched

(-OCF2-O-CF(CF3)O-) perfluoroether. The results revealed that the
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branching perfluoromethyl group in the latter segment induces, steric

repulsions which severely restrict the rotation about the right hand

O-CF(CF3) bond. The resulting reduced chain mobility explains,

qualitative, the general observation that branched PFPAE's exhibit an

order of magnitude greater viscosity than linear perfluoroethers of the

same molecular weight.

We also began preliminary calculations on the conformational

energies of several simple perfluorocompounds (Appendix B), using three

of the semi-empirical quantum mechanics programs (MNDO, AMI and PM3) in

the MOPAC22 molecular orbital package. The three methods differ

primarily in their integral parametrization by comparison to

experimental results. As a consequence of their comparative scarcity,
there is relatively little data on perfluorocompounds, with which to

parametrize the semi-empirical Hamiltonian. Our goal in this portion of

the project is to determine which of the three Hamiltonians yields

conformational energies in closest agreement with ab initio calculations

and, where available, with experimental conformational energy

differences, potential barriers and molecular dipole moments.

Perfluorodimethylether (CF3OCF 3) is one molecule whose structural

parameters have been determined experimentally,23 and for which ab

initio calculations have been reported in the Titerature.24 As seen in

Table B.1, the PM3 Hamiltonian yields bond lengths and angles that,

generally, are in superior agreement with experiment than those from

either AMI or MNDO, or, interestingly, from tho ab initio-calculation

using a minimal basis set (STO-3G). The results from PM3 agree

reasonably well, too, with parameters calculated with the extended 4-31G

basis functions.

The hypothetical molecule, tetrafluoroethane-1,2-diol

(HOCF2CF20H), like perfluoroethers, contains polar C-F and C-O bonds,

whose interactions influence the relative energies of equilibrium

conformers and potential barriers. We have used the three
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semi-empirical Hamiltonians (PM3, AMI and MNDO) and classical molecular

mechanics (MM2) to calculate the energy and dihedral angle of the

equilibrium gauche conformer (EG) and of the two barriers (EGG and EGT),

relative to ET O. One sees from Table B.2 that the energies from the

various methods differ substantially, by as much as a factor of 3-4.

Work is in progress to determine which of these methods yields results

in closest agreement with an extended basis set k iiio calculation.

The conformational potential energy function has also been

calculated for perfluorobutane (CF3CF2CF2CF3) using the semi-empirical

methods. As found above, the three Hamiltonians yield markedly

different results (Table B.3). Here, too, ab initio calculations are in

progress. We also intend to obtain perfluorobutane and measure the

relative equilibrium energies of the gauche and trans conformers

experimentally (by temperature dependent IR intensity ratios) as well as

its gas phase dipole moment. A comparison with the predictions of the

various methods will provide important evidence on their relative

merits.

V. IR MICROSCOPY AND SURFACE INTERACTIONS

Introduction To improve their performance under extreme conditions,

most lubricants require the addition of small amounts of various

additives. One current theory of the action of these additives is that

they chemisorb on an engile's metal surfaces, passivating the metal from

corrosion, oxidation and wear. FTIR microscopy25 has proven to be a

useful new technique to study the adsorption of molecules on

surfaces. 26 Since one can monitor a region as small as 10-20 microns

in diameter, it is potentially possible obtain a detailed profile of

additive/surface interactions on scarred or corroded regions of metal.

Too, the infrared spectra may be able to provide more detailed

information on the structure of chemisorbed species than is possible

from most other surface analysis techniques. One goal of my summer
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research at the Materials Laboratory was to assess the capability of

FTIR microscopy to study chemisorption -of additives on metal surfaces

that had been exposed to four ball wear and oxidation/corrosion tests.

This work was performed in collaboration with Dr. Jim Liang of the

University of Dayton Research Institute.

Experiments IR spectra were, obtained on, a Perkin-Elmer 1750

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer, equipped with a Spectra Tech

IR-Plan Infrared Microscope (Model no. 0043-033) and MCT detector. The

following tests were run: (1) Four ball wear test on 5P4E

(5-phenyl-4-ether) lubricant without additive, (2) Four ball wear test

on 5P4E with 5% TCP (tricresyl phosphate) antiwear additive, (3) washed

balls from earlier four ball wear test, (4) Oxidation/Corrosion test on

a branched PFPAE (ML089-293), and (5) Reflection tests of unused

lubricants on metal coupons.

Results Three problems were encountered in the application of IR

microscopy to study additive/metal interactions: (1) similarity of

lubricant and additive IR spectra, (2.) spectral anomalies caused by

reflection off uneven metal surfaces, and (3) sensitivity; each is

addressed in turn.

(1) Similarity of lubricant and additive spectra. Standard organic

additives lack sufficient solubility to be useful in improving the

performance of the new high temperature lubricants. Therefore, it has

been necessary to synthesize new additives with structures very similar

to that of the lubricant in order to enhance solubility. As a

consequence, one usually finds that the IR of the additives and base

fluids overlap in all spectral regions. Thus, it is quite difficult to

monitor changes in the additive's spectrum if any lubricant remains on

the metal.

(2) Spectral anomalies. It is well known that IR reflection spectra of

films on metal surfaces depend critically upon the film thickness and

reflection angle;27'28 neither thickness nor angle can be controlled
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on scarred or corroded metal surfaces. As a result, we observed that

the relative peak intensities and positions of adsorbed film spectra

varied irregularly from one experiment to the next, even when unused

(and thus unaltered) lubricants were applied to clean balls or metal

coupons. Therefore, one must be extremely cautious in ascribing any

variations in the IR spectrum to chemical modification resulting from

surface adsorption.

(3) Sensitivity. Ideally, one may eliminate the above problems by

washing the metal surface to remove any residual lubricant film on the

surface, leaving only the chemisorbed additive. This procedure has been

reporteu-to be successful in obtaining the XPS spectrum :of adsorbed

species. A number of experiments were performed on washed balls and OC

coupons. Unfortunately, in none of the tests were we able to observe

any signal due to chemisorbed species.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

NMR Relaxation As outlined above, the results obtained to date

demonstrate that Fluorine-19 NMR T1's can provide valuable information

on the effect of the local molecular environment on the chain mobility

in PFPAE's. Investigations of additional model compounds and of the

effect of medium (temperature, solvent, polymer mixtures...) are

currently underway. In addition, we intend to begin measuring carbon-13

T1's and spin-spin (T2) and rotating frame (T,,) relaxation times to

obtain complementary information on the chain dynamics. I am currently

preparing a research proposal for an RIP grant to request funding for

this continuing research.

Molecular Modelling Although calculated parameters obtained from the

PM3 semi-empirical Hamiltonian were in good agreement with the

experimental values, there is insufficient data to ascertain whether
this method is generally superior to AMI and MNDO. As further ab initio

and experimental results are accumulated, it may prove appropriate to
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develop a new semi-empirical Hamiltonian designed specifically for the

perfluoroethers. 9

The simple molecular mechanics model has proven useful to

ascertain qualitative trends in conformational energies of

perfluoroethers (vide supra). However, the results bear no quantitative

significance. As reliable quantum mechanical and experimental results

become available, it will be possible to introduce realistic torsional

potentials and bond stretching and bending force constants into a

modified molecular mechanics model parametrized specifically for

PFPAE's. It will then become feasible to utilize this very fast

computational procedure to perform molecular dynamics calculations on

the PFPAE's. The results can be used to predict rotational correlation

times, which can be compared to those measured experimentally from NMR

relaxation to determine the adequacy of the modified classical model.

Once accurate potential functions have been developed, they may be used

to calculate both static and dynamic properties of these fluids, thus

aiding in the design of new PFPAE lubricants.

IR Microscopy It is apparent from the problems described in

Section V that reliable IR spectra of chemisorbed additives cannot be

determined in the presence of residual lubricant fluids due to their

spectral similarities and the anomalous intensities and peak positions

of reflectance spectra from liquid films. As noted, when the balls

(from four ball experiments) or OC coupons were washed, no IR spectra of

adsorbed species were detected. However, rather than resulting from a

lack of sufficient sensitivity, it is possible these metals contained no

significant amounts of the additive. We (Dr. Liang and I) recommend that

when XPS studies on these systems are begun in the coming year, that IR

spectra be recorded at the same time. A comparison of results from the

two experiments should provide a definitive test of the utility of

infrared microscopy to characterize the interactions of additives with

metal surfaces.
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APPENDIX A. NMR RELAXATION AND CORELATION TIMES"

A.1 Peffluoropoly(ethylene oxide) ,,CF 3O[CF2CF2OJ1,CF3  (MLOS8-;501)

TPeak Delta* Assign~ment 17TiT

1 73'.'6 ,ppm CF3OCF2CF2O 0.80 s 150 Ps

2 75.8 OCF2CF2O 0.47 250

3 108.3 CF3OCF2CF2O 1.009 60

*Chemica1 shifts in this 'and. following tables are measured in ppm
doWnfield from hexafi uorobenzene.

A.2 PerflIuoropoly(tri ethylene glycol) ,RfO[(CF2CF2O) 3CF2O]nRf
Rf -Cr3, ; 2F5 (M1088-131)

Peak Delta Assignment T1, t

I 73.7 ppm CF3OCF 2CF2O 0-,81 s 140 ps

2 74.0 OCF 2CF2OCF 20 0.63- 180

3 75.7 OC2F4OCF 2CF2OC2F4O' 0.59 '200

4 76.8 CF3CF2O 0.60 110'

5 108.2 CF3OC2F40I -1.21 60

6 112.6 OC2F40CF2OC2F4O 0.67 210
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A.3 krytox-AC ,CtF76 ECF(CF3) 261C 2FS (14L071-6)

Peak Del ta AssignmentTiC

1 19.1 OCF2F(CFx4O -0. 20 130 PS

2 '20. 0 OCF2CF(CF3)0 0.20, 130

3 20.3 OCF 2CF,(CF 3)0 .0.20 130

4 3 4.i4 tF 3CF2CF20 '0. 36 280

5 75.6 OCF2CF3' 0.50 130

6 16.8 CF3CFAPP2  0.49 240

7 82.4 CUiCF2CFO 0.52 120

8 83.8 6CP2CF(CF 3)0* 0.40 200

9 84,.2 OCF2CF(CF3)0 0.38 170

10 84.3 OCF2CF(CF3)0* 0.38 310

11 84.8 OCF2CF(CF3)0* 0.40 290

12 85.3 OdF2CF(CF 3)0*' 0.37 320

*The CF, fluorines in Krytox are non-equivalent since they are adjacent
to an asymmetric carbon. Therefore, they split into a quartet with a
large geminal coupling constant
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A.4 Iombl-in-Z RfO[CFi[lrCzF40]n[C3 60]q, Rf=CF3, CiFS (ML078-80)-

'Peak De ta Assignment T

1 35.2 ppm OCF 2CF2CF2O 0.52 s 200 ps

2 74.2 OCF 2CF2OCF 20 0.63 190

3 75.9 OCF 2CF2OC2F4O 0.51 230

4 79.5 OCF 2CF2CF2 CFiO 0.63 190

5 81.1 OCF 2CF2CF2OC2'F40 0.50 230

6 106.9 CF30CF2O 1.08 70

7 108.6 CF3OC2F40 1.19 60

8 109.5 OCFOCF2OCF2O 0.95 140

9 111.3 OCF 2OCF 2OC2F40 0.78 180

10 111.5 CF3OCF 20 0M79 170

11 112.9 OC2F4OCF 2OC2F40 0.66 210

l,
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APPENDIX B. CALCULATED CONFORNATIONAL ENERGIES

B.1 Perfluorodimethylether (CF3OCF3): Comparison between theory
and experiment

Param Expt.a 4-31Gb STO-3Gb PM3 AM1c MNDOC

C-Od 1.369 1.369 1.431 1.392 1.406 1.406

C-Fd 1.327 1 .340g 1.366g 1.3349 1.3539 1 .3 4 49

C-O-Co 119.1 125.9 113.2 118.9 121.3 130.4

F-CO-C' 166.0 162.2 162.0 161.5 165.8 165.2

a) Ref. 23
b) Ref. 24
c) This work
d) Bond length (in Angstroms)
e) Bond angle (in degrees)
f) Dihedral angle (in degrees)
g) Average value

B.2 Tetrafluoroethane-1,2-diol (HOCF2CF2OH)'

Method E b# Ec6  #C E d#

PM3 0.24 62 2.98 0 2.25 119

AMI 0.59 80 1.83 0 0.69 112

MNDO 0.53 64 4.15 0 3.21 120

MM2 0.27 62 6.41 2 5.13 120

a) All energies given in kcal/mol, referenced to ET=O
b) Energy and dihedral angle of gauche (G+ and G') equilibrium

conformations
c) Energy and dihedral angle of barrier between G+ and G" conformations
d) Energy and dihedral angle of barrier between G+ (or G-) and T

conformations
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8.3 Semi -Empirical Conformational Energies of Perfluorobutanea

4b PM3 AMI MNDO

00 5.89 kcal 4.60 kcal 8.01 kcal

10 6.47 4.52 7.54

20 6.74 3,.94 6.41

30 2.72 3.31 4.99

40 1.17 2.62 3.60

50 -0.36 2.00 2.57

60 -0.08 1.53 2.11

70 1.29 1.28 2.19

80 1.62 1.16 2.37

90 0.93 0.81 2.13

100 0.25 0.62 2.06

110 0.98 0.59 2.23

120 1.43 0.56 2.27

130 1.42 0.47 2.00

140 1.24 0.31 1.45

150 0.47 0; 14 0.80

160 -0.23 0.01 0.28

170 0.07 -0.02 0.04

180 0.00 0.00 0.00

a) All energies in kcal/mol, and referenced to E(1800)=0

b) Dihedral angle between C1 and C4
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MODELING OF CASTING SOLIbIFICATION

by

Hai-Lung Tsai

ABSTRACT

A general purpose finite element computer program, CAST3,

for modeling casting solidification was evaluated' from both the

user's and the technicalaspects. The CAST3 code was developed

by the Universal Energy Systems, Inc. under the sponsorship of

the Air Force. Although several commercial packages are avail-

able, it was found that CAST3 is the only software dedicated to

the casting solidification modeling. As a result, CAST3 code

has a superior capability in handling the casting-mold interfa-

cial thermal resistance and the time stepping algorithm, which

make the program computationally more efficient than any other

available codes (to the knowledge of the author). An excellent

start has been made by CAST3 in achieving the goal of develop-

ing an ideal casting design package for the Air Force. How-

ever, the present version of CAST3 is not yet completed for

being able to simulate some casting problems. Therefore, rec-

ommendations are made for improving and expanding CAST3, so

that the code can be used in the foundry industry as a powerful

design tool for obtaining high quality casting parts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal casting foundry is a basic industry which provides

either raw materials-or finished parts for many other manufac-

turing industries. Hence, the casting production technology in

the foundry will affect directly or indirectly the cost as well

as the quality of many downstream products. During the past

years, the production of American castings has been decreased

significantly, due to the loss of market to foreign countries

where the labor is much cheaper [1). One of the major issues

for the American foundry to survive and maintain the leading

edge in the global competition is the introduction of modern

technology to this industry for obtaining castings of better

quality at a lower cost. To achieve this, the use of computer

modeling as well as CAD/CAM in the foundry are required.

To date, several commercial finite element packages are

available for modeling casting solidification, which include

ABAQUS, ADINA, ANSYS, NASTRAN, NISA, MARK, etc. In general,

these programs were developed for the general purpose use in

many areas, and they are not dedicated to the metal casting

simulation. As a result, special features unique to casting

solidification, such as the latent heat release and the metal-

mold interfacial thermal resistance are not well-handled in

these programs, which crucially affect the required computer

time. Consequently, for any of the above-mentioned code, it

needs a tremendous computer time to simulate a real casting

process, which hinders the usage of computer modeling in the
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foundry industry.

During the past years, Drs. Mark Samonds and David Waite of

the Universal Energy Systems, Inc. have developed a general

purpose finite element code, CAST3, dedicated to the modeling

of casting solidification, under the sponsorship of the Air

Force. It has been demonstrated by several foundries that the

basic portion (heat conduction) of CAST3 is very useful in pre-

dicting the transient temperature distributions in the casting

and the mold, so that any possible hot spots in the casting

could be avoided by changing some casting conditions. However,

so far a rigorous evaluation on CAST3, from either a user's

point of view or the technical aspect, is not available. The

author has worked on the casting solidification modeling for

about 10 years, including the use of several above-mentioned

commercial codes and many years of actual foundry experience.

In addition, he has developed part of NISA code, and is famil-

iar with both finite element and finite difference methods.

Hence-, the author is one of the very few candidates who are

qualified for evaluating CAST3 code.
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Ii. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT

My assignment as a participant in the 1990 Summer Faculty

Research Program was to evaluate the code CAST3, and then to

make recommendations on the direction for further research in

the modeling of casting solidification. The Air Force was par-

ticularly interested in the D'arcy flow portion in the CAST3.

Hence, it was determiried to run CAST3 for a unidirectional

macrosegregation problem, so that CAST3 can be validated by

comparing the computational results with the available exper-

imental data.

The CAST3 User Manual was studied in detail and a one

dimensional solid model was established using PATRAN for simu-

lating the macrosegregation problem. As many places in the

manual were not clearly described, the CAST3 program developer,

Dr. Mark Samonds, was called to discuss the technical contents

of CAST3. In order to be able to exchange ideas more conve-

nient, Mark was invited to the laboratory. The discussion has

gone through every phase of the program CAST3. It was found

that the D'arcy flow portion in CAST3 was developed under the

assumption that a continuous feeding of molten metal is pro-

vided, which is inconsistent with an actual macrosegregation

experiment, in which there is no additional feeding. It was

also found that the proposed macrosegregation problem has been

simulated using CAST3 by Dr. David Waite, and the results were

available. Although the modeling results appeared reasonable

based on the assumption made when the program was developed,
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they were completely different from the experimental data. It

was concluded that a major modification in CAST3 is required in

order to be able to predict the macrosegregation phenomenon

observed in experiments. As a result, the idea of using CAST3

to simulate the unidirectional macrosegregation problem was

abandoned, and efforts were focused on identifying the merits

and limitations of CAST3, as well as the directions for pos-

sible improvements on CAST3.
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III. MERITS AND LIMITATI ONS OF CAST3

The most distinctive difference between CAST3 and other

commercial programs is that CAST3 was developed solely for

modeling casting solidification Hence, special features

unique to casting solidification are well-handled in CAST3.

The merits of CAST3 are summarized as follows:

1. Method in handling metal-mold interfacial problem

The technique used in CAST3 to handle the casting-mold

interfacial thermal resistance is excellent. In casting model-

ing, the domain consists of both the casting and the mold,

which is a conjugate problem. It is noted that usually the

thermophysical properties of the casting are very different

from those of the mold. For example, the thermal diffusivity

of aluminum based alloys is about 100 times that of a silica

sand mold. Especially, there is a phase change in the casting

which introduces nonlinearity in the numerical solution. The

technique used by CAST3 can have a complete different grid sys-

tem and time stepping scheme for each of the casting and mold

domains, so that the computational efficiency can be increased.

The author uses a similar technique to handle the metal-mold

interface, and it is called the "two-domain method" [2].

2. Method in handling latent heat release

In CAST3, the enthalpy method is employed for handling the

latent heat release during alloy solidification. Enthalpy
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method has been the most popular technique to deal with latent

heat, even ifa fluid flow presents in the casting. The rela-

tionship between the casting solid fraction and temperature can

be assumed [3], or directly input from the alloy phase diagram.

This provides a more realistic way for implementing the latent

heat in the program.

3. Time steoving algorithm

In the time domain, depending upon the characteristics of

the problem, CAST3 uses two- or three-level predictor-corrector

time stepping scheme, which gives the user a flexibility. The

scheme can be fully implicit, fully explicit, or in between of

them. Proper selection of the time stepping scheme can sub-

stantially save the computational timd. For example, due to

the large difference in material properties between the casting

and mold, a fully implicit scheme can be used for the casting

domain to guarantee the numerical convergence, while a fully

explicit scheme can be employed in the mold to reduce the com-

puter time.

4. Computational efficiency

By using CAST3, significant computational cost can be

reduced due to the techniques employed in handling the metal-

mold interfacial thermal resistance and the time stepping algo-

rithm, as mentioned above. In addition, CAST3 uses the Conju-

gate Gradient method to solve the assembled matrix, which could

be more efficient than the traditional Gaussia" elimination

technique. This is particularly important for a large, sparce
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equation systems, which usually occur in a finite element ana-

lysis. It is expected that CAST3 code can save more than 50%

of computational time, as compared with commercial codes such

as ABAQUS and ANSYS, with which the author is familiar.

5. CaDability in calculatina radiation view fagtor

CAST3 has the capability to calculate the changes of view

factor as a function of time, so that the radiation heat trans-

fer can be properly accounted. This special feature is partic-

ularly useful for the simulation of single crystal growth dur-

ing the pulling process.

LIMITATIONS:

1. Heat conduction only

The major limitation of CAST3 is that only heat conduction

in the casting can be handled, but not the fluid flow problem.

The D'arcy flow portion in CAST3 was developed under over-

simplified assumptions, and it is generally not applicable to a

real casting process. As a result, several casting defects

associated with the fluid flow in the casting cannot be pre-

dicted by CAST3. These include the formations of microsegrega-

tion, macrosegregation, and porosity in the casting. The fluid

flow in the casting can be caused by thermal and/or solutal

gradients, as well as shrinkage [4].

2. Mold is instantaneously filled

Although theoretically CAST3 allows arbitrary initial con-

ditions for the casting and the mold, uniform initial tempera-
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tures are usually assumed due to the unknown initial condi-

tions. In order to obtain the initial temperature and/or velo-

city distributions, the mold filling process must be simulated.

In addition, the study of mold filling is important for many

casting processes, for example, the thin-section casting, die

casting, and lost foam casting.
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING CAST3

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that CAST3

is an excellent program for modeling casting solidification, if

only heat conduction in the casting is considered. The program

can be employed to determine the constant temperature curves,

so that any possible hot spots in the casting can be detected.

Then, by changing the casting condition a favorable solidifica-

tion pattern can be achieved and, consequently, hot spots and

the associated casting defects can be eliminated.

However, several improvements in CAST3 are required in

order to make CAST3 a true tool for predicting and solving sev-

eral casting problems. A brief discussion of some areas for

possibly including in the future version of CAST3 will be given

in the following. However, it is noted that several topics to

be discussed are still under intensive investigation and, per-

haps, are not matured enough to be implemented in a casting

program such as CAST3.

1. More user-friendly

The CAST3 User Manual needs to add several well-defined and

worked-out examples to illustrate the procedure, step by step,

how to use the program. The theoretical development and the

user's manual could be separated into two volumes. There ae

many misprints in the manual. It is recommended that the ter-

minologies used in the manual should be consistent with the

tradition. For example, when there is a fluid flow in the
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casting, the heat transfer occurred is called convection, but

not conduction as used in the manual. Also, several data input

formats are not convenient as comparing with the typical forms

available in the literature. In conclusion, additional efforts

need to be made to enhance the user-friendly of CAST3.

2. Mold filling process

The simulation of mold filling process is important not

only it provides the initial conditions for the subsequent

casting solidification modeling, but also many casting defects

are determined -by the filling process. For example, in die

casting, lest foam casting, and injecting molding, the quality

of casting parts is nearly determined by the mold filling pro-

cess. The most popular technique to handle the free surface

during filling process is described in a program, SOLA-VOF,

developed by the -Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. However,

the original program can handle only the fluid flow portion,

but not the heat transfer. Additional capability needs to be

developed if solidification occurs during the filling process.

3. Fluid flow grgblem

It is well known that the fluid flow in the casting, due to

either the forced convection, natural convection, shrinkage, or

their combination, can significantly affect the casting

quality. Hence, a casting solidification model must be able to

handle the fluid flow in the casting. The difficulty in hand-

ling the fluid flow in the casting stems from the fact that a

solidifying casting consists of the solid, 
liquid, and mushy
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regions. In addition to the unknown shapes of the interface

between different phases, there is a latent heat release. The

state-of-the-art technique uses a single set of differential

equations throughout the entire casting domain [4].

4. Method for handlina mushy reaion

In the mushy region, both the solid and liquid phases coex-

ist, hence a special technique need to be developed to handle

the fluid flow and heat transfer in the mushy region. It is

noted that the fluid flow in the mushy region for a solidifying

casting is quite different from the traditional two-phase flow

typically found in the chemical or nuclear engineering. The

state-of-the-art technique is to use the continuum model for

the mushy region, which is based on the volume averaging scheme

(4).

5. Gas- and shrinkage-caused Dorosities

Casting porosity has been one of the oldest and most con-

cerned problems in the foundry industry, in particular, for the

aluminium based alloys. The existence of micro pores signifi-

cant decreases the strength of the casting parts, especially

under the environment at high temperature and high pressure.

The pores in the casting can be caused by either the dissolved

gases in molten metal, the shrinkage, or their combination.

Intensive research on the formation of porosity in casting is

still undertaken both in the academia and the industry (5].
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6. Macrosegreqation

For large casting parts, a severe large-scale macrosegrega-

tion has been frequently found. It is noted that once the

macrosegregation is created in the casting, there is no means

to eliminate it, except just discard the casting. Macrosegre-

gation in the casting is caused by the fluid flow both in the

liquid phase and the mushy region. Although some over-

simplified models on macrosegregation were published in the

early 1960's, a comprehensive mathematical model is still not

available to date.

7. Shrinkage-induced domain chanae and fluid flow

Although the fluid flow caused by shrinkage is expected to

be very small, it has been found that some casting defects such

as segregation and porosity are mainly owing to the shrinkage

induced fluid flow (6]. This is understandable, since when the

solid fraction in the casting exceeds 50%, the fluid flow in

the mushy zone due to natural convection is almost diminished.

However, the fluid flow caused by shrinkage is always present,

due to the density difference between the solid and the liquid

phases.

8. Actual latent heat release

The use of phase diagram to account for the latent heat

release is possible if there are only two major constitutes in

the alloy. Also, phase diagram is obtained under the assump-

tion that an equilibrium exists. In any casting solidification

process, some degree of undercooling is always existent in the
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solidifying metal. Hence, the rate of actual latent heat

release should be determined by experiments, so that it can be

directly implemented in the modeling [7].

It is noted that the above-mentioned topics by no means is

a complete list for CAST3 to improve. For example, the stress

built up in the casting during solidification is very important

for determining the hot tear and casting distortion, which, in

turn, can affect the gap formation between the casting and the

mold.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The computer program, CAST3, developed by the Universal

Energy Systems, Inc., was evaluated during the Summer Faculty

Research Program. CAST3 code is a unique computer program

dedicated to modeling casting solidification. The code has

many superior capabilities than any existing commercial codes.

However, additional improvements and expansion of CAST3 are

required. It is felt that CAST3 has made an excellent start to

become a sophisticatedcode, which can be truly used in the

foundry for designing casting processes.

In view of the increasing demands for high quality casting

parts, there is a strong need for a mathematical model, which

can predict and, subsequently, eliminate possible casting

defects. Hence, it is suggested that the Air Force should con-

tinue to support the research and development in the area of

casting solidification modeling.

4;
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